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Preface 
 
This work deals with the northern French Kyrie chant as its main subject. The Kyries in 
the northern French repertory before 1200 have been analysed and compared to reveal 
characteristic features of these chants. After finishing the analytical work five more 
twelfth century northern French manuscripts were drawn to my attention and I 
appreciate the opportunity to include these in the present work. On the basis of this, two 
subsections have been extended and three new subsections have been added to this 
work:  
 
1) The subsection “Outline of the Thesis” in the Introduction has been extended 
and four lines have been added to the end of the subsection ahead of it, to give a 
more detailed definition of the northern French corpus of my study. This refines 
the scientific criterion for choosing manuscripts for the more in depth studies.  
2) The subsection “The Kyrie Chants in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 14819, 
Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249” has been added at the end of “Chapter 
3 Transmissional Variants Regarding Formal Features”. In this subsection the 
five new manuscripts are discussed and their melodies are analysed. This 
extends the main analyses performed previously. 
3) The subsection “Inventory of Kyrie Repertories in the Manuscripts Paris 833, 
Paris 14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249” in Appendix I gives the 
full inventory of the Kyrie chants notated in the five manuscripts. 
4) The subsection “Index of Manuscripts Consulted” in Appendix I has been 
extended with “Introduction” and “II) Index of Additional Manuscripts”. The 
previous contents of this subsection have been given the new title “I) Index of 
Manuscripts Cited in the Dissertation”. 
5) The subsection “Four Kyries Notated in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 14819, 
Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249” has been added at the end of 
Appendix II. Here transcriptions of the four Kyries in these manuscripts, that are 
new to the northern French repertory, are given.  
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 1 
Introduction 
 
 
A melody for the Greek invocation Kyrie eleison was first notated in Carolingian 
manuscripts of the tenth century. As part of what has later been called the "Ordinary of 
Mass", the first Kyrie melodies were entered in manuscripts somewhat more than one 
century later than melodies for the "Mass Proper". While melodies for the chants of the 
Proper are thought to have originated in the centuries before the Carolingian 
renaissance, the melodies for the chants of the Ordinary are seen otherwise. Kyrie 
chants are considered by scholars today to be younger melodies that were created by the 
Franks in the centuries following the import of the Roman liturgy to the Frankish area at 
the time of Charlemagne. Hence the Kyrie is most often known as "medieval" or 
"Frankish" chant, to make a clear distinction from the melodies in the Roman repertory. 
Three tropers from the Frankish area contain the oldest records of Kyrie 
melodies. The East Frankish St. Gallen Codices 381 and 484, copied in the second 
quarter of the tenth century1 and the West Frankish Pa 1240, copied sometime during 
the period 932 – 935 in Aquitaine.2 Together these manuscripts present seven different 
melodies for the Kyrie eleison. The number of Kyrie chants grew rapidly during the 
next centuries and some of the earliest melodies came to be much used and were entered 
in manuscripts all over Europe.  
In the west-Frankish area, two regional repertories have been distinguished: the 
northern French and the Aquitanian repertory. Up until the ninth century the name 
Francia was used in a variety of ways. Francia could designate the whole of the 
Frankish lands – which after the treaties of 843 consisted of the three kingdoms of 
Charles the Bald (west), the Emperor Lothar (centre) and Louis the German (east) – or 
only one or the other part of it. However, early in the tenth century a region north of the 
Seine, which would become the Île-de-France, was being slowly separated from the 
                                                           
1 Wulf Arlt and Susan Rankin: Stiftsbibliothek Sankt Gallen Codices 484 & 381 (Zürich, 1996), vol I, 14-
15. 
2 John Emerson: "Neglected Aspects of the Oldest Full Troper (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, lat. 1240)" 
in Recherches Nouvelles sur les Tropes Liturgiques, ed. Wulf Arlt, Gunilla Björkvall. Corpus Troporum 
(Studia Latina Stockholmiensia 36) (Stockholm, 1993), 193. 
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Empire and the term Francia or Regnum Francorum was hereafter used to designate 
this area only.3  
The French Kingdom at this time was therefore much smaller; covering only the 
northern part of what would be modern day France. In the south were the rich areas of 
Aquitaine and Poitiers. Here reigned the dukes of Aquitaine. In the second half of the 
eight century Charlemagne created a kingdom out of the duchy of Aquitaine. The 
kingdom lasted until the end of the reign of Charles the Bald and then the fortunes of a 
new duchy of Aquitaine began with Bernard Plantevelue and his descendants in late 
ninth/early tenth century.4 The dukes of Aquitaine became very powerful over the years 
and the court of the dukes is known to be central for the development of culture, in 
particular vernacular music and literature. Duke William IX (1071-1127) is the first 
known of the troubadours and his son, William X of Aquitaine, his granddaughter, 
Eleanor of Aquitaine and his great granddaughter, Marie de Champagne were all known 
to take a great interest in and to encourage musical and other cultural expressions of 
their time. 
In 1137 King Louis VI of France arranged for his protégé, the young duchess 
Eleanor of Aquitaine, who was recently bereved of her father, to marry his son Louis. 
Thereby he united the vast and powerful districts of Aquitaine with the French crown. 
Fifteen years later however, Queen Eleanor divorced King Louis VII, reclaimed her 
dowry and married Henry Plantagenet who two years later became King Henry II of 
England. This was a time of political turbulence for the young France and the political 
developments culminated in the Albigensian war early in the thirteenth century. This 
crusade initiated by Pope Innocent III and supported by the French King Phillip II 
Auguste, was devastating for the Aquitanian areas and ended with the main parts of 
Aquitaine having to give up their sovereignty and being included under the crown of 
France.   
But prior to the period of the famous Aquitanian rulers, the cloisters in the 
Aquitanian regions were breeding a rich musical growth and forming an extensive 
interest in cultural expressions. The region had its own cultural tradition and with regard 
                                                           
3 Colette Beaune: "France" in Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages, ed. André Vauchez, Barrie Dobson, 
Michael Lapidge (Cambridge, 2000) I, 563. 
4 Jacques Clémens: "Aquitaine" in Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages, ed. André Vauchez, Barrie Dobson, 
Michael Lapidge (Cambridge, 2000) I, 87. 
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to music it had its own distinct notation as well as a closely interrelated chant repertory. 
The distinct notation found in Aquitanian manuscripts consists predominantly of 
discrete points and the notation became heightened at a very early stage. In manuscripts 
from the late tenth century it is already possible to read the Aquitanian notation thanks 
to the use of a dry-point line as a vertical orientation for music notation.5 Their close 
notational and repertorial relations are of such a kind that the Aquitanian group of 
manuscripts was once believed to have originated in the Abbey of St. Martial de 
Limoges or at establishments in the immediate vicinity. They are now, however, 
believed to have originated in more varied and somewhat more distant locations inside 
the Aquitanian area.6 The Kyries notated in these manuscripts are nevertheless seen as a 
single repertory by David Bjork.7   
The northern part of what is now named France was not one autonomous area at 
the time of the early notation of the Kyrie chant. In the following I will discuss the 
scope of this study and define the northern French corpus of manuscripts that are to be 
examined in this work.   
 
 
 
Outline of the Thesis 
The subject of this study is the Kyrie chants recorded in manuscripts in the west 
Frankish area. The west Frankish area can be divided into two regions, Aquitaine and 
northern France, which is different from the northern part of present day France. Both 
regions transmit their own repertory of Kyrie melodies. The Aquitanian repertory of 
Kyrie chants has already been examined by David Bjork in his doctoral dissertation: 
The Aquitanian Kyrie Repertory of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries (Berkeley, 1977). 
I will focus on the northern French repertory of Kyrie chants from that period as the 
point of departure for this work. Then I will compare the northern French repertory to 
                                                           
5 Paul Evans describes the notation of the Aquitanian sources as "usually very accurate" in The Early 
Trope Repertory of Saint Martial de Limoges (Princeton, 1970), 33. For a detailed examination of the 
notation in the Auitanian manuscripts, see Richard Crocker: The Early Medieval Sequence (Berkeley, 
1977). See also Heinrich Husmann: Tropen und Sequenzenhandschriften. Rèpertoire International des 
Sources Musicales B V I (München/Duisburg, 1964), 115-148, and Paul Evans (1970), 45-53.  
6 David Bjork: The Aquitanian Kyrie Repertory of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of California, Berkeley, 1977) I, 14.     
7 David Bjork (1977) I, 14-15. 
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the Aquitanian repertory as examined by Bjork, to outline features of the Kyrie chant in 
the west Frankish area.  
When choosing the material used as basis for this dissertation, a total of 176 
manuscripts from France, England and Sicily were considered. The manuscripts are 
dated tenth-eighteenth century and are mainly collected from two important catalogues 
presenting manuscripts for Kyrie chants: Margareta Melnicki: Das einstimmige Kyrie 
des lateinischen Mittelalters (Regensburg, 1955) and David Hiley: “Ordinary of Mass 
Chants in English, North French and Sicilian Manuscripts” in Journal of the Plainsong 
& Medieval Music Society, Vol. 9 (1986). In addition a few more French manuscripts 
are collected from David Bjork’s dissertation and from Analecta hymnica 47 (Leipzig, 
1905). All manuscripts were examined with regard to their content of Kyrie chants 
during this initial investigation.  
The examination of the repertory of melodies in the 176 manuscripts revealed 
that the northern French repertory includes several Kyries that are also in the Aquitanian 
repertory. These melodies are common to both repertories and are therefore central to 
the present examination on the west Frankish Kyrie chant. The melodies shared by both 
repertories are all notated in the northern French manuscripts already in the eleventh 
century. Most of the melodies have concordances in several manuscripts and from 
different northern regions at the time.  
The examination of the repertory of melodies in northern French manuscripts 
from the tenth-eighteenth century thus led to an interest in the early French sources as 
these sources proved to transmit the most interesting material for my field of 
investigation concerning the west Frankish Kyrie chant. 
Twelfth century northern French manuscripts transmit the same melodies as the 
eleventh century manuscripts, together with only a few additional ones. Thus, northern 
French manuscripts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries seem to share a somewhat 
consistent repertory of Kyrie chants. In thirteenth century manuscripts a number of new 
melodies are introduced into the notated repertory of Kyrie chants. The majority of 
these melodies, however, have only one or two manuscript concordances each in 
northern France throughout the eighteenth century.8 
                                                           
8 See Appendix I, 64.  
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Margot Fassler describes the twelfth century as “…an age of reform and 
renewal…” when concerning liturgy, text and music: “…this was a time during which 
several repertories of liturgical texts and music either died out or were truncated and 
modified, and several new kinds of texts and music – rhymed offices, late sequences, 
versus and conductus, and some styles of polyphonic music – first flourished.”9 Fassler 
separates between sequences written in the tenth and eleventh century and the new 
compositions written in the twelfth century.10 Sequence scholarship most commonly 
divides their subject into three periods: First Epoch sequences before 1050, Transitional 
Phase ca. 1050-1150 and Second Epoch sequences after 1150.11 The sequence repertory 
then show important changes in the twelfth century. The Kyrie chant and the sequence 
are melodic genres that are related in several ways. However, for the Victorine 
repertories Fassler concludes, based on the manuscript evidences, that on the contrary to 
the sequence repertory that experienced major changes and growth in the twelfth and 
thirteenth century, the Victorine repertory of Kyrie chants was more or less standardized 
and relatively stable by the mid twelfth century.12 My findings suggest that this applies 
to the Kyrie repertory also on a more general basis.    
The main intention of this work is to examine the limited amount of melodies 
that represent the earliest notated Kyries in the north. All together the eleventh century 
northern French manuscripts transmit 34 Kyrie melodies. The frequent concordances for 
many of the melodies in eleventh century sources indicate that the Kyrie repertory at 
that time was of some consistency and also that the melodies most often used were 
probably notated in these manuscripts. This means that the manuscripts from the 
eleventh century are of the most interest for this work. However, only fourteen 
manuscripts transmitting Kyries survive from northern France in the eleventh century. 
Further, the northern French notation is not readable in eleventh century manuscripts. 
The notation in northern French manuscripts did not become readable until the twelfth 
century. It is therefore of interest also to include twelfth century manuscripts for this 
work.  
                                                           
9 Margot Fassler: Gothic Song, Victorine Sequences and Augustinian Reform in Twelfth-Century Paris 
(Cambridge, 1993), 9. 
10 Margot Fassler (1993), 56. 
11 Lori Kruckenberg-Goldenstein: The Sequence from 1050-1150: A Study of a Genre in Change (Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Iowa, 1997), 8.  
12 Margot Fassler (1993), 140-143. 
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The inclusion of twelfth century manuscripts can be done in two ways: Either 
the examination of melodies can focus on the repertory of Kyries found in eleventh 
century manuscripts and then consult the twelfth century manuscripts merely for the 
necessary transcriptions. Or the twelfth century manuscripts could be included in the 
corpus of manuscripts so that their Kyrie chants would be examined together with the 
chants in the eleventh century manuscripts. In favour of the latter speaks that the 
eleventh and twelfth century northern French manuscripts to a large extent transmit the 
same repertory of Kyrie chants and also the various indications that this repertory was 
more or less standardized by mid-twelfth century. Also, Kyrie melodies belonging to 
the eleventh century repertory may have survived for the first time in twelfth century 
manuscripts. To add twelfth century manuscripts to the eleventh century corpus of 
manuscripts gives a more extensive manuscript base as well as the necessary 
manuscripts in readable notation. Thus I have included the twelfth century northern 
French manuscripts in the main corpus and this adds seven more melodies to the 
repertory.   
The observations made above regarding the repertory of melodies seem to 
coincide with the political developments in the area. Important political changes took 
place in the northern part of France under Philip II Augustus (ruled 1180-1223). 
Territorial expansions that soon were extended also into the south began already in the 
1180’s, and in the early thirteenth century the Albigensian war led to the inclusion of 
the main parts of Aquitaine under the crown of France.13 The late twelfth century then 
marks the beginning of a new period in the political history of France. Thus also when 
considering political circumstances, the end of the twelfth century could be the natural 
end to a period concerning the manuscripts from these areas. The political dimension 
then provides further cover for viewing the eleventh and twelfth century manuscripts 
containing Kyies as one group and for my decision that this group of sources should 
constitute the main corpus of northern French manuscripts to be examined in this work.  
All considered then, the northern French manuscripts from the last decades of 
the twelfth century are perhaps of less interest to the present investigation but are 
                                                           
13 For further details, see Thomas N. Bisson and Jeremy David Popkin: “France in the later Middle Ages, 
1180-1490”, The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 19, Macropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, 
Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 465-466. 
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included to make sure that relevant manuscripts have not been missed and also because 
the dating of manuscripts are a bit uncertain. When I am addressing a corpus of 
manuscripts “before 1200” then, “1200” is not to be seen as an abrupt cutting point but 
rather as a periodization to be sure that all manuscripts of interest are included into the 
main corpus for the in depth examinations.  
The northern French corpus of manuscripts in the eleventh and twelfth centuries 
will thus be of comparable size with the Aquitanian corpus established by Bjork in his 
dissertation. 
The northern part of what is now named France was not one self-contained area 
at the time of the early notation of the Kyrie chant.14 In the late ninth century the kings 
of France were forced into rivalries, alliances, and conflicts with the greater counts and 
dukes, who were for many generations the real rulers of France. Outside the dynastic 
royal domain (centred around Paris) the foremost northern powers at that time were 
Flanders, Normandy, Anjou, Brittany, Blois-Champagne and Burgundy.15  
The southern border of Anjou and the south-western border of Burgundy 
towards Aquitaine mostly follows the river Loire in the tenth to twelfth century while 
the southern border of Blois-Champagne lies somewhat to the south of the Loire (see 
Historical Maps of France I and II, below). The notation today characterised as northern 
French is in use in manuscripts from these as well as the other French regions north of 
Aquitaine. I define the corpus of my study after the notational as well as the cultural 
division found between the region of Aquitaine and the northern regions of France at 
that time. Thus manuscripts from Fontèvrault, Tours, Nevers and Cluny are all included 
in the northern French corpus of the dissertation. 
 
                                                           
14 In contrast to the close interrelationship found between the Aquitanian manuscripts, the northern 
French manuscripts to some extent transmit different local chant traditions in their notation. In this study I 
take local regions into account when listing the manuscripts in the synoptic transcriptions in Appendix III. 
Here the manuscripts are listed according to provenance. However, the analyses in the present work focus 
on the formal variants found for each Kyrie and the formal variants seem to be rarely specific to one 
particular local region. See for instance the distribution of the formal variants for Kyries 102, 124 and 
155. A few melodies are also transmitted in different formal shapes even in the same manuscript: Kyries 
47, 55, 124 and 142 (See Appendix I under “Index of Melodic Forms”). Therefore, I found no reason to 
further subdivide “northern France” into smaller regions during this work. 
15 Thomas N. Bisson and Jeremy David Popkin: “The emergence of France, c. 850-1180”, The New 
Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 19, Macropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, Theodore Pappas 
(Chicago, 2007), 463. 
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Historical Map of France I, 98716  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
16 ”France, history of: France, 987.” Online Map/Still. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 28. Jan. 2008 
http://search.eb.com/eb.art-1631.   
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Historical Map of France II, 1180-132817 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
17 Printed in The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 19, Macropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, 
Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 469.   
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Historical Map of France III, 1600-176618  
 
 
 
                                                           
18 Printed in The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 19, Macropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, 
Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 486. 
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The eastern border of the northern French regions at that time will be discussed 
somewhat further. The city of Metz was in Carolingian time the capital of Frankish 
Austrasia, a kingdom including the old homeland of the Ripuarian (Rhineland) Franks 
situated between the rivers Meuse and Rhine.19 Austrasia was included into Francia 
Media in 843 (the Treaty of Verdun) and then Lotharingia after 855. In 869 Lotharingia 
was divided between Louis the German and Charles the Bald.20 The capital of 
Austrasia, Metz, became part of the east Frankish kingdom in 870.21 From the late 
twelfth century on the city became a free town within the Holy Roman Empire. From 
1552 the city was under occupation by the French but only in 1648 was Metz ceded to 
France with Toul and Verdun. In modern time Metz belonged to Germany in the period 
1871-1918.22  
A little further south, to the east of the river Saône, lies the old kingdom and 
later imperial County of Burgundy, later also called Franche-Comté. The County of 
Burgundy is not to be confused with the Duchy of Burgundy, which is situated west of 
the Saône (see Historical Maps of France I and II, above). In 879 Boso, ruler of the 
Viennois, had himself proclaimed king of all Burgundy which then included all areas 
from Autun to the Mediterranean. The French Carolingians later recovered the country 
west of the Saône and north of the Lyons from him, while the German Carolingians 
recovered Jurane Burgundy including Franche-Comté. Thus, the Duchy of Burgundy, 
situated west of the Saône, remained a part of the French kingdom after being recovered 
from Boso by the French Carolingians.23 Jurane Burgundy, on the other hand, became 
an independent kingdom under Rudolf I (of the German Welf family) on the outside of 
the west Frankish area, in 888. In 1032 the land was included into the German kingdom 
under emperor Conrad II. In 1184 the important Burgundian city Besancon that lies 
                                                           
19 ”Austrasia”, The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 1, Micropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, 
Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 718.  
20 Gabriel Fournier, Bernard S. Bachrach, and Jeremy David Popkin: “Merovingian and Carolingian age 
(Early Middle Ages)”, The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 19, Macropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, 
Anita Wolff, Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 458-459. 
21 ”Metz”, Aschehoug og Gyldendals store norske leksikon, vol. 10, ed. Petter Henriksen (Oslo, 2006), 
364. 
22 ”Metz”, Brockhaus Enzyklopädie, vol. 12, (Wiesbaden, 1971), 488-489, and ”Metz”, The New 
Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 8, Micropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, Theodore Pappas 
(Chicago, 2007), 77. 
23 ”Burgundy”, The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 2, Micropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita 
Wolff, Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 648-649. 
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north west of the Jura mountains, was made a free imperial city by the Holy Roman 
emperor Frederick Barbarossa. Besancon later passed into the possession of Spain in 
1648 and was finally ceded to Louis XIV of France in 1674.24 Only in 1678 was the 
county Franche-Comté conquered for France.  
Thus, Metz and Besancon did not belong to the west Frankish kingdom or to  
French regions in the medieval Ages. The land east of the rivers Meuse and Saône, 
which includes the cities Metz and Besancon, was part of and later remained to the 
heritage of the east Frankish kingdom throughout the medieval Ages. Thus manuscripts 
from this area are not included in the main corpus of manuscripts in the present 
investigation on Kyrie chants in the northern part of the west Frankish area. Therefore 
the eastern border of France has been drawn according to the rivers Meuse and Saône, 
in accordance with the political division of the land in the tenth-twelfth century. This 
division remained until the seventeenth century (see Historical maps of France I, II and 
III, above). Due to this, manuscripts from Cambrai, Laon, Langres, Autun and Cluny are 
included in the main corpus of northern French manuscripts while manuscripts from 
Metz and Besancon25 are grouped as outside of the northern French/west Frankish area.  
In designating a northern French corpus of manuscripts following these criteria, 
I adhere to previous research on the Kyrie chant, which also follows this political 
division.26 
 During the dissertation work a total of 130 manuscripts from various regions 
have been consulted: Rhenish27, German, Aquitanian, Spanish, northern French, English 
                                                           
24 ”Besancon”, The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 2, Micropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, 
Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 165, and ”Imperial City”, The New Encyclopædia Britannica, vol. 6, 
Micropædia, ed. Dale H. Hoiberg, Anita Wolff, Theodore Pappas (Chicago, 2007), 271. 
25 Manuscripts from this area often show a characteristic mixture of French and German traits. For 
comments on two manuscripts from this area, Me 452 and Ro 359, see their individual listing in 
Appendix I, under “I Index of Manuscripts Cited in the Dissertation”.   
26 The “northern French” corpus of manuscripts defined in the dissertation, corresponds closely to the 
corpus of northern French manuscripts established by David Hiley and David Bjork in their research. See 
in particular, David Hiley: “Ordinary of Mass Chants in English, North French and Sicilian Manuscripts” 
in Journal of the Plainsong and Medieval Music Society, vol. 9, Part 1 & 2 (1986) and David Bjork: 
”Early repertories of the Kyrie eleison” in Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch 63-64 (1979-1980). 
27Rhenish means the surroundings of the river Rhine. The term is here used for manuscripts from 
Rhineland and present day eastern France, to signify the area east of the rivers Meuse and Saône and 
north west of the Jura mountains, which includes the cities of Metz and Besancon that are situated at 
some distance from the river Rhine. This is the land that belonged to the east Frankish kingdom and later 
the Holy Roman Empire before it became part of modern day France (see Historical Maps of France I, II 
and III, pp. 8-10 above). In manuscripts from this area we often find a characteristic mixture of French 
and German traits. See also Bjork (1979-1980), 32.  
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and Italian manuscripts. The 130 manuscripts cited in the dissertation are listed under “I 
Index of Manuscripts Cited in the Dissertation” in the ”Index of Manuscripts 
Consulted”, Appendix I. This list includes 69 of the 176 manuscripts that were 
consulted initially. The remaining 107 manuscripts that were consulted initially but that 
were defined to be outside the main corpus of this work and thus are not referred to in 
the dissertation, are listed in Appendix I under “II Index of Additional Manuscripts”. 
The dissertation project has three goals:   
 
- To present a transcription of the repertory of Kyrie chants found in northern French  
manuscripts before 1200.  
- To examine Kyrie chants transmitted in the western area:  
a) To explore the melodic language and the formal behaviour of the Kyrie 
melodies recorded in the northern French area.  
b) To find and specify regional variations with regard to chant repertories as well 
as individual melodies when comparing the northern French and the Aquitanian 
 transmission of Kyrie chants.  
c) For a reconsideration of the relationship between the Kyrie melody and the 
Latin Kyrie text.  
- To provide a new perspective on the early form of the Kyrie chant in the Frankish 
realm.   
 
 Chapters 1-3 explore the northern French Kyrie melodies with regard to modal 
behaviour and melodic form.  
 In Chapter 1 the melodies are examined in groups formed according to their 
modal assignment. In the Roman repertory, melodies in the same mode are closely 
interrelated by sharing melodic formulas particular to the mode. As more recent 
compositions, however, the Kyrie melodies do not adhere to the same level of formulaic 
interrelationships and I ask whether Kyrie melodies in the same mode are in fact,  
melodically related and if so, in which ways these relationships are expressed.  
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 The melodic form of a Kyrie would seem to be organised and perceived in easily 
defined formal schemes consisting of repetitive segments in various constellations. 
Chapter 2 explores the different melodic forms to see what distinguishes each one of 
them. Perhaps of even more interest for this project is the examination of the number of 
transmissional variants sometimes found for a melody that follows in Chapter 3.     
 Chapter 4 broadens the scope of the study by including the Aquitanian Kyrie 
repertory for further melodic examinations. The northern French and the Aquitanian 
Kyrie repertories are to be compared in order to decide upon melodic similarities and/or 
variations for melodies in the two regional repertories that together constitute a western 
repertory of Kyrie melodies.   
 Chapter 5 discusses the Latin Kyrie texts and their relations to the Kyrie melody 
in general as well as in the two west Frankish repertories. The focus of the examination 
has been questions regarding the varying number of Latin texts associated with each 
melody, their geographical dissemination and also, in what style melody and text are 
combined. The present work does not attempt to enter into textual analyses of the Latin 
texts considered.28  
 In Chapter 6 the focus is shifted from geographical origin to the age of the 
sources when the handful of melodies notated in the three oldest Frankish sources are 
singled out and examined in more detail. The small number of Kyrie chants notated in 
eastern and western manuscripts before the mid-tenth century show regional stylistic 
differences to an extent that have, for various reasons, so far not been recognised. The 
stylistic differences define the melodies into two separate groups of chants. To 
recognise the variations that existed between the east and the west at an early time will 
provide new insight into the early forms of the Kyrie, their melodic style and their Latin 
texts, as well as for the melodies' pattern of dissemination. 
 Since David Bjork's doctoral dissertation, the methods used for examining 
medieval melodies have changed. For a long time transcriptions from medieval 
manuscripts were undertaken which looked for the "original" text or melody behind the 
                                                           
28 Kyrie texts are discussed more detailed by Bjork in David Bjork (1977) I, 305-335. The chapter has 
however been left out from the more recent publication of the dissertation since:"…much more work on 
establishing and interpreting these verbal texts would be required to produce useful commentary on them, 
given the seemingly corrupt state in which the words appeared in the MS sources." See Richard Cocker's 
Preface in David Bjork: The Aquitanian Kyrie Repertory of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries, ed. Richard 
Crocker (Aldershot, 2003), ix.      
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different variants. Bjork follows such a method and gives one version of a Kyrie 
melody, constructed from different manuscripts, as the "most authentic" version of the 
melody.29 Today, the more usual way to present a medieval melody is to simply give the 
melody as transcribed from one source, while melodic variations are shown in synoptic 
transcriptions. This method is used in the present work for presenting the northern 
French Kyrie melodies. Consequently, one transcription from a single source for each 
Kyrie chant in the northern French repertory up to 1200 is entered in Appendix II. 
Melodies that show substantial variations between sources are entered with synoptic 
transcriptions in Appendix III.  
 Bjork's methods for analysing melodic movements/modal behaviour and formal 
appearances of the Kyrie melodies have also proven to be somewhat difficult to work 
with. Other methods have been explored and are today preferred by scholars in the 
analyses of medieval melodies. For analyses of the melodic line I have found useful the 
system of contrasting sonorities used in analyses of medieval melodies by, amongst 
others, Wulf Arlt30 and Leo Treitler31. Further to this, the article "Processus und 
Structura" by Fritz Reckow (1986) provides a theoretical foundation for an 
understanding of medieval melodies. The article is used for the analyses performed on 
the melodic form of the Kyrie chant.   
 Wulf Arlt has previously done a study on the repertory of tropes to the Introit 
Nunc scio vere. He shows a pattern of dissemination for the tropes in the western area 
where tropes were in use in the north some time before they were transmitted south.32 
The Kyrie chants might well have been disseminated along the same pattern. The study 
of the relations between the Aquitanian and the northern French recordings of Kyrie 
melodies build on this hypothesis and the investigations are influenced by Arlt's 
methodological approach.       
  For the work on the text-music relationship in the Latin-texted Kyrie chant the 
article "Texting Melismas. Criteria for and Problems in Analyzing Melogene Tropes" 
                                                           
29 For a recent description of Bjork's method, see also Crocker's Preface in David Bjork (2003), ix. 
30 See for instance Wulf Arlt: "Schichten und Wege in der Überlieferung der älteren Tropen zum Introitus 
Nunc scio vere des Petrus-Festes" in Recherches nouvelles sur les tropes liturgiques, ed. Wulf Arlt and 
Gunilla Björkvall. Corpus Troporum (Studia Latina Stockholmiensia 36) (Stockholm, 1993), 67-87. 
31 Leo Treitler: "The Marriage of Poetry and Music in Medieval Song" in With Voice and Pen: Coming to 
Know Medieval Song and How it was Made (Oxford, 2003), 457-481. 
32 Wulf Arlt (1993), 13-93. 
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by Gunilla Björkvall and Andreas Haug (1993), has been important. To compare the 
Latin-texted Kyrie chants to the characteristics presented in their article, characteristics 
extracted from melismas that were later texted, open up a new way of interpreting the 
manuscript evidence with regard to the Kyrie chant. 
 
 
  
Previous Research on the Kyrie Chant 
In 1905 a collection of the Latin texts that are often associated with Kyrie melodies in 
medieval manuscripts was edited and published by Clemens Blume and Henry Marriott 
Bannister in Analecta hymnica medii aevi 47 (AH). Nearly all the Latin texts used with 
Kyrie melodies from the northern French and Aquitanian repertory are found in this 
publication, which presents a list of sources for the texts and variant readings, as well. 
The edition of Kyrie texts in Analecta hymnica has formed the foundation for my 
transcriptions of the Latin Kyrie texts and I have used the standardised texts and 
spellings, and also the titles, from the edition for all texts present in the edition. The 
texts are also referred to by their number in the publication. Thus, AH 25 refers to text 
number 25 in Analecta hymnica 47.  
Apart from the Analecta hymnica little attention was paid not only to the Kyrie 
chant but all the items of the Ordinary up until the middle of the century. Then, in the 
years from 1955 to 1967, Margareta Melnicki, Detlev Bosse, Peter Josef Thannabaur 
and Martin Schildbach published their catalogues on the melodies of the Kyrie, the 
Gloria, the Sanctus and the Agnus Dei, respectively.33 These catalogues have formed 
the foundation for all further research on the topic of the chants of the Ordinary.  
Margareta Melnicki’s doctoral dissertation: Das Einstimmige Kyrie des 
Lateinischen Mittelalters catalogues 226 Kyrie melodies from all over Europe. Each 
melody has been numbered by melodic incipit and provided with a list of manuscript 
concordances. Melnicki also gives a melodic outline of the single Kyrie chant and she 
                                                           
33 Detlev Bosse: Untersuchung einstimmiger mitterlaterlicher Melodien zum "Gloria in excelsis deo", 
Forschungsbeiträge zur Musikwissenschaft (Regensburg, 1955) II, Martin Schildbach: Das Einstimmige 
Agnus Dei und seine handschriftliche Überlieferung vom 10. bis zum 16. Jahrhundert (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Erlangen-Nürnberg University, 1967), Peter Josef Thannabaur: "Das Einstimmige Sanctus der römischen 
Messe in der handschriftlichen Überlieferung des 11.-16. Jahrhunderts", Erlanger Arbeiten zur 
Musikwissenschaft (Munich, 1962) I.   
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presents analyses of modal behaviour as well as formal aspects of the melodies. 
Melnicki’s numbering of the Kyrie melodies has been used as a point of reference for 
most of the later research on the Kyrie chant and throughout this study Kyrie melodies 
are identified by the numbers assigned to them by Melnicki. Thus, Kyrie 47 refers to 
Kyrie melody number 47 in Melnicki’s catalogue.  
A more recent catalogue of Kyrie melodies has also been important for the 
present work. David Hiley's catalogue "Ordinary of mass chants in English, North 
French and Sicilian manuscripts"34 (1986) lists 77 manuscripts from England, northern 
France, Sicily and Norman southern Italy. The catalogue is introduced as a supplement 
to the catalogues of Melnicki, Bosse, Thannabaur and Schildbach and presents a 
number of manuscripts transmitting Ordinary chants that were not included in their 
catalogues.  
Alejandro Enrique Planchart submitted his doctoral dissertation The Repertory of 
Tropes at Winchester in 1971 (published as a book in 1977). The thesis deals with the 
trope repertories as entered in the three Anglo-Saxon Tropers: Cambridge Corpus 
Christi College, MS. 473, Oxford Bodleian Library, MS. Bodley 775 and London 
British Museum, Cotton MS. Caligula A. xiv. A section is devoted to the study of the 
Latin texts associated with Kyrie melodies, by Planchart named as Kyrie tropes and 
Kyrie prosulas. Both the texts as well as the structure of the Kyrie melodies are being 
explored. The main subject for Planchart's investigations is, however, the texts, and 
Kyries without Latin texts are not discussed.   
David Bjork's doctoral dissertation The Aquitanian Kyrie Repertory of the Tenth 
and Eleventh Centuries (1977) was the second study devoted completely to the 
repertory of Kyrie melodies. In contrast to Melnicki's study, Bjork chose to focus on 
one regional repertory only. The Aquitanian Kyrie repertory is explored in depth and the 
dissertation gives valuable and detailed information on the Kyrie chant in the southern 
part of the west Frankish area. Recently the dissertation was edited and published as a 
book by Richard Crocker (2003). The publication is very welcome since it makes the 
dissertation available to the general public. However, there are some issues with the 
edition since some of the original material has been abbreviated or omitted as to make 
                                                           
34 In Journal of the Plainsong &Medieval Music Society, vol. 9 (1986), Part I and II. 
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the publication more readable (and also to avoid problems that arise, e.g. concerning 
method, because of the old age of the original text).35 I have therefore preferred to 
mainly use the original dissertation for my work. 
Bjork’s main intention with the thesis is to show characteristics of the Kyrie 
chant as a distinct class of medieval chant: 
 
"The purpose for the present study […] is to examine the Kyrie as a distinct class of medieval 
chant, to consider it independently of not only Gregorian chant but also other types of medieval 
chant. The study attempts to illuminate those features of the early Kyrie that give it its distinctive 
character and, thereby, to clarify the relationship between the Kyrie and other types of Western 
liturgical chant."36  
 
 His reasons for choosing the Aquitanian repertory are both the readable notation 
used in the early group of Aquitanian manuscripts containing Kyrie chants as well as 
the close relations found between these manuscripts. Another important project for 
Bjork's work on the Kyrie chant is to discuss the relationship in general between the 
Kyrie melodies and the Latin texts associated with the melodies - a relationship which 
he thinks has previously been partly misunderstood.37   
 Earlier research has suggested that the Kyrie melodies were first in use in the 
melismatic form with the Greek text Kyrie eleison - Christe eleison - Kyrie eleison, and 
that the Latin text was set to the melody only later on. With the status of text-underlay 
or prosulae, the Latin texts were regarded as of secondary importance and the texts 
were often not even included in discussions regarding the chant.38 In his dissertation 
Bjork shows the importance of the Latin texts associated with Kyrie melodies found in 
Aquitanian manuscripts. In this repertory the majority of the melodies are transmitted 
with Latin texts in many of the manuscripts and a few melodies are almost never 
notated without their Latin text. Bjork interprets the evidence as suggestive of a shared 
origin for the Kyrie melody and its Latin text.   
Bjork’s project concerning the Latin Kyrie texts is influenced by the views 
presented by Richard Crocker in his article "The Troping Hypothesis" (1966). 
According to Crocker, the "troping hypothesis" is the position often held by early chant 
                                                           
35 See also Richard Crocker's Preface in David Bjork (2003), ix. 
36 David Bjork (1977), 3-4. 
37 For his discussion on the subject, see David Bjork (1977) I, 32-48.  
38 For instance, Willi Apel includes only Greek-texted exemplars in his discussion of the Kyrie chant. 
Willi Apel: Gregorian Chant (Bloomington, Indiana, 1958), 405-409. And Margareta Melnicki (1955) 
deals with melody and Latin text separately throughout the study. 
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scholarship, that tropes are supposed to be lacking in originality "…since they were the 
product of what was considered to be a rigidly controlled environment. […] medieval 
music of the 9th to 11th century came to be viewed not as individual works of art, 
consciously created, but rather as an "outgrowth of the chant," subject to laws of 
vegetative morphology rather than to those of original artistic creation."39 Thus, the 
tropes were in general seen as artistically inferior to their subject. 
Crocker challenges this view by showing the close relationship found between 
text and music for many of the items named as "tropes". He argues that such a 
relationship between text and music could not result from a mechanical texting of older 
melodies but would require careful compositional planning on the part of 
author/composer. Crocker aims at establishing a view of the tropes as musical and 
textual compositions with their own aesthetic value, independent of the older melodies 
in the Roman repertory with which they are combined.      
 Crocker focuses on the sequence and his controversial view on the relationship 
between text and melody for the sequence - that text and music were an integral, 
autonomous artistic creation - was developed in the 1970s40 but has since then been 
criticised and partly ruled out by scholars. David Hiley has demonstrated, based on the 
evidence of early northern French sources, that sequence melodies have been performed 
without texts. Further, analyses of variants of sequence melodies throughout the 
Frankish realm lead Hiley to conclude that some of these melodies were in fact 
transmitted independently of the texts.41 Andreas Haug has presented documentary 
evidence that shows the priority of sequence melodies to their texts in the oldest eastern 
Frankish sources.42 Since Bjork’s view on the text/music relationship for the Kyries is 
                                                           
39 Richard Crocker: "The Troping Hypothesis" in The Musical Quarterly 52 (1966), 185. 
40 Richard Crocker’s influential book on the early Sequence, The Early Medieval Sequence, was 
published in 1977. 
41 David Hiley: "The Sequence Melodies Sung at Cluny and Elsewhere" in De musica et cantu. Studien 
zur Geschichte der Kirchenmusik und der Oper. Helmut Hucke zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Peter Cahn and 
Ann-Katrin Heimer (Hildesheim, 1993), 131-155, and David Hiley: "The Repertory of Sequences at 
Winchester" in Essays on Medieval Music in Honor of David G. Hughes, ed. Graeme M. Boone (Harvard, 
1995), 153-193.   
42 Andreas Haug: "Neue Ansätze im 9. Jahrhundert" in Die Musik des Mittelalters, Neues Handbuch der 
Musikwissenschaft 2, ed. Hartmut Möller and Rudolf Stephan (Wiesbaden, 1991), 94-128. For a more 
recent discussion on this view, see also Andreas Haug: "Der Beginn europäischen Komponierens in der 
Karolingerzeit: Ein Phantombild" in Die Musikforschung 58 (2005). 
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highly influenced by Crocker, the views presented in his works should be investigated 
further. 
  A few remarks regarding terminology: Bjork distinguishes between two groups 
of Kyrie melodies associated with Latin texts. The name "Kyrie trope" is reserved for 
one of the groups. For the other group Bjork wants to avoid the term "Kyrie prosulae" 
because it implies a particular genesis for the chant, a genesis that is still unknown, plus 
it gives the unwanted connotation of a more or less mechanical text-underlay.43 
Therefore the term "Kyrie" or "Latin-texted Kyrie" are used to specify chants in this 
group. The terms are preferable because: "Neither term implies a particular origin for 
the genre or for individual examples; neither term associates the melodies with 
Gregorian chant; and neither term associates the genre with other types of medieval 
chant."44 I agree with Bjork's reasoning on the matter and will in the following 
distinguish between Greek-texted, Latin-texted and troped Kyries: 
      
Greek-texted Kyrie45: The Kyrie chant consists of a melody that carries the text Kyrie eleison and 
Christe eleison in melismatic or neumatic form. The textual form is thrice-threefold: First the Kyrie is 
sung three times, then the Christe three times and then the Kyrie three times at the end. This is the version 
of the Kyrie chant that has survived up to the modern age and that is still in use in today’s services 
(Example 1a).  
       
Latin-texted Kyrie46: The Kyrie chant consists of a lengthy Latin text that is entered together with or 
instead of the Kyrie- or Christe-invocations. The melody and text are set in a syllabic style. The Greek-
texted and the Latin-texted Kyrie are often entered in the manuscripts as alternating phrases of the same 
melody (Example 1b).            
 
                                                           
43 David Bjork (1977) I, 45-48. 
44 David Bjork (1977) I, 48. Bjork pursues the discussion of terminology further in a few later articles: 
"Early settings of the Kyrie eleison and the problem of genre definition" in Journal of the Plainsong and 
Medieval Music Society, vol. 3 (1980a), 40-48, and "The Kyrie trope" in Journal of the American 
Musicological Society, vol. 33 (1980c), 1-7. 
45 The terminology is used here for the Ordinary invocation only and is not to be confused with the Kyries 
that have longer Greek texts. About the "Missa graeca", see Charles M. Atkinson: "The Doxa the Pisteuo 
and the ellinici fratres: Some Anomalies in the Transmission of the Chants of the "Missa graeca"." In The 
Journal of Musicology, vol. 7 nr 1 (1989), 81-106. 
46 As a point of departure for this work, I have used Bjorks definiton regarding the Latin-texted Kyrie. 
One aim for this thesis will be to further differentiate this definition. 
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Troped Kyrie: The Kyrie trope is an addition to the Kyrie chant. The trope is added before and/or in 
between a Greek-texted Kyrie and/or a Latin-texted Kyrie. The Kyrie trope consists of a Latin text 
combined with a melody in a mainly neumatic style. On the contrary to the Latin-texted Kyrie, the Kyrie 
trope has a different melody to that of the Kyrie chant it is associated with (Example 1c). 
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Example 1a 
 
    Kyrie 38           La 263, fol. 116v 
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Example 1b 
  Kyrie 55    Ma 289, fol. 2 
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Example 1c   
     Kyrie 55    Pa 1235, fol. 191v 
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Corpus  
29 northern French manuscripts dating from the period up to 1200 have been identified 
by comparing the catalogues of David Hiley and Margareta Melnicki as well as 
Analecta hymnica 47. The 29 manuscripts form the foundation for the present work and 
they are listed with inventories in Appendix I. Three Norman-Sicilian sources from the 
twelfth century, Ma 28847, Ma 289 and Ma 19421, are known to be closely related to the 
northern French and above all, the Norman sources. The three manuscripts contain quite 
an amount of Norman items and as a group they have the highest percentage of 
concordances for Ordinary of Mass repertories with the Norman Pa 10508 from St. 
Evroult.48 I therefore include the three manuscripts in the source material as well, but 
they will only be considered for Kyrie chants that also appear in the northern French 
manuscripts.  
To this corpus I add two thirteenth century manuscripts, Pro 12 from Chartres 
and As 695 from Paris, because of their large collection of Kyrie chants. Like the 
Norman-Sicilian sources, Pro 12 and As 695 will only be considered for Kyrie chants 
entered previously in other northern French manuscripts. The fourteenth century 
manuscript Li 2 from Fontèvrault and the thirteenth century English manuscript, Mr 24, 
will be consulted for diastematic readings of the melodies Kyrie 185 and Kyrie 105, 
both otherwise only found in manuscripts with adiastematic notation in northern France.   
The repertory of Kyrie chants used in northern France has been extracted from 
the corpus of manuscripts presented above, a procedure that results in a total of 41 
Kyrie melodies. David Bjork investigated 22 Aquitanian manuscripts and he lists 37 
different Kyrie melodies for the early Aquitanian repertory. Several of the Kyries have 
only been entered in manuscripts from one of the areas, but the two regional repertories 
have 18 melodies in common. 
The survey of the Kyrie repertory in northern French and Aquitanian sources can 
then be summarised as follows (Table 1): 41 Kyrie chants are recorded in northern 
French manuscripts before 1200. 18 of the 41 chants were in use both in the northern 
                                                           
47 The manuscripts are presented in abbreviated form in the text. For full information on the individual 
manuscript, see the listing of sources in Appendix I. 
48 David Hiley: The Liturgical Music of Norman Sicily a Study Centred on Manuscripts 288, 289, 19421 
and Vitrina 20-4 of the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid (Ph.D. dissertation, University of London, 1981), 
303. See also David Hiley: "Quanto c’è di normanno nei tropari siculo-normanni?" Rivista Italiana di 
Musicologia, vol. 18 nr 1 (1983), 1-28.  
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part of France and in the Aquitanian repertory. 23 Kyries from the north are not entered 
in the Aquitanian repertory as recognised by Bjork49 and 19 Kyries from the Aquitanian 
repertory are not entered in the north.  
Compared to the group of 18 melodies that existed in the north and in the south, 
the 23 northern melodies have a more narrow dissemination also when regarding other 
geographical areas. Six melodies are found in northern French manuscripts only, and in 
fact, five of these are unica of single sources. Nine of the melodies have been 
disseminated more widely. Apart from England, the concordances here are found 
mainly in Germany but also in Italy. In Spain only concordances for one melody from 
this northern repertory have been found.50 Four melodies are found in northern French 
and English sources. Two more melodies are found in this location as well as in one 
source outside of this area: Melody 51 is also entered in an Italian manuscript and 
melody 175 is entered in a German source as well.51 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
                                                           
49 Two of the 23 melodies are transmitted only in late twelfth century Aquitanian manuscripts (Kyrie 53 
in Pa 778) or as late additions in earlier manuscripts (Kyrie 38 is added in Pa 903 and Pa 1134). The 
melodies are not included in Bjork’s investigations due to their late record, and are not seen as part of an 
Aquitanian repertory. 
50 Kyrie 171, David Bjork: "Early Repertories of the Kyrie eleison" in Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch 
(1979-80), 36. Melnicki (1955), whose work I otherwise rely upon regarding the non-French Kyrie 
sources, only includes 2 Spanish manuscripts in her catalogue. Later more Spanish sources have been 
registered and examined by scholars and Bjork introduces four twelfth century Spanish sources in his 
article. The repertory of tropes in Spanish manuscripts has more recently been examined by Eva Castro 
Caridad: Tropos y Troparios Hispánicos (Santiago de Compostela, 1991) and she presents 9 Spanish 
manuscripts and 22 fragments. The sources contain Kyries and all the three forms, the Greek-texted, the 
Latin-texted and the troped Kyrie, are represented. Castro Caridad does not identify Greek-texted Kyries 
with numbers and she only identifies Latin-texted and troped Kyries by their text. As the different texts 
are sometimes associated with more than one melody, this does not necessarily give a positive 
identification of the melody concerned. I have therefore only considered the Spanish sources of Castro 
Caridad for concordances regarding Kyrie 55. 
51 The German manuscript, SG 546 (1507), is quite late, but the Italian manuscript, RoN 1343 (eleventh 
century) is from the earliest layer of notated Italian manuscripts. 
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Table 1 
18 Kyrie Chants Entered in the Northern French and Aquitanian repertory: 
North French/Aquitanian:    1 (Kyrie 18552) 
North French/English/Aquitanian:   1 (Kyrie 162) 
North French/Aquitanian/others53:   1 (Kyrie 144) 
North French/English/Aquitanian/1 Italian:  2 (Kyrie 155, 161) 
North French/English/Aquitanian/others:   13 (Kyrie 16, 18, 24, 47, 48, 55, 58,  
68, 70, 102, 124, 142, 217) 
 
2 Kyrie Chants from the Northern French Corpus Entered in Later Aquitanian 
Manuscripts: 
1 North French/1 Aquitanian:    1 (Kyrie 53) 
North French/Aquitanian/1 German:   1 (Kyrie 38) 
 
21 Kyrie Chants Entered in the Northern French Repertory but not in Aquitaine: 
a) North French: 6 
 North French, unica:    5 (Kyrie vi54, vii, viii, ix, x) 
 North French:     1 (Kyrie 104) 
 
b) North French/English: 4  
 North French/English:    4 (Kyrie 189, 192, 205, 214) 
 
c) North French/others: 11  
 North French/English/1 Italian or German:  2 (Kyrie 51, 175) 
 North French/Hungarian55:   1 (Kyrie 217x) 
 North French/English/Italian:   1 (Kyrie 86) 
 North French/English/German:   1 (Kyrie 82) 
 North French/English/others:   6 (Kyrie 39, 57, 61, 105, 151, 171) 
 
  
   
Grouping of Melodies According to Modality, Form and Latin Texts 
The 41 Kyrie chants in the northern French repertory will be surveyed with the aim of 
defining special traits for groups of melodies in this repertory. Then the melodies in the 
northern repertory will be compared to the Kyrie chants in the Aquitanian repertory and 
eventually also to repertories from other regions in Europe. Different aspects of the 
                                                           
52 Numbering from Margareta Melnicki (1954).  
53 "Others" here means two or more of the geographical areas Germany, Rhineland, Italy, Spain. 
54 Kyrie melodies identified by David Hiley in the catalogue "Ordinary of mass chants in English, North 
French and Sicilian manuscripts" in Journal of the Plainsong &Medieval Music Society, vol. 9, Part II 
(1986) II, 81-82. 
55 Zsuzsa Czagány, Gábor Kiss, Ágnes Papp: A Catalogue of the Ordinarium–Melodies in Eastern 
Europe (preliminary edition, referred to in the article Zsuzsa Czagány, Gábor Kiss, Ágnes Papp: "The 
Repertory of the Mass Ordinary in Eastern Europe", in Cantus Planus, Papers Read at the 6th Meeting, 
ed. László Dobszay (Budapest 1995), vol. 2, 585-600), has given me the opportunity to compare my 
repertory in more detail with the eastern Kyrie repertory. 
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chant will be investigated: The modal organisation and the formal features of the 
individual melodies as well as their interaction with the Latin texts that frequently are 
an integral part of the Kyrie chant.  
The investigation on the texts will focus on the Latin-texted Kyrie. I will briefly 
survey the troped Kyrie as well. But as the Latin-texted Kyrie is more important in the 
north – only a few of the melodies are transmitted with trope while more than half of the 
melodies are transmitted as Latin-texted Kyries in the northern French manuscripts – 
my considerations will focus on different aspects of this type of chant. Also, in the 
Aquitanian repertory the troped Kyrie is more frequently used and Bjork has already 
done extensive investigations on this material.56 
One aspect of the Latin-texted Kyrie concerns the multitude of different texts 
presented with the single Kyrie melodies, where each melody is often combined with 
two or more Latin texts in different manuscripts. Another aspect concerns the 
differences in style between individual Latin-texted Kyries. Bjork characterises the 
Latin-texted Kyrie as a Kyrie melody set syllabically to a Latin text. It seems however, 
that some of the melodies are set to their text not in a pure syllabic style, with one note 
per syllable, but with small groups of notes set over some of the single syllables. I will 
refer to this style as neumatic or oligotonic. The differences in style have so far not 
really been acknowledged and to pay attention to such differences will possibly help 
gain information about modes of compositional techniques for individual Kyrie chants. 
A text that is set to a melody one note per syllable may well be a texting of a pre-
existing melisma, while a text that is set with small groups of notes for some of the 
syllables is more probably not a texting.   
 But first I will focus on the modal organisation and the formal features of the 
Kyrie chants. As the Latin-texted Kyrie phrases musically repeats the adjacent Greek-
texted phrases, the combination of the two only enlarges the total performance of the 
Kyrie chant. Since the melodic repetition is not adding new substance concerning either 
modality or form, I find that groupings and investigations of the repertory as such can 
best be performed without the consideration of the melodies’ affiliation with their Latin 
texts. All questions concerning texts will therefore be postponed to Chapter 5. In 
                                                           
56 See in particular his two articles: "The Kyrie Trope" (1980c) and "Early Settings of the Kyrie Eleison 
and the Problem of Genre Definition" (1980a).  
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Chapters 1-4 the Kyrie chants in the northern repertory will be considered for modality 
and form regardless of whether they are transmitted with Greek text only or Greek and 
Latin text both in the sources.  
Throughout this text I present music examples to illustrate the remarks made on 
different aspects of the Kyrie chants. Otherwise I refer to Appendices II, III and IV 
where I give a full transcription of all the melodies discussed.   
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Chapter 1 
Modal Aspects  
 
 
The composition of Kyrie chants was performed after the process of modal revision of 
the Gregorian repertory. This revision, the modal adjustment of antiphons and psalms to 
each other, was earlier presumed to have taken place in the Frankish area in the eight 
and ninth century.57 Recent investigations have interpreted the evidence differently and 
adjusted this view. James McKinnon58 and Andreas Pfisterer59 argue that the Mass 
Proper was already finished when leaving Rome, and that the Franks when later writing 
their theoretical treatises merely reported upon a modal system that was already in use 
before the repertory was transported to the Frankish area. The view is not generally 
accepted by scholars. For the purpose of this work it is sufficient to acknowledge the 
ongoing debate and to realise that the melodies in the Mass Proper were redacted as a 
group at a time before the Frankish composition of Kyrie chants began. The Kyrie 
melodies are often ambitious in their melodic line. They display a much wider range 
than the Gregorian melodies and can thus often be modally ambiguous and difficult to 
place within the system of the eight modes. Melnicki chose not to distinguish between 
the authentic and the plagal mode and hence divided the melodies into the D-, E-, F- 
and G-mode, using the melody’s final as the ultimate criteria.60  
Five of the 41 Kyrie melodies in the northern French repertory are only 
transmitted in neumatic notation and cannot therefore be given any modal assignment. 
The 36 Kyrie melodies given in pitch specific notation, divide themselves quite equally 
between three of the modes: the D-, G- and E-mode, the D- and G-mode being slightly 
more frequent than the E-mode (Table 2). Only one of the melodies is assigned as an F-
mode melody. Both Melnicki’s assignment of this melody as well as my transcription in 
                                                           
57  See for instance David Hiley: Western Plainchant: A Handbook (Oxford, 1993), 454-455.  
58  James McKinnon: The Advent Project (Berkeley, California, 2000), 372-374. 
59 Andreas Pfisterer: Cantilena Romana; Untersuchungen zur Überlieferung des gregorianischen 
Chorals. Beiträge zur Geschichte der Kirchenmusik, ed. Hans Joachim Marx and Günther Massenkeil 
(Paderborn, 2002), 190-192. 
60 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 34. David Bjork adjusts to a similar system with his classifications of the 
Kyrie melodies into D-, E-, F- and G-final melodies. David Bjork (1977) I, iv and 74-75. By using this 
terminology, Bjork wants to avoid all connotations to modal concepts for the Kyrie melodies. I will return 
to discuss his view after my current examination of the melodies.  
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Appendix II are based on thirteenth century sources61 since the northern French 
eleventh–twelfth century sources for Kyrie 105 gives the melody in neumatic notation 
only.62 The F-modality seems to have been avoided for the earliest Kyrie melodies. 
Melnicki presents no F-mode melodies among the tenth century Kyrie chants and only a 
few in the eleventh century,63 and the only F-melody among Bjork’s Aquitanian 
melodies is classified as an eleventh century addition to the repertory.64  
The pattern for the melodies’ dissemination on the different modes for the 
northern French repertory more or less matches Bjork’s findings for the Aquitanian 
repertory. Among the 23 tenth-century Aquitanian Kyries eight melodies are built on D, 
eight more are built on G and seven are built on E. And for the 14 eleventh-century 
entries, six are built on D, five on G, two on E and one on F.65  
Melnicki’s study tells about a domination of D-mode melodies for the tenth 
century Kyrie repertory in Europe with 12 out of 25 melodies. The rest of the 25 
melodies were quite equally divided between the E- (7 melodies) and G- (6 melodies) 
mode. For the eleventh and twelfth century repertory, the G-mode becomes very 
frequent with 47 out of 82 melodies. The D-mode is only used for 15 and the E-mode 
for 8 melodies in the same period. But the number of melodies assigned to the F-mode 
rises from 0 in the tenth century to 5 melodies in the eleventh century and 7 melodies in 
the twelfth century.66 As we can see in Table 2, the modal tendency of the eleventh and 
twelfth century favouring the G-mode is only slightly expressed in the northern French 
Kyrie repertory.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
61 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 40 and 105. My transcription is based on the English thirteenth century 
manuscript, Mr 24.  
62 A listing of sources for each melody is found in the Index of Melodies in Appendix I. 
63 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 44. 
64 David Bjork (1977) I, 340. 
65 David Bjork (1977) I, 94 and 340. 
66 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 44. 
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Table 2 
Modal assignment of 3667 Kyrie melodies in the northern French repertory: 
D-mode:  12 (Kyrie 16, 18, 102, 161, 162, 185  -171, 175, 189, 192, 205, 217x)  
E-mode:  9 (Kyrie 48, 124, 142, 144, 155, 217 – 104, 214(tr), 151) 
F-mode:  1 (Kyrie - 105)  
G-mode:  14 (Kyrie 24, 47, 55, 58, 6868, 70 - 38, 39, 51, 53, 57, 61, 82, 86) 
 
 
 
Melodic Types 
"The type is defined by the generative factor behind the "virtual melodic outline", which 
is as it were a sum total of the essential features of the tune. The type in this sense is a 
combination of two factors, answering, from the morphological aspect, the question: 
what is common to these melodies? and, from the historical aspect: what is the cause of 
this similarity?" This statement concerns the classification of antiphons into melodic 
types or modes, where the tune of the antiphon is described as: "…a phraseology, a 
language, which may be described as a complex of typical interval patterns, motifs, 
techniques of variation and connexion..."69    
This quotation is written in the introduction to the edition of antiphons published 
in the Monumenta Monodica Medii Aevi-series. It displays the editors’ view on and 
thoughts about the modal assignment of the antiphons. The antiphons are part of the 
Office and can be seen as part of the Gregorian repertory in a broader context. There is 
then, a distinct historical difference between such melodies and the melodies of the 
Kyrie chant.  
The antiphons are, however, transmitted in different styles and one distinguishes 
between antiphons in an older and antiphons in a newer (post-Carolingian) style. 
Antiphons in the older style have strong modal features. For these melodies "…mode is 
a determining factor as regards not only the scale, the tonic, the dominant and the 
                                                           
67 Kyrie vi, vii, viii, ix and x are transmitted in neumatic notation only and they are thereby excluded from 
the examination of modal relationships. 
68 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 36 defines Kyrie 68 as a D-mode melody. David Bjork (1977) I, 260-279, 
gives convincing evidence for presenting this melody together with the group of G-final melodies. 
69 László Dobszay and Janka Szendrei: Antiphonen im 3. und 4. Modus. Monumenta Monodica Medii 
Aevi, Band V/1 (Kassel, 1999), 23 and 24. 
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ambitus, but also the disposition of characteristic melodic lines, the use of particular 
intervals, the possible formal structures and cadence notes…In antiphons in the older 
style the small motivic elements and their customary combinations are so characteristic 
of a particular type that it is easy to recognise the similarities between melodies."70 All 
the features mentioned here are well known from other melodies in the Gregorian 
repertory, as well.  
Antiphons in the newer style seem to have more in common with the Kyrie 
melodies. They were being composed from the eight century on and were a result of the 
new wave of compositorial activity where melodies were no longer created within the 
usus of singers in an oral culture, but as a conscious act of composition. The latter 
process also applies to the melodies of the Kyrie chant.  
This new approach towards creating melodies was helped by theoretical 
categories and by the rise of musical notation. The new melodies composed were thus 
influenced by the theoretical definition of the modes. At the same time the mode slowly 
changed into an abstract scale instead of being a collection of concrete type-phrases. 
That the final note determines the modality is expressed already by the author of 
Dialogus de musica (end of tenth century), and a related view, also stating the 
importance of the final, is voiced by Guido of Arezzo in Micrologus.71  
In antiphons in the newer style "…the mode is not a sum of motivic elements but 
is rather a general tonal framework (“scale”) for melodic motions."72 The antiphons in 
the newer style closely adhered to the theoretical modal system of their time, especially 
evident in the cycles composed according to the principle of the series tonorum.73 The 
melodies are composed in two ways: As short pieces that are based on abstract schemes 
common to each mode for the disposition of musical material and as longer pieces that 
are free compositions. The short melodies are composed in regular ambitus and 
cadence-patterns and no longer follow traditional melodic models. The free 
compositions, on the other hand, follow the traditional material to a certain extent. They 
use standard figures for intonations and cadences but otherwise move far from the 
                                                           
70 László Dobszay and Janka Szendrei (1999) V/1, 25. 
71 Christian Meyer: "Die Tonartenlehre im Mittelalter." In Geschichte der Musiktheorie, 164-165. David 
Hiley (1993), 455, describes different stages in a development of the modal concept from focusing on 
melodic characteristics to focusing on the final and the tonal range of the melody. 
72 László Dobszay and Janka Szendrei (1999), 25. 
73 First antiphon in first mode, second antiphon in second mode etc. Dobszay and Szendrei (1999), 30. 
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essence of the traditional modes: "They enlarge the ambitus, using its periphery 
throughout the piece and often covering a wide compass within a short section. Wide 
intervals are built into the flow of the melody (often in a capricious manner), the 
melodic motion becomes less predictable and so on."74 The quotation could just as well 
be on the subject of the melodies of the Kyrie. 
The antiphons as a group are thus at times melodically quite close to the Kyrie 
chant, while, unlike the Kyries, still being under the influence of the system of the eight 
modes. The repertory of antiphons will therefore be used for reference while discussing 
modal traits in the Kyrie melodies during the investigations below.  
Bjork recognises that the melodies of the Kyrie chant vary in several ways from 
the Gregorian melodies with regard to modal or melodic behaviour. The Kyrie melodies 
are not easily submitted to the same analytical criteria as melodies of the Gregorian 
repertory and Bjork therefore introduces new analytical tools for the discussion on such 
melodies. In the following I give a brief outline of his analytical tools and terminology.  
Bjork outlines the melodies’ primary focal pitch as well as their secondary focal 
pitch. These are the tones that each melody primarily is built on. The primary focal 
pitch is the melody’s most stable tone, the tone that the melodic line is always finally 
resolved to.75 In a D-mode melody the primary focal pitch is basically D. The secondary 
focal pitch is also quite stable and the melodic line resolves frequently to this pitch as 
well, but the pitch is always subordinate to and dependent on the primary focal pitch. In 
a D-mode melody the secondary focal pitch is most often the upper fifth, a. 
Bjork’s notions of primary tonal structures and secondary tonal structures in the 
melodic lines are connected to the two focal points: The melodic structure built on the 
primary focal point is called the primary tonal structure. By tonal structure, Bjork refers 
to triads76 (sometimes also dyads) and accordingly, the primary tonal structure of a D-
mode melody will be the triad D-F-a.  
However, when such a melody moves in the upper register G-e, outlining the 
triad a-c-e that is built on and resolves to a, the triad a-c-e can also be considered a 
                                                           
74 László Dobszay and Janka Szendrei (1999), 30. 
75 David Bjork (1977) I, 80. 
76 See David Bjork (1977) I, 79, for his presentation and discussion of the main triadic structures for the 
D-melody Kyrie 102. Bjork does not speak of tonal structures expanding on the fifth and a chain of thirds 
like D-F-a-c-e is by him divided into two different tonal structures, D-F-a and a-c-e, with different 
functions in the melody. 
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primary tonal structure, but only for this high register. And since a must itself resolve to 
D, the tonal structure built on a is neither as stable as the tonal structures D-F-a nor 
independent of it. When the same structure is found in the low register, A-C-E, the 
structure plays a different role. It is unstable and resolves directly to the focal point D, 
rather than to A on which it is built. When used in this position, the structure is by Bjork 
named as a secondary tonal structure.77    
 In addressing the melodies of the Kyrie chant I find Bjork’s concepts helpful to a 
certain extent. The notion of primary and secondary tonal structures is useful for 
describing the melodic motion and contrasts in these melodies. But Bjork refers to 
triadic structures, dividing chains of thirds into a number of structures where no 
structure spans more than a fifth. The relationship between the different structures is 
then explored and part of what determines this relationship is the pitch the melodic line 
resolves to. The question is whether this division into a number of triads resolving to 
different pitches produces illuminating information about the melodies or simply makes 
the picture unnecessary complicated. Bjork’s terminology that, perhaps a bit 
confusingly, includes two primary tonal structures where one is a bit more unstable than 
the other for the D-mode melody in question, is illustrative of the problem.  
A related way to approach medieval melodies that avoids the problem mentioned 
is frequently used by scholars in more recent investigations. The idea is to recognise 
two overlapping chains of thirds, D-F-a-c-e and C-E-G-b-d, as a framework for the 
melody. In this way the melody is conceived as built on two contrasting sonorities that 
are determinants for the movement of the melodic line. The system of such chains of 
thirds has proved to be efficiently applied on similar types of medieval chant.78 The 
term "sonority" rather than "structure" better represents the melodic motion in melodies 
that may have originated orally since it conveys the process and the audible perspective 
that are always present in these melodies. 
By extending the chains of thirds from triads to include chains of succeeding 
thirds spanning a ninth or more, such an approach also avoids too much focus on the 
fifth. Since the Kyrie chant most often expands the range of a fifth in the melodic line it 
seems to me better to use analytical tools that avoid the constant reference to this 
                                                           
77 For the full discussion and presentation of Bjork’s concepts, see David Bjork (1977) I, 74-82. 
78 See for instance Wulf Arlt (1993), 67-87 and Leo Treitler (2003 II), 457-481. 
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narrow range in the melodic discussion. When Bjork introduces not one but two 
primary tonal structures for his analyses of a Kyrie melody, as just described for D-
mode melodies, this is really recognition of the very necessity for seeing more extended 
chains of thirds as a framework for the Kyrie melodies.  
Corresponding to Bjork’s use of tonal structures spanning intervals like a third 
or a fifth, the term melodic module can be used to describe smaller melodic units 
defining the melody for parts of the phrases.79 Even though the melodies of the Kyrie 
chant frequently expand on the fifth, the interval is still an important one and at times 
defines large parts of individual phrases.                   
 Contrary to Bjork, I find that the Kyrie chants should be analysed in the light of 
modality. Though I approach the analyses knowing that the Kyrie melodies will not 
adhere to the traditional or "older" modal style as recognised in the melodies of the 
Gregorian repertory in general. I find instead that they build on features that relate in 
particular to the "newer" modal style found among antiphons. Furthermore, I will make 
use of the notion of contrasting sonorities as a principal framework for the melodies. 
Although influenced by Bjork’s analytical tools, I build my descriptions mainly on the 
notion of overlapping chains of thirds as presenting the framework for the melodies. 
This combination will, in my view, present the best way to describe the unfolding of the 
melodic lines of the Kyrie chant. 
 
 
D-mode Melodies 
For D-mode melodies the primary sonority is the chain of thirds built on D. The twelve 
D-mode melodies of the northern French repertory are to a large extent built on this 
sonority throughout. All the melodies open and close on one of the pitches in the 
primary chain of thirds. Eight melodies open on D: Kyrie 161, 162, 171, 175, 185, 189, 
192 and 205. Three melodies open on a: Kyrie 16, 18 and 217x, while Kyrie 102 is the 
only melody opening on F.  
Most of the D-mode melodies also have all nine phrase openings and endings on 
one of the tones in the primary chain of thirds. Two melodies only include phrases 
                                                           
79 Like in Leo Treitler (2003 II), 477. 
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opening on tones outlining the secondary sonority C-E-G (phrases 2 and 8 in Kyrie 205 
and phrase 8 in Kyrie 185). Kyrie 205 is the only one of the D-mode melodies to have a 
phrase ending on a pitch from the secondary sonority. Phrase 8 of this melody ends on E 
and this should probably be seen in accordance with the phrase’s opening on c (see 
Example 2).  
 
Example 2 
Kyrie 205, phrase 8 (from Ma 289) 
 
 
The D-mode melodies appear as quite a uniform group regarding the sonority 
used as foundation for their melodic lines. Most of the melodies use tones from the 
primary sonority in all the structurally important places in the melody, the exception 
being the openings in the aforementioned phrases as well as pitches at internal points in 
Kyrie 162. All phrases in Kyrie 162 have an interior cadence on C where the secondary 
sonority C-E-G is outlined (Example 3).  
 
Example 3 
 
 Kyrie 162, phrases 4-6 (from Pa 10 508)          ____C-E-G_____ 
 
 
The melodies of Kyrie 161, 162 and 185 share the characteristic opening, 
introducing a leap from D to a (Example 4). The leap D-a is common also for antiphons 
in mode I, the authentic D-mode. The three melodies are the only ones presenting this 
opening in the northern French Kyrie repertory. Kyrie 185 and 162 correspond further 
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when the opening somewhat sedately through tone-repetitions ascends to b before 
descending to F (Kyrie 185) and D (Kyrie 162). Kyrie 161 on the other hand, proceeds 
directly through the fifth D-a on to c before descending, outlining the interval of a 
seventh for the initial three tones.   
 
 
Example 4 
The opening of the first phrase in Kyrie 161 (from As 695), 162 (from Pa 10508) and 185 (from Li 2) 
 
 
The short first phrases of melodies Kyrie 205 and 217x both open – a fifth apart 
– with a descending movement on three (Kyrie 217x) and four (Kyrie 205) steps before 
returning to make a cadence on the opening note (Example 5). Such a melodic line 
descending from the final is a melodic gesture typical for mode II antiphons. For Kyrie 
205 the opening and cadence tone of this phrase will be the melody’s final, D, while 
Kyrie 217x cadences on a in this first phrase and in all the following phrases except the 
very last one, where the melody is finally brought to conclude on the final. The melody 
Kyrie 217x still expresses a plagal image because the melodic line opening and ending 
on a can be seen as a transposition and thus built on a.  
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Example 5 
The first phrase of Kyrie 205 (from Ma 289) and all phrases of Kyrie 217x (from As 695)  
 
 
Phrase endings on a are common for D-mode melodies. Such cadences are for 
instance found in the three middle-phrases of Kyrie 175, where the length of these 
phrases as well as the recurring cadences on a presents a clear contrast to the 
surrounding parts of the melody (Example 6).  
 
Example 6 
Kyrie 175, phrases 1-3 (from Ma 19421) 
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Cadences on a are also found for phrases seven and eight in Kyrie 192 and for 
phrases four, six and seven in Kyrie 171. So it is merely the number of phrases ending 
on a in Kyrie 217x that makes the melody somewhat special.80 Even if D-mode 
melodies end some of their phrases on a quite frequently, this happens mostly for one or 
two phrases in each melody.  
Kyrie 217x still concludes its last phrase on D as would be expected. This is not 
the case for the quite remarkable melodies Kyrie 18 and 161, which share the striking 
feature of ending their melodies on the upper fifth a. A last-phrase ending on a is rarely 
found in D-mode melodies unless of course, when the melodies are transposed a fifth 
up.  
Kyrie 18 is clearly built on D (see Example 7): The first six of the nine petitions 
end on D and even though the last three petitions resolve to a cadence on a, they open 
on D with the characteristic leap D-a. The D-modality is thereby thoroughly established 
throughout the melody.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
80 See also the discussion on tonal organisation for the related melody Kyrie 217 below. 
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Example 7    Kyrie 18          Pa 10508, fol.13 
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Kyrie 161 is modally more peculiar since not only the three last phrases but all 
the nine phrases of this melody end on a in most transmissions. The melody is anyway 
clearly rooted in the D-mode, which is especially audible in phrases one, three, seven 
and nine. We find the phrase opening D-a characteristic for mode I melodies, in phrases 
1 and 3 (see Example 4), and the interval D-a is found in descending or ascending 
sequences in all four phrases mentioned (see Appendix II). 
The two Kyries are the only D-mode melodies ending on a found in the northern 
French or Aquitanian repertory. According to Bjork, Kyrie 161 is an eleventh century 
addition to the Aquitanian Kyrie repertory and has the tenth century melody Kyrie 18 as 
a model. Bjork argues this case showing that the melodies have both textual and musical 
relations. One main argument for his view is the last-phrase endings on a which are 
found in very few, probably none, other Kyrie melodies beside these two.81  
                                                           
81 For discussion, see David Bjork (1977) I, 346-352. 
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However, among the northern French transmissions of this melody, I have found 
one that presents Kyrie 161 with a closure on D for the 7th and 9th phrases. This variant 
of the melody is added in Pa 1050882 and is probably a later attempt at giving the 
melody what was thought a proper modal closure. Even though the closure on D sounds 
very natural for this melody, the variant does not seem to be transmitted in a stable 
tradition because of some peculiarities in the way the melody is notated in the source. 
Example 8 shows the 7th and 9th phrases of Kyrie 161 as notated in Pa 10508 together 
with the standard a-closure version, here represented by the transmission in Ma 19421 
(for a full synoptic transcription of phrases 7 and 9, see Appendix III).   
      
Example 8 
Kyrie 161, Phrase 7 
 
Kyrie 161, Phrase 9 
  
 
 
  
 
                                                           
82 David Hiley (1986) I, 46. 
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In the Latin-texted phrase 9 the melody omits the "eleison" text and melodic 
motive altogether. Hence the melodic line here ends on D but somewhat abruptly, with 
a leap from a to D, and at a point where the standard transmission of this melody also 
hits D but then continues with a melodic segment over "eleison" that brings the melody 
to an a-closure. In phrase 7 and the Greek-texted phrase 9, the closure on D is more 
smoothly achieved by introducing a melodic motive that corresponds to the a-closure 
motives but closes on D. One would think that this motive should have been applied to 
the Latin-texted 9th phrase as well. Instead, a short version of the Greek-texted 9th 
phrase diverges from its alternating Latin-texted 9th phrase both melodically and in 
length while corresponding closely to the 7th phrase of the melody. Such a pattern 
appears a bit peculiar for a Kyrie chant and hence the transmitted melody might be 
interpreted as a somewhat confused attempt at re-organising this melody.  
 D-mode melodies cadence frequently on either D or a, both being very stable 
pitches in this mode. We find a variety of different cadential formulas for melodies in 
the D-mode but one of the most frequent is the cadence on CDD, the melodic pattern 
also named "Gallican cadence".83 This cadence is only used in chants that originated in 
Francia; Gallican or Romano-Frankish chant, and not in Roman chant.  
The Gallican cadence is found closing individual phrases in Kyrie 16, 102, 162, 
185, 205 and in transposed versions ending on a, in Kyrie 18, 175 and 217x. The 
cadential formula is also used for interior cadences, for instance in Kyrie 102 (Example 
9). Four of the melodies mentioned, Kyrie 16, 102, 162 and 185, use this cadential 
formula for all their nine phrases, which provides further melodic coherence. Between 
the D-mode melodies these four are the only ones tied together by identical phrase 
endings for all nine phrases. The cadential formula CDD is very stable and as such, well 
suited for closing a melody or the individual phrases in a melody. The formula has an 
important position in the repertory of the Kyrie chant as well as in related Frankish 
repertories, such as the sequence and the antiphons.   
                                                           
83 The interval is a major second or a minor third represented by a distinctive neume, the pes stratus in the 
early manuscripts. The pes stratus is a pes in which the second note is followed by an oriscus, and it 
usually occurs during a melisma or at intermediate cadences (e.g. in the extended jubilus melisma sung in 
the repetition of the  alleluia after the verse).       
Michel Huglo: "Gallican Chant" in Grove Music Online, ed. L Macey (Accessed 18 June 2005), 
<http://www.grovemusic.com> 
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Example 9 
 
Kyrie 102, phrase 2 (from Pa 10508) 
 
 
The other eight melodies have from two and up to four different cadences each. 
Only one melody, Kyrie 175, has three different phrase endings, Kyrie 161 and 205 
have four while the five melodies Kyrie 18, 171, 189, 192 and 217x, all changes 
between two different phrase endings.  
 
 
E-mode Melodies 
For E-mode melodies the primary sonority is built on E or C. All nine melodies in this 
group close on the final, and six of the melodies: Kyrie 48, 142, 144, 155, 214 and 217, 
open on tones from the primary chain of thirds. For E-mode melodies alternate openings 
on F frequently occur and the F-opening is found in three of the melodies concerned: 
Kyrie 104, 124 and 151. 
The E-mode melodies differ from the D-mode melodies in that they more 
frequently use pitches from the secondary sonority on structurally important places in 
the melody. Part of the reason why the pitches in the primary sonority are not that 
dominant in E-mode melodies, is that these pitches are less stable. In particular, the b 
and also the E lying a semitone below the next tone on the scale, are less stable than the 
corresponding a and D. Within an E-G-b primary sonority, the G can sometimes be seen 
as the most stable tone.  
The more extended use of tones from the secondary sonority is further illustrated 
when we recognise that only two out of nine songs have all their phrases opening and 
ending on tones from the primary sonority: Kyrie 144 and 217. Individual phrases 
opening on D are found in Kyrie 155, 142 and 214, while phrases opening on a are 
found in Kyrie 104. Besides opening the first phrase in several E-mode melodies, the 
tone F opens internal phrases in Kyrie 214 and in one version of Kyrie 142, and c is 
used for openings in Kyrie 48. Another peculiarity is found in Kyrie 142 where phrases 
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7 and 9 open with the characteristic leap D-a (Example 10), the leap previously 
discussed and that is known as a feature common to mode I antiphons. It is interesting 
to find this feature also in an E-mode Kyrie chant. 
 
Example 10 
Kyrie 142, phrase 7 (from Ma 289) 
 
 
The melody of Kyrie 217 is remarkable in that all the phrase endings, except the 
last one, ends on the fifth, b. The fifth is otherwise little used in E-mode melodies. In E-
mode the third, G, seems to have the corresponding position of the fifth for the D-mode, 
as the secondary focal point in the melody. According to Melnicki, Kyrie 217 is also 
transmitted as a D-mode melody.84 Based on the characteristics of the two modes, one 
would think that the D-mode would be more suited to present a melody with such a 
preference for the fifth. However, the tonal organisation of the melody is really 
outlining first the dyad G-b and then the triad G-b-d as the principal melodic module for 
the first eight phrases, where the melodic line never goes below G (Example 11). For 
this interval the tone b can then be seen as the third in a melodic module built on G 
rather than the fifth in an E-mode melody. Only in the very last phrase does the melody 
enter the register below G, establishing a sonority using the triad E-G-b as the principal 
module when the melodic line moves down from b to E for the cadence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
84 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 39. David Hiley (1986) makes a further distinction from Melnicki and 
separates between Kyrie 217 and Kyrie 217x. In his catalogue (1986) II, 79, Kyrie 217 is transcribed as 
an E-mode melody while Kyrie 217x is transcribed as a D-mode melody. However, in the remarks to this 
melody on p. 80, the different modes are not presented as part of the differences between the two 
melodies. I therefore assume that Kyrie 217 is also transmitted as a D-mode melody.   
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Example 11 
   Kyrie 217   An 97, fol. 100 
  
 
The secondary sonority often dominates quite large parts of the E-mode 
melodies and in Kyrie 48 the polarisation of the melody into the two tonal sonorities is 
amazingly distinct in the three last phrases of the melody. Here the triad G-b-d from the 
primary sonority is found acting as the principal melodic module during the first half of 
the three last phrases while the secondary sonority dominates the last half of the phrases 
(Example 12). Such a clear-cut shift from the primary to the secondary sonority in a 
melody is often experienced as a destabilising move.85 The contrasting secondary 
sonority plays an important role in Kyrie 48 and in fact dominates the last half of all the 
melody’s nine phrases. The secondary chain of thirds is presented quite frequently in E-
mode melodies and important parts of Kyrie 124, 142 and 214 are built on tones from 
the secondary sonority. Kyrie 124 and 214 also focus on the melodic module F-a-c 
while Kyrie 104 is built mostly on the dyad F-a for the first six phrases.  
 
Example 12 
Kyrie 48, phrase 7 (from As 695) 
           ______________G-b-d______________        ____________D-F-a-c_________ 
                                                           
85 See also Leo Treitler’s analyses of the troubadour song Lanquand li jorn in Leo Treitler (2003 II), 477.   
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The melodies Kyrie 144, 151 and 155 are more faithful to the primary sonority. 
Kyrie 144 builds all its phrases on the triad C-E-G or the dyad E-G. Kyrie 151 and 155 
build most of their phrases the same way and only briefly enter the melodic module D-F 
for minor parts of three of their phrases. 
Many of the E-mode melodies open with a melodic line ascending on three or 
four notes followed by a descending motion. Such a sequence opens six of the ten E-
mode melodies in the northern repertory. The pitch used for the opening tone is not 
constant and between them the six melodies explore four different registers: Kyrie 214 
opens with CDEF, Kyrie 142 and 144 open with EFG, Kyrie 104 opens with FGa while 
Kyrie 48 and 217 open with Gab(c) (Example 13). In spite of the different registers 
explored in the opening of the melodies, most of them agree on ending their first 
phrases on E, the exception being Kyries 104 (G or F) and 217 (b).86 
 
Example 13 
Phrase 1, Kyrie 214 (SPt OvI6), 142 (Ma 289), 144 (As 695), 104 (Val 107), 48 (As 695), 217 (An 97)  
   
                                                           
86 The use of different pitches that avoid the semitone for openings are common also for other chant 
repertories, see for instance the edition of mode 3 and mode 4 antiphons in László Dobszay and Janka 
Szendrei (1999) V/2, 431-682.  
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The three melodies Kyrie 124, 151 and 155 open with descending motions 
between E (F) and C (Example 14). Two of the melodies, Kyrie 151 and 155, continue 
this movement by simply returning to a cadence on E, while Kyrie 124 is a more 
elaborate setting of the Kyrie text. After an internal cadence at mid-phrase on E (D in 
some manuscripts) the melody continues in a melodic line circling around the secondary 
structure D-F, until the phrase ending on E.  
 
Example 14 
Phrase 1 from Kyrie 155 (Ma 289), 151 (As 695), 124 I (Ma 19421) and 124 II (Pa 10508) 
  
 
 
The melodies Kyrie 124 and 155 are each transmitted in two different formal 
patterns. In the versions where both melodies have contrasting middle parts (see the 
discussion on formal aspects of the Kyrie melody, below), Kyrie 124 shares melodic 
features with Kyrie 155 in the second phrase. In this phrase both melodies enter the 
lower register and outline the triad A-C-E. The melodic line of Kyrie 124 is still 
somewhat longer and more elaborate than Kyrie 155 but the relationship between the 
two phrases is obvious (Example 15). The two phrases are also the only ones in the E-
mode melodies that enter the register below C.  
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Example 15 
Kyrie 124, phrase 2 (from Ma 19421)  
 
Kyrie 155, phrase 2 (from Ma 289) 
 
Corresponding to the most frequent cadence for the D-modal Kyrie melodies, 
the cadential formula DEE is also the most common in E-mode melodies. The formula 
is found closing individual phrases in six of the northern melodies. In some of the 
melodies this cadence is used for all of the phrases but in others it is used for only one 
or two phrases. Other frequent cadential formulas for this mode enter the final from 
above and are mostly some variant on the pattern GFE.  
The cadential formulas in E-mode melodies are often repeated for each phrase of 
a melody. Four of the melodies: Kyrie 48, 124, 142 and 214, have the same cadence for 
each of their nine petitions while Kyrie 104 and 217 have the same cadence for the first 
eight phrases but close their ninth phrase by introducing a new and different cadential 
formula. This might seem like a quite characteristic gesture in a melody, but the feature 
was not considered that important: When we look at Kyries 144 and 155, the melodies 
are transmitted with different cadences for the last phrase in one northern French 
manuscript but with all nine phrases having the same cadence in a second manuscript.  
Bjork also comments upon the different last phrase cadence in Kyrie 155 even 
though he underestimates the frequency of this feature when stating that this "virtually 
never" occurs in the Kyrie repertory.87 That cadential formulas for the same phrases in a 
melody differ between manuscripts is otherwise not uncommon and this is found 
especially between northern French and Aquitanian transmissions but also between 
different northern French transmissions (Example 16). 
                                                           
87 David Bjork (1977) I, 179. 
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Example 16 
Kyrie 161, phrase 7 from six northern French manuscripts  
 
   
 
 
 
G-mode Melodies 
The primary sonority for G-mode melodies is a chain of thirds built on the final, G. All 
G-mode melodies in the repertory, except for one, end on their final. The individual 
phrases in each melody resolves either to the primary focal pitch, G, or to d which can 
be seen as the secondary focal pitch for these melodies.  
Kyrie 53 and Kyrie 55 present two exceptions to this modal uniformity. Kyrie 55 
by ending the melody’s first three phrases on E and Kyrie 53 by closing its very last 
phrase on E. Kyrie 53 melodically moves in the compass G-b and G-d for eight of its 
phrases and thereby outlines a clear G-modality up until the very last phrase. In the last 
phrase a small motive is added at the end of the melodic line. The melodic motive enters 
the register below G, pivoting on E and touching upon the D when closing the phrase 
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with a Gallican cadence on E. At this point then we experience a shift in the modality 
from G to E. The melody is nevertheless experienced as a G-melody.88 
The melody of Kyrie 55 is quite remarkable in its modal organisations and 
stands out from the other Kyrie melodies, including the G-mode ones, in several ways. 
Kyrie 55 presents in different transmissions between three and five different pitches for 
its nine phrase endings and makes extensive use of the contrasting sonority. 
Furthermore, the numerous different cadential patterns for the phrase endings are unique 
to this melody. A detailed study of the modal particulars for Kyrie 55 will be found at 
the end of this section.         
 Even though Kyrie 55 varies extensively from all other Kyrie melodies, the 
melody is modally closer to its fellow G-mode melodies, since most of the G-mode 
melodies use pitches from the secondary sonority to an even greater extent than both the 
E- and D-mode melodies. Several of the interior phrases for these melodies open on 
tones from the secondary sonority, in particular the pitches F, a and c. In Kyrie 24 the 
three first phrases open on a and the melody outlines the melodic module D-F-a for the 
major part of the melodic line.89 Phrases 4, 5 and 6 open on c and the phrases are built 
mainly on the melodic modules F-a-c and D-F-a (Example 17). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
88 Melnicki classifies Kyrie 53 as a G-mode melody, see Margareta Melnicki (1955), 41. 
89 It is interesting to notice that the scribe in Pa 10508 ended the melodic line of the very first phrase 
erroneously on F. The two following acclamations are melodically identical but end their phrases on G 
and so does all three alternating melismatic settings of the melody. The notational error in the first phrase 
enhances the impression of a clear D-based modality for large parts of the three first phrases and tells us 
that the modal "feeling" was perhaps also recognised by the scribe? For the transcription from Pa 10508, 
see Appendix II. 
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Example 17 
Kyrie 24, phrases 1-6 (from Cai 61) 
 
 
 
 
Kyries 61, 68 and 86 all have phrases opening on a and then outlining the 
secondary sonority. In Kyrie 86 we recognise the contrasting use of the two sonorities to 
characterise the whole phrase (Example 18), as discussed for the E-mode melody Kyrie 
48. In the manuscript Cai 61, Kyrie 68 is transmitted as opening all phrases on G, but 
also here phrases 4-6 still imply the melodic module a-c for the opening part (Example 
19). 
 
 
Example 18 
Kyrie 86, phrase 4 (from Ma 289) 
 
          ______________F-a-c_____________________          ______________E-G-b_______________ 
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Example 19 
 
Kyrie 68, phrase 4 (from Pa 10508) 
 
         ______a-c________        
 
 
 
Kyrie 68, phrase 4 (from Cai 61) 
 
                 ________a-c__________ 
 
 
   
In melody Kyrie 39 the three Christe-phrases open on c and build the melodic 
line on the triad F-a-c before the shift to the primary sonority near the end. And Kyrie 
51, 57 and 82 all have phrases opening on both F and c. The different pitches used for 
the opening of phrases are here also used for interior cadences in the individual phrases. 
Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 70 on the other hand, open on G but introduce the distinct triad F-a-
c near the middle of the melodic line. In Kyrie 70 the triad is used only in phrases 1-3 
while in Kyrie 47 the triad displaying the secondary sonority recurs in all nine phrases.    
 As we can see, large parts of the G-mode melodies are built on the secondary 
sonority and this separates them in particular from the D-mode melodies. Internal 
motives are often built on the secondary sonority and close on one of the pitches next on 
the scale to the final, the F or a, and this rarely happens for D-mode melodies. G-mode 
melodies also use the register below the final to an extent unfamiliar to both the E- and 
the D-mode melodies and they quite frequently have interior cadences on D, a fourth 
below the final. 
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   The melodies Kyrie 51 and 57 are tonally very close. They have the same 
opening tones and cadential formula for every phrase, except the second where Kyrie 57 
has a small variation in the cadential formula. Otherwise, the most obvious difference is 
found in phrases 1 and 3 where Kyrie 57 reaches the E before the cadence on F-G, 
while Kyrie 51 enters the same cadence from above. However, the exact same melisma 
introducing the lower E before the cadence is found also in Kyrie 51 in phrases 4 and 6. 
For phrases 4 and 6 the melodic line of Kyrie 51 is identical to the corresponding 
phrases in Kyrie 57. The five other phrases of the two melodies are also close to 
identical. The phrases have the same melodic movements and tonal range and so the 
melodic evidence suggests that the two melodies could be one and the same. I will 
however continue to see the melodies as two different melodies that are closely 
related.90 
 Except for Kyrie 51 and 57, the relationship between individual G-mode 
melodies seems to be more diffuse than is the case for D- and E-mode melodies. The 
greater freedom for G-mode melodies regarding the ambitus of the melodic line and the 
different pitches involved in building their melodies, allows far more variety in the 
modal outlining of these Kyrie melodies. The discovery of less modal relationship 
between the Kyrie melodies in the G-mode group is therefore not surprising.  
 
 
 
Kyrie 55  
Due to the already mentioned peculiarities of Kyrie 55, I wanted to explore this melody 
and its shape in different geographical regions. The melody has been examined as 
notated in manuscripts from Italy, Germany, northern France, Aquitaine and Spain. The 
transcriptions are found in Appendix III.    
 All transmissions of Kyrie 55 end on G in the northern French and Aquitanian 
sources considered. The modality is nevertheless a bit diffuse throughout the melody. I 
will return to survey this after pointing out another interesting feature concerning the 
modal organisation of this melody. The G-final melody Kyrie 55 can be divided into 
                                                           
90 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 96-97, and David Hiley (1986) II, 63-64, see Kyrie 51 and 57 as two 
different melodies. 
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two main categories: melodies that open on G and melodies that open on c. The group 
of melodies that open on G is by far the largest, especially if we also take into 
consideration melodies from Spain, Italy and Germany. In the Spanish manuscripts I 
have found no melodies with an opening on c and the German and Italian manuscripts 
only give one such melody each.  
 The Aquitanian repertory does not transmit the version that open on c and in his 
analyses of Kyrie 55, Bjork only considers versions that open on G. Bjork shows the 
tonal ambiguity of melody Kyrie 55 by pointing out the use of three different pitches for 
closing the nine phrases – more normal for Kyrie melodies are one or two pitches – as 
well as the amount of different pitches for the opening and the interior articulations of 
each phrase.91  
 I can add to this picture by showing that there are also variations between the 
different sources transmitting the G-opening-version, when it comes to the opening and 
closing of some of the individual phrases. In five of the nine phrases different pitches 
for the opening and/or the closing of one phrase are found when considering various 
manuscript transmissions of the melody. For phrase 7, as many as five different 
combinations of phrase endings and beginnings are given (Example 20). Interestingly, 
three of the five combinations are found in the same manuscript, Pa 1235.  
 The resulting modal ambivalence makes it difficult to outline a modal coherence 
for the inner parts of the melody Kyrie 55. On the other hand, the transcriptions show 
the importance of the tone G for this melody. The tone G opens three and closes two of 
the four phrases that all the manuscripts give with the same pitches, besides being the 
final for the whole melody in all the manuscripts consulted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
91 David Bjork (1977) I, 229. 
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Example 20 
Phrase 7 of Kyrie 55  
 
 
 
Ma 19421 gives the version with the modal organizations used for the majority 
of the G-opening melodies in manuscripts from northern France. In this version of the 
melody, the three first phrases focus on E, the final of this section. Phrases 1 and 3 open 
on G, the melodic line proceeds rapidly up to c, the highest tone of this phrase, and then 
descends to E. Then follows a second segment, a bit shorter but with the same modal 
outline: G-c-E. In phrase 2 the melody is focused on the lower register. The phrase 
opens on C and moves in slopes between C and F before closing on E.  
 The next three phrases have G as their focal point. The melody makes a leap of a 
sixth from the E-final in phrase 3 to the opening on c in phrase 4 (and 6). Then the 
ambitus is expanded to d already on the second note before the melody descends in 
small units of three notes - pointed out quite specifically in the melismatic versions by 
the ordering of neume-groups - until the third below the final is reached. The phrase is 
then concluded with an ascending cadence towards the G-final. Phrase 5 both opens and 
closes on G. The melodic motion in this phrase presents a contrast to the surrounding 
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phrases, centring round G in small melodic movements throughout, as well as opening 
and ending in this very stable position.  
So far a pattern has been established where the outer phrases of each section lie 
in a higher tonal range than the middle phrases, and where all the three phrases in the 
second section lie in a higher tonal range than their corresponding phrases in the first 
section. Such a pattern is also recognised in the use of finals: E-final for the phrases in 
the first section and G-final for the phrases in the second section.    
 The melody then leaps a fifth for the opening on d for phrase 7. This opening 
gives the same melodic movement that we find in the opening of phrases 1, 2 and 3, 
only a fifth higher, introducing g as the highest tone of the third section. In phrase 7 the 
melody moves in the high register between d and g and with a final on d. The chant 
thereby increases the intensity of the melodic line for the last section of the melody and 
gives the melody a climactic shape. 
 Phrase 8 gives the melodic line in a lower register and the focal tone is once 
more G. The melody starts out taking over the final d from phrase 7 and then descends 
slowly to a G-final. In phrase 9 the melody is further intensified, both by the high 
register used for the melodic line as well as by the length of the phrase. This phrase can 
be seen as an extended version of phrase 7 and part of the extension is done by 
repetition. The first segment, 9a, is closely related to phrase 7 and moves from d to d. 
Segment 9b is a repetition of 9a and 9c is related to phrase 8. This last segment moves 
the melody from the high register d-g to the final on G.  
 
- Melodic Versions that Open on c: 
Representative of the majority of the sources giving this version is the melody given in 
Pa 10508. I also find that an interesting, and perhaps informative, variant is given by 
Ma 289. The modal order in Ma 289 differs from that of Pa 10508 for two of the nine 
phrases. I will start by surveying the modal order of the melody notated in Pa 10508, 
after which a few comments upon the two differing phrases will be made.    
 In the melodic version transmitted by the manuscript Pa 10508, the first two 
sections seem to have been transposed up a fourth, giving respectively a and c as the 
focal tones of the melody. Except for the transposition, the tonal order coheres with the 
melodies treated above: c-a, F-a, c-a for phrases 1-3 and f-c, c-c, f-c for phrases 4-6. 
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The c can here be seen as the melody’s transposed final, and we see that the c is given 
importance throughout the melody.   
 In the last three phrases the melody is transformed to the supposedly underlying 
G-modality. These three phrases are quite closely related to the corresponding phrases 
in the G-opening melodies. Except for one tone in phrase 7: the opening of phrase 7 in a 
way still preserves the transposed G-modality when starting on c, the same way as in 
the first, second, third and fifth phrase of the c-opening melodies. Then the melody 
makes a leap of a third instead of the usual second, before continuing this well known 
movement consisting of four ascending notes.  
 This leap of a third and the following outline of the fifth c-g changes the 
perception of the modality from a transposed G-modality circling round c, to a G-
modality circling round d and with G and d as the important tones. The change is 
achieved when the melody reaches the high g in the first melodic movement of the 
phrase. The new, prominent position of the g is then underlined when it is repeated three 
times before the melody moves on to make a cadence on d. At the end of the phrase, the 
new modality is further underlined when the melody touches c for the second time. At 
this point the function of the c is clearly changed from the position of the important 
transposed final to the position of the subfinal for this phrase, used to create stability for 
the cadence on d. 
 Phrase 8 has the same tonal ordering as the corresponding phrase in the G-
opening melodies. But for the c-opening melodies, this phrase gains extra importance 
through being the first phrase in this melodic variant that actually ends on the "true" 
final of the melody. The G-modality is established clearly in this phrase by moving the 
focus of attention from the opening on the fifth, d, by a descending motion to the G-
final. The shift in modality is further underlined by the use of the subfinal, F, 
immediately before the cadence on G. 
 Phrase 9 is also here largely an extended version of phrase 7. Except that phrase 
9 opens on d instead of on c and as such is identical to the corresponding phrase in the 
G-opening melody, moving from d to d in 9a and 9b and then from d to the G-final in 
9c.  
 The two differing phrases in Ma 289, phrases 2 and 9, contribute to a stronger 
focus on c for this melodic version. For the second phrase, Ma 289 gives the tonal order 
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of the G-opening melodies: c-e instead of F-a. For the ninth phrase, Ma 289 (and one 
more manuscript, SPt OvI6) gives the opening of its phrase 7 on c, while the majority of 
the manuscripts give the opening on d corresponding to the version in the G-opening 
melodies. The melodic variant in Ma 289 is particularly interesting for this last phrase, 
where the opening of 9a and the repetitive segment, 9b, do not correspond. While 9a 
opens on c like phrase 7, the repetition of the segment, 9b, opens on d and without the 
following leap of a third, like in the earlier versions of this opening movement.  
 The modal variants of Ma 289 suggest a possible interpretation – true for the 
majority of the c-opening melodies as well92 – where this last section is seen as 
responding to the modal demands of the melody. The opening of phrases 7 and 9 might 
be seen as a kind of transitional movement that is to complete a smooth transition from 
the previous parts’ transposed modality, to the G-modality chosen to end this chant. The 
ambiguity between the c and the G focus is still there until it is finally dissolved after 
the opening of phrase 9. When the same motive reappears in the repetitive segment 9b, 
it is changed corresponding to the new, established G-modality. The third segment, 9c, 
is tonally quite stable, moving from the upper fifth, d, to a cadence on the final, G.  
 It would seem that the last section of the chant – phrases 7, 8 and 9 – in this 
version of Kyrie 55 is given the task of bringing the melody back to the G-mode for a 
proper closure. The return to G-mode is achieved by a melodic line that is gradually 
drawing nearer to the modal outline of the last phrases in the G-opening melodies, so 
that the two melodic versions of this chant – the c-opening melodies and the G-opening 
melodies – are modally corresponding in their final melodic phrase.    
 
 
F-mode Melodies 
Melodies built on F are quite rare in the northern French Kyrie repertory before 1200. 
The one melody that is actually an F-mode melody, Kyrie 105, has a clear resemblance 
to one of the E-mode melodies that open on F, Kyrie 104. Both melodies are short 
melodies that are only transmitted with Greek text and they both open on F and have the 
                                                           
92 On the one hand, the c-opening of phrase 7 and /or phrase 9 is given for all the c-opening melodies 
except one (the quite late Pro 12) and on the other hand, none of the G-opening melodies have a c-
opening at this place. Except for the Norman-Sicilian manuscript Na 6G34. But this manuscript also gives 
both a unique melody and text for segment 9b in Kyrie 55 and this might indicate that the manuscript 
transmits some irregularities for the last section in general.     
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same cadential figure for the six first phrases. The closing tones differ however, with a 
G for Kyrie 104 and an F for Kyrie 105. Kyrie 105 also touches the F immediately 
before the common cadence figure. These first phrases of the two melodies are 
otherwise near identical, except for the F-mode melody Kyrie 105 being somewhat 
more ornate throughout. In the manuscript Pa 1112 an F is added to the G at the close of 
the six first phrases in Kyrie 104 and the melody is also a bit more ornate, which further 
enhances the similarity between Kyrie 104 and Kyrie 105 (Example 21). 
 
 
Example 21 
Phrases 1-3 of Kyrie 104 I (from Val 107), 104 II (from Pa 1112)93 and Kyrie 105 (from Mr 24) 
 
 
 
Phrases 4-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
93 Transcription from David Hiley (1986) II, 70. 
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Phrases 7-9 
 
 
 
When we compare Kyrie 105 with the version of Kyrie 104 from Pa 1112 we see 
that the two melodies share much of the same melodic features. Both melodies are to a 
large extent based on the dyad F-a. Only in the three last phrases are the melodies 
diverged modally when Kyrie 104 adjusts its melodic line downwards outlining a 
sonority built on E while Kyrie 105 moves up to c, a pitch that is underlined when 
reached twice, and thereby outlines a clear F-modal primary sonority represented by the 
triad F-a-c.   
For the Kyrie melodies then, we can actually find a close melodic and motivic 
relationship between two melodies that are assigned to different modes. However, the 
F-final melody Kyrie 105 should perhaps rather be seen as a modal redaction of the G-
final melody Kyrie 104. The comparison of the two melodies does, nevertheless, stress 
the question concerning modality for the Kyrie melodies: how relevant is it to assign 
individual Kyrie melodies to a particular mode when the assignment will be based 
solely on the final?   
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Conclusion 
Characteristic for the Kyrie melodies is their strong melodic orientation towards the 
final together with the use of an extended ambitus and an ambitious melodic line. 
Intervallic leaps spanning a fourth or a fifth and ascending or descending scalar 
movements spanning large intervals, an extensive use of triads and an ambitus that 
frequently expands the octave, are all features common to the melodies. Such features 
distinguish the Kyries from melodies in the Gregorian repertory. Moreover, Kyrie 
melodies in the same mode basically have the cadence tone in common. The openings 
and the cadences are often varied between individual melodies, regarding the melodic 
motion as well as pitch. Melodies in the Gregorian repertory are, on the other hand, 
signified by a frequent use of melodic formulas particular to the modes. 
The common use of repetition of small motives throughout the phrases in one 
single melody is also characteristic of the Kyrie melodies. One example is the repetition 
of cadence-formulas, where the same formula is often used to close several of the 
phrases in a melody. But motivic repetitions are also used to a large extent internally in 
phrases where they help in tying the melodic material together and thus give the melody 
a coherent form. Most of the motivic repetitions are exclusive to the one Kyrie melody 
in question and are not used in other Kyrie melodies from the same modal group. This 
does happen though, in particular with cadence motives, but not frequently and as we 
have just seen, motivic correspondances occur between melodies assigned to different 
modes as well.94 And so the use of motivic repetition is another feature that removes 
these melodies from the Gregorian "sphere".  
 The melodic line of the Kyrie chant is ambitious and with sweeping gestures it 
frequently expands the tonal borders of the eight modes. As a result, the melodies do not 
often contain particular authentic or plagal gestures like the Gregorian melodies but in 
some of the Kyrie melodies such features do occur. Authentic or plagal gestures are 
more easily found in D-mode Kyries than in E-, and especially G-mode Kyries. The D-
mode melodies also seem to have a closer relationship in general and they share melodic 
                                                           
94 In addition to the close melodic relationship just shown for an F- and a G-mode Kyrie, the E-mode 
Kyrie 142 opens two of its phrases with the D-a leap characteristic for D-mode Kyries (see the discussion 
on E-mode melodies above). 
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features to a larger extent. Thus the D-mode melodies seem to be presenting the most 
"modal" behaviour amongst the Kyrie melodies in the northern French repertory.      
Investigations into the modal sonorities of the Kyrie chants in the northern 
French repertory show that in these melodies, little is to be found of the elements 
defining the modal groupings for chants in the traditional Gregorian repertory. The 
comparison of the two melodies just discussed highlights the question concerning the 
modality of the Kyrie chants. Clearly the Kyrie melodies do not contain the group 
identity to the extent normally associated with modal melodies.  
The Kyrie melodies prove to be shaped more freely than the melodies in the 
Gregorian repertory, regarding both the tonal register and the use of modal criteria like 
small motivic elements in customary combinations characteristic for a particular 
melodic type. The similarities between the individual melodies of the repertory of mode 
3 antiphons are mostly of a very different and much more cohesive form when 
compared to the group of E-final Kyrie melodies. While mode 3 antiphons have a 
certain number of different opening- and cadence-motives of some length in common 
and to a large extent share related melodic motives throughout the melody,95 the E-final 
Kyries seem much more fragmented in their internal relationship. 
To rely on traditional modal concepts for discussing the Kyrie melodies may 
then not be very rewarding. Bjork chooses to name the Kyrie melodies by their final 
instead of using Melnicki’s terminology, in terms of expressing their independence of 
Gregorian criteria.96 The resulting classifications prove to be identical and so Bjork’s 
terminology might seem more applicable since it avoids unwanted connotations. But 
some comparisons towards modal concepts should be useful for the Kyrie chant as well, 
because of the inclusion of obvious authentic or plagal gestures in individual melodies. 
Besides, Bjork also relates to modal criteria and the whole of the melody in a "modal" 
train of thought, when he includes melodies with another final into his D-final 
melodies.97  
                                                           
95 See the edition of mode 3 antiphons in Làszlo Dobzay and Janka Szendrei (1999) V/2, 431-522.  
96 David Bjork (1977) I, 74-75. 
97 Kyrie 18 and 161 both have a-finals. See Bjork’s classification of the melodies as D-final melodies, 
David Bjork (1977) II, 94 and 346. 
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When we look to the concept of modality as expressed in Frankish theoretical 
treatises from the tenth century on as well as found in antiphons in the newer style98, we 
find that the modal criteria did change from the style found in traditional Gregorian 
chant towards a new and melodically freer style where the mode is acting like a more 
general tonal framework for melodic motions. Here the assignment of mode is based on 
the final, even though antiphons in the newer style still to a large extent have opening- 
and cadence-motives in common. The quite close melodic connection between 
antiphons in the newer style and the Kyrie melodies further contributes to my decision 
that the Kyrie melodies should be regarded under the more differentiated concept of 
modality developed in the Frankish area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
98 See above under "Melodic Types". 
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Chapter 2 
Formal Aspects  
   
 
The concept of form as related to medieval melodies has in modern times often been 
seen to present a problem because of the difficulties in identifying formal aspects 
according to modern standards and values in such melodies. Efforts have been put into 
the work of identifying such aspects but often with scarce results as the discussions are 
focused on properties that the melodies to a large extent lack. As a consequence the 
artistic value of the compositions at hand would sometimes be questioned.99 
Fritz Reckow has shown that the concept of form was perceived differently in 
the early time of musical composition in Europe. In his article "Processus und Structura: 
Über Gattungstradition und Formverständnis im Mittelalter" Reckow explores what 
medieval writers actually wrote on the subject of musical composition and he 
investigates musical compositions of the twelfth-fourteenth century represented by the 
conductus and the motet, with regard to the two formal concepts processus and 
structura.  
Musical compositions have been described as a processus from the early middle 
ages on and Reckow highlights the medieval notion of music as movement, that a 
musical composition "…bewusst als Ablauf in der Zeit konzipiert und ausgeführt sein 
kann…"100 This notion results in an interest in contrasting the parts following one 
another over the "closure" of the whole. Seeing the melody as conceived in a more 
architectural way, as built on elements that together constitute a closed whole, signifies 
the concept of structura. Criteria for the concept of structura are first found in the motet 
from around 1300 while earlier medieval chant seem to be composed in the tradition of 
the processus-concept.  
As a witness "der Tradition des processus-Denkens", the form of the conductus 
is described as follows: 
                                                           
99 See also Leo Treitler: "On the Structure of Alleluia Melisma: A Western Tendency in Western Chant 
(?)" in With Voice and Pen. Coming to Know Medieval Song and How it was Made (Oxford, 2003 I), 107 
and 113-114. 
100 Fritz Reckow: "Processus und Structura: Über Gattungstradition und Formverständnis im Mittelalter" 
in Musiktheorie I (1986), 8. 
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"Die Form wird als "Ablauf" verstanden; sie ist…. charakterisiert durch Kriterien wie "Wechsel" und 
"Kontrast" sowie "Schmuck" (varietas, diversitas, color). Der Conductus gleicht einem "Weg" bzw. 
"Gang" und bietet insofern – zumal bei mehrstrophig "durchkomponierter" Anlage – Reiche 
Möglichkeiten für "Umwege" bzw. "Abschweifungen" unterschiedlichsten Charakters und 
unterschiedlichster Ausdehnung."101  
 
To express variation and contrast (varietas and diversitas) in the melodic 
development is of overall importance in a processus. The variations and contrasts are 
entered carefully in a melody to maintain the listener’s interest and to avoid his 
fastidium, that he gets bored or does not appreciate the melody.  
 
"…diversitas und varietas [gilt] auf den unterschiedlichsten Ebenen des Komponierens auch den Autoren 
der Musiklehre als "Heilmittel" gegen die offenbar besonders gefürchtete Monotonie…" 102 
 
Important for the composer of a processus is then not so much to create unity for 
a melody as to avoid monotony in a melodic development or process. And this is the 
substantial difference from the structura tradition and from the modern concept of form. 
A processus must, however, also have inner relations to achieve the necessary 
"Zusammenhang und Zusammenhalt". Such coherence is accomplished with the help of 
metrum, cantus and tonus.103 The three aspects are closely interrelated and if for 
instance the textual rhythm is similar for large parts of a melody, the melodic line or the 
modal behaviour or both should express varietas and diversitas to a greater extent.104   
Leo Treitler in his re-writing of the essay "On the Structure of Alleluia Melisma: 
A Western Tendency in Western Chant" interprets the two concepts processus and 
structura in the following way: 
 
 "…it is clear that the processus concept investigated by Reckow is a derivative of the earlier medieval, 
and ultimately ancient, conception of melody as a movement of the voice…whereas the structura 
                                                           
101 Fritz Reckow (1986), 11. 
102 Fritz Reckow (1986), 8. 
103 Fritz Reckow (1986), 9 and 11. 
104 See also Fritz Reckow (1986), 19, on the conductus Virtus moritur. 
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conception that is found first in the fourteenth century is the first sign of Wagner’s "Aufbau" and 
"Gliederung" that underlies the dubious characterizations of Gregorian chant in [modern] writing…"105      
      
 Treitler discusses the two concepts of processus and structura in connection 
with the analysis of an Alleluia melody. He shows that the processus conception is also 
at work in the shaping of the Alleluia melody and therefore recommends that one 
should better pay attention to features other than the criterion of a melody’s formal 
unity for this and other Gregorian melodies. One should ask "…about the directed 
continuities and movements that define its [the melody’s] coherence as it unfolds in 
time."106 The movement of the melodic line, the process, is more important than the 
plastic structure or "form" for revealing vital information about such melodies, as they 
are representations for a different way of thinking about musical construction.  
On the other hand, Treitler does acknowledge the possibility of viewing such 
melodies also according to the principles of structure and unity which signify the 
modern conception of form as "[w]e may believe that point of view to open on to a 
more illuminating picture of the nature and history of Gregorian chants."107 If applied, 
this view should not, however, interfere with questions of the aesthetic value of the 
melodies concerned. It must be recognised to be an anachronism that represents 
different values and ideas of form than were in play in the time of the melodies’ 
composition.     
Basically, the concept of form is a way of organising descriptions of repeated 
patterns for the melodic lines in a melody. The Kyrie chant displays a distinct repeated 
pattern for its melodic lines. For the Kyries, the musical form is based on the textual 
form and the form of the text of the Greek-texted Kyrie displays symmetry to an extent 
unfamiliar from other chants of the Mass.108 The Greek text of the Kyrie chant is 
                                                           
105 Leo Treitler (2003 I), 113. 
106 Leo Treitler (2003 I), 108. 
107 Leo Treitler (2003 I), 113. 
108 The text was not always presented in this symmetrical pattern. As late as in Ordo Romanum I (early 
eight century) the improvisatory aspect from the litanies and the earlier congregational performances of 
the Kyrie eleison is still at play. Here a practice is described where the schola sings the invocations until 
the pontiff gives the signal to stop. The number of invocations was not fixed on nine until in Ordo 
Romanum IV (late eight century). See Willi Apel (1958), 408, and Joseph A. Jungmann: The Mass of the 
Roman Rite (Allen, Texas, 1986) I, 340.   
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organised in an ABA-form. Or also, in more detail, in what Bjork calls a compound 
ternary form109 aaa bbb aaa:   
 
A: Kyrie eleison – Kyrie eleison – Kyrie eleison 
B: Christe eleison – Christe eleison – Christe eleison 
A: Kyrie eleison – Kyrie eleison – Kyrie elsion  
 
In an original understanding of the liturgy, all the nine petitions were addressed 
to Christ. A trinitarian interpretation, where God the Father is invoked three times, God 
the son three times and God the Holy Ghost three times, was only approached when the 
chant reached Gallican territory.110 When regarding the Latin texts associated with the 
Kyries, the texts are nevertheless more often Christological than Trinitarian in address, 
in particular in the early repertory.111 The distinct symmetrical textual organisation 
seems to demand clarity and symmetry also for the chant’s melody and this is expressed 
in the repeated pattern found for the melodies of the Kyrie.  
According to Melnicki, the melody for the Kyrie chant can be represented by 
one of the four main formal schemes: AAA /aaa aaa aaa (I), ABA /aaa bbb aaa (II), 
ABC /aaa bbb ccc (III) or ABC /axa byb czc (IV).112 Such a categorisation of the 
melodic form of the Kyrie chants into formal schemes is a modern abstraction that is 
inspired by the concept of structura and hence imposed on these melodies. Keeping this 
in mind however, the formal schemes used by Melnicki present an efficient tool for a 
first attempt at describing the Kyrie chants according to their melodic form. The formal 
categories give a good and easily perceptible overview of how the melodic line of the 
Kyrie chants develop by displaying the different repeated patterns found for these 
songs. The categories also easily give an overview of the frequency with which 
different patterns occur as well as of the level of variants involved.  
I therefore open my investigations into the formal aspects of the Kyrie chant by 
discussing the different categories and the individual Kyrie’s assignment to them. When 
                                                           
109 David Bjork (1977) I, 27. 
110 Joseph A. Jungmann (1986) I, 341. 
111 See also David Bjork (1980a), 40-48, David Bjork (1981), 9-35, Ritva Maria Jacobsson: "Amalaire de 
Metz et les tropes du Kyrie eleison" in Classica et mediaevalia. Francisco Blatt septuagenario dedicate, 
ed. Due, Friis Johansen, Dalsgaard Larsen (Copenhagen, 1973), 510-540. 
112 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 62-66. 
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I later go into more detail on individual melodies the temporal aspects of the melodies 
as processus will be taken into consideration for the further analyses.  
I will, however, make a slight change in Melnicki’s terminology as I find that 
the term "formal scheme" has strong connotations with the more modern plastic 
conception of a melody’s form. As such a formal conception is better avoided for 
melodies originally composed in a processus tradition, I would like to rename 
Melnicki’s formal schemes as repeated patterns I, II, III and IV. And as it will be 
convenient to refer to each respective category also as a group of melodies, I will refer 
to the corresponding formal melodic groups I, II, III and IV.       
Preserving the ABA/aaa bbb aaa-form of the text, one would think that the 
repeated pattern II (ABA/aaa bbb aaa) would be preferred for organising the melodies 
of the Kyrie chant. This is not so. The two more frequent repeated patterns are III 
(ABC/aaa bbb ccc) and IV (ABC/axa byb czc), both also appearing with internal 
variants. The two latter forms surely give the melody a better possibility for melodic 
expansion through the last sections and this may be some of the reason why they would 
be preferred for settings of the Kyrie chant. As we will see, most of the melodies build 
an increasing intensity towards the last invocation, which is often twice as long as the 
foregoing eight phrases due to repetition of motivic material. And all of the last three 
invocations are often entered in a higher register than the first part of the chant.  
Based on the melody’s relation to the text, one could imagine a "development" 
in the formal concept for the Kyrie chant where the oldest melodies would be composed 
in the ABA/aaa bbb aaa-form, following the formal structure of the text. With the rising 
demand for contrasts and musical diversions that arose in the time of the Franks, the 
melodies would then quite naturally expand into an ABC/aaa bbb ccc-form and finally 
into the ABC/axa byb czc’-form. Since for the axa byb czc’-form the repetitions of 
phrases are kept at a minimum and the contrasts and variations in the melodies are 
literally blossoming, the repeated pattern IV would be the one that best conveys the 
principles of formal concept as a processus.  
My argument here is not, however, to state that the Kyrie melodies transmitted 
in the aaa bbb aaa-form are always older than melodies transmitted in the other two 
forms, as a number of the Group II-melodies may well have been consciously composed 
in an "archaic" form at a later time. But my suggestion is that this would be a more 
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organic process for the melodic forms concerned. Such a history concerning the formal 
"development" could help explain why the Group II-melodies are so relatively few in 
numbers. By the time of the earliest musical notation of Kyrie chants the repeated 
pattern II would to some extent already be replaced by other and more complex forms 
that better matched the criteria for melodies as a processus.  
In Table 3 I give a survey of the different repeated patterns explored in the 
northern French Kyrie melodies. Eighteen of the melodies are organised according to 
repeated pattern IV (ABC/axa byb czc), while twenty-two melodies follow the repeated 
pattern III (ABC/aaa bbb ccc). Only seven melodies are composed using repeated 
pattern II (ABA/aaa bbb aaa) and pattern I (AAA/aaa aaa aaa) is not found for melodies 
in this repertory. All the northern French melodies can be assigned to one of the two 
large-scale forms ABA or ABC but they do not account for the important inner 
variations found, as for instance the difference between an ABC/aaa bbb ccc-form and 
an ABC/axa byb czc-form. I therefore choose to focus merely on the formal level 
displaying these variations from now on.113  
A few words regarding my criteria for the classification of the Kyrie melodies 
into groups. What signifies Group II melodies is the repetition of all phrases three times, 
as well as the melodically contrasting Christe-part. Group III melodies are signified by 
a repetition of three different melodic lines three-times and Group IV melodies are first 
and foremost signified by the contrasting middle phrase found in all the three textual-
melodic elements. Melodies in all three categories may have a variation for the very last 
melodic phrase, as this is a common melodic feature for these melodies. 
Due to the variety of formal variants, some of the melodies can be difficult to 
place within one of the four groups. I therefore work with an additional group named 
"variant forms", where I enter melodies signified by displaying features from different 
groups or melodies that differ significantly from the other melodies in their large-scale 
group (ABA or ABC). Kyrie 214 with repeated pattern aaa byb czc is then seen as 
displaying formal elements from Group III and IV and Kyrie 58 with repeated pattern 
axa byb ax’a’ would belong to Group II, but hints at elements from Group IV as well.     
                                                           
113 Bjork does not refer to the large-scale form for the Kyrie melodies at all. He only discusses the 
melodies according to the nine-fold form. Bjork (1977) I, see for instance p. 27 where the form of the text 
and melody of the Kyrie chant is introduced.  
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Table 3   
Repeated pattern II (ABA / aaa   bbb   aaa)  
aaa   bbb   aaa: 162 
aaa   bbb   aaa’: 58, 162, 217 – 53, 217x  
aaa   bbb   aac: 16 - 39 
 
Repeated pattern III (ABC / aaa   bbb   ccc)  
aaa   bbb   ccc: 24, 48, 68, 70, 124, 144 – 39, 86, 104, 189, 217x, ix  
aaa   bbb   ccc’: 18, 58, 68, 124, 185 – 38, 86, 105, 151, 189, 192, vi, vii 
aaa   bbb   ccd: 155 – 39, 151 
aaa   bbb   cca’: 144 
 
Repeated pattern IV (ABC / axa   byb   czc)  
axa   byb   czc’: 47, 55, 102, 124, 142, 155 , 161, 185 – 51, 57, 61, 82, 205, 214, x 
axa   xyx   czc’: 47  
axa   byb   czd: 155 
axa   byb   cyc’: - 171 
axa   byb   cyd: 155   
axa   bxb   czc’: 47, 102 - 51 
axa   bxb   cbc’: 70 
axa   bxb   cx’c’: 102 
axa   bx’b   cx’’c’: 102 - 175  
axa   bxb   cxc: 102  
 
Variant forms:  
axa   bbb   czc’: 47 
axa   bbb   czd: 155 
aaa   byb   czc’: - 214 
aaa   bbb   czc’: 55 - viii  
axa   bbb   ccc’: 47, 142 
axa   byb   axa’: 58 
axa   bxb   ccb: 70 
 
 
Eleven of the individual Kyrie melodies are transmitted expressing different 
repeated patterns or quite substantial variants between manuscripts while several more 
are given with minor variants in the repeated pattern. Each of the eleven melodies will 
therefore have two or more entries in Table 3.114 The melodies’ variants will at first be 
treated individually during the analytical process, where each variant will be compared 
to its fellow melodies in the respective group to which it is assigned. As a result, the 
                                                           
114 All melodies with more than one entry are marked in bold in the Table. 
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melody Kyrie 58 will be discussed below both as a Group II- as well as a Group III-
melody. Transcriptions of the different variants for a melody are entered in Appendix 
III.  
It is worth noticing that seven of the eleven melodies transmitted with different 
repeated patterns or major variants as well as the majority of melodies given with minor 
variants, are part of the more widespread melodies of the common northern French – 
Aquitanian repertory.      
 Table 3 shows that the individual Kyrie melodies display a richness of variants 
within the borders of the repeated patterns II, III and IV. Melodies assigned to Group II 
are not frequent in the northern French repertory as only seven melodies are composed 
according to this pattern. For Group II melodies the basic repeated pattern aaa bbb aaa is 
observed in one melody only. Most common is the pattern aaa bbb aaa’. Melodic 
variants for these melodies are found in the last Kyrie-invocation. The melodies are 
either presented with new material in the last invocation, like in Kyrie 16 (aaa bbb aac) 
or the melodic material for the last invocation are an expansion of the proceeding 
material (aaa bbb aaa’). Similar to the textual form, the middle three repetitions present 
a melodic contrast to the two surrounding parts. The variation between repetition of 
single phrases and the contrast between parts is here what constitute the foundation for 
the melody’s form.  
 Also for melodies assigned to Group III, the differences between the variant 
repeated patterns are found in the last Kyrie-invocation. The last invocation may be 
identical to the two proceeding ones, as in Kyrie 48 (aaa bbb ccc). Or it may be 
introducing a new melodic motive as in Kyrie 39 (aaa bbb ccd). But the most frequent 
presentation of such a melody focuses on the expansion of material from the two 
proceeding phrases, as found in Kyrie 18 (aaa bbb ccc’). The melodies achieve a form 
based on the varietas between three individual melodic parts where these parts 
themselves consist of inner repetition. The variant last phrase that frequently occurs in 
melodies of this group as well as in Group II melodies marks the end of the melody in a 
convincing way. First by breaking the established pattern of the three melodic 
repetitions for each textual part and then by varying or contrasting the two proceeding 
melodic phrases that carries the identical text Kyrie eleison. 
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 For Group IV-melodies the repeated pattern axa byb czc’ as exemplified in 
Kyrie 47, dominates. While the basic pattern without a variation of the very last phrase, 
axa byb czc, is non-existant in the northern repertory.115 All melodies of this group are 
given a variant last phrase either by introducing a new and contrasting motive or by 
varying the 7th phrase (c). I will return to the ways in which the variations for the very 
last phrase are achieved, below. Other variations in the repeated pattern occur during the 
course of the melody. Several melodies give a repetition of one of the three middle 
parts, like for instance the melody Kyrie 171 (axa byb cyc’), or they relate one middle 
part to the surrounding parts like in Kyrie 161 (axa x’yx’ bzb’). And in one version of 
Kyrie 102 all three middle parts are identical (axa bxb cxc). All the types of variation 
experienced here contribute to a varying level of varietas and diversitas used in the 
melody concerned and thus promote different levels of inner melodic coherence. This is 
a different feature to the two other groups where the last-phrase variants make little 
difference concerning the conception of the melody as a whole. Group IV is the only 
group where the variants used will bring more or less inner coherence, or, as expressed 
by Reckow "Zusammenhang und Zusammenhalt", to the melody concerned. 
A few melodies also combine features from Group II, III and IV in a somewhat 
awkward way, like in Kyrie viii (aaa bbb cxc’) or in Kyrie 58 (axa byb axa’). Seven of 
the melodies in the northern French repertory have this type of repeated pattern as a 
variant, while a single melody is only notated in this slightly peculiar pattern. I make a 
separate listing of these melodies because I see the variations expressed here as a 
somewhat unorthodox development in the melodic line of a Kyrie. The variants may 
therefore when scrutinised and compared to the more "ordinary" forms of Kyrie 
melodies help indicate some of the ideas behind the musical realisations and/or the 
historical development of such chants.     
 In the following I will look into the musical details of the Kyrie chant to explore 
what remains concealed after the schematic categorisations that I have performed so far. 
This is done by investigating the three main different forms of the northern French 
Kyrie melodies as expressed in individual melodies. The groups will be investigated 
separately to acknowledge the inner relations specific to each group although the 
                                                           
115 A few Kyries found in repertories outside of northern France are transmitted in this repeated pattern, 
see Margareta Melnicki (1955), 66. 
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number of individual melodies transmitted also in different repeated patterns suggests 
that the separation between the groups is not watertight and that the differences 
experienced may not be that substantial. 
Kyries 51, 53 and 105 are short melodies that each belong to a different formal 
group. The three Kyries prove to be representative of their group and they give a good 
overview of the more general formal aspects found in the northern French repertory of 
Kyrie chants. I therefore use these melodies as a starting point for my explorations. The 
Kyrie chant appears also in different shapes regarding the style of musical elaboration. 
Some of the melodies are long and elaborate and with extended melismas for their 
Greek-texted versions, while others are very short and near syllabic in style also when 
only transmitted with the Greek text. I find that the longer and the shorter melodies act 
in a similar way and to a large extent share formal features. But this relationship will be 
further explored as I compare the longer and more elaborate Kyrie chants to the short 
ones to see if there are any formal differences separating the two. First it will, however, 
be necessary to make a brief exploration of the variations that are found for the very last 
Kyrie-invocation to show what is concealed behind the label of c’ and a’. 
 
 
Melodic Variations in the Final Phrase    
A majority of the Kyrie melodies, whether assigned to Group II, III or IV, are 
transmitted with a prolonged last acclamation, namely c’ or a’. The singers and/or 
composers of such melodies would seem to have performed an extension of the melodic 
line to end the melody in a characteristic way.   
The very last Kyrie-invocation of a Kyrie chant is most often composed of and 
expanded by musical motives from the preceding phrases. The most common way of 
making this phrase longer is by repetition of motives. Sometimes the last phrase also 
combines motives from the preceding phrases. This happens in particular for melodies 
transmitted in the axa byb czc’ formula, where a combination of the 7th and the 8th 
phrases are common, as found in Kyrie 51 (Example 27). Even more common is a 
combination of the two: an extended 9th phrase built on the melodic material from the 
7th and the 8th phrases where the 7th phrase is repeated twice and the melodic line 
closes with the 8th phrase (Example 22). 
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Example 22 
Kyrie 47, phrases 7-9 (from Ma 289) 
 
 
The c’-phrase may consist of merely phrase 7, repeated twice (Example 23). The 
melodic line can also repeat smaller parts of the 7th phrase in-between as in Kyrie 38 
(Example 24) or somewhat larger parts, as found, in for instance, Kyrie 18. Sometimes, 
however, the last phrase only has some small melodic motives added to the melodic line 
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from the melody’s 7th phrase and often this occurs because of the necessity of bringing 
the melody back to its final. This happens for instance in the F-mode melody Kyrie 105. 
 
Example 23 
Kyrie 214, phrases 7-9 (from As 695)  
 
 
 
Example 24  
Kyrie 38, phrases 7-9 (from La 263) 
 
 
The a’-phrase is built much in the same way as c’ and the expansion of the 
melodic line from the 7th and/or 8th phrases can be made by combining two of the 
preceding phrases. But for melodies of Group II it is the melodic line from phrases 4-6 
that is entered as an addition to the ninth phrase. The variation from the a-phrases can 
also be made by performing extra repeats of smaller motives or by entering new 
melodic material. A new melodic motive is sometimes included just for the purpose of 
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bringing the melody to the final like in Kyrie 217 and 217x. The different ways of 
expanding or varying the very last phrase in the Kyrie melodies will be further explored 
now, as we set out to examine the Kyrie melodies transmitted in the repeated pattern aaa 
bbb aaa.    
      
 
Melodies in Group II  
The repeated pattern of Group II-melodies is the one that in fact corresponds to the form 
of the Greek text: Kyrie eleison x3 – Christe eleison x3 – Kyrie eleison x3. However, 
only a minority of the Kyrie chants follow this pattern for their melody: 7 out of 41 
melodies in the northern French Kyrie repertory are transmitted in this form. That such 
a relatively small group of Kyrie chants are transmitted in this repeated pattern116 might 
be seen as a bit peculiar. But perhaps the limited use of a repeated pattern that 
corresponds to the textual form can be explained by seeing the Kyrie compositions in 
view of the general conception of melodic form at the time of their composition, the 
conception of melody as a processus? I will return to this question below. 
A Kyrie melody composed in the repeated pattern of Group II most often forms 
a melodic arch where the three middle phrases (over Christe eleison) form a contrast to 
phrases 1-3 and 7-9, either by increasing the tonal range or the melodic gestures and 
thereby the intensity of the melody or by doing the opposite and hence decreasing it. 
This pattern is well illustrated in the melody Kyrie 53 (Example 25). The melodic line 
in phrases 1-3 moves sedately in the register of a third, forming a melodic arch from the 
final G-b-G. Phrases 4-6 expand the melodic line drastically by opening on the fifth, d. 
The d is then followed by a descending motion leading to the final. At this point the 
melody clearly shows an interest in the diversitas of the parts by also contrasting the 
two different textual parts melodically.  
 
 
 
 
                                                           
116Approximately one fifth of the melodies examined by Melnicki are transmitted in this repeated pattern, 
see Margareta Melnicki (1955), 64.  
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Example 25 
   Kyrie 53  Pa 1235, fol. 222v 
 
 
The contrast achieved between an arch-like melodic phrase and a phrase that 
descends from the top-tone, is quite common for Kyrie melodies in general. We can 
observe the occurrence of such contrasts also in Kyries discussed for Group III (Kyrie 
105) and IV (Kyrie 51). In Kyrie 53 the contrasting phrases 4-6 are followed by a return 
to the melodic line of the opening phrases in the last three phrases. The melody thus 
achieves a kind of closed and nicely rounded form different from the rising intensity 
and climactic shape found in so many of the melodies in the Kyrie repertory.  
In the last segment of Kyrie invocations a variation is entered for the third and 
final melodic repetition when the last part of the melodic line descends to D and closes 
the melody a third below the final on E.  This very last phrase presents a distinct 
variation to the foregoing phrases where the melody does not move below G and closes 
on the final with the descending second a-G.  
The cadence a-G is in fact common to eight of the melody’s nine phrases. All of 
which close with the same melodic motive over (Kyri-)/(Chri-) e/ste le-i-son. The 
repetition of motivic material from the Kyrie-part in the contrasting Christe-part creates 
an explicit inner coherence for this melody. The somewhat unexpected repetition here 
found between phrases labelled as contrasting (as a and b respectively) clearly 
illuminates the limits of the schematic categorisations just discussed. This "hidden" 
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coherence is not accounted for in the assignment of melodies to schematic patterns 
designed to show merely the contrasting elements in a melody.  
The repeated motive balances the contrast created between the parts by the 
ambitus and the direction of the melodic line and thus contributes to the 
"Zusammenhalt" of the melody. The melodic motive does, however, give a somewhat 
different impression in the Christe-part because of the changing surroundings: a 
different text with fewer syllables and a different melodic opening approaching the 
repeated motive from above. The listener then experiences diversitas – the contrast 
between the parts’ ambitus and melodic line or direction – and varietas – the repeated 
melodic motive in a different setting, by the same melodic lines in this melody. Such 
features correspond to the compositional techniques for a processus and they are, as we 
shall see, not uncommon to the Kyrie melodies.     
Four more melodies, Kyrie 16, 39, 217 and 217x, develop their melodic line 
quite identically to Kyrie 53. These melodies also have contrasting middle phrases for 
Christe that consist of an upward extended ambitus and a rising intensity of the melodic 
line, as well as a repetition of the last part of the melodic line between the contrasting 
parts. They also have a last phrase that is varied from the eight foregoing phrases. A 
variation for the last part of this phrase is found in Kyrie 217 and 217x (a’) while Kyrie 
16 and 39 introduce a new melodic line for this phrase (c). The last part (the melodic 
line over the 7 last syllables) of phrase 9 in Kyrie 16 is, however, a transposition of the 
corresponding melodic motive in phrases 7 and 8 so also at this point there is a 
connection between these three phrases despite differing schematic labels.  
Two melodies differ from this pattern. Kyrie 58 presents a sort of opposite 
melodic development when the melody descends into the lower register for the three 
contrasting middle phrases. And in Kyrie 162, the middle phrases are quite similar to 
the melodic line of the Kyrie-invocations regarding both ambitus and the melodic 
movement.  
 The melody of Kyrie 58 contains less inner coherence between the parts than 
the melodies just discussed, due to the lack of repetition of melodic motives between the 
contrasting parts. For this melody the contrast between the Kyrie- and the Christe-parts 
lies in the lower ambitus but above all in the movement of the melodic lines. The 
melodic lines are signified by the contrast between an arch-like movement in the 
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compass of the fifth G-d-G for the a-parts and its kind of "mirror image", an opposite 
arch where the melody moves down in the compass of the fourth G-D-G for the b-parts. 
This creates an effective and convincing diversitas that will easily be recognised by a 
listener. The melody’s very last phrase promotes a "Zusammenhang" for the melody 
when the two contrasting melodic motives together, phrases a and b succeedingly, form 
the concluding melodic line.   
 Kyrie 162 is a particularly long and ornate melody with melismas on between 
45 and 50 notes in its Greek-texted form. The melody differs substantially from the 
other melodies in Group II as the composer seems to have been more preoccupied with 
creating relations and repetitions between parts to form this melody, than with 
contrasting elements or diversitas. The melody is based throughout on the opening 
interval D-a. The interval opens the melodic lines of the b-parts as well, besides being 
an important part of the melodic line for all nine phrases. The ambitus is the same for all 
phrases and the melody moves between C and b.  
Each phrase consists of a fair amount of inner repetition. In phrases 1-3 and 7-8 
the opening melodic motive forming a melodic arch D-a-D, is repeated two times 
before the melody closes with a different motive of approximately the same length. This 
last motive can be seen as a variation and an intensification of the preceding motive as 
the listener here experiences two short variations of the melodic arch D-a-D, first D-a-
D-C and then D-a-D-C-D. Phrases 4-6 are not quite as systematic arranged. The 
melodic line opens with a motive that is related to the opening motive of phrases 1-3 but 
that is slightly less ornate and with a more concise melodic direction towards the top-
tone b. This motive is repeated before a second motive is entered that is also repeated. 
The last part of the melodic line of the b-parts is related to the a-parts by the 
introduction of the melody’s lowest note, C, at this point as well as through the identical 
cadence.  
Kyrie 162 is transmitted in different manuscripts with variations for the last 
three phrases. These phrases are either identical (aaa) or the very last phrase is a 
variation of the two foregoing phrases (aaa’). The variation in the last phrase of Kyrie 
162 from Pa 3126 consists merely of an extra repetition of the opening melodic motive 
so that the motive is here repeated thrice. It is interesting to notice that this extra 
repetition is found only for the Latin-texted phrase in this manuscript as the melody’s 
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alternating Greek-texted phrase gives only two repetitions at this place. The last Greek-
texted phrase is then identical to all the foregoing a-phrases also for the melody-variant 
that is conceived as transmitted with an extended last phrase for the categorisation. 
Again then, a Kyrie melody shows relations as well as varietas between melodic 
elements that are not accounted for by the schematic categories the chants are assigned 
to. Such a melodic difference between an alternating Latin-texted and Greek-texted 
phrase is of course of special interest for all questions concerning the relationship 
between the Greek-texted and the Latin-texted Kyrie chant and I will return to discuss 
such occurrences in Chapter 5.  
 
 
Melodies in Group III 
The most common repeated pattern for Group III-melodies is the aaa bbb ccc and aaa 
bbb ccc’-patterns. The Kyrie melodies of Group III display some variation in their 
repeated pattern, but this variation concerns only the very last phrase of the melody. The 
last phrase is either an exact or near repetition of one of the foregoing phrases (c’ or a’) 
or it consists of new melodic material (d).  
Kyrie 105 (Example 26) presents an example of the melodic developments in a 
melody arranged after the repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc’. 
 
Example 26 
   Kyrie 105   Mr 24, fol. 11v 
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The melody Kyrie 105 is put together by three different melodic phrases that are 
each repeated twice. The melodic line develops through these phrases by expanding the 
tonal range as well as by expressing more intense melodic gestures towards the end of 
the melody. And so the melody follows a similar pattern to that of the Group IV-
melodies with a climax building towards the last three Kyrie acclamations. The ambitus 
of the three different phrases is expanded step-wise: Phrases 1-3 span a third, phrases 4-
6 span a fourth and the final three phrases also include the fifth.  
The melodic arch and the ascending opening gesture F-a of the first three 
phrases are contrasted in phrases 4-6 with an opening directly onto the high b followed 
by a descending motion. Melodic phrases contrasted in this way are familiar from the 
Group II-melodies just discussed and this feature is then common to Kyrie melodies 
assigned to different formal groups. For the Group II-melodies the contrast is then 
balanced by the return to the melodic line of phrases 1-3. For Kyrie 105 however, the 
melody is developed further through new melodic material and intensification is 
achieved in the last three phrases by their more ornamented melodic line and their 
extended ambitus as well as by their opening on the melody’s highest tone, c. 
 A second feature familiar from the Group II-melodies is the close relation found 
between the a- and b-phrases in spite of the contrasting opening motives. In Kyrie 105 
the contrasting phrases share the last part of the melodic line as the melody over (Kyri-)/ 
(Chri-) e/ste lei-son is identical for the a- and the b-parts. The b-phrases can then be 
seen as variations of the a-phrases. But since the opening of a melodic line is so 
important for our perception of the melody the categorisation of the melodic lines into 
the contrasting elements a and b will be the one that best translates into a schematic 
language what is actually heard.  
 The melodic material of phrases 7-9 has few relations to the foregoing phrases, 
so few in fact that compared to the relative unity of the six first phrases, the phrases 
seem quite exceptional for this melody. The cadence-motive are changed only for the 
last three phrases and the closing note of each phrase is an a for phrases 7-8 instead of 
the F used in all preceding phrases. The melodic line is also more elaborate and contains 
only new melodic material that is now based on the full triad F-a-c. However, by the 
direction of their melodic line phrases 7-9 enter a contrasting relationship to that of the 
three first phrases of the melody. The melodic line forms a distinctive contrast to the 
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rising melodic arch found in phrases 1-3 and as this contrasting arch-like movement is 
used with a higher frequency, twice for each phrase, the intensity of the melodic line for 
the three first phrases is also contrasted. A form-creating function is thus established 
through varietas, diversitas as well as "Zusammenhang und Zusammenhalt" for 
melodies transmitted in this type of repeated pattern, as well. 
 Most of the melodies assigned to Group III have a melodic progress similar to 
Kyrie 105, where the a- and b-phrases are contrasted or melodically varied in their 
opening motive but closely related for the last part of the melodic line by sharing 
melodic motives. Regarding the opening, the melodic line of the b-part is not so often 
seen as a direct contrast than as a difference or varietas to the a-phrase like for instance 
in Kyrie 24. For a few melodies, the a- and b-phrases also open in the same register and 
with a similar movement before continuing in contrasting directions, like in Kyrie 18, 
86 and 185. Common to most b-phrases, however, is that they open directly on or enter 
into a higher register for the melodic line and thereby expand the melody’s ambitus.  
The last part of the a- and b-phrases is related in the following ways: The 
phrases can share large parts of the melodic lines like in Kyrie 68 where the melodic 
line for the last 14 single notes (out of 23) is identical for the a- and the b-phrases. Also 
in Kyrie 24, 38, 39, 70, 104, 124, 155, 185, 217x, vii and ix, more than or around half of 
the melodic line is identical for the a- and the b-phrases.117 Kyrie 48 takes this feature to 
the extreme as phrase b and also c for this melody, incorporate virtually all of phrase a, 
which consists of 29 single notes, in their melodic line. In other Group III-melodies, like 
in Kyrie 18, 86, 144 and 192, the a-and b-phrases share merely the cadence motive or a 
short melodic motive leading to the cadence.          
The melodic lines for the c-part is in general contrasted or varied to the 
foregoing phrases by moving in an even higher register, spanning large intervals more 
frequent and also often by being more elaborate and of a more extended length than the 
a- and b-phrases. For the melodies just discussed, the last part of the c-phrases is treated 
in two different ways. Either the melodic outline of this part is identical or similar to the 
corresponding place in the a- and the b-phrases or the part uses new melodic material 
throughout.  
                                                           
117 David Hiley has already drawn attention to this feature in Western Plainchant (1993), 153-154. 
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For Kyrie 24, 38, 39, 48, 144, 155, 185 and ix the melody of the c-phrases are 
related to the foregoing phrases. The last part of the c-phrases of Kyrie 38, 39, 144, 185 
and ix is identical to the corresponding parts of the melodies’ a- and b-phrases. Kyrie 
24, 48 and 155 are composed in a somewhat organic way. In Kyrie 48, virtually the 
complete melodic line of the a-phrases is incorporated into the b- and c-phrases. In the 
b- and c-phrases a new motive then seems to evolve from the a-melody when an initial 
melodic motive is added. The motives increase in length from the b-phrases to the c-
phrases and this promotes an organic expansion of the melodic line throughout the 
melody. The added melodic motives are given the task of presenting the melody with 
inner contrasts. Contrast is achieved by exploring three different melodic registers for 
the opening motives as well as by the growing length of the initial motives. The a-
phrases open on G, the b-phrases open on E-D and the c-phrases open on c.   
In Kyrie 24 and Kyrie 155 even closer relations between the b- and the c-phrases 
are achieved. In these melodies each different melodic line adapts the full (Kyrie 24) or 
nearly the full (Kyrie 155) preceding melodic line to new melodic material for the 
beginning. This praxis results in a melodic line that is constantly expanding. The b-
phrase then consists of the a-phrase plus new melodic material and in the c-phrase the a-
phrase as well as the added b-motive, are adapted to new melodic material. All the 
melodies so far discussed then, do really present a much higher degree of inner 
coherence achieved by relations between contrasting or varying parts than what is 
expressed by the formal scheme of Group III that they are assigned to.         
The melodies Kyrie 18, 68, 70, 86, 104, 124, 192 and vii tell a different story. 
The c-phrases for the melodies concerned seem to be somewhat unconnected 
melodically to the foregoing phrases by their use of different melodic material 
throughout, in particular for the cadences. Often the closing tone of the last phrases is 
changed from the other phrase endings. In Kyrie 124 and 192 phrases 7 and 8, as the 
only phrases in the melodies, end on a tone different from the final, respectively the 
third and the fifth, while the 9th phrase returns to the final again. In the two melodies 
the c’-phrase combines the motive from the c-phrases with an added motive at the end 
that is somewhat related to the last part of the b-phrases and thus leads the melody to 
cadence on the final. In Kyrie 18 and 104 phrases 1-6 end identically on the final (Kyrie 
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18) and the third (Kyrie 104) while phrases 7-9 end on respectively the fifth and the 
final.  
For Kyrie 68, 70 and 86 the c-phrases are not varied to the same extent as the 
melodies have the same cadence tone throughout and the melodic material is not that 
contrasting to the foregoing phrases. It is, however, the identical melodic endings of the 
first six phrases contrasted to the use of different melodic material throughout the last 
three that also signifies these melodies. The three melodies are all G-mode melodies. 
The corresponding cadences for the nine phrase-endings are near identical for the 
Kyries 68, 70 and 86 and so the melodies have the same level of variation between the 
cadence-pattern used for the first six and for the last three phrases. For these three 
melodies the first six phrases enter the final from below, performing the Gallican 
cadence F-G-G while the last three phrases enter the final from above: a-(G)-G. Kyrie 
86 is somewhat on the borderline with regard to this pattern of melodic development, as 
we find traces of the cadence-motive for phrases 7-9 also in the b-phrases (on the last 
syllable of the text before eleison) and in the cadence of the Latin-texted phrase 3 
(although not in its corresponding Greek-texted phrase). The identical melodic pattern 
that relates the a- and b-phrases is also very short as it covers only the two last syllables 
of the concluding eleison. 
Five melodies remain to examine. The melodies of Kyrie 58, 151, 189, 217x and 
vi divert themselves somewhat from the groups of melodies so far discussed. Kyrie 151 
and 189 do contain internal relationships between the last part of different phrases but 
here the relations are found partly between the a- and c-phrases and partly between the 
b-and c-phrases. The repeated pattern found is then not so clear-cut and a bit more 
complex than for the majority of the Group III-melodies. Kyrie 217x from An 96 
presents identical endings in the a- and b-phrases contrasting to the ending of the 
melody’s c-phrases. But due to some peculiarities the melody should better be seen in 
the context of its variants that are transmitted in different repeated patterns in An 97 and 
As 695, as it will be discussed below. Kyrie 58 and vi seem to have few related points 
between their three different parts except from the melodic direction that is similar for 
corresponding parts in Kyrie 58. Kyrie 58 and vi are in this way the two melodies that 
perhaps best incorporate the "ideal" repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc.    
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Melodies in Group IV  
For the Kyrie melodies in Group IV the most frequent repeated pattern found is axa byb 
czc’. This pattern is varied to an extent unfamiliar to that of the melodies of the other 
groups but most of the variations are found for one or two melodies only. Variations are 
entered for all phrases but most often they concern either the middle three phrases or the 
very last phrase of the melody. For Group IV-melodies the question of how significant 
the variants hidden behind different phrase-labels really are, is particularly relevant, as 
we will find that in several cases the borderline between variants is quite fluid. But 
before entering into that discussion, let us first have a look at the melody Kyrie 51 to 
explore a representative of melodies transmitted in the repeated pattern axa byb czc’ 
(Example 27).  
 
 
Example 27      
     Kyrie 51   Cai 61, fol. 159v 
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In Kyrie 51 we find that the three middle phrases 2, 5, 8/ x, y, z form a contrast 
to their surrounding parts, in particular in the openings. While phrases 1 and 3 open 
with a melodic arch G-b-G, phrase 2 opens on G but descends to D before returning to 
the final. In the Christe-part the opposite happens, phrases 4 and 6 open on c and 
descend to E while the middle phrase 5 open with the arch G-b-E. The final Kyrie-part 
imitates this pattern when phrases 7 and 9 open on d and descends to F while phrase 8 
opens with an, though somewhat extended, arch-like movement, F-c-a, peaking on d 
and returning to F. 
Kyrie 51 shows a pattern of melodic expansion throughout the melody as a 
whole where this expansion helps build an increasing intensity towards the last Kyrie 
invocation. This is a common feature to both Group III- and Group IV-melodies. 
Phrases 1-3 have b as the highest tone. Phrase 4 then expands the melodic line kind of 
abruptly with the opening on c while the last three phrases make an extensive use of the 
high register, pivoting on d and introducing e before descending to the final, G.  
For Group IV-melodies, the middle parts often seem to be given the task of 
slowing the process of intensification down. Most often this effect is achieved by 
having the melodic line in the middle phrases explore a lower and perhaps somewhat 
narrower tonal range. In Kyrie 51 this effect is visible in particular in phrase 2. But also 
phrases 5 and 8 should be noticed to focus on a lower register in general besides 
avoiding the highest pitches introduced in their surrounding phrases (c in phrases 4 and 
6 and e in phrases 7 and 9). 
The melody of Kyrie 51 clearly displays the interest in contrasts that are typical 
for, and that we find in so many of the melodies in Group IV. I have already mentioned 
the contrasting middle phrases but the melody of Kyrie 51 seems to be contrasted 
throughout. In Kyrie 51, phrases 1 and 2 are contrasted melodically when phrase 1 
presents the melodic arch G-b-G familiar from melodies also found in Group II and III, 
while phrase 2 enters into an opposite arch descending G-D-G. Phrase 3 is identical to 
phrase 1 and thereby contrasted to phrase 2. Phrase 4 is contrasted to phrase 3 by its 
melodic direction opening on the highest tone of the melody so far, c, and then 
descending to the final. Similar contrasts were, by the way, discussed for the same 
phrases also in the Group II-melody Kyrie 53 and the Group III-melody Kyrie 105.  
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In Kyrie 51 phrase 5 is then contrasted to phrases 4 and 6 by its arch-like 
melodic opening, although also varied from phrases 1 and 3 by entering the lower 
register and descending to D after the initial opening G-b-G(E). Phrase 7 is contrasted to 
phrase 6 by opening on the d and then pivoting on this high note for some time before 
descending step-wise in a sequential pattern to the final. Phrase 8 then presents a 
contrasting melodic line by returning to the middle register and a melodic shape that 
will be recognised as an extended arch, opening with the triad from F, reaching d and 
then returning almost abruptly with a descending fifth, to the final. Phrase 9 forms the 
final contrast when contrasting not only phrase 8 but also phrase 7 by an extension of 
the melodic line that also incorporate phrase 8.  
As we have just seen, all succeeding melodic lines are contrasted in this melody 
and so the melody could be seen to convey the idea of the processus concept in its 
purest form. Kyrie melodies in Group IV prove to be particularly attentive to the 
demands for diversitas and varietas expressed in the concept of a melodic processus 
and this may perhaps explain the popularity of the repeated pattern IV for the Kyrie 
melodies.      
But a processus must also convey "Zusammenhang und Zusammenhalt" and 
Kyrie 51 does so by using identical or near-identical cadences for phrases 1 through 7. 
In this way all three groups of invocations are tied together melodically through their 
cadences. Phrases 1 and 4 are repeated in their entirety in phrases 3 and 6 but we also 
find motivic repetition between other phrases. The opening melodic arch of phrases 1 
and 3 is found also in the opening of phrase 5 and in a somewhat enlarged form, in 
phrase 8.  
Likewise, the three last acclamations that are not tied together by their cadences 
are related by a characteristic motive comprising the high register pivoting on d only 
used in this last section and the leap of a fifth, d-G. Phrases 7 and 9 are already closely 
related as phrase 9 starts out as a mere repetition of phrase 7 and phrases 8 and 9 are 
further tied together when the 9th phrase of this melody incorporates the 8th phrase 
including the cadence, at the end of its melodic line. We should then recognise that the 
melody Kyrie 51 is organised in melodic phrases that are indeed contrasted but also 
tightly knit together through a conscious, consistent and carefully planned repetition of 
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motives, and thus incorporates the most important features of melodies composed as a 
processus.   
Thirteen more melodies, Kyrie 47, 55, 57, 61, 82, 102, 124, 142, 155, 185, 205, 
214 and x, are transmitted in the same repeated pattern as Kyrie 51. Four of the fourteen 
melodies, Kyrie 47, 51, 102 and 155, are also transmitted in different variants of this 
pattern while four more, Kyrie 70, 161, 171 and 175, are only transmitted in variations 
of this repeated pattern. 
Not all the melodies are contrasted in their melodic lines as clearly as or to the 
extent of, Kyrie 51. In Kyrie 55, 82, 124, 142 and 214 one or two of the three middle 
phrases, phrase 2 and sometimes phrase 5, form more of a variation to their surrounding 
phrases than the characteristic contrast. But otherwise the principles for the melodic 
shaping of each melody are more or less the same for twelve of the melodies transmitted 
in the common repeated pattern. Kyrie 142 and 102 vary somewhat when instead of 
intensifying the melodic line throughout, they move in a bow-like shape familiar from 
the melodic outline of melodies in Group II. The melodic line of Kyrie 102 peaks at 
phrases 4 and 6 and then decreases in intensity at the concluding phrases 7-9, by 
returning to the melodic register from the opening phrases 1-3. Kyrie 142 opens in a 
somewhat lower register for phrases 4-6 and thereby the intensity is decreased for this 
middle part of the melody compared to the surrounding parts.  
The variations in the repeated pattern found in Kyrie 70, 161, 171 and 175, 
changes the melodic outline only slightly for these melodies compared to the others. For 
Kyrie 161 we find that the melodic line of phrase 2 is repeated for phrases 4 and 6. This 
melodic pattern where a middle phrase is repeated at a different position in the melody 
is quite unusual although a similar situation occurs for Kyrie 70 where the two 
surrounding phrases 4 and 6 in the Christe-part, are repeated as the middle phrase 8 in 
the final Kyrie-part.  
For the group IV type of melodies there most often seem to be a quite clear 
division between the melodic lines used for the middle phrases 2, 5 and 8 and the ones 
used for the surrounding phrases. When the positions are mixed, however, the effect 
achieved is a closer relationship between the phrases of the melody. In Kyrie 161, the 
importance of the melodic lines in question is further enhanced when the characteristic 
opening motive is used also for phrases 5 and 8 and thereby contributes to inner 
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coherence for the melody throughout. Another uncommon feature for this melody is the 
fact that all the three middle phrases 2, 5, 8, lie in a higher register than their 
surrounding phrases. The song peaks melodically at phrase 5 together with phrases 4 
and 6 (when compared to the corresponding phrases 1, 3, 7 and 9) and the melody of 
Kyrie 161 is thus shaped as a quite symmetrical arch throughout.  
In Kyrie 171 and 175 we find a melodic development more common, where the 
middle phrase is repeated once (Kyrie 171) or for all three parts of the melody (Kyrie 
175). Kyrie 175 vaguely resembles Kyrie 161 when the opening motive of phrases 4 
and 6 and also 7 and 9, is near identical to the opening motive of the three middle 
phrases 2, 5 and 8. The two Kyrie chants also present a striking lack of similarity 
between the last part of their melodic phrases and this is probably due to the relations 
created between the opening of a majority of each melody’s phrases.  
Kyrie 171 presents a different solution for achieving melodic coherence where 
the last part of the melodic phrase is identical for what is schematically seen as four 
different melodic outlines, a x, y and c’, while two other phrases, b and c, share the 
same cadence. For this melody then, the relations between different melodic phrases are 
achieved by related endings of the melodic lines while the openings are contrasted. And 
as we have already noticed, this is the more familiar way to compose a Kyrie melody.     
Most melodies in Group IV then share a characteristic feature with melodies in 
the two foregoing groups, namely the means of relating contrasting melodic lines by 
their ending to achieve inner coherence for a melody that is otherwise composed of 
contrasting elements throughout. The length and extension of the related motives vary 
for the individual melody. Quite large parts of some of the contrasting phrases can be 
identical, like in Kyrie 47, 57, 70, 82, 124, 155, 171, 185 and 214. While for other 
melodies only the cadences are identical, like in Kyrie 51, 55, 61, 102, 142, 205 and x.    
Kyrie 51, 55, 124, 185 and 205 also reuse some of their opening motives for 
variant phrases and in Kyrie 205 this feature contributes to a high degree of resemblance 
between the variant phrases 1/3 (a) and 5 (y). Inner repetitions of smaller motives 
between phrases do occur for these melodies, like in Kyrie 102. But more common are 
the use of similar but not identical melodic movements for the contrasting phrases. This 
is visible in particular in Kyrie 70 where phrases 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 present related but not 
identical melodic motives to the motive that closes phrases 4, 6, 8 and 9. The Group IV 
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melodies resemble the Group III melodies in that they often present a closer inner 
connection for the first six invocations, leaving the three final Kyrie-invocations with 
less melodic repetition and thereby more loosely connected to the other parts of the 
melody. Kyrie 51, 57, 82 124, 161 and 214 are examples of such occurrences.       
Four melodies are also transmitted in different variants of the pattern axa byb 
czc’. In the manuscript Pa 13252, Kyrie 51 is transmitted in a version where two of the 
middle phrases, phrases 2 and 5, are identical. Kyrie 102 is transmitted in different 
manuscripts with a varied degree of relationship between the three middle phrases 2, 5 
and 8. In Pa 1087 all the three middle phrases are different (x, y, z) and in Pa 3126 all 
the three middle phrases are identical (x,x,x). In-between the two melodic versions 
different sources convey varying degrees of relationship for the melody’s phrases (see 
Table 3). Kyrie 47 and 155 are both transmitted in several different versions and also 
involve melodic versions assigned to a different group. All melodic versions of the two 
melodies will therefore be discussed together with the other formal variants below after 
a brief summary of the most important formal features for the different groups of Kyrie 
melodies. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
Analyses performed under a schematic approach to the melodies of the Kyrie chant 
have revealed features that to a large extent characterise melodies in Group II, III and 
IV, respectively. Melodies in Group II are most often characterised by the overall 
melodic bow-shape as well as by having b-phrases that are melodically contrasted to the 
surrounding a-phrases. Melodies in Group III are characterised by the rising intensity 
throughout their melody and a climactic shape of the last three Kyrie-invocations. The 
b-phrases are here not so often entered as mere contrasts but are more often to be seen 
as variations to the a-phrases and this also applies to the c-phrases. Melodies in Group 
IV are also characterised by a rising intensity throughout and by a climactic shape for 
the last three Kyrie-invocations. These melodies contain a high degree of contrasts or 
variants as most commonly each proceeding melodic line contains different melodic 
material.    
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 After having approached the Kyrie melodies according to Melnicki’s formal 
categories, discovering features that apply to each individual category, it is somewhat 
surprising to see to what extent the phrases that have so far been perceived as 
contrasting, are really related to each other by their phrase-endings. For the Kyrie 
melodies identical melodic motives are found for the last part of most of the melodies’ 
contrasting phrases and nearly always for the cadences. The length of the common 
melodic motive varies greatly and can comprise everything from the cadence-motive 
only, to nearly the full melodic line in question. In Group II-melodies the b-phrases 
contain identical melodic endings to the a-phrases and thereby the contrasting melodic 
lines are tied quite closely together. The b-phrases in Group III-melodies also relate to 
the a-phrases while the c-phrases are at times treated more independently: More or less 
half of the melodies examined contain c-phrases that share melodic endings with the 
foregoing phrases.  
The melodies in Group IV are even more varied regarding this feature. While the 
majority of the melodies use identical melodic motives for the six first phrases, not all 
enter these motives also for the last three invocations. And even when this is done, 
phrases 8 or 9 or both, are often excluded from the motivic relations. Also, sometimes 
only the middle phrase or the surrounding phrases for one of the Kyrie- or Christe-parts, 
contains the identical motive that relates to phrases in the neighbouring part. To some 
extent Kyrie melodies in Group IV make use of related motives at positions other than 
at the endings as well: in particular in the openings related motives between different 
phrases can sometimes be heard. All in all, even though the Kyrie melodies of Group IV 
still rely upon the familiar means of last-part-of-phrase-repetition to create coherence 
for a melody, they are clearly much more experimental with regard to the formal outline 
of the melodies. The complex repeated pattern IV has often been presumed to be the 
youngest achievement amongst the formal outlines of the Kyrie chant, a view that these 
findings match well. Furthermore, the melodic repeated patter IV is the melodic pattern 
that to the largest extent avoids monotony and thereby best matches the demand for 
contrasts and variations, characteristic of the melody as a processus.      
The melodies in the different groups do convey characteristic features common 
for their group. It is nevertheless interesting to see that the instances of related melodic 
endings for contrasting phrases are common to most melodies in the repertory 
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independently of which formal group they would be assigned to. The Kyrie melodies 
then contain a degree of inner melodic coherence that is not expressed through the 
formal categories. This does put the structural analyses initially performed on the 
melodies into perspective and underlines the need to look further than the schematic 
formal categories to reveal the form of such melodies. Only by experiencing each 
melody also as a processus can a fair presentation be given of the melody of the Kyrie 
chant. 
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Chapter 3 
Transmissional Variants Regarding Formal Features 
 
 
I will proceed to explore the somewhat intriguing Kyrie melodies that present different 
repeated patterns for their melodic phrases in northern French transmissions. This 
peculiar formal situation is found occasionally in the Kyrie repertory in general. 
Melnicki comments briefly upon the situation in her formal analyses of the Kyrie 
melodies.118 Bjork also identifies this aspect of the melodies as such variations are 
found for melodies in the Aquitanian Kyrie repertory and the differences are notified in 
his apparatus of variants for each Kyrie melody.119  
However, Bjork does not find the formal variations to be of importance and also 
he does not account for minor variants. He describes the melodic version in repeated 
pattern III concerned as simply "lacking" or that it has "eliminated", the contrasting 
middle phrases of pattern IV.120 At this point I find Bjork’s terminology somewhat 
unfortunate as such terms implie a chronology where the melodic version in repeated 
pattern IV is the original or model chant. On the other hand, Bjork does put forward the 
question of an earlier origin for the pattern III-versions for two of the melodies, Kyrie 
124 and Kyrie 162b,121 but without reaching any further conclusions on a more general 
basis. Admittedly, in the Aquitanian repertory, the number of Kyrie melodies displaying 
different repeated patterns are less extensive as only six melodies, Kyrie 47, 68, 124, 
162b, 185 and 217 are thereby concerned.        
Eleven of the Kyrie melodies in the northern French repertory are transmitted in 
different repeated patterns while several more melodies are transmitted in what is 
recognised as partially different patterns (see Table 3, the melody numbers marked in 
bold). Nine of the melodies are transmitted in melodic versions belonging to two 
different melodic groups and six of these melodies are also transmitted in one or more 
of the variant forms. The two melodies Kyrie 55 and Kyrie 142 are transmitted in 
                                                           
118 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 68-71. 
119 See David Bjork (1977) II, p. 264, for Kyrie 124, pp. 346 and 350 for Kyrie 185, p. 336 for Kyrie 
162b, pp. 406-409 for Kyrie 217.  
120 David Bjork (1977) II, 336, 346, 350. 
121 David Bjork (1977) II, 264 and 336.  
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variant forms in one manuscript only (Pa 1235 and Pa 9449, respectively) while all 
other northern French transmissions, including a second transmission for each melody 
in the same manuscript, convey the melodies in the repeated pattern IV. The fact that 
two different formal versions of a melody are entered in the same manuscript stresses 
the point that varying formal outlines for these melodies are not resulting from scribal 
faults or mistakes made in the oral transmission.        
  The Kyrie melodies do most often have one preferred melodic transmission and 
then the second and third version have only one manuscript concordance each among 
the northern French sources. This is the situation for seven of the eleven melodies 
concerned. Kyrie 185 and 217x have only one or two concordances for each melodic 
version while Kyrie 47 and 124 have several concordances also for their second version. 
We should, however, assume that the variants for all melodies are found in more 
manuscripts outside of the northern French area.     
The number of melodies transmitted in formal variants leads to questions 
regarding the relationship between the melodic parts in a Kyrie melody, a relationship 
that is obviously not seen as stable. But how distinct are the differences between the 
melodic parts that lead to a melody’s categorisation into Melnicki’s Group III or Group 
IV? During the explorations into the melodies of the northern French Kyrie repertory, 
we have seen that different parts in a Kyrie chant are most often tied together by the 
repetition of melodic motives at the end of phrases and that at times the repeated 
motives are of some size. If large parts of a melodic line are in common for contrasting 
phrases, the phrases will in reality be quite closely related. Such a relationship will not 
be expressed in either of the formal schemes established by Melnicki for capturing the 
form of Kyrie melodies.  
Could the formal variants be due to various perceptions or even disagreement, 
among performers and scribes regarding how close relations between alternating 
phrases, e.g. the length of the repeated motives, should be? The variants might then be 
evidence of different attitudes towards the more general preoccupation with variation 
and contrast as the ideal means for performing a melody in the processus-tradition. 
It is unclear to what extent the melodies’ Latin texts are involved with the formal 
differences found in these melodies. But for some of the melodies concerned, each of 
their texts seems to be connected with a certain version of the melody. This is possibly 
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the situation for Kyrie 47 and 124. For the rest of the Kyries, the situation found in the 
northern French manuscripts is more ambiguous.  
 
 
Melodies in Group II and Group III 
Three Kyrie melodies are transmitted in the two repeated patterns aaa bbb aaa and aaa 
bbb ccc: Kyrie 39, 58 and 217x.  
 
Kyrie 217x 
Kyrie 217x has two northern French transmissions presenting the aaa bbb aaa’-pattern 
(As 695 and An 97) and one presenting the aaa bbb ccc-pattern (An 96) (Example 28). 
A closer examination of the variants for this melody reveals, however, that the 
differences in the melodic shape are not substantial.  
Kyrie 217x is a short melody, transmitted with Greek text only. The melody is 
recorded in a near syllabic style with only one or two neumes for each melodic line. The 
version in An 97 closes on E while the versions in An 96 and As 695 close on D. With 
so few notes, even small differences may be seen as dividing factors. The melodic 
version found in As 695 follows the common development for Group II-melodies, 
where the Christe-invocations expand the tonal range from the surrounding phrases by 
opening on c and thereby intensifying the melodic motion for this middle part.  
The Christe-parts are close to identical for all three versions, except of course 
for the tonal variation between the E- and D-versions. In the An 97 version, all the 
Kyrie-parts, except for the last one, are near identical to the Christe-parts and so the 
form of the melody resembles an aaa aaa aac-pattern. The two other melodic versions 
also show a close relationship between these parts and the melodic version from An 97, 
but the opening note makes a noticeable difference, opening a third lower for the Kyrie-
parts.  
An 96 is the one manuscript presenting a melodic version of Kyrie 217x in the 
Group III-repeated pattern. This version enters for all three last phrases the melodic line 
found in the very last phrase in the two other versions: The c-phrases of An 96 are 
virtually identical with the last phrase, a’, in As 695. What will be the main formal 
difference then is that all the three last invocations are identical in An 96. The opening 
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of the last three invocations in An 96 varies somewhat from the opening of the first 
three Kyrie-invocations. And when the last part of the melody’s phrases varies 
substantially due to the descending movement towards the final, the a- and the c-parts 
turn out as quite different in the melodic version of An 96. In the As 695- and An 97-
versions, the link between the first three and the last three of the Kyrie-invocations is 
upheld when phrases 7 and 8 are identical with phrases 1-3 of the melody. Phrase 9 has 
the same opening and thus the close relation between this and the other Kyrie-phrases 
are obvious in these versions.  
The melodic analyses of the three northern French versions of Kyrie 217x, show 
in an illustrative way how the different melodic development between variants of a 
melody, even though they are closely interrelated, can result in different formal 
conceptions for the individual melodic variant when seen in a structura perspective.122  
 
Example 28 
Kyrie 217x  
 
a) Repeated pattern II: aaa bbb aaa’ 
      As 695, fol. 14v  
 
 
 
 
                                                           
122 See also the melodic shapes of three different Aquitanian versions of Kyrie 217 in Appendix IV. 
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b) Repeated pattern II: aaa bbb aaa’ 
      An 97, fol.100 
 
 
 
c) Repeated pattern III: aaa bbb ccc 
      An 96, fol. 18 
 
 
 
Kyrie 58 
Kyrie 58 is transmitted in three different repeated patterns (for transcriptions, see 
Appendix III). Most frequent is the melodic version transmitted in the aaa bbb aaa’-
pattern. The Group II-version is entered in four northern French manuscripts: As 695, 
Cai 60, Cai 78 and Dou 90. The manuscript La 263 presents the melody of Kyrie 58 in 
repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc’ and Pa 3126 in repeated pattern axa byb axa’.  
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Phrases 1, 3, 4 and 6 are close to identical for the three versions and all melodic 
versions of this melody thus agree upon a contrasting Christe-part that lies in a lower 
register than the surrounding Kyrie-parts. Such a movement downwards is rare for 
Christe-phrases in all formal groups. But this type of contrast is often found for middle 
phrases inside the three parts in Group IV-melodies (the x, y and z-phrases). A contrast 
achieved this way then seems to be mostly employed when the surrounding motives are 
identical. Also, a low-registered and less intensive Christe-part can hardly be part of an 
organic melodic growth towards the three last invocations signifying for the climactic 
built Kyrie melodies of Group III or IV. Hence the melodic development of the Christe-
phrases found in Kyrie 58 could be seen to imply an original aaa bbb aaa-pattern for this 
melody. 
The Pa 3126-version introduces new middle phrases for all the three parts. The 
middle phrases form a total contrast to their surrounding phrases by moving in the 
opposite direction from the very beginning and throughout the melodic line. Phrases 2 
and 8 both open and close on d, a fifth above the final. All other phrases close on the 
final. The opening of phrase 5 is closely related to the opening of phrases 1 and 3 while 
the last part of this phrase is identical to the corresponding part in phrases 2 and 8, 
except for the cadence. Such a divergence only for the cadence is highly unusual, but at 
this point it possibly happened because of a wish to end both phrases on pitches 
corresponding to their opening note, the fifth and the final respectively. Between 
phrases 2 and 8, on the other hand, the cadence is the only part that is varied and at this 
point such an occurrence is more peculiar since both phrases end on the same pitch. 
Such a feature displaying variations only between cadences, is rare in the Kyrie 
repertory.  
In the manuscript La 263, Kyrie 58 is presented in repeated pattern III. The 
Group III-version corresponds to the Group II-version, which is the most frequent 
version of this melody, for the six first phrases, but varies the melodic line for its last 
three Kyrie invocations. At the opening of phrase 7 the melody makes a leap from the 
proceeding phrases centring round the final, G, and opens on the fifth, d. The effect is 
quite dramatic and helps build a melodic climax for the three last invocations of this 
melodic version. The melodic line moves mostly in the upper register, pivoting on d for 
the three last phrases before descending to settle on the final for the cadence in phrase 9. 
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Even though the last three invocations are perceived as presenting new melodic 
material, the openings of these phrases are in fact related to the corresponding parts in 
phrases a and b. The melodic motive used for the first four syllables has clear 
similarities to and acts as reminiscent of both the opening motives of phrases a and b, 
only here it is transposed up a fifth. And the middle part of phrases 7-9, where the 
melody descends from d to G, is closely related to a similar spot in phrases 1-3 as well 
as to the corresponding parts in both other melodic versions.  
The cadences are varied though, an unusual formal feature in Kyrie melodies in 
general but familiar from the melodic version of Kyrie 58 in Pa 3126. The openings and 
endings on the upper fifth, d, for individual melodic lines are also common for the two 
melodic versions from La 263 and Pa 3126. In the Group II-version, all phrases open 
and close on the final. The Group II-version is, however, closer related to the melodic 
version of Pa 3126 by the very last phrase. Both have the same melodic line for this 
phrase, a line that uses a combination of the a- and b-phrase to create melodic coherence 
at the very end of the melody. This form-creating feature is not found in the La 263-
version.  
The examples just discussed show that there are relations between the individual 
varied phrases for the three different melodic versions. But the examples also show that 
the variations that do occur between corresponding phrases are quite characteristic and 
of such a kind that they separate the three different melodic versions quite clearly. The 
differences seem to be the result of attempts at refashioning the melody due to a search 
for other formal solutions.  
The melody of Kyrie 58 is most frequently transmitted in the repeated pattern II 
and this melodic version is the one found in the oldest manuscripts.123 Also, the stylistic 
features discussed above strongly indicate that the repetititonal pattern II was the 
original form of this Kyrie. The assumption suggests a scenario where the scribes of La 
263 and Pa 3126 or perhaps of older manuscripts that have not survived, wanted to 
refashion the melody of Kyrie 58 in accordance with the shapes of the Kyrie melodies 
they knew best. One scribe wanted to create a climactic shape for this melody by 
                                                           
123 In both the northern French and the Aquitanian repertory, see David Bjork (1977) II, 160-162, for the 
Aquitanian transmissions of Kyrie 58. Bjork considers Kyrie 58 as an eleventh century addition to the 
Aquitanian repertory but suggests that the melody may have circulated earlier in northern France. David 
Bjork (1977) II, 380. 
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extending the ambitus and the use of the high register for the last three invocations. He 
creates the start of the new melodic lines by using the motives from the opening of the 
a- and the b-phrases, making a few changes and transposing them up a fifth. Thus he 
achieves the desired, brilliant sounding final for this melody. Also, the changes really 
agree quite well with the original melodic line, it almost sounds more natural, as this 
line is already a bit awkwardly shaped with the leap of a fifth, G-d, in the middle of the 
melodic line. The change made at the opening of phrases 7-9 makes the melodic line 
smoother by entering into the d of the descending middle part from a motive based on 
dec instead of a motive based on GahG. Anyway, the smoothness is not to last, as the 
motive for the cadence open on d and thus the leap G-d is reinstated at the end of the 
melody instead.   
Because of the lower tonal register used for the Christe-part compared to the 
Kyrie part, the solution with a climactic ending of the melody does not come out too 
well balanced for this melody. Kyrie 58 is thereby prohibited from the gradual 
expansion of the tonal register building towards the last three invocations, common to 
Group III-melodies. And this may be the reason for why a different formal solution has 
also been tried, namely the repeated pattern axa byb ax’a’.  
There seems to have been a common understanding between the scribes for both 
melodic versions that the fifth of this melody should be stressed to a larger extent, as 
two of the three new melodic lines (x and x’) open and end on the fifth, d, also for this 
variant. They are however not motivicly related to the c-phrases of La 263. Instead the 
x-phrases transfer the descending motion d-a (G) from the middle of the melodic line 
where it is found in the surrounding a-phrases, to the opening and add new melodic 
motives that rise to close on the d, for the last part of the phrases. This procedure results 
in an intensification of the melodic line for the x-phrases as well as a perfect contrasting 
motion to the surrounding phrases throughout. The y-phrase borrows the opening from 
the a-phrases and then adds a related motive to what is found for the last part of the x-
phrases, but diverges at the point of the cadence by descending to the final. The new 
and contrasting melodic lines for this version are then closely integrated to the rest of 
the melody by their use of motives from the surrounding phrases at the openings.   
The step-wise descending motive d-G proves to be an important feature of this 
melody. The motive is entered in all except for one of the variant phrases together with 
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in the a- and a’-phrases of all melodic versions while the b-phrases convey an imitation 
of the motive by descending step-wise G-D. Likewise, the leap of the fifth G-d and d-G 
is entered in the a- and a’-phrases and in all the variant phrases except for one phrase (y) 
where the leap is a fourth, G-c. These two features then seem to be considered essential 
for the melody of Kyrie 58 as they are included in most melodic lines for all melodic 
versions of this melody, despite the fact that some of the melodic lines differ quite 
characteristically from each other. And the appearance of the characteristic features 
throughout all three melodic versions stresses the point that the different versions of 
melody Kyrie 58 must have been quite consciously composed.  
The evidence implies that there has clearly existed a will to reshape this melody, 
perhaps due to the melodic repeated pattern that may have been considered old-
fashioned by the twelfth and thirteenth century musician. Such an "old-fashioned" 
melodic form is anyway common for quite a few Kyrie melodies at this time. The 
reason why this particular melody is given so much formal attention could also be due 
to the fact that the melody feels to be struggling somewhat to find its melodic outline in 
a harmonic way.124 The simple melodic line mostly moves in step-wise motions, except 
for the sudden breaks at the point of the characteristic leap of a fifth which occurs in a 
majority of the phrases for this melody. In the melodic version of La 263, but perhaps 
not so much in the melodic version of Pa 3126, the new opening of phrases 7-9 (c) 
forms a smooth introduction to the descending motion d-G that forms such an essential 
part of this melody. 
 
Kyrie 39 
Kyrie 39 is most frequently transmitted in repeated pattern aaa bbb ccd. But the 
manuscript Pa 8898 presents a melodic variant in repeated pattern aaa bbb aac. This 
version of Kyrie 39 is very short and simpler in its elaboration than most other 
transmissions of the melody. The highly repetitive form of a melody that returns to its 
opening line for two of the three last invocations further enhances the simplicity of the 
                                                           
124 Although Kyrie 58 is only transmitted in repeated pattern II in Aquitaine, there seems to exist a certain 
awkwardness towards the melodic shape also in this repertory. Bjork describes the entering of a custos 
before the 4th phrase of the melody in Pa 1139 that suggests the three Christe-phrases to lie a fourth 
higher than in the more usual recordings of this melody. He does, however, dismiss the implications 
based on stylistic grounds. See David Bjork (1977) II, 160. 
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melodic line. Also, the version conveys very close inner relations between its eight first 
phrases. The b-phrases are in fact identical to the a-phrases except for the two and three 
different opening notes for the respective phrases. This close inner relation throughout 
the melody results in a characteristic divergence from the most frequent transmissions 
of the melody presenting the more varied repeated pattern aaa bbb ccd.  
In the aaa bbb ccd-version of Kyrie 39 in Pa 1235 and Pa 3126, the six first 
invocations are closely interrelated while they only have the cadence in common with 
the three last invocations. The three last invocations are on their side closely interrelated 
except for the added contrasting opening motive that distinguishes the d-phrase. In two 
of the three Cambrai manuscripts transmitting this melody, Cai 60 and 78, the cadence 
of the Christe-part differs characteristically from the cadence of both Kyrie-parts and 
this suggests a closer relation between the a- and c-phrases reminiscent of repeated 
pattern II.  
But for all three Cambrai manuscripts, Cai 60, 75 and 78, the falling motive 
introducing the cadence expands throughout the three parts of the melody. A similar 
development is also experienced for the opening motive that expands in number and 
ambitus from the a-phrases to the c-phrases and the melodic versions thus show the 
interest for developing and expanding proceeding melodic phrases that is common for 
melodies in Group III. The neumes of the melodic version of Kyrie 39 found in Cai 60 
and Cai 78 seem to correspond closely to the neumatic notation of Kyrie 39 found in the 
English manuscript Lo 14. All three manuscripts transmit Kyrie 39 with the Latin text 
Lux et origo. The melodic version of Kyrie 39 transmitted in the three manuscripts 
seems to be somewhat longer and more elaborate in its melodic style than the Greek-
texted versions discussed so far.    
Val 121 introduces a melodic version of Kyrie 39 in repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc 
where the melodic lines differ somewhat from the other transmissions. For this version 
the melodic lines are much longer and more elaborate than most other transmissions of 
Kyrie 39 and the difference between this version of Kyrie 39 and the short version from 
Pa 8898 transmitted in repeated pattern II, is quite stunning. Both versions are 
transmitted with Greek text only but while the version in Pa 8898 presents from ten to 
seventeen notes for a single melodic line, the version in Val 121 presents from thirty to 
forty-three notes. Also, the Pa 8898-version stays within the interval of a fifth for its 
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melodic movements while the Val 121-version is expressed in a tonal range that 
exceeds the octave. The latter version does seem perhaps out of style for this melody as 
Kyrie 39 is commonly regarded as a short and quite simple melody.  
On the other hand, Kyrie 39 is known to share melodic features with Kyrie 55 
and the melodies have previously been regarded as two versions of the same melody.125 
Kyrie 39 has also been seen as a simpler and therefore possibly older version of Kyrie 
55.126 Such a relation has since then been dismissed by Bjork on the grounds of stylistic 
and historical evidence.127 But I find that the results of the exploration into the many 
melodic variants of Kyrie 39 and in particular the discovery of the highly ornamented 
Val 121-version for this melody, ask for a re-evaluation of the relations between the two 
melodies.  
When we compare Kyrie 39 to Kyrie 55 we find a general resemblance between 
the two melodies. In particular in the opening motive and in the descending motion 
introducing the cadence in phrases 1-3. These motives are near identical for all melodic 
versions of both melodies. Also the melodic motives of the b-phrases are related for the 
two melodies. And the opening of phrases 7 and 8 for some melodic versions of Kyrie 
39 (in Pa 1235 and Pa 3126) is quite close to the opening of phrase 8 in Kyrie 55. In 
general, however, the phrases of Kyrie 55 are much longer and more elaborate than the 
phrases of Kyrie 39.  
In the Val 121-version of Kyrie 39 the length of the melodic phrases exceeds its 
fellow variants and a connection towards Kyrie 55 is further stressed when the two 
melodies’ a-phrases are practically identical throughout when compared to Kyrie 55 as 
transmitted in La 263. Also, the b- and c-phrases of Kyrie 39 both exceed in length as 
well as match the ambitus and nearly the register of, their corresponding phrases in 
Kyrie 55 except for the ninth invocation which consists of repetitions and is extremely 
long in Kyrie 55.  
Another feature common to the Kyrie 39-version from Val 121 and Kyrie 55 is 
the cadence on E for the first three phrases. Both melodies are G-melodies and most 
                                                           
125 Peter Wagner: Einführung in die Gregorianischen Melodien, vol. III: Gregorianische Formenlehre 
(Leipzig, 1921; 2nd edn., Hildesheim, 1962), 437, note 3.  
126 Jean Claire: "Composition modale des Kyrie" Revue Grégorienne, 37 (1958), 113-115. 
127 David Bjork (1977) I, 237-238, note 5. I will return to discuss his argumentation after my comparison 
of the two melodies.  
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transmissions of Kyrie 39 end all their phrases on the final while most transmissions of 
Kyrie 55 end their three first phrases a third below the final, on E (or on a for the 
transposed versions). But the Val 121-version of Kyrie 39 ends all its phrases on E and 
this is not due to a transposition of the melody, as the opening note of phrases 1-3 as 
well as the tonal register throughout are more or less the same as in the G-final versions. 
The cadence on E used for all nine phrases separates this melodic version somewhat 
from the more general transmission of Kyrie 39 whereas it connects the version closer 
to Kyrie 55.  
The four manuscripts Cai 60, Cai 78, PaA 135 and Lo 14, transmit melodic 
versions of Kyrie 39 that further enhances the similarity between Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 
55. Kyrie 39 is notated in the manuscripts with Latin text Lux et origo…O mundi (Cai 
60, Cai 78, PaA 135) and Lux et origo…Redemptor (Lo 14). In these versions the 
melodic line of in particular the b-phrases but also the a- and c-phrases, are near 
identical to the corresponding phrases in Kyrie 55.   
Bjork128 discusses the relationship between Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 but argues 
against the view that they are variations of the same melody. His argument is based on 
the perception that the two melodies are composed in different repeated patterns, Kyrie 
39 in repeated pattern III and Kyrie 55 in pattern IV, as well as on stylistic features for 
the ending of the melodies. Kyrie 39 is pictured as having a very modest melodic 
ending compared to Kyrie 55 which ending is described as "exuberant" in style. Bjork 
also argues against the supposed relative age of the two melodies solely based on the 
fact that they both appear in the earliest sources: Kyrie 55 in Pa 1240 and Kyrie 39 and 
Kyrie 55 both in Pa 19768 (the oldest east Frankish source according to Bjork).  
I have already shown that the border between the different repeated patterns II, 
III and IV is in general somewhat fluid. The differences between the melodic groups are 
often not substantial due to the close relation between the last part of the melodic lines 
for contrasting phrases, in a majority of the Kyrie melodies. Also, four melodies in the 
northern French repertory are actually transmitted in both repeated pattern III and IV 
while six melodies are transmitted also in the so-called "variant form", mixing features 
from the repeated patterns III and IV (see Table 3).  
                                                           
128 David Bjork (1977) I, 237-238, note 5. 
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Furthermore, I have shown that Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 are both amongst the 
Kyrie melodies transmitted in different repeated patterns. Such melodies naturally 
convey different developments for their melodic lines in different transmissions. For 
instance, when we compare the three last phrases of Kyrie 39 in the Val 121-version 
with the corresponding phrases in the Pa 8898-version, the differences are quite 
stunning. Both the tonal range as well as the length and ornamentation of the melodic 
line differs to such an extent that we would easily be inclined to label the Val 121-
version as "exuberant" in style compared to the modest Pa 8898-version of the same 
melody. We have also seen the close resemblance for the corresponding melodic 
phrases of Kyrie 39 in the two Cambrai manuscripts to Kyrie 55 in four of the northern 
French manuscripts. When comparing these melodic versions all that separate the two 
melodies is the more complex repeated pattern of Kyrie 55.  
At this point it will be highly illuminating to include one melodic version of 
Kyrie 55 recorded in Pa 1235, namely a melodic version transmitted in the repeated 
pattern aaa bbb czc’. The form of this version is very similar to the form of the Group 
III-melodies and amongst them, Kyrie 39. The melodic version is recorded in Pa 1235 
together with two other transmissions of Kyrie 55 in the melody’s more frequent 
repeated pattern axa byb czc’. The fact that a melody is transmitted in different repeated 
patterns and that it can also be recorded in different patterns in the same manuscript, 
stresses the point that the form of a Kyrie melody has probably never been seen as an 
inseparable concomitant of the individual melody. And thus the instances here shown 
do more or less make Bjork’s stylistic argument regarding the substantial difference 
between the melodic form of Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55, invalid. 
As for the evidence of the earliest sources, it is essential to remember that the 
Kyrie chant had already been performed according to Frankish style for quite a while by 
the time of the melodies’ earliest recording in manuscripts from the first half of the 
tenth century. I think it would be unwise not to account for the fact that the style of the 
Kyrie melodies had been developing during a period of more than one hundred years 
prior to these recordings. Bjork’s argument, that the appearance of both melodies in the 
earliest sources makes it unjustifiable to imagine the two as melodic versions of relative 
age, is thus perceived as somewhat misleading.                                         
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Also, a new dating of the earliest St. Gall-manuscripts performed by Wulf Arlt 
and Susan Rankin changes the foundation for Bjork’s argumentation.129 The 
manuscripts are now recognised to be contemporary to Pa 1240 and most important, 
older than Lo 19768. While Lo 19768 incorporates both Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 in its 
main corpus, the two St. Gall-manuscripts transmit only Kyrie 39 with tropes in their 
main corpus. Kyrie 55 is entered as a later addition in both manuscripts. Kyrie 39 is not 
entered in the Aquitanian repertory at all but is entered in later northern French and 
English sources. Kyrie 55, on the other hand, is entered in all the earliest sources from 
the west Frankish area: PaA 1169 (northern French), Cdg 473 and Ox 775 (England) 
and Pa 1240 (Aquitaine). 
The manuscript transmission seems to imply an east Frankish origin for Kyrie 39 
as this melody circulated mainly in the east Frankish area at first.130 Kyrie 55 may then 
have developed in the west as the more complex melodic relative of this chant. Either 
the melody Kyrie 55 originated directly from or as merely inspired by, the melody of 
Kyrie 39. The appearance of Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices in the Aquitanian Pa 1240 is 
the earliest evidence for this melody. Kyrie 39 is not transmitted in Aquitanian 
manuscripts and the melody was probably never entered in this repertory.       
Kyrie 55 was perhaps later assimilated into the eastern repertory when added in 
the two St. Gall manuscripts. Thereafter the two melodies circulated together in most 
regions, except for in Aquitaine where Kyrie 55 remained the only version. The more 
complex building of the melody seems to have been a success as Kyrie 55 soon 
achieved a wide dissemination in the earliest sources from most of Europe. However, 
the melody does seem to have been more popular in the west and it never achieved the 
extensive dissemination that the melody Kyrie 39 achieved in the eastern area.131  
 
                                                           
129 Wulf Arlt and Susan Rankin (1996) I, 14-15. Michel Huglo disagrees with this early dating and argues 
for a younger date in Scriptorium 53 (Brussels, 1999), 181. I do, however, find the paleographical 
evidence presented by Arlt and Rankin, convincing. 
130 The melody is entered in the three earliest east Frankish sources, St. Gall 381, St. Gall 484 and Lo 
19768 while it is entered only later in the northern French and English manuscripts and not at all in the 
Aquitanian manuscripts.    
131 See Margareta Melnicki (1955), 93 and 96, for the manuscript transmissions of Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55. 
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Melodies in Group III and Group IV 
Four Kyrie melodies are transmitted in both repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc and axa byb 
czc: Kyrie 70, 124, 155 and 185, while four melodies are transmitted in the pattern axa 
byb czc as well as one of the patterns that mix features from the repeated patterns III 
and IV. The melodies here concerned are Kyrie 47, 142, 214 and the already discussed 
Kyrie 55. Each of the three melodies Kyrie 55, 142 and 214 has only one recording with 
the variant form in the northern French repertory while their main transmission is in 
repeated pattern IV.   
 
Kyrie 185 
Kyrie 185 is only transmitted in two northern French manuscripts, Pa 1087 and the 
fourteenth century manuscript Li 2. Pa 1087 presents the melody in repeated pattern aaa 
bbb ccc’ and Li 2 in pattern axa byb czc’. The situation with two different melodic 
patterns for this melody is familiar also from the Aquitanian repertory where the melody 
has a more frequent recording.132  
The melody Kyrie 185 is one of the melodies that have quite large parts of their 
last phrases in common for their contrasting phrases in both melodic versions.133 For 
this melody then, the changes between the two versions will not be experienced as 
substantial. It seems like the axa byb czc’-version of the melody did develop from the 
melodically more plain aaa bbb ccc’-version mostly by entering a new start for the 
middle phrases in each of the three parts. This could have been done to achieve a higher 
degree of varietas and diversitas for the melody concerned, to make it more "modern" 
and also more appropriate according to the prevailing concept of melody as a processus. 
Another noticeable feature is the fact that except for the identical endings of all phrases, 
the 5th phrase incorporates a reminiscent from the first part of the a-phrases, a motive 
that is found in the c-phrases as well, ahaGF, and thereby creates further inner 
coherence for the melody Kyrie 185.    
 
 
                                                           
132 Kyrie 185 is recorded in 17 Aquitanian manuscripts and in both melodic versions, see David Bjork 
(1977) II, 344-365.  
133 See also my comments for the melody of Kyrie 185 under the general discussions of melodies in 
Group III and in Group IV, above. 
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Kyrie 124 
Kyrie 124 is transmitted in repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc/c’ and axa byb czc’. The 
melody has several concordances for each version although the most frequent version is 
in the aaa bbb ccc’-pattern. This version of Kyrie 124 conveys the development of a 
melodic line common for melodies in Group III, where the tonal range and the melodic 
intensity rise throughout the melody’s three parts to culminate in the very last phrase 
with a longer and more elaborate c’-phrase. At the same time the last part of the a- and 
the b-phrases are closely related, although not identical, and thus create inner coherence 
for the melody. The c’-phrase incorporates the c-phrase together with an added motive 
at the end that is related to the last part of the b-phrases and that leads the melodic line 
back to the final.134 Most versions of the melody include a second repetition of "c" 
before the added motive in the c’-phrase ("ccm"). The melodic version transmitted in 
An 96 and Pa 10 511 is, however, shorter at this point and does not include the 
repetition ("cm").  
The manuscript Pa 10 511 also presents a second version of Kyrie 124 in 
repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc. This is the only melodic version found where phrases 7-9 
are identical. The three c-phrases are here more elaborate than the general c-phrase for 
this melody and they all end on the final instead of the third. In fact, the c-phrase in this 
version corresponds in content to the c’-phrase of the other melodies in the same 
repeated pattern and is identical to the shorter c’-phrase found in the Pa 10511- and An 
96-version.         
 The axa byb czc’-version of Kyrie 124 is transmitted in five northern French 
manuscripts. The three new and different middle phrases found here form more of a 
variation than a contrast to their surrounding phrases. All three phrases, x, y, z, open in 
a lower register but the initial melodic motion has the same direction as in phrases a, b 
and c, respectively. Phrases 2 and 5 at the end return to the melodic movement that 
closes their surrounding phrases, while phrase 8 moves in a lower register throughout 
and only has part of the cadence-motive in common with phrase 7.  
Also for this version the c’-phrase consists of "c" with or without repetition, 
together with a concluding motive that is heavily related to the last part of the b-phrases. 
                                                           
134 Phrases 7 and 8 end on the third, G. See also my comments for Kyrie 124 in the discussions on Group 
III-melodies above.  
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More common for melodies in repeated pattern IV is to incorporate motives from the 
contrasting phrase 8 together with the c-phrase in the final invocation. And thus the 
contents of the c’-phrase point towards an origin for this melody in the aaa bbb ccc’-
pattern. Again we find that what are formally recognised to be different phrases do not 
really deviate from each other in a substantial way, which applies in particular to 
phrases x and y as they share identical closing motives with their surrounding phrases. 
We might perhaps also here imagine a process where the opening of the middle phrases 
have been changed in accordance with the prevailing concept of musicality, to make the 
melody more varied and less predictable.  
 The melody of Kyrie 124 is clearly perceived as consisting of two distinct 
melodic versions as both versions are entered together and probably by the same scribe 
in three of the manuscripts, Ma 19421, Pa 10508 and SPt OvI6. For this melody the 
formal differences seem to be overall connected to the four Latin texts associated with 
Kyrie 124 in northern French manuscripts. Two of the texts found for Kyrie 124, Rex 
magne Domine and Rex magne genitor135 are entered only with the axa byb czc’-version 
while the other two, Summe pater a quo and Kyrri sapientia, are only entered with the 
aaa bbb ccc’-version. Greek-texted versions are transmitted in both patterns, and also in 
the same manuscript (SPt OvI6).  
 Kyrie 124 was frequently used in the Aquitanian repertory as well and the 
melody is recorded in several Aquitanian manuscripts. In all manuscripts except for 
one, the melody is transmitted in repeated pattern IV and this may be due to the fact that 
the text Rex magne Domine is the only Latin text used with this melody in Aquitaine. 
The manuscript Pa 1240 presents an interesting situation regarding the transmission of 
Kyrie 124 as the manuscript presents the Greek-texted Kyrie 124 in repeated pattern III, 
a pattern highly familiar from the northern French transmissions of this melody but not 
found elsewhere in the Aquitanian repertory. Bjork describes this form of the melody as 
peculiar and suggests that it may be due to the old age of the source.136  
 Regarding the peculiarity of the form, I have already noted that this form of the 
melody is the most common in the northern French repertory and so it seems that the 
formal aspects of Kyrie 124 are also a question of regional transmission. I do however 
                                                           
135 The texts are closely related, see Analecta Hymnica 47, 66-68. 
136 David Bjork (1977) II, 264. 
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agree with Bjork on the suggestion of older age for the melodic version in repeated 
pattern III as this would seem to be the original form of this Kyrie. The recording of the 
melody in the northerly influenced Aquitanian manuscript Pa 1240 also certifies that the 
melody was most probably introduced into Aquitaine from the north.  
The number of and age of the sources transmitting the melody in repeated 
pattern III in northern France suggest that the melody circulated in the north only in the 
aaa bbb ccc’-version at first. Fourteen northern French manuscripts transmit this version 
while only two manuscripts transmit the other melodic version and three manuscripts 
transmit both. Amongst the fourteen are all the oldest northern French neumatic 
manuscripts together with the two earliest Norman-Sicilian manuscripts. The fact that 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne genitor in repeated pattern IV is recorded in Ma 19421 but not in 
the older Ma 288 and Ma 289, appears then particularly significant.  
The evidence suggests that Kyrie 124 has been melodically redacted in 
Aquitaine after having entered the Aquitanian repertory in the first half of the tenth 
century. The melody Kyrie 124 in repeated pattern III was transformed into the melodic 
version in repeated pattern IV and combined with the Latin text Rex magne Domine 
from the very beginning.137 The new version of the melody was then later together with 
its text, transmitted back up north and entered in Angers (An 97) as well as in Norman 
and Norman-Sicilian manuscripts of the twelfth century (Pa 10508, SPt OvI6 and Pa 
19421). The version did not, however, replace the original northern French version but 
was only used as a complementary addition to the repertory. 
  
Kyrie 70 
Kyrie 70 is transmitted in repeated pattern III and IV together with the pattern axa bxb 
ccb, a pattern that is closely related to the melody’s pattern IV: axa bxb cbc’. The axa 
bxb cbc’-pattern is the common pattern for this melody while the variant pattern axa 
bxb ccb and repeated pattern III are found in only one manuscript each: Pa 10508 and 
Pa 10511, respectively.  
 The form of Kyrie 70 in repeated pattern IV consists of an even higher degree of 
inner coherence than usual for Group IV-melodies. Phrases 2 and 5 are identical (x) as 
                                                           
137 The Latin text is entered with this melody in the earliest Aquitanian sources, Pa 1118 and Pa 887, see 
David Bjork (1977) II, 262.  
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are phrases 4, 6 and 8 (b) and phrases 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9 all have the last part of their 
melodic line in common. Otherwise the melody displays a melodic development 
common for most Group IV-melodies. The tonal register is gradually extended upwards 
and the melodic intensity is increased towards the last three invocations while the three 
middle phrases (x, x, b) move in a lower register throughout, presenting an obstacle to 
the general development and creating inner contrasts for the melody. The c’-phrase here 
consists of repetitions of the c-phrase that closes with the b-phrase ("ccb"). The melodic 
version found in Pa 10508 simply avoids the use of the b-phrase for the 8th phrase. 
Instead the motive from phrase 7 is repeated for phrase 8 and then the final phrase is 
made very short, consisting simply of a repetition of the b-phrase, thereby closing this 
version in accordance with the Group IV-versions. The melodic shape of the Pa 10508-
version is a result of the textual form. The text for this version is somewhat shorter 
because it omits lines that are normally included in Conditor kyrie, phrase 8: A patre et 
nato and phrase 9a: Trinitas una, and moves directly to the text-line Nostrorum 
scelerum, more usually found as phrase 9b in this chant. 
 The melodic version in repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc is somewhat shorter than 
the other versions of this melody and is only transmitted with Greek text. The form of 
the melody is a bit confusing since it develops differently from the other versions. We 
find the expected expansion in ambitus between the first Kyrie- and the Christe-part 
while the three last phrases narrow the tonal register again and this is noticeable 
particularly noticeable in the opening. The a- and b-phrase are otherwise closely related 
for the last part of their melodic line while the c-phrase resembles the b-phrase 
somewhat at mid-point. The individual phrases in this version are melodically related 
but never identical, to the phrases found in the main transmission. Pa 10511 is the only 
manuscript-concordance for the repeated pattern III-version of Kyrie 70 in the French 
region as all the Aquitanian recordings present the melodic version in repeated pattern 
IV.          
  
Kyrie 155 
The transmissions of Kyrie 155 present a similar picture to that of Kyrie 70 in this 
respect, as the main transmission of Kyrie 155 is in repeated pattern IV while the 
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melodic version in repeated pattern III is transmitted in one manuscript only. The latter 
melodic version is further found in no other southern or northern French manuscript.   
The melody Kyrie 155 is an interesting specimen with regard to the question of 
minor melodic differences resulting in different formal assignments after Melnicki’s 
system. We have already notified the occurrence of quite tight relationships found 
between contrasting phrases for this melody138 and a substantial degree of inner 
coherence is thus already established. Kyrie 155 is nevertheless transmitted in more 
different melodic versions than most other Kyrie chants in the northern French repertory 
(see Table 3). The melodic versions of this melody display a varied degree of inner 
relationship between phrases, from the aaa bbb ccd-pattern on the one side of the scale 
to the axa byb czd-pattern on the other.  
 The melodic version of Kyrie 155 in the pattern aaa bbb ccd is recorded two 
times in La 263, with Latin text Dominator on folio 27 and with Greek text only on 
folio 29v. The melodic version presents the common development for a Group III-
melody with an increasing tonal range plus length and elaboration of the melodic line 
throughout the melody. It further proves to contain very close inner relationships 
between its different phrases as the b-phrase incorporates the last part of the a-phrase 
and the c-phrase incorporates the full b-phrase in its melodic outline. The d-phrase also 
contributes to the general coherence for this melody as it closes the melodic line with 
the opening from the c-phrase.  
Interestingly, the opening of phrase d varies between the two otherwise 
melodically identical recordings in La 263. The Greek-texted version opens this last 
invocation with a falling motive from c (in the transposed versions) reminiscent of the 
opening of the b-phrase as well as familiar from the corresponding phrases in the 
majority of the northern French transmissions of Kyrie 155. The Latin-texted version 
adds an ascending motion comprising of a third from the (transposed) final before 
entering the common descending motive. La 263 is the only northern manuscript which 
transmits Kyrie 155 with Latin text, but Kyrie 155 Dominator is also found in four 
                                                           
138 See my comments for Kyrie 155 under the discussions of the Group III- and the Group IV-melodies 
above.  
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Aquitanian manuscripts. None of the Aquitanian recordings, however, transmit the 
variant opening found in La 263.139         
A melodic version of Kyrie 155 in repeated pattern axa bbb czd is recorded in Pa 
17307. The a-, b- and c- phrases in this version in musical content correspond quite 
closely to the La 263-version. For phrase 9, the Greek-texted version of Pa 17307 is 
adapted to a similar opening motive as found in the Latin-texted version from La 263 
and thus deviates from the more common transmission of this melody. The very last 
invocation in this melodic version opens with the ascending motion comprising of a 
third but moves on to a somewhat awkward leap of a fourth in two directions, c-G-c, 
found in no other transmissions of this melody. This phrase does, however, close in 
accordance with its corresponding d-phrases.  
The phrases x and z contrast their surrounding phrases by moving largely in a 
lower register. Therefore the introduction of new melodic motives for phrases 2 and 8 in 
this version results in a melodic outline more common to Group IV-melodies where the 
middle phrases, here x and z only, contribute to diverting the more straightforward 
climactic approach common to Group III-melodies. However, upon close examination 
we find that the last part of the two contrasting phrases now included have close 
relations to the other phrases in this melody and that the cadences are in fact still 
identical for phrases 1 through 8. The differences experienced from the La 263-version 
then do not seem substantial.  
The melodic version transmitted in the repeated pattern axa byb czd is by far the 
most frequent with recordings in thirteen140 northern French manuscripts. The more 
traditional pattern closing with a c’-phrase only has one manuscript-concordance in this 
repertory. If we focus on phrases 5 and 8 in the diastematic manuscripts only, and 
compare the two melodic versions to the axa byb cyd-version we will see that there is a 
fine line between the designation of phrases as being identical to or deviating from each 
other.  
                                                           
139 See Bjork’s collation of melodic variants for Kyrie 155 in David Bjork (1977) II, 295-313. 
140 The melodic version transmitted in Pa 1235 contains no music for the final phrase. But as the 
manuscript is known to be closely related to Pa 9449 and Pa 3126 and the versions in all three 
manuscripts correspond formally for the first eight phrases, I think it safe to assume that the version in Pa 
1235 would have been shaped after the same pattern also for the very last phrase.   
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In the melodic version found in Ma 289 and An 97 the two phrases are identical 
except for having one extra note-repetition in the Kyrie-phrase, a repetition that is 
obviously due to the number of syllables. The same phrases as found in Ma 19421, Pro 
12 and Pa 3126, have a somewhat more ambiguous relationship as they are closely 
related for the openings but not identical throughout.  
For the other five diastematic manuscripts transmitting the melody in these 
versions phrases 5 and 8 are more clearly deviated from each other by opening on 
different tones. However, they still share identical or related melodic motives especially 
for the cadences. Otherwise the melodic lines are related in different ways in the five 
manuscripts. In Pa 10511 the opening of phrase 8 repeats the opening of phrase 5, only 
a third higher, before entering into the same cadence motive. In As 695 the 
corresponding ascending three-tone motive opens one tone lower in the 8th phrase but 
already from the second (phrase 5)/third (phrase 8) syllable, the melodic lines are on the 
same tonal level and continue with identical melodic movements. The situation is 
similar in melodic versions from the manuscripts SPt OvI6, Cai 61 and Pa 1235, which 
all open one tone lower in the 8th phrase, on F instead of on G. But in these versions the 
concluding melodic movements in phrase 8 deviate more clearly from the 
corresponding movements in phrase 5. 
When investigating the different forms of the very last phrase in Kyrie 155 we 
see that the length and degree of elaboration for this phrase varies greatly between 
sources. Four of the melodic versions, from SPt OvI6, An 97, As 695 and Cai 61, 
present long and elaborate phrases for the last invocation where phrase 9 is 
approximately twice as long as the already quite elaborate 7th phrase. In the other 
versions the two phrases, phrase 7 and phrase 9, are of corresponding length and 
elaboration.  
In one melodic version the very last phrase has been singled out as a c'-phrase 
while otherwise named d – a label indicating a new and musically independent, melodic 
line. It proves however, that the phrases are not that different and that the phrase better 
labelled "d" does also contain melodic motives from phrase 7. The c’-phrase achieves 
its label simply because here the melodic line chooses to open with the full repeat of 
phrase 7. In the phrases labelled "d", melodic motives from phrase 7 are repeated at a 
melodically less prominent place, in the middle or at the end of the melodic line and 
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also, most often only parts of the melodic line are repeated. The opening of phrase 9 is 
then dedicated to a new and contrasting motive, although slightly related to the opening 
of phrases 4 and 6 that descends to a third below the final. Again, we are looking at the 
introduction of new and contrasting melodic motives for the opening of a phrase to 
create further variation, or varietas and diversitas, in the melody of a Kyrie chant.   
 
Kyrie 47  
Kyrie 47 is the only other melody in the northern repertory that matches Kyrie 155 
regarding the number of melodic versions found in different manuscripts. The melody is 
transmitted in the following repeated patterns: axa byb czc’, axa bxb czc’, axa xyx czc’, 
axa bbb czc’ and axa bbb ccc’. Most of the melodic versions are then variations of the 
repeated pattern IV.  
The melodic version axa bbb ccc’ is found in Pa 10511 and is recorded with 
Greek text only. In this version the melodic line develops according to a pattern 
common to both Group III- and Group IV-melodies, where the melodic line increases in 
intensity towards the three last Kyrie-invocations while the contrasting (or more correct 
here: varied) 2nd phrase (x) opens in a somewhat lower tonal register. Otherwise a 
striking feature in this melody is the intimate relationship found between most of its 
phrases. The last half of phrases 1-6 plus the last part of phrase 9 is in fact identical and 
the first part of phrase 2 has melodic similarities to movements found in the first part of 
phrases 1/3 and 4/5/6.  
While the melodic version axa bbb ccc’ is found in one manuscript only, the 
other melodic versions, except for the version axa xyx czc’ in An 96, have several 
recordings each. The versions found thus seem to be of importance although when 
scrutinised, the variations resulting in the assignment to different labels prove to consist 
mainly of short new motives for the openings of phrases otherwise containing related 
melodic material. The opening-motives are used in different numbers and at different 
points in the melodic outline and thus result in various repeated patterns. We should 
also note that all the variations concern only phrases 1-6 of this melody. 
In the melodic version found in Ma 289, Ma 19421 and Pa 10508, the first six 
phrases are in fact identical except for three different opening motives consisting of 
from five to eight notes that are distributed on the phrases resulting in the axa bxb czc’-
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pattern. The three last phrases are a bit more loosely connected as the c-phrase contains 
independent melodic material while the z and c’-phrases close with the melodic material 
that closes phrases 1-6 but otherwise contain new material. All the three manuscripts do, 
however, transmit two recordings of this melody with two different Latin texts. In Ma 
289 and Ma 19421 the two versions are melodically identical but in Pa 10508 the 
melodic version with Latin text Theoricam practicamque enters a new melodic motive 
for the opening of phrase 2. Phrase 5 does still have the same motive for its opening as 
the corresponding phrases in the other manuscripts but the introduction of a new motive 
in phrase 2 results in the repeated pattern axa byb czc’ for this melodic version. This 
version is transmitted in several manuscripts and becomes the most frequent in the 
northern French repertory. The melodic version in pattern axa xyx czc’ found in An 96, 
simply distributes the opening motives a bit differently and here the opening otherwise 
most often used for phrases 4 and 6 is also used for phrase 2.  
  The melody Kyrie 47 is transmitted with four Latin texts in the northern French 
sources. However, the different formal outlines of this melody do not seem to be 
connected to a particular Latin text as at least two of the texts are found displaying 
different melodic outlines and the third text is connected only to the most frequent 
melodic outline also used for other texts. In the diastematic manuscripts the melodic 
pattern axa bbb czc’ has only two recordings and they are both entered with the Latin 
text O Deus immense. At the same time both manuscripts also have a recording of Kyrie 
47 Theoricam practicamque in repeated pattern axa byb czc’. However, the 
adiastematic manuscript Pa 13252 would seem to transmit the Latin-texted Kyrie 47 
Theoricam practicamque in the same melodic outline as Kyrie 47 O Deus immense. But 
the differences found between the openings of b and y at this point are very hard to 
distinguish when transmitted in adiastematic notation since they concern pitch only and 
not the direction of note-groups or the number of tones.  
 
Kyrie 55, Kyrie 142 and Kyrie 214     
Three more melodies are transmitted in the pattern axa byb czc as well as one of the 
patterns that mix features from the repeated patterns III and IV, namely Kyrie 142 (axa 
bbb ccc’), 214 (aaa byb czc’) and Kyrie 55 (aaa bbb czc’), already discussed. Each of 
the three melodies is only recorded once in the mixed form in the northern French 
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repertory while the main transmission is in repeated pattern IV. Kyrie 214 is recorded in 
the different version in a single manuscript, Cai 75. Kyrie 55 and Kyrie 142 on the other 
hand, are each recorded twice and in two different versions in one manuscript. Both the 
melodies’ two different entries are found in one of the Nevers-manuscripts: Pa 9449 
(Kyrie 142) and Pa 1235 (Kyrie 55).  
The variations achieved from the more simple formal outlines to the fully 
developed pattern IV differ for each melody depending on the relationship between 
phrases in general. Kyrie 55 has relatively few relations between the phrases while in 
Kyrie 142 and Kyrie 214 the cadence is in common for all phrases throughout. Not 
unexpectedly, in Kyrie 142 the new middle phrases 5 and 8 as found in repeated pattern 
axa byb czc’, share the second half of their melodic line with their surrounding phrases. 
For phrase 8 this part is identical, while for phrase 5 the part is melodically related. In 
Kyrie 214 part of the b-phrase is also used for the x- (and y-) phrase and the further 
melodic variation is achieved by entering the melodic line of the b-phrase with a new 
opening motive for phrase 2, resulting in the melodic pattern axa byb czc’.  
Kyrie 55 is somewhat more peculiar in this respect. The contrasting phrase 5 (y) 
entered in the main transmission of this repertory, shares only the cadence with its 
surrounding phrases while the rest of this quite extensive melodic line consists of new 
melodic material. For phrase 2 (x) the opening is in fact identical to the opening of the 
surrounding phrases in several of the transmissions of the melody in repeated pattern 
IV, amongst them the version recorded in Pa 1235. But the melodic line is then varied 
throughout with a different cadence and also a different cadence-tone for the 
transmission in Pa 1235 as well as a few other manuscripts. The quite extraordinary 
musical behaviour found in Kyrie 55 has already been briefly introduced and we notice 
that the uniqueness of this melody also concerns the relations between its phrases as 
well as the differences in transmissions.      
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Conclusion 
Investigations into the different melodic versions found for individual Kyrie melodies in 
the northern French repertory has proven to cast further light upon the melodic outline 
of these melodies. The different melodic shapes found for one and the same melody 
provide us with new information regarding the essence of these variations and the 
relative importance of the different melodic formal outlines found for a Kyrie melody.  
The melodic variations found between different versions have been revealed to 
consist mainly of new melodic material entered at the very opening of phrases while the 
last part of the phrase concerned often remains unchanged or consists of melodic 
material related to the surrounding phrases. In fact, except for Kyrie 55 and Kyrie 58,  
the melodies transmitted with various repeated patterns all contain close melodic 
relations for the last part of their internal contrasting phrases, and when this relation is 
maintained in the varied phrases as well, the differences between the various repeated 
patterns are not substantial even though the listener would probably experience the 
altered phrases as new and original. This way of varying a melodic outline works well 
under the concept of melody as a processus as the main interest then would be to create 
contrasts between succeeding parts or phrases, e.g. between the end of one melodic 
phrase and the beginning of the next.  
The two melodies transmitting the greatest amount of variants, Kyrie 47 and 
Kyrie 155, both have extensive relationships between large parts of their phrases. The 
melodies may then easily have been perceived as too repetitive in their melodic outline 
according to the prevailing musical concept. As a result, the melodies became objects of 
various creative impulses looking for the best way to create a higher degree of inner 
contrasts for each melody. And this may be one reason for why the two melodies are 
transmitted in so many different melodic shapes.  
Such a practice, developing new and contrasting phrases mainly by introducing 
new melodic material for the openings, would explain the close relations found between 
contrasting phrases in so many of the Kyrie chants in all three formal groups. The 
practice suggests an early transmission of Kyrie melodies in simple and repetitive 
melodic patterns like the aaa bbb aaa-form, corresponding to the form of the Greek text, 
or the even more repetitive aaa aaa aaa-form. As congregational songs, the melodies 
would need to be simple in their melodic outlining. Also, clarity and simplicity would 
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be important characteristics for melodies that were perhaps seen as means to carry out 
the text rather than independent musical compositions that should themselves attract 
interest. We would be looking at a time, a region or a melodic genre where melodies 
were not seen in terms of processus.         
The shape of the Kyrie melodies might have been reconsidered by composers 
wishing for the melodies to attain interest in their own right and by their own means, 
and as such influenced by the concept of melodies as processus. To avoid monotony in 
the melodic lines would then be crucial and the concept basically urged for a more 
varied outlining of a chant if it was to be considered musically interesting. Thus under 
the demands for melodic contrast and variation the form of Kyrie chants were changed. 
New melodic material encouraging contrasts and variations was inserted into melodies 
according to the process demonstrated in the melodies transmitted in formal variants 
above. When we compare the changes thus made in the Kyrie melodies to the 
description of the relations between parts in a processus by Reckow, we recognise that 
the changes as performed would have navigated the Kyrie melody in the direction of 
being a true processus:  
 
"Denn […] richtet sich die Wahrnehmung ja primär auf das Verhältnis jener Teilstrecken, die 
unmittelbar aufeinanderfolgen. Soll der Weg als Ganzes beim progressus kein fastidium hervorrufen, so 
wird zunächst vom Verhältnis der jeweils direkt aufeinanderfolgenden Teile einfallsreicher Wechsel und 
wirkungsvoller Kontrast erwartet. Pointert gesagt: Der Formvorstellung, die das Ganze als processus 
auffasst, scheint ein besonderes Interesse an der diversitas der Teile zu entsprechen."141 
     
This investigation reveals that although the Kyrie melodies throughout display 
distinct repeated patterns in response to the symmetrical form of their Greek text, the 
form of the melodies of the Kyrie chant has probably never been considered a fixed 
entity. The melodies have been seen as open to musical developments, and many 
melodies did change several times during their lifetimes. Thus, the question of melodic 
form appears to have been somewhat relative for the Kyrie melodies. Also, even though 
one melodic version was most often preferred in the northern French area, other 
versions were still circulating there at the same time. Sometimes a melody would, as I 
                                                           
141 Fritz Reckow (1986), 9. 
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have pointed out for a few of the melodies, even be recorded in two different versions in 
the same manuscript. When a melodic structure was changed, the new and altered 
version did not necessarily replace the older one and, as a result, different melodic 
versions coexisted at the same time and in the same areas.    
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The Kyrie Chants in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 
and Rouen 249 
 
During the investigations performed in this work I have based the process of selecting 
northern French manuscripts on the two catalogues of Hiley and Melnicki together with 
Analecta hymnica 47. The two catalogues give information on where collections of 
Kyrie chants can be found on a greater scale and they thus became my point of 
reference for the first stage work of extracting a corpus of manuscripts to be examined. 
However, after finishing the analytical work I learned that three French manuscripts 
might have been dated too young in the catalogues: Pa 14819, Pa 17318 and Rou 249. 
Further, two French manuscripts from the late twelfth century that were not included in 
the two catalogues were brought to my attention: Pa 833 and Pa 17328. The five 
manuscripts are interesting additions to the corpus of manuscripts presented in this 
study, in particular since three of the manuscripts are Parisian and a fourth is from the 
nearby situated Compiégne. Three Parisian sources were included in the study, Pa 
12054, Pa 13252 and As 695, but none from twelfth century central Paris. In the 
following I will discuss the content of the five manuscripts to show how they extend the 
knowledge of the northern French repertory of Kyrie chants.   
The two Parisian manuscripts Pa 14819 and Rou 249 both contain an older and a 
newer part. The old part in Pa 14819 is dated twelfth century while the newer part is 
dated thirteenth century. In Rou 249 the parts are dated twelfth and fourteenth century, 
respectively. Kyrie melodies in their full length are only given in the newer parts in both 
manuscripts. Only the full length Kyries of the newer parts in these manuscripts are 
referred to in the catalogues of Hiley and Melnicki and this explain the younger dating 
for Kyries from these manuscripts in the two catalogues.  
The twelfth century parts of the two manuscripts do, however, transmit incipits 
for Kyries. The Kyries indicated are relatively small in number, seven in Pa 14819 and 
ten in Rou 249, but they are repeated frequently throughout. Since the two manuscripts 
are Parisian, they both transmit Kyrie 210142 in their corpus of melodies together with 
                                                           
142 Kyrie 210 was little sung outside of Paris and seems to have originated here. See Margareta Melnicki 
(1955), 118, and David Hiley: ”Rouen, Bibliothèque Municipale, MS 249 (A. 280) and the Early Paris 
Repertory of Ordinary of Mass Chants and Sequences” Music and Letters 70 (1989), 469.  
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Kyries that are more widespread in the northern French repertory: 16, 18, 47, 144, 151, 
217 (Pa 14819 and Rou 249) and 48, 57, 68 (Rou 249). To show the full content of the 
two manuscripts, I have inventoried them throughout in Appendix I under “Inventory of 
Kyrie Repertories in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 
and Rouen 249”. 
The manuscript Pa 17328, also from Paris, transmits only three Kyries: Kyrie 7, 
16 and 155. Pa 17328 is the earliest northern French concordance for Kyrie 7, which is 
in France otherwise transmitted in thirteenth century manuscripts or later, mainly from 
Paris.143 The melody does, however, have a number of manuscript concordances in 
other geographical areas.144 
The Compiègne manuscript Pa 17318 is dated fourteenth century in Melnicki’s 
catalogue and twelfth century in Le graduel romain II. Lately Anne Walters Robertson 
also dates this manuscript to the twelfth century. The manuscript gives ten Kyrie 
melodies, two of them new to the northern French repertory: Kyries 50 and 96. Kyrie 50 
is otherwise notated only in thirteenth and fourteenth century sources from Paris and 
Compiègne (PaG 1259, Pa 1107, Pa 17321, Pa 16828) and as an addition to the even 
later source Dou 124 (Anchin, XV/XVI). Kyrie 96 is notated in the same Paris and 
Compiègne manuscripts, but according to Melnicki this melody has the most 
concordances in German manuscripts and it also has concordances in Italian and eastern 
manuscripts.145  
The manuscript Pa 833 gives eight Kyries that are already well known in the 
northern French transmission: Kyries 16, 18, 39, 48, 58, 61, 68 and 217.  
The manuscripts Pa 14819, Rou 249, Pa 17328 and Pa 833 transmit Greek-
texted Kyries only while Pa 17318 also gives three melodies, Kyrie 18, 48 and 102, 
with Latin texts. Together the five manuscripts transmit ten of the Kyrie chants shared 
by the northern French and the Aquitanian repertory, four of the Kyries found only in 
the northern French repertory and four melodies that are new to the northern French 
repertory in the twelfth century (see the listing of the melodies below).  
                                                           
143 See Appendix I, 64. 
144 Melnicki (1955), 87. 
145 Melnicki (1955), 103-104. 
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Kyrie 16 and Kyrie 18 are the melodies with the most concordances in the five 
twelfth century manuscripts. The two melodies are widely disseminated in northern 
French manuscripts although they are not part of the earliest transmitted repertory of 
Kyrie chants. Kyrie 55, the melody that had the widest dissemination in the tenth and 
eleventh century, is not entered in these manuscripts. Also, four of the manuscripts 
transmit one or two Kyries that have only this concordance in twelfth century northern 
French manuscripts but that are disseminated more widely in French manuscripts, 
mainly from Paris and Compiégne, from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.146  
The melodic shapes of the Kyries found in the five manuscripts correspond 
closely to melodic shapes found in the eleventh and twelfth century northern French 
transmission of these melodies. Thus transcriptions are not provided for the already 
well-known melodies. However, a list of the melodies concerned together with the 
manuscripts transmitting each melody and the formal shapes of the melody in each 
individual manuscript is given.     
Listing of the Kyrie chants in Pa 833, Pa 14819, Pa 17318, Pa 17328 and  
Rou 249: 
 
10 Kyries common to the northern French and the Aquitanian repertories: 
 
     Melodic form: 
Kyrie 16:  Pa 833   aaa bbb a’a’a’ 
Pa 14819   XII c: incipit only  XIII c: aaa bbb a’a’c  
Pa 17318   aaa bbb a’a’c 
Pa 17328   aaa bbb a’a’c 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb a’a’c  
Kyrie 18:  Pa 833   aaa bbb ccc 
Pa 14819   XII c: incipit only  XIII c: aaa bbb ccc’  
Pa 17318   aaa bbb ccc 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb ccc’  
Kyrie 47:  Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: axa byb czc’  
Kyrie 48:  Pa 833   aaa bbb ccc 
Pa 17318   aaa bbb ccc 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb ccc  
Kyrie 58:  Pa 833   aaa bbb ccc’ 
Pa 17318  aaa bbb aaa’ 
Kyrie 68:  Pa 833   aaa bbb ccc 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb ccc’  
                                                           
146 Kyrie 7, 50, 96 and 210, see Appendix I, 64. 
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Kyrie 102:  Pa 17318  axa bxb cx’c’ 
Kyrie 144:  Pa 14819   XII c: incipit only  XIII c: aaa bbb cca’ 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb cca’  
Kyrie 155:  Pa 17318  axa byb cyd 
Pa 17328  aaa bbb ccd 
Kyrie 217:  Pa 833   aaa bbb aaa’ 
     aaa bbb aaa’ 
Pa 14819   XII c: incipit only XIII c: aaa bbb aaa’ 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb aaa’  
 
4 Kyries found only in the northern French repertory:  
 
Kyrie 39:  Pa 833   aaa bbb ccc 
Kyrie 57:  Pa 14819  XII c: incipit only  XIII c: axa byb czc’ 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: axa byb czc’  
Kyrie 61:  Pa 833   axa byb czc’ 
Pa 17318  axa byb czc’ 
Kyrie 151:  Pa 14819  XII c: incipit only  XIII c: aaa bbb ccc’ 
Pa 17318  aaa bbb ccc’ 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb ccc’  
 
4 Kyries new to the northern French repertory: 
 
Kyrie 7:  Pa 17328  aaa aaa bbb 
Kyrie 50:  Pa 17318  aaa bbb ccc’ 
Kyrie 96:  Pa 17318  aaa bbb ccc’ 
Kyrie 210:  Pa 14819  XII c: incipit only  XIII c: aaa bbb ccc 
Rou 249  XII c: incipit only  XIV c: aaa bbb ccc’  
 
 
 Three of the four Kyries new to the northern French repertory, Kyries 50, 96 and 
210, are notated with the melodic shape aaa bbb ccc/c’.147 Kyrie 50 and Kyrie 96 are 
more elaborate in their melodic shape and give an extended last phrase, c’, while Kyrie 
210 is notated with three identical last phrases in Pa 14819 but with an extended last 
phrase in Rou 249. All three melodies give last part of phrase repetition to some extent 
between their three parts as is common for Group III melodies. The fourth melody, 
Kyrie 7, is notated with the melodic shape aaa aaa bbb.148 The simplistic melodic shape 
                                                           
147 See transcriptions in Appendix II under “Four Kyries Notated in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 
14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249”. 
148 Other sources transmit the melody with repeated pattern aaa aaa aab, see Margareta Melnicki (1955), 
63. In fact, the melodic repetitive phrases 7 and 8 in Kyrie 7 may have been left out in Pa 17328 merely 
due to lack of space (see Pa 17328, fol. 168).  
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is not found for other Kyries in the northern French repertory. Kyrie 7 is however, 
commonly regarded by scholars as a relatively late melody that was deliberately made 
simple for ferial use.149   
The four melodies are in different modes: Kyries 50 and 210 in D-mode, Kyrie 7 
in E-mode and Kyrie 96 in F-mode. All melodies end on their final.  
 The D-mode melodies Kyrie 50 and Kyrie 210 end all their phrases on D. Most 
of their openings are on tones from the primary sonority, D-F-a. The two melodies do 
however, differ from other D-mode melodies in the northern French repertory in that 
their three first phrases open on C and that the melodic line then outlines the secondary 
sonority, C-E-G, all through to the end of the phrases where the melody cadences on the 
final. I have shown that phrases opening on tones outlining the secondary sonority do 
rarely occur in D-mode melodies in this repertory. Two more chants include such 
phrases, Kyrie 185 and Kyrie 205, where the phrases are entered only once or twice and 
not in the very beginning of the melody. The melodies Kyrie 50 and 210 are then 
modally more challenging for the listener and may be examples of more recent 
compositions.  
At this point I would like to draw attention to the fact that the two melodies bear 
close resemblance not only regarding this particular feature of opening a melody in the 
secondary sonority, but in all their melodic phrases. In the transcriptions made from Pa 
17318 (Kyrie 50) and the new part of Pa 14819 (Kyrie 210) the two melodies are close 
to identical.150 The most important differences are found in phrases 1-3: the opening 
interval of a second is followed by a second in Kyrie 50 whilst followed by a third in 
Kyrie 210, and in phrases 4-6: the opening of “Christe” starts F-a in Kyrie 50 and D-a 
in Kyrie 210. The two melodies occur almost only in Paris and Compiégne sources and 
they are never found in the same manuscript. Perhaps then, Kyrie 50 is better seen as a 
variant of Kyrie 210? The two melodies do, however, experience more differences when 
notated in other manuscripts (for instance Kyrie 50 in Dou 124 and Kyrie 210 in Lo 
38723). I therefore continue to see the melodies as two individual Kyries that are 
closely related.   
                                                           
149 David Hiley (1993), 155. 
150 See transcriptions in Appendix II. 
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 The E-mode melody Kyrie 7 is notated in a transposed version in Pa 17328 with 
the final H. E-mode melodies are known to use tones from the secondary sonority more 
frequently than D-mode melodies. Kyrie 7 uses tones from the secondary sonority all 
through phrases 1-6 (or 1-8), focusing on the fourth. Phrases 7-9 (or 9), however, open 
on the fourth and the second but continue up to the fifth, thereafter focusing on the third 
and thus lead the melody to close on the final.  
 Melodies built on F are rare in the northern French repertory before 1200. Kyrie 
96 shows little resemblance to the other F-mode melody, Kyrie 105. Kyrie 96 is 
ornately shaped and gives a more wide melodic range. The melody focuses on the tones 
from the primary sonority over the full octave, C-c, already from the first phrase and 
extends the ambitus to d in phrases 7-9. All phrases open and close on F and the tones 
found at important points are always from the primary sonority, F, a or c/C. 
 The four melodies discussed above are only found in Paris and in the nearby 
situated Compiégne in twelfth century France. Kyrie 210 is already presumed to have 
originated in Paris. Kyrie 50, which is closely related to Kyrie 210 in its melody, is only 
found in Paris and Compiégne manuscripts as well and we may thus suggest a similar 
origin for this melody. If so, both melodies are perhaps not very much older than their 
manuscript entry. According to Margot Fassler, there was no single “Parisian” sequence 
repertory in the tenth and eleventh centuries.151 And David Hiley focuses on the 
beginning of the twelfth century when searching for a Parisian sequence repertory 
before the advent of the new rhymed sequence repertory.152 Thus, Kyries particular to a 
Parisian repertory might have been composed around that time as well. Further, Kyrie 7 
is already known as not belonging to the early repertory of Kyrie chants. And Kyrie 96 
would also appear to be a more recent composition when considering the more 
“modern” F modality on which it is built. Thus, Kyries 7, 50, 96 and 210 are more 
likely new additions to the Kyrie repertory, perhaps in the twelfth century. While Kyries 
50 and 210 seem to have originated in the Paris area, Kyries 7 and 96 might have come 
to France through Paris, from the south (Italy) or the east. 
 The five manuscripts seem to represent twelfth century traditions with regard to 
their Kyrie repertories. I have already suggested that for the northern French Kyrie 
                                                           
151 Margot Fassler (1993), 148-149.  
152 David Hiley (1989), 472-473. 
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repertory, twelfth century traditions mostly equal eleventh century traditions. Above we 
have seen that except for four new melodies that are most likely new to this repertory in 
the twelfth century, the five manuscripts only give concordances for Kyrie chants that 
are already in the northern French repertory. Further, the melodic shape of these 
melodies corresponds to concordances found in other northern French manuscripts from 
the eleventh and twelfth century.  
Regarding the four new Kyries, they are all transmitted with Greek-texted form 
only. It is also interesting to notice that Kyrie 7, which was probably deliberately 
composed in an ancient style, is an E-mode melody: In Chapter 6 we see that the E-and 
the G-mode were the most frequently used modes with the earliest Kyries. None of the 
four melodies are in G-mode but the more “modern” F-mode is used for Kyrie 96 and 
this emphasizes the younger shape of these melodies. Finally, three of the four melodies 
are transmitted in repeated pattern III, which I have shown to be the predominant form 
of Kyrie melodies in northern French manuscripts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.  
The manuscripts Pa 833, Pa 14819, Pa 17318, Pa 17328 and Rou 249, add four 
more Kyries with Greek text to the northern French repertory before 1200, which then 
includes a number of 45 chants. Above I have shown that the Kyrie chants transmitted 
in these five manuscripts correspond to the melodies transmitted in other northern 
French manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries and thus further substantiate the 
analytical conclusions already presented in this study.  
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Chapter 4 
The North French and the Aquitanian Kyrie Repertories 
 
 
Kyrie chants are notated and transmitted in a group of early Aquitanian manuscripts that 
are closely related. So close in fact, that they were once believed to have originated at 
the same monastery: the Abbey of St. Martial de Limoges.153 More recent investigations 
have revealed separate traditions within the Aquitanian sources and conclude that 
despite the relations found between sources they should not be considered as 
transmitting melodies in a unified tradition as the homogenous Aquitanian tradition 
consists of equally strong regional variances.154  
The majority of the Aquitanian group of manuscripts is older than the northern 
manuscripts transmitting Kyrie chants, a situation that is probably due mainly to a better 
preservation of manuscripts in the Aquitanian monasteries. A fair amount of early 
northern French manuscripts seem to be simply missing from the corpus of manuscripts 
that have survived up to our time. But what makes the Aquitanian sources so important 
is the legibility of the musical notation. The Aquitanian notation is diastematic and can 
be read with a fair degree of accuracy even in the late tenth century. The oldest 
manuscripts representing the northern French tradition with diastematic notation is not 
found until more than a century later, the earliest being Cai 61, Pa 10508, the two 
Angers manuscripts and the Madrid manuscripts, where Ma 288 and Ma 289 are closely 
related.  
 The fact that the manuscripts transmitting Kyrie chants are older in the 
Aquitanian area does not suggest however, that the melodies originated here. On the 
contrary, it seems that also for this repertory, the origin is to be found mainly in the 
north. Wulf Arlt has already showed such a pattern of dissemination for tropes to the 
chants of the Proper, where the melodies were in use in the north some time before they 
were transmitted south.155 Such a scenario is supported when knowing that the oldest 
                                                           
153 David Bjork (1977) I, 14. 
154 Alicia Mee Doyle: The Repertory of Tropes in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, fonds Latin 1118: A 
Comparative Study of Tenth Century Aquitanian Concordances and Transmission (Ph.D. diss., University 
of California, 2000), 288. 
155 Wulf Arlt (1993), 13-93.  
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records of Kyrie chants are found in the supplement section (ff.-78v-90v) of the 
Aquitanian Pa 1240, a manuscript that is known to have been musically influenced and 
also partly notated by northern scribes. John Emerson suggests that the section in 
question was copied from other sources as a repository of useful chants by a group of 
student scribes in the period between 936 and 942.156   
 David Bjork’s investigations into the Aquitanian Kyrie repertory have lead to a 
more intimate knowledge of individual Kyrie chants and have shed light on many of the 
interesting characteristics for melodies found in this repertory. In Chapters 1-3 I have 
expanded upon and commented on this more general knowledge by my investigations 
into the melodic and formal characteristics for Kyrie melodies of the northern French 
Kyrie repertory. 
  In this part of the thesis I will, however, use Bjork’s material as well as his 
results for a more specific purpose. I am going to compare the characteristics for Kyrie 
melodies in the two regional repertories, the northern French and the Aquitanian, to 
detect what differences and what similarities can be found between them. As I have 
already discussed, Bjork’s methodological approach diverts somewhat from what I have 
found purposeful for these investigations. A problem arises in particular regarding the 
transcriptions where Bjork for each melody strived to construct an ideal version built on 
his reading of the available sources.157  
However, the ideal melodic versions constructed by Bjork mostly do not divert 
far from the manuscript versions on which they are based. In fact, according to Bjork’s 
apparatus of variants for each melody, the ideal melodic versions presented in his 
transcriptions are often identical or near identical to the melodic versions found in the 
manuscript concerned. Also, the melodic versions entered as transcriptions are seen as 
representative for each Kyrie melody by Bjork, the one person who knows this 
repertory intimately. I have therefore chosen to use the transcriptions that are printed in 
the dissertation for the 19 melodies in the Aquitanian repertory that are not entered in 
the northern French repertory. The melodies constitute a peripheral part of my work and 
                                                           
156 John Emerson (1993), 209. For a detailed scenario see also p. 198.  
157 The melodies are presented according to traditional text edition, a method that has since then been 
abandoned for the editing of medieval melodies, see the Richard Crocker’s Preface in David Bjork 
(2003), ix. For a discussion of the method see also Wulf Arlt, Ein Festoffiziums der Mittelalter aus 
Beauvais in seiner liturgischen und musikalischen Bedeutung (Köln, 1970), ix-xiv.  
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will not be analysed beyond their general formal and modal characteristics. My interest 
in these melodies is solely based on the information they convey as a group of 
Aquitanian items.  
The 18 melodies that are entered in both the northern French and the Aquitanian 
repertory will be investigated more thoroughly in their Aquitanian form to be properly 
compared to their northern relatives. I will therefore make my own transcriptions of 
these melodies from the same manuscripts that were chosen by Bjork.158 Because of his 
extensive knowledge of the Aquitanian Kyrie melodies, the manuscripts and their 
notation, I will rely on his resolutions for a melody whenever in doubt concerning 
opening notes as well as melodic details in general.  
  Bjork does approach the Aquitanian melodies slightly different from the 
approach I have chosen for the northern melodies, mainly because his goal was different 
to mine but also partly because of a difference in method. Bjork wanted to explore the 
Aquitanian repertory of Kyrie melodies by investigating its melodies in detail and 
thereby also transmit information about the Kyrie repertory in general. His 
investigations thus to a large extent focus inwards on particulars for the individual items 
that together constitute a regional repertory while my focus is more on the regional 
repertories as groups to be compared in a wider context. For Bjork a more subtle goal 
was also to achieve recognition for the melodies of the Kyrie chant as interesting and 
musically valuable compositions. One approach taken to achieve this is to draw 
attention to the multitude of small motives that are repeated throughout a Kyrie melody 
and show that Kyrie melodies are built on tiny motives that recur throughout as building 
blocks that together constitute the melody and thus are musical compositions of value 
also according to modern standards. The approach is influenced by the modern, more 
architectural concept of musical compositions as structura. As already discussed in Part 
I, my approach is influenced by the medieval concept of musical compositions as 
processus and thus I am looking for other musical features to describe how such 
melodies are composed.   
The results I have presented for the northern repertory are then not directly 
comparable to Bjork’s results for the Aquitanian repertory and I need to adjust his 
                                                           
158 The transcriptions are found in Appendix IV. 
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analyses and results to my approach for the northern repertory to make them 
comparable sizes.  
 
 
 
The Aquitanian Kyrie Repertory 
The Aquitanian repertory is close to the northern one in number as it consists of 37 
different Kyrie melodies while the northern repertory consists of 41 melodies. Even 
though the northern repertory is extracted from manuscripts from the eleventh and 
twelfth century while the Aquitanian is extracted from manuscripts from the tenth and 
eleventh century, the repertories are similar in size.   
The investigations into the northern repertory have focused on three categories: 
modality, form and formal variants. With regard to modality, the Aquitanian repertory 
matches the northern one quite well as we see in Table 4 where both repertories show a 
clear preference for the D- and the G-mode.   
 
 
Table 4 
  Northern melodies159 Aquitanian melodies160 
D-mode:  12   14 
G-mode: 14   13 
E-mode: 9   9  
F-mode: 1   1  
 
 
 
Bjork has not investigated the question of a melody’s different formal outlines. 
Moreover, he did not present information about the formal outline for each individual 
Aquitanian melody. I have therefore collected this information for the full Aquitanian 
Kyrie repertory from the transcriptions and the apparatus of variants found in Volume II 
                                                           
159 36 melodies are given in pitch specific notation while the last 5 melodies are given in neumatic 
notation only. 
160 David Bjork (1977) I, 94 and 340. 
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of his dissertation161 (Table 5). For the Aquitanian repertory I do not focus on minor 
variations in the repeated patterns, at this point.     
 
 
Table 5 
Repeated pattern II (aaa bbb aaa) 
Kyrie 58, 217 – 103, 225 
 
Repeated pattern III (aaa bbb ccc) 
Kyrie 16, 18, 68, 124, 144, 162, 185, – 135, 162b, 194  
 
Repeated pattern IV (axa byb czc)    
Kyrie 24, 47, 48, 55, 68, 70, 102, 124, 142, 155, 161, 185 – 19, 35, 36, 42a, 43, 46a, 64, 94, 
102a, 162a, 162b, 182, 191, 198, 216 
 
Variant forms  
axa bbb ccc’: 68  
axa byb axa’, axa bxb ax’a’: 217 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6 
Kyrie 68:  axa byb czc' (main transmission) 
  aaa bbb ccc’ in Pa 1084 (add.) and Pa 1135 
  axa bbb ccc’ in Pa 1134 
 
Kyrie 124:  axa byb czc' (main transmission) 
  aaa bbb ccc’ in Pa 1240  
 
Kyrie 162b:  aaa bbb ccc’ in Pa 1084    
  axa byb czc’ in Apt 17  
 
Kyrie 185:  axa byb czc' (main transmission) 
  aaa bbb ccc in Pa 1118  
 aaa bbb ccc’ in Pa 1135 (add.) 
 
Kyrie 217:  aaa bbb aaa’ in Pa 887, 1119, 1135   
  axa byb axa’ in Pa 1120, 903 
  axa bxb ax’a’ in Pa 1871 (add.) 
 
 
 
                                                           
161 David Bjork (1977) II, 1-412. 
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The Kyrie melodies in the Aquitanian repertory seem to be more homogeneous 
than the northern ones regarding the melodies’ formal outline as fewer melodies are 
recorded with formal variants. Three melodies, Kyrie 124, 162b and 185, are recorded 
in repeated pattern III and IV. Kyrie 124 and 185 both have the melodic version in 
repeated pattern IV as their main transmission while Kyrie 162b only has one 
manuscript concordance for each of its versions. Kyrie 217 has from one to three 
manuscript concordances for each version. Kyrie 68, while its main transmission are in 
the formal outline of pattern IV, is also transmitted in two manuscripts in the aaa bbb 
ccc’-version and in one manuscript in the variant form axa bbb ccc’ (Table 6).                    
Table 5 shows that in the Aquitanian repertory we find a melodic preference for 
the formal outline of repeated pattern IV that is quite stunning compared to the northern 
repertory. 28 of the 37 melodies in the repertory are transmitted in this form or a form 
just as complex (Kyrie 217). Five of the melodies are notated in a different repeated 
pattern as well, but 23 of the melodies are recorded only in pattern IV in the Aquitanian 
manuscripts. Ten of the melodies are recorded in pattern III, six in this pattern only, and 
four in pattern II. In the northern repertory repeated pattern III is the dominating with 22 
melodies compared to 18 melodies in repeated pattern IV and seven in pattern II (see 
Table 3).  
The obvious preference for more complex melodic patterns in the Aquitanian 
repertory is shown clearly by six melodies common also to the northern repertory: Kyrie 
16 and 162 are transmitted in repeated pattern II in the northern manuscripts, while in 
pattern III in the Aquitanian sources. Kyrie 217 is transmitted in pattern II only in the 
north while in both pattern II as well as the more complex pattern axa byb axa’ in 
Aquitaine. Furthermore, Kyrie 24, 48 and 68 are transmitted in repeated pattern III in 
the north, but in pattern IV in Aquitaine. The differences found between the two 
repertories suggest a new approach to the question of the Kyrie melodies’ development 
and their pattern of transmission in the west.  
The nature of the differences found between melodies assigned to different 
groups has already been discussed in Chapter 3: usually, only the opening of a phrase 
was changed and given a contrasted or varied melodic form from its surrounding 
phrases, in order to achieve a more complex melodic outline. Thus, the axa byb czc-
form should most probably be seen as originating from an aaa bbb aaa or an aaa bbb 
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ccc-form, due to the nature of these differences. In maintaining this conviction, we are 
here presented with material suggesting that several of the Kyrie melodies were 
redacted into a more complex form, in particular the axa byb czc-pattern, in the 
Aquitanian area, perhaps in the tenth century.162  
 
 
 
Melodies Common to the North French and the Aquitanian Repertories             
The common repertory of Kyrie melodies between northern France and Aquitaine 
consists of 18 melodies. The majority of these 18 melodies is not confined to this area 
but is found in manuscripts from most over Europe. Bjork investigated the 
dissemination of these and other Kyrie melodies in tenth and eleventh century 
manuscripts from both the east and the west.163 I enter his findings for each of the 18 
melodies below to give an overview of the continental dissemination and to nuance my 
findings for the dissemination of the melodies in the northern and the Aquitanian 
manuscripts used in the present investigation.  
Since I include manuscripts up to ca 1200 for the northern repertory, the number 
of manuscripts and thereby also the number of possible concordances for each melody 
is more extensive for this repertory with 31164 manuscripts compared to the 22 tenth and 
eleventh century Aquitanian manuscripts investigated by Bjork. The number of 
concordances for the melodies in the two repertories should therefore not be directly 
compared but can only be seen to give an approximate idea of the distribution of each 
individual melody in the two areas. 
Several of the 18 melodies have an identical or very similar melodic outline 
where the minor divergences found between manuscript transmissions do no more 
diverge between northern French and Aquitanian versions of the melody than between 
versions transmitted in the same region. The melodies thus concerned will not be further 
analysed at this point and we will in the following focus more closely on the melodies 
                                                           
162 That such a redaction took place is highly probable also based on the evidence from other 
investigations. Wulf Arlt (1993), 13-93, has showed that an Aquitanian redaction was performed at the 
time for the Introit trope repertory.  
163 David Bjork, "Early Repertories of the Kyrie Eleison" in Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch (1979/80). 
164 31 manuscripts with musical notation; since PaG 96 only transmits the Kyrie texts the manuscript is 
not included in the present investigation of melodies.  
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that show a variation in the different regional transmissions. Such a variation is found 
for six of the melodies. Kyrie 16, 24, 48, 68, 162 and 217 are transmitted in different 
repeated patterns in northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts.  
 Two of the six melodies concerned are transmitted with different Latin texts in 
the two regions, two melodies are transmitted with Latin text in the north and with 
Greek text only in the south and two melodies are transmitted with the same Latin text 
in both regions. Like in the case of the formal variations found in the northern repertory 
then, the Latin texts do not seem to be the reason for the development of different 
formal versions of a melody in the two regions. All six melodies seem to have been 
changed into a more complex appearance in the Aquitanian transmission. Significant is 
then the fact that we can find no melodic example showing the opposite relation for the 
two repertories: I have found no instance where a Kyrie melody is transmitted in a more 
complex pattern in the north than what is also recorded in Aquitaine. 
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Table 7 
Manuscripts of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries Transmitting Kyrie165 
 
The Earliest Sources Transmitting Kyrie: 
Rhenish 
Lo 19768  Mainz, St Alban     X 3/4 
Pa 9448   Prüm, St Saviour     990-995 
 
 
German and Swiss 
SG 484   St Gall      X 2/4  
SG 381   St Gall      X 2/4 
Ox 27   Heidenheim     XI early 
Ba 5   Reichenau     1001 
Ba 6   Regensburg, St Emmeram    ca 1000 
 
Aquitanian 
Pa 1240   Limoges, St Martial     932-935  
Pa 1084   Aurillac, St Géraud (?)/Limoges, St Martin  XI early 
Pa 1118   Gascogne, Auch (?)/Aurillac (?)   c. 987-996  
Pa 1120   Limoges, St Martial    1000-1031 
Pa 887   Limoges, St Martial (?)/(Aurillac, St Géraud?)  X late/XI early  
 
English 
Cdg 473A  Winchester (pre-conquest layer)   996-1006 
Ox 775   Winchester (pre-conquest layer)   c. 1050 
 
Central French 
PaA 1169  Autun      1005/6-1024 
 
North Italian 
Apt 18    Apt (?)      X/XI early 
Mza 75   Monza      XI 
Mza 76   Monza      X late/(XI early?) 
Vro 107   Mantova     XI early/middle 
 
Eleventh Century Manuscripts Transmitting Kyrie: 
Rhenish 
RoB 359  Besancon      XI 
Pa 10510  Echternach     XI   
Me 452   Metz, St Etienne     XI middle/late 
 
German and Swiss 
Be 11   Minden      1024-1027 
                                                           
165 Manuscripts from David Bjork (1979/80), 13-14 and 34-39. Bjork divides the manuscripts of each 
region into two groups: "The earliest sources for Kyries", which contains manuscripts transmitting tenth 
century traditions, and eleventh century sources. For the northern French and English concordances, I 
have compared Bjork’s findings to the information found in David Hiley’s catalogue (1986). Mostly the 
two correspond, but for the few occurrences where there is a disagreement in the information from the 
two investigations, I will refer to the more recent information published by Hiley. Bjork classifies the 
eleventh century manuscript Pa 1087 as Aquitanian and Lo 13 as English while Hiley includes Pa 1087 in 
his northern French corpus and suggests Normandy as the origin for Lo 13. I thus present the melodies 
from both manuscripts as northern French concordances. Also, I include melodic concordances from an 
eleventh century English manuscript in Hiley’s catalogue that were not included in Bjork’s investigations: 
Du 6 from Canterbury.        
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Mü 14322  Regensburg, St Emmeram    1024-1040  
Mü 14083  Regensburg, St Emmeram    1031-1037 
Ka 15   Regensburg     XI 1/2 
Ka 25   Fritzlar /Seeon     XI 1/2 
SG 376   St Gall      XI early 
SG 378   St Gall      1034-1070 
SG 380   St Gall      c. 1054 
SG 382   St Gall      XI early 
Mü 27130  Ottobeuren     XI late 
Wi 1845  Seeon      XI middle/2/2 
Zü 97   St Gall (?)     XI 
 
Aquitanian 
Pa 1137   Limoges, St Martial/St Martin   XI middle 
Pa 1119   Limoges, St Martial    c. 1030 
Pa 1871   Moissac, St Pierre    XI middle/late  
Wo 79   Limoges, St Martial    XI 1/2    
Apt 17   Apt      c. 1050   
Pa 1133   Limoges, St Martial    XI late/XII early 
Pa 1134   Limoges, St Martial (?)    XI 
Pa 1135   Limoges, St Martial (?)    XI 
Pa 1136   Limoges (?)     XI middle 
Pa 779   Arles (?)/ Limoges, St Martial (?)   XI middle/late 
Pa 903   St Yrieix     XI middle/late 
Pa 1177   Moissac (?)/ Toulouse (?)    XI late/XII early 
Pa 1132   Limoges, St Martial    XI late  
Pa 1139   Limoges, St Martial    XI late 
 
Spanish 
Vic 105   Vic      XI late/XII early 
MaA 51   San Millán de la Cogolla    XI late/XII early 
Pa 495   Gerona      XII 
Hu 4   San Juan de la Peña    XII early 
 
North French 
Pa 1087   Cluny      XI 3/4    
Pa 9449   Nevers, St Cyr     1059-1060 
Pa 1235   Nevers, St Cyr     XII 
An 97   Angers, St Aubin     XII 1/2 
Pa 13252  Paris, St Magloire    XI middle/late 
Pa 9436   St Denis      XI 
Cai 75   Arras, St Vaast     XI 
Cai 78   Cambrai      XI late 
Cai 60   Cambrai      XI late/XII early 
Cai 61   Lille, St Peter     XI late/XII early 
Pa 10508  Normandy, St Evroult    XII early 
Ma 289   Palermo, Capella Palatina    c. 1140 
Lo 13   Normandy (?)/London (?)    XI late 
 
English 
Ox 775B  Winchester (post-Conquest layer)   XI/XII 
Du 6   Canterbury, and later Durham cathedral  XI late/XII early  
 
Italian 
RoA 123  Bologna (?)     XI   
Ivr 60   Pavia (?)     XI late/XII early 
Ox 222   Novalesa      XI 
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To 20   Bobbio      XI middle/late 
To 18   Bobbio      XII 
RoC 1741  Nonantola     XI late 
RoN 1343  Nonantola     XI middle/late 
Bo 2824   Nonantola      XI late/XII early 
Vol 39   Volterra      XI/XII 
RoV 52   Norcia, St Eustazio    XI late 
Vce 146   Vercelli      XI middle 
Vce 161   Vercelli      XI middle/late 
Vce 162   Vercelli      XII early/middle 
Vce 186   Balerna      XI late/XII early 
Mod 7   Forlimpopoli     XI middle/late 
Pst 121   Pistoia       XII middle 
Ben 34   Benevento     XII early/middle 
Ben 35   Benevento     XII early 
Pad 47   Pomposa/Ravenna    XII early 
Vat 602   Montecassino     XI late 
GeB 74   Rome, St Cecilia di Trastevere   1071 
Vat 5319  Rome, St Peter     XI/XII  
 
 
 
Dissemination and Formal Characteristics  
Kyrie 16  
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 16:166 
North French: 15167/31168 
Aquitanian: 1 (+2)169/22   
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 16:170 
Rhenish, German/Swiss, English171: none 
Aquitanian:  0172 + 1173: * + Pa 1139 
Spanish:  0 + 2: * + MaA 51, Hu 4 
                                                           
166 As extracted from the two repertories designated by myself and by David Bjork in his doctoral 
dissertation (1977) II.  
167 Number of concordances for the melody in the region. 
168 The total number of regional manuscripts for comparison. 
169 The number in brackets represents concordances for this melody that are entered as later additions 
(twelfth or thirteenth century) in the Aquitanian manuscripts. 
170 See Table 7 for the collection of manuscripts consulted. 
171 Bjork’s tables include Kyrie 16 in Ox 775b but this is not correct. See also David Hiley (1986) I, 36. 
172 Number of concordances for the melody in the early manuscripts transmitting tenth century traditions. 
The manuscripts are marked in bold. 
173 Number of concordances for the melody in eleventh century manuscripts. 
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North French:  0 + 7: * + Pa 9449, An 97, Cai 78, Cai 60, Cai 61, Pa 10508, Ma 289 
Italian:  0 + 2: * + To 18, Vat 602 
 
Kyrie 16 is not entered in the earliest sources but reaches most areas in the west during 
the eleventh century. Only one entry is found in the eleventh century Aquitanian 
repertory, together with two twelfth century additions to the repertory. The northern 
repertory displays a total of 15 manuscript concordances throughout the twelfth century 
for this melody.       
Kyrie 16 was transmitted in a different repeated pattern in Aquitaine (pattern III) 
than in northern France (pattern II). In the northern version I have described a melodic 
curve that more or less follows the melodic outline of Group II-melodies in general 
where a melodically extended and more intensive Christe-part forms a contrast to the 
surrounding Kyrie-parts and where the last part of the melodic line is repeated between 
contrasting phrases. The Aquitanian version also follows such a development for its 
melody and is thus closely related to the Group II-melodies in its melodic outline 
despite its categorization as a Group III-melody and the more obvious differences 
between phrases 1-3 and 7-8.   
At this point we should be aware that phrases 7-8 are not perfectly identical to 
phrases1-3 even in the northern versions. The differences are here, however, details that 
do not really interfere with our perception of the melodic line: the opening motive is 
repeated, one note (G) is added for the melodic motive over flamen utrorumque and 
e(leison) open on E instead of on F (see phrases 1 and 7 from Ma 289 in Appendix III).  
When the variations for phrases 7-8 are compared to the corresponding place in 
the other northern transmissions of this melody we see that the inserted note G is 
always present while the tones for the cadence vary somewhat between manuscripts. 
More interesting is the opening motive of phrases 7-8 that has been notated in three 
distinct variations where the repetitive version found in Ma 289 is the most elaborate. 
The majority of the manuscripts transmit the same opening but with a less elaborate 
continuation. Then there is a third variation that keeps a strictly syllabic style and thus 
gives a different impression although the melodic motive is basically the same as in the 
other two openings (Example 29). As the opening of phrases 1-3 is identical in all 
northern manuscripts, the third opening, although closely related to and clearly diverted 
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from the corresponding two openings, creates a more audible difference between the 
melody’s first phrases and phrases 7-8.    
 
Example 29 
Kyrie 16, phrase 7 
 
 
 The Aquitanian version found in Pa 1139 varies from the northern one at some 
particular points. Phrases 1-3 are more elaborate in their melodic outline and the text is 
presented in a neumatic style when compared to the northern versions. In phrases 4-6 
the Aquitanian version includes one, slightly awkward, leap of a fourth up and then a 
third down, G-d-a, in the middle of the melodic line. The northern versions all have 
what seems to be a smoother solution where the melodic line moves in sequences 
downwards to enter the notes a-G-a or b-G-a at the corresponding place. On the other 
hand, phrases 4-6 in all versions open with a leap of a fifth or a fourth, G-d or a-d, and 
thus such leaps can also be seen as a natural part of this melody. The leap does, 
however, to some extent distort the near identical repetition between the last parts of 
contrasting phrases found for this melody in its northern versions.  
 For the phrases 7-8 the Aquitanian version chooses a different solution for the 
opening than its northern counterparts. Instead of opening the phrases with a repeat of 
the opening of phrases 1-3, the Aquitanian version opens with an imitation of the 
motive that opens the last part of the melodic lines and that is in common for all phrases 
in Kyrie 16. The opening in the Aquitanian version is then not really connected to the 
opening of the melody’s three first phrases while the northern openings are.  
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Thus there seems to be a difference in the conception of the melody between the 
northern transmission and the Aquitanian one. It is important to recognize this 
difference in conception although the melodic variations resulting from it are not 
spectacular and do not really alter the basic melodic outline. In its Aquitanian version 
the melody still retains the outline of the lower registered phrases 1-3 and 7-9 that are 
contrasted by the higher registered phrases 4-6. Such a formal shape suggests that the 
melody must at first have been outlined in the aaa bbb aac-pattern found in the northern 
transmissions. The melody might then have been redacted when it was entered in the 
Aquitanian repertory, after the principle of creating a subtle yet unmistakably variation 
to a melody that was beforehand heavily designated by melodic repetitions throughout.  
 
 
Kyrie 18 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 18:  
North French: 22/31 
Aquitanian: 10/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 18:  
German/Swiss: none 
Rhenish:  0 +1: * + Pa 10510     
Aquitanian:  1 + 9: Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1871, Pa 1133, Pa 1134, Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 903,  
Pa 1177, Pa 1139 
Spanish:  0 + 4: * + Vic 105, MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 12: * + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60,  
Cai 61, Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13 
English:  0 + 2: * + Ox 775b, DRu 6 
Italian:  0 + 4: * + To 18, Vce 146, Ben 34, Vat 602 
 
Kyrie 18 is found first in an Aquitanian manuscript from the end of the tenth century, Pa 
887. Like Kyrie 16, the melody spread mainly in the west in the early period but was 
later also included in eastern repertories. The melody is transmitted in the same repeated 
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pattern in the northern and the Aquitanian repertory and has a more or less identical 
melodic outline in the two repertories.     
 The transmission of this melody in the west proves to be quite uniform except 
for in the shape of the very last phrase which varies in length and also in organisation, 
between manuscripts. Such variations are not unusual for the last phrase in a Kyrie 
melody and have already been described in the chapter on a’ and c’. The variations 
found in this part of the melody do concern both the northern and the Aquitanian 
transmissions equally. Significant for the melody in both transmissions is the modally 
somewhat awkward cadence on a for the last three phrases. However, in two Aquitainan 
manuscripts, Pa 903 and Pa 1139, the end of the melody is changed to close on the final 
instead of on the upper fifth, which might be seen as an attempt to "normalise" the 
melody with regard to the its modal behaviour. The alternate cadence is not found for 
Kyrie 18 in the northern manuscripts and thus seems to have been the result of a 
creative impulse in Aquitaine.   
 
 
Kyrie 24 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 24:  
North French: 16/31 
Aquitanian: 2/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 24: 
Rhenish, Spanish, Italian: none 
German/Swiss:0 + 1: * + Mü 14322 
Aquitanian:   1 + 1174: Pa 887 + Pa 1120 
North French:  0 + 11: * + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60,  
Cai 61, Pa 10508, Ma 289 
English:  2 + 1: Cdg 473, Ox 775a + Du 6  
 
                                                           
174 The Kyrie chant is a late eleventh century addition to the tenth century manuscript Pa 1120 and is 
therefore difficult to place in Bjork’s Tables. Still, the entry is an eleventh century concordance and 
therefore counted here. 
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Kyrie 24 is transmitted in early sources from both England and Aquitaine. The melody 
is also entered in eleventh century sources in the eastern repertory. In spite of its early 
inclusion in the Aquitanian repertory the melody did not become frequent in this area. It 
is only entered in one more Aquitanian manuscript, as a late eleventh century addition 
to Pa 1120. In northern France the melody achieved a more frequent transmission and it 
is transmitted in 16 manuscripts up to the twelfth century from this area. 
 The northern transmission of this melody is very stable concerning the melodic 
form and all manuscript transmissions give the melody in repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc. 
Despite its scarce appearances in the south, the Aquitanian version of Kyrie 24 still 
presents a different melodic outline from the quite conformist northern transmission. 
The two different melodic versions are transmitted with different Latin texts. The 
northern version is transmitted with three Latin texts, Puerorum caterva, Kyrie rex 
benigne and Kyrie rex splendens and the Aquitanian version is transmitted with yet 
another, Kyrri urbs caelestis. All four texts are of different length but the Aquitanian 
text is considerably shorter than the three northern ones and the melodic lines of this 
version is therefore designated to a high degree by neumatic movements throughout 
while the northern versions are transmitted in a more or less syllabic style. Such 
occurrences are not unusual in the Kyrie repertory and will be further discussed in the 
chapter on the Latin Kyrie texts, below.    
In the northern manuscripts the melody is recorded in repeated pattern III while 
the Aquitanian version displays a more complex pattern and is thus assigned to pattern 
IV. The Aquitanian version shares with its northern relative the feature of having a 
closely related last part for each melodic line throughout the melody. For Kyrie 24 the 
related part was shown to be quite extensive in the northern version as more than half of 
each phrase was in common for the contrasting phrases. The nine melodic phrases are 
closely tied together by this means and a strong sense of coherence for the melody is 
thus achieved. Although the feature is present in the Aquitanian version it is not used to 
the same extent in all single instances, as we will see in the following.  
Phrases 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9 are closely connected to their northern relatives. 
Phrases 2, 4 and 8 are the phrases that are further differentiated in the Aquitanian 
melodic version. None of these phrases provide a direct contrast to their surrounding 
ones. Instead they move at times melodically quite close to their surrounding phrases 
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while providing smaller variations in the melodic outline. For phrases 2 and 8 the 
opening tones are identical or near identical to the opening tones of the surrounding 
phrases while phrase 5 opens with the same melodic movement as its surrounding 
phrases, only a third lower.  
The further melodic movements display differences throughout though, and the 
variation from the surrounding phrases is also visible in the last part of these three 
phrases. At this point we find more of an imitation than an exact repetition of the 
melodic line from the corresponding place in all surrounding phrases. In particular 
phrase 5 diverts from the common melodic movement familiar also from the northern 
transmission (Example 30). Phrases 2 and 8 correspond more closely in their melodic 
shaping but still perform more individual versions of the common theme than that 
which is heard in the other phrases. While the last part of phrases 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 is 
practically identical, the last parts of phrases 2, 5 and 8 are merely related in their 
melodic movements to the corresponding places in the contrasting phrases. The three 
contrasting phrases developed in the Aquitanian version in this way further remove the 
melody from the highly repeated form otherwise found for Kyrie 24.      
  
Example 30 
Kyrie 24, phrase 1 and 2 (from Pa 887) 
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Kyrie 24, phrase 4 and 5 (from Pa 887) 
 
  
     
Kyrie 47 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 47:  
North French: 17/31 
Aquitanian: 14/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 47: 
Rhenish:  2 + 2: Lo 19768, Pa 9448 + Pa 10510, Me 452 
German/Swiss:0 + 5: * + Be 11, Mü 14322, Mü 14083, Mü 27130, Wi 1845 
Aquitanian:  5 + 8: Pa 1240, Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1871,  
Apt 17, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177, Pa 1132 
Spanish:  0 + 4: * + Vic 105, MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 10: * + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 60, Pa 10508,  
Ma 289, Lo 13 
English:  0 + 2: * + Ox 775b, Du 6 
Italian:  2 + 12: Apt 18, Vro 107 + RoA 123, Ivr 60, Ox 222, To 18, RoC 1741, RoN 1343,  
Bo 2824, RoV 52, Vce 161, Vce 162, Pst 121, Ben 34 
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Kyrie 47 was distributed quite widely at an early time. The melody is not only found in 
several Aquitanian manuscripts before or around the year 1000 but in the earliest 
English, Italian and Rhenish manuscripts as well. The early transmission did not, 
however, reach far into the eastern area as the melody entered German/Swiss 
manuscripts only in the eleventh century. The melody obviously became popular in the 
west with 17 and 14 manuscript concordances respectively, in northern France and 
Aquitaine. 
 Kyrie 47 has been notated in northern French manuscripts with a multitude of 
melodic variants, which were all described and analysed in Chapter 3. In comparison to 
the northern transmission, the Aquitanian transmission is unexpectedly stable. All 
Aquitanian manuscripts transmit the melody in repeated pattern axa byb czc’. The 
northern and the Aquitanian transmissions following this pattern are otherwise closely 
related and only display minor differences between the two regions as well as between 
manuscripts inside each region. Significant for Kyrie 47 is that all versions of this 
melody have a close relationship between the second half of each of their nine phrases.  
  
 
Kyrie 48 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 48:  
North French: 17/31 
Aquitanian: 1/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 48: 
Rhenish:  0 + 2: * + Pa 10510, Me 452 
German/Swiss:0 + 4: * + Mü 14322, Mü 14083, Mü 27130, Wi 1845 
Aquitanian:  0 + 1: * + Apt 17 
Spanish:  0 + 2: * + Vic 105, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 10: * + Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60, Cai 61,  
Pa 10508, Ma 289 
English:  2 + 2: Cdg 473, Ox 775a + Ox 775b, Du 6 
Italian:  0 + 1: * + Vat 602   
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Kyrie 48 is recorded in the earliest sources from England and soon became frequent in 
the northwestern repertory. The melody was disseminated into the south and the east as 
well but only in the eleventh century and the concordances in the regions at the time are 
few. In comparison the northern transmission is extensive with 10 concordances in the 
eleventh century and 7 more in the twelfth. Only one concordance is found for Kyrie 48 
in Aquitaine.  
 The northern transmission of this melody is formally quite uniform. All 
manuscripts present the melody in an aaa bbb ccc-pattern where large parts of the 
melodic line for the different phrases are identical. Kyrie 48 is perhaps the Kyrie 
melody in the northern repertory that uses the feature of identical phrase endings for 
contrasting phrases in its most extensive form, which is shown in the analyses in 
Chapter 2.   
The sole Aquitanian manuscript transmitting this Kyrie displays a melody 
somewhat removed from the repetitive form that achieved such popularity in the north. 
The Aquitanian version is transmitted in repeated pattern axa byb czc and with Greek 
text only, while most northern transmissions give the melody with Latin text Kyrie fons 
bonitatis. The Greek-texted northern French version does correspond closely also in 
length to the Latin-texted version. I will, however, collate the Greek-texted Aquitanian 
version to the Greek-texted version from Pa 1235 (see Appendices II and IV).  
 Phrases 1, 3, 7 and 9 are closely related in the northern and the Aquitanian 
version. Phrases 4 and 6 are also melodically related between the regions but the 
Aquitanian version is here somewhat shorter than the northern one. Melodic motives 
consisting of 19 tones in the northern version are compressed into one melodic motive 
of seven notes in the Aquitanian version. Parts of the melodic line that is thus 
compressed consist of melodic repetitions of the opening motive and this may be one 
reason why it is shortened in the Aquitanian version. Also, the part of the melodic line 
common to phrases 1, 3, 7 and 9 is accordingly shortened for phrases 4 and 6.     
 In the Aquitanian version, phrases 2, 5 and 8 are thoroughly changed from those 
of the northern transmission. The phrases are composed to contrast their surrounding 
phrases and they contain a high degree of new material in more than half of each 
melodic line. All three contrasting phrases move in a lower register than their 
surrounding phrases at this point. At the end, however, the lines develop into melodic 
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motives common to all nine phrases. The length of the common motives is by now 
somewhat reduced compared to the extensive length found in the northern transmission. 
This is another striking result of the changes found in the Aquitanian version. For this 
melody then, not only is the opening of the middle phrases changed to make them 
contrast the surrounding phrases. The composer has also deliberately shortened the b-
phrases so as to avoid repetition and thereby distorted a part of the melodic line that in 
the northern transmission is closely related for all nine phrases.  
 The changes performed in phrases 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8 then are quite extensive and 
create almost a new melody with regard to the repetitive qualities of Kyrie 48. In its 
Aquitanian version the Kyrie is no longer signified by the extremely close connection 
between the phrases throughout. Kyrie 48 is here transformed into a melody with a high 
degree of inner contrasts and variations. Thus I find it to be an excellent example for 
showing the criteria for the redaction of Kyrie melodies that seems to have taken place 
in Aquitaine in the tenth century.     
 
 
Kyrie 55 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 55:  
North French: 20/31 
Aquitanian: 17/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 55: 
Rhenish:  2 + 2: Lo 19768, Pa 9448 + Pa 10510, Me 452 
German/Swiss:5 + 10: SG 484, SG 381, Ox 27, Ba 5, Ba 6 + Be 11, Mü 14322, Mü 14083, Ka 15,  
SG 376, SG 378, SG 380, Mü 27130, Wi 1845, Zü 97 
Aquitanian:  5 + 12: Pa 1240, Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 +  Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1871,  
Apt 17,  Pa 1133, Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 1137, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177,  
Pa 1132 
Spanish:  0 + 3: * + Ma 51, Pa 495, Hu 4  
North French:  1 + 12: PaA 1169 + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78,  
Cai 60,  Cai 61, Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13 
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English:  2 + 1: Cdg 473, Ox 775a + Ox 775b 
Italian:  4 + 16: Apt 18, Mza 75, Mza 76, Vro 107 + RoA 123, Ivr 60, Ox 222, To 20, To 18,  
RoC 1741, RoN 1343, Vol 39, RoV 52, Vce 146, Vce 161, Vce 162, Vce 186, 
Mod 7,  Pst 121, Pad 47 
 
Kyrie 55 is the Kyrie chant that achieved the widest dissemination at an early time. The 
melody has concordances in the earliest manuscripts from all regions, except for in 
Spain. Kyrie 55 is transmitted in repeated pattern IV in northern French and Aquitanian 
manuscripts. A possible relationship to Kyrie 39 has already been discussed and the two 
chants will be discussed further in Chapter 6.   
 
 
Kyrie 58 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 58:  
North French: 5/31 
Aquitanian: 1(+2)/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 48: 
Rhenish, German and Swiss, English, Italian: none 
Aquitanian:  0 + 1: * + Pa 1139 
Spanish:  0 + 1: * + Vic 105 
North French:  0 + 2: * + Cai 78, Cai 60  
 
Kyrie 58 is one of the Kyrie melodies in the common repertory that achieved only a 
limited dissemination during the eleventh century. The melody has but a few 
concordances in western regions in the eleventh century and none in the east. Later 
Kyrie 58 was disseminated also in Italian and German manuscripts. 
 Despite the few concordances found for this melody, Kyrie 58 is transmitted in 
three different repeated patterns only in the northern repertory: aaa bbb aaa’, aaa bbb 
ccc’ and axa byb axa’. The Aquitanian version of Kyrie 58 is recorded in an aaa bbb 
aaa’-pattern, the pattern that is most frequent in the northern transmission. The melody 
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is closely related in the two repertories and the various formal outlines of Kyrie 58 were 
described in Chapter 3.  
In the light of my hypothesis concerning an Aquitanian redaction of northern 
Kyrie melodies into more complex forms, it might seem a bit surprising that for Kyrie 
58 the Aquitanian transmission displays the most simplistic of the repeated patterns 
found for the melody in the north. However, we should note the late entry of this 
melody in Aquitanian manuscripts as it is first recorded in Pa 1139 from the late 
eleventh century. By which time the creative activity in Aquitaine may well have and 
actually most probably had, ceased in intensity.175 The instances found for Kyrie 58 
suggest that of the Kyrie melodies entered in the Aquitanian repertory in the eleventh 
century, fewer were submitted to a melodic redaction. Some melodies were perhaps 
simply copied into the manuscripts and thus retained their original formal outline.  
 
 
Kyrie 68 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 68:  
North French: 19/31 
Aquitanian: 16/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 68: 
Rhenish:   2 + 3: Lo 19768, Pa 9448 + RoB 359, Pa 10510, Me 452  
German/Swiss:2 + 11: Ox 27, Ba 5 + Be 11, Mü 14322, Mü 14083, Ka 15, Ka 25, SG 376, SG 378,  
  SG 380, Mü 27130, Wi 1845, Zü 97   
Aquitanian:  4 + 12: Pa 10 84, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1871, Apt 17,  
Pa 1133, Pa 1134, Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177, Pa 1132 
Spanish:  0 + 4: * + Wi 105, MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 13: * + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Pa 9436, Cai 75, Cai 78,  
Cai 60, Cai 61, Pa 10 508, Ma 289, Lo 13  
English:  2 + 2: Cdg 473, Ox 775a + Ox 775b, Du 6 
                                                           
175 Bjork also notices the increasing number of more simplistic Kyrie melodies entered in the later 
Aquitanian sources although he reaches different conclusions on the basis of this evidence, see David 
Bjork (1977) I, 384. 
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Italian:  3 + 18: Apt 18, Mo 76, Vro 107 + RoA 123, Ivr 60, Ox 222, To 18, RoC 1741,  
RoN 1343, Vol 39, RoV 52, Vce 146, Vce 161, Vce 162, Vce 186, Mod 7,  
Pst 121, Ben 34, Ben 35, Pad 47, Vat 602 
 
Kyrie 68 is entered in early sources from most regions and seems to have become 
increasingly popular during the eleventh century. The melody has more or less the same 
number of concordances as the widely disseminated Kyrie 55 in all regions throughout 
the eleventh century. In the early sources Kyrie 68 appears somewhat less frequently 
though, but the melody is still one of the few Kyries that are entered in the east as well 
as the west before 1000.   
The northern transmission of Kyrie 68 is very stable and all the manuscripts 
present the melody in repeated pattern III. In Aquitaine the main transmission gives the 
melody in repeated pattern IV. Also, for Kyrie 68 the Aquitanian transmission is more 
varied than the northern one and we find melodic variants presenting the melody in an 
axa bbb ccc’(Pa 1134) - as well as an aaa bbb ccc’ (Pa 1084 add., Pa 1135) -pattern. The 
melody is transmitted with different Latin texts in the two repertories. 
The Aquitanian variant transmitted in the aaa bbb ccc’-pattern corresponds 
closely to the northern transmission, except for that phrases 7 and 8 in Pa 1084 have 
been extended to the same length as phrase 9 and thus convey three identical c-phrases 
for the last part. The Pa 1134-version corresponds to the northern version except for in 
phrase 2. Also, the main Aquitanian transmission of this melody in repeated pattern IV 
corresponds closely to the northern transmission for phrases 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9, except 
for the occasional variations in length for phrases 7 and 9 which seems to be due mainly 
to textual variations. Kyrie 68 is transmitted with four different texts in the northern 
French and the Aquitanian repertory, two in the north and two in the south. Also in the 
north we find variations in the length of these phrases as in An 96 phrase 9 is shortened 
to the same length as phrases 7 and 8 for a Greek-texted version of this melody. 
The contrasting phrases 2, 5 and 8 in the Aquitanian version, all move in a lower 
tonal register than their surrounding phrases from the opening on, a development most 
frequently used for these phrases in Group IV-melodies. In the northern transmission 
the last part of phrases 1-6 in Kyrie 68 is identical. The feature is also retained in the 
Aquitanian transmission where phrases 2 and 5, despite contrasting their surrounding 
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phrases from the opening on, still close the melodic line with the identical melodic 
movement used throughout the first six phrases. The last three phrases further develop 
this feature when the contrasting phrase 8 retains part of its surrounding melodic lines 
for the last half of its phrase. Thus a close relationship is achieved also for the last three 
phrases in the Aquitanian version despite the contrasting appearance of the 8th phrase in 
this transmission.      
 
 
Kyrie 70 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 70:  
North French: 10/31 
Aquitanian: 5/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 70: 
Italian: none 
Rhenish:  0 + 3: * + RoB 359, Pa 10510, Me 452  
German/Swiss:0 + 1: * + Ka 15 
Aquitanian:  2 + 3: Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Wo 79 
Spanish:  0 + 1: * + Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 4: * + Pa 13252, Pa 10 508, Ma 289, Lo 13 
English:  0 + 2: * + Ox 775b, Du 6 
 
Kyrie 70 is recorded in early manuscripts from Aquitaine. In the eleventh century the 
melody spread mainly in the regions in the west but it is also found in Rhenish sources 
and has one concordance in the German/Swiss area from the eleventh century, as well. 
In the north the main transmission of the melody is in repeated pattern axa bxb cbc’ but 
the melody is also recorded once in pattern axa bxb ccb as well as in pattern aaa bbb 
ccc. The relationships between the three melodic outlines of this melody were discussed 
in Chapter 3.  
Compared to the northern transmission the Aquitanian transmission is more 
uniform as all manuscripts from this region transmit the melody of Kyrie 70 in the axa 
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bxb cbc’-pattern. The melodic outlining is closely related even though the melody is 
transmitted with different texts in the two regions. To compensate for a longer line of 
text a neume is sometimes separated into a syllabic movement or the melody is simply 
extended by tone repetition (Example 31). 
 
Example 31 
Kyrie 70, phrase 3 from Pa 10508 
  
 
Kyrie 70, phrase 3 from Pa 887 
 
 
 
 
Kyrie 102 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 102:  
North French: 23/31 
Aquitanian: 17/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 102: 
Rhenish, German/Swiss: none  
Aquitanian:  4 + 13: Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1871, Apt 17,  
Pa 1133, Pa 1134, Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177, Pa 1132,  
Pa 1139 
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Spanish:  0 + 3: * + MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4 
North French:  1 + 12: PaA 1169 + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78,  
Cai 60, Cai 61, Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13  
English:  0 + 2: * + Ox 775b, Du 6 
Italian:  1 + 2: Apt 18 + Pst 121, Vat 602 
 
Kyrie 102 is transmitted only in the west in the tenth and eleventh century and also later 
the melody only achieves a few concordances in the east.176 In northern France and 
Aquitaine on the other hand, the melody became popular at an early time. Kyrie 102 is 
recorded in the earliest manuscripts in both regions. 
 The melody is transmitted in repeated pattern IV in northern France as well as in 
Aquitaine and the melodic outline is similar in the two regions although the Aquitanian 
transmission is somewhat more uniform. Melodic variations in the northern 
transmission differ in the length of phrases 7 and 9, probably as a result of the shortened 
Latin text used in some of these recordings. Such a variation is not found in the 
Aquitanian transmission.  
Differences in the melodic outline are, however, found in both transmissions in 
the level of variation between the three middle phrases 2, 5 and 8. The three phrases 
vary from being melodically identical to presenting quite different melodic lines, which 
is reflected in the level of northern variants reported for this melody in Table 3. The 
varying level of relations is reflected also in the Aquitanian transmission although none 
of the Aquitanian recordings convey identical phrases at this point. Furthermore, the 
melodic register of phrases 2, 5 and 8 are employed differently between sources in both 
repertories. Either all three phrases move in the low register, opening and closing on D, 
or one or more of them move a fifth higher, opening and closing on a. For instance, in 
Ma 289 and Pa 1137 all the phrases open and close on D, in Pa 1235 and Pa 1133 
phrase 8 opens and closes on a while in Pa 1118 both phrases 5 and 8 move in the high 
register. The latter version is not found in the diastematic northern sources but it is 
notated in the majority of the Aquitanian manuscripts and most importantly, in the 
earliest of these sources. Bjork thus suggests that this version would be the original on 
the basis of historical and also stylistic reasons. In particular phrase 8 would be better 
                                                           
176 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 105. 
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suited for building a climactic shape together with phrases 7 and 9 for the conclusion of 
this melody, when lying in the higher register.177  
The Norman-Sicilian sources transmit their own version of the last three phrases 
where not only phrase 8 but also phrases 7 and 9 lie in the lower register. Interestingly, 
the first half of phrases 7 and 9 then bear a stunning resemblance to phrases 1 and 3 and 
the melody thus receives more of an ABA-form in the Ma 289- and Ma 19421-version. 
But the result of this melodic maneuver is the same as for the mainly Aquitanian 
version: the three last phrases in both versions are melodically adjusted to each other. 
Maybe the melodic variations found in the Norman-Sicilian and the Aquitanian sources 
are both the results of different approaches towards an attempt to adjust the three last 
phrases to each other tonally? The question indicates a possible origin for this melody 
where all three middle phrases lie in the lower register and this is in fact, the melodic 
version that survives in the majority of the diastematic manuscripts from northern 
France.     
Differences in a melodic detail seem to concern the Aquitanian transmission 
only, namely the use of a three-tone motive or a four-tone motive for the opening and in 
the middle of phrases 1 and 3. At this point the northern transmission is stable in the use 
of four tones while the Aquitanian transmission uses both. The three-tone motive is in 
particular used in the oldest manuscripts and later on the four-tone motive became the 
normal shape also in this repertory. The three-tone motive does still not have to be the 
eldest of the two. Bjork reports different stages in this melodic development and 
describes the erasure of a previous four-tone motive to be replaced by the three-tone 
motive in Kyrie 102 transmitted in the early manuscript Pa 1084.178   
  
 
Kyrie 124 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 124:  
North French: 19/31 
Aquitanian: 19/22 
 
                                                           
177 David Bjork (1977) II, 229. 
178 David Bjork (1977) II, 224. 
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Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 124: 
Rhenish, German and Swiss: none  
 
Aquitanian:  5 + 13: Pa 1240, Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1871,  
Wo 79, Apt 17, Pa 1133, Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177, Pa 1132, 
Pa 1139 
Spanish:  0 + 2: * + MaA 51, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 11: * + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60,  
Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13  
English: 0 + 1: * + Du 6  
Italian:  0 + 9: * + Ox 222, To 18, RoC 1741, RoN 1343, Bo 2824, RoV 52, Mod 7, Pst 121,  
Pad 47 
 
Kyrie 124 is transmitted in early Aquitanian manuscripts. In the eleventh century the 
melody is disseminated in all western regions but with the most concordances found in 
the French area. Even after the eleventh century the melody is scarcely found in the 
eastern area.179 
 In the north of France the melody is transmitted in both repeated pattern III and 
IV but the Aquitanian transmission is very stable for this melody as it is only 
transmitted in repeated pattern IV in this region. When compared, the Aquitanian 
version relates closely to the northern version in repeated pattern IV. Except for in the 
very opening of the melody where nearly all versions in the Aquitanian transmission 
open with a small arch EFFE. All northern transmissions open FFE. The northern 
opening is found in one Aquitanian source as well, the eleventh-twelfth century 
manuscript Pa 779.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
179 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 107. 
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Kyrie 142 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 142:  
North French: 11/31 
Aquitanian: 4/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 142: 
Rhenish, German, Swiss, Italian: none  
Aquitanian:  1 + 3: Pa 887 + Pa 1871, Pa 779, Pa 903 
Spanish:  0 + 2: * + MaA 51, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 5: * + Pa 9449, Pa 1235, Pa 13252, Cai 60, Ma 289, Lo 13  
English:  0 + 1: * + Du 6  
 
Kyrie 142 experiences quite a limited distribution during the tenth and eleventh century 
as the melody has few concordances and in western regions only. Kyrie 142 is recorded 
in the early Aquitanian manuscript Pa 887 but all other concordances for this melody 
are from the eleventh century.   
 In the northern French transmission Kyrie 142 is transmitted mainly in repeated 
pattern axa byb czc’ but there is also one concordance for this melody in pattern axa bbb 
ccc’. In the Aquitanian manuscripts the melody is transmitted in repeated pattern IV 
only. The two transmissions of the melody are closely related and the only variation is 
found in phrase 8 where the Aquitanian melodic version contains more notes and is thus 
more elaborate for the first half of the phrase (Example 32, Ma 289, Pa 887, phrase 8). 
The elaborateness at this point recurs in all Aquitanian recordings of this melody and 
must surely be an Aquitanian feature. The more elaborate melodic line appears 
somewhat peculiar though, as the northern and the Aquitanian versions otherwise 
follow each other closely. Since the melody is transmitted with the same Latin text in 
the two regions the variation is not due to textual variation. 
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Example 32 
Kyrie 142, phrase 8 from Ma 289 
 
 
Kyrie 142, phrase 8 from Pa 887 
 
 
   
Kyrie 144 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 144:  
North French: 4/31 
Aquitanian: 1/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 144: 
Spanish, English: none 
Rhenish:  0 + 1: * + Me 452 
German/Swiss:3 + 1: SG 484, SG 381, Ox 27 + Be 11   
Aquitanian:  0 + 1: * + Pa 1135  
North French:  0 + 4: * + Pa 9449, Pa 1235, Pa 13252, Cai 75 
Italian:  1 + 1: Apt 18 + Pst 121 
 
Kyrie 144 is transmitted in the earliest eastern manuscripts and is entered in the west 
only in the eleventh century. The melody is transmitted in repeated pattern aaa bbb cca’ 
and aaa bbb ccc in the northern repertory and the sole Aquitanian source for this melody 
gives the melody in the aaa bbb cca’-pattern. For Kyrie 144 the Aquitanian and the 
northern transmission in the aaa bbb cca’-pattern, are practically identical.  
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Kyrie 155 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 155:  
North French: 18/31 
Aquitanian: 15/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 155: 
Rhenish:  2 + 1: Lo 19768, Pa 9448 + Me 452 
German/Swiss:4 + 7: SG 484, SG 381, Ox 27, Ba 5 + Be 11, Mü 14322, Mü 14083, Ka 25, SG 378,  
  SG 380, Zü 97  
Aquitanian:  4 + 11: Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1871, Apt 17,  
Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177, Pa 1132, Pa 1139 
Spanish:  0 + 3: * + Vic 105, MaA 51, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 10: * + Pa 1087, Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60,  
Cai 61, Ma 289  
English:  2 + 1: Cdg 473, Ox 775a + Du 6  
Italian:  2 + 11: Apt 18, Vro 107 + RoA 123, Ox 222, To 18, RoC 1741, RoN 1343, RoV 52,  
  Vce 161, Vce 162, Vce 186, Mod 7, Pad 47 
 
Kyrie 155 is widely disseminated even in the earliest sources. The melody is entered in 
early Rhenish, German/Swiss, Aquitanian, English and Italian sources and is entered 
also in northern French and Spanish sources in the eleventh century. Kyrie 155 is 
transmitted in a multitude of variant repeated patterns in the north. In the south the 
melody is transmitted in repeated pattern IV but with a variant for the very last phrase 
that is either a prolonged repetition of phrase 7 (c’) or it contains new melodic motives 
(d). Both melodic versions are also transmitted in northern manuscripts.    
 
 
Kyrie 161 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 161:  
North French: 5/31 
Aquitanian: 2/22 
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Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 161: 
Rhenish, German, Swiss, English, Italian: none 
Aquitanian:  0 + 2: * + Pa 1871, Apt 17 
Spanish:  0 + 3: * + Vic 105, MaA 51, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 3: * + Cai 78, Cai 60, Pa 10508  
 
Kyrie 161 is transmitted in western regions no earlier than in the eleventh century and 
with few concordances. The melody never achieved a wide dissemination, as it did not 
enter the east and also as most concordances for Kyrie 161 are found inside the French 
regions or their surroundings.180  
 Kyrie 161 displays in the northern and the Aquitanian manuscripts the same 
melodic outline. Both traditions transmit the somewhat peculiar formal shape where the 
melodic line of phrase 2 is repeated more or less accurately in phrases 4 and 6. Inside 
this common formal melodic outline most recordings of this melody provide smaller 
variations in the melodic line but the differences are not of importance and they occur 
inside the northern or the Aquitanian transmission as well as between the two.181    
 
  
Kyrie 162 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 162:  
North French: 6/31 
Aquitanian: 2 (+2)/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 162: 
Rhenish, German/Swiss, Spanish, English, Italian: none  
Aquitanian:  0 + 2: * + Pa 903, Pa 1139 
North French:  0 + 4: * + Pa 9449, Pa 1235, Pa 13252, Pa 10508  
                                                           
180 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 112. 
181 Bjork suggests that the lack of agreement between the two Aquitanian sources can be due to the lack 
of a stable tradition and also to the peculiarities of the melody, see David Bjork (1977) II, 317. 
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Kyrie 162 is transmitted only in the French regions and no recordings exist of the 
melody prior to the eleventh century. In the northern transmission Kyrie 162 belongs to 
Group II but in the Aquitanian transmission the melody is given in repeated pattern III. 
There are minor variations in both transmissions but mostly this is a question of a more 
or less elaborate melodic line.  
One feature used with varying frequency is found in the Christe-part. The 
melody here moves in the register C-b or C-a. The top-tone b signifies this melodic part 
in several of the sources when used to extend the opening leap from a fifth, D-a, to 
include the sixth, D-a-b. The opening motive becomes even more significant since it 
recurs and thus is entered twice in the first half of the melodic line. In the northern 
transmission, the opening motive is D-a-b, but the b is used with varying frequency in 
the rest of the melodic line. In Pa 3126 the top-tone is entered four times for the first 
half of the melodic line while in Pa 10 508 the b is only entered twice. In Pa 903 the 
opening motive of Kyrie 162 is simply the fifth, D-a-a, but the other Aquitanian 
manuscript, Pa 1139, transmits the opening D-a-b. And while in Pa 903 the melody 
never reaches the b in the Christe-part, Pa 1139 groups with Pa 3126 in including the 
top-tone four times in the melodic line. 
A noticeable variation between the northern and the Aquitanian transmission of 
Kyrie 162 is found in the middle of phrases 1-3. At this point the northern transmission 
repeats the opening motive a second time while the Aquitanian transmission enters a 
motive that opens with a leap of a third, D-F, instead of the fifth, D-a. As a consequence 
the Aquitanian version moves in a somewhat lower register at this point than the 
corresponding place in the northern version. The melodic outline is otherwise quite 
similar. 
The most important difference between the northern and the Aquitanian 
transmission is found in the three last phrases. In the northern transmission phrases 7-9 
simply repeat phrases 1-3, in some instances with an extra prolongation, due to 
repetition, of the very last phrase (a’). The melody is in its northern version extremely 
repetitive in shape with the frequent use of the leap D-a and the fact that all nine phrases 
move more or less within the compass of the fifth D-a throughout.  
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In the Aquitanian manuscripts, however, a different melodic line is introduced 
for the last three phrases and this melodic line moves mostly in a higher register and 
extends the tonal register to peak at d. The repetitive form of Kyrie 162 is thus broken 
and the melody is in its Aquitanian version given a climactic shape when the melodic 
intensity is increased for the last three phrases.  
Even though the new melodic line contributes to such a substantial change in the 
perception of the melody, the line is not completely isolated from the preceding phrases 
musically as some connections can be detected. The first half of the new line consists of 
two bow-shaped movements, a-d-a. The melodic outline is very similar to the first half 
of phrases 1-3 except for that the melody moves in a higher register and spans the 
compass of a fourth instead of a sixth, for which the opening leap of a third instead of a 
fifth would be responsible. We have just noticed the difference between the northern 
and the Aquitanian transmission concerning a motive that opens with a leap of a third 
instead of a fifth in the middle of phrases 1-3. At this place the northern transmission 
gives a second repeat of the opening motive while the Aquitanian conveys the related 
motive that moves in a lower and more limited register. The opening bows of the c-
phrases bear some similarities to this "Aquitanian" motive and there is perhaps a 
relation between the introduction of a varied motive in the middle of phrases 1-3 and the 
changes made at the very end of this melody. Despite the higher register explored in the 
c-phrases, the melodic line moves down to cadence on D in a manner quite similar to 
the cadence of the three first phrases.        
                  
 
Kyrie 185  
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 185:  
North French: 1/31 
Aquitanian: 17/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 185: 
Rhenish, German, Swiss, English, Italian: none  
Aquitanian:  4 + 13: Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1137, Pa 1119, Pa 1971, Wo 79,  
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Apt 17, Pa 1133, Pa 1135, Pa 1136, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1177, Pa 1132, Pa 1139 
Spanish:  0 + 2: * + MaA 51, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 1: * + Pa 1087   
 
Kyrie 185 never achieved a wide dissemination but the melody was frequent in the 
Aquitanian repertory at an early time and in the eleventh century 13 new concordances 
were entered for this melody. In the north the melody has only two concordances up 
until the fourteenth century, Pa 1087 from Cluny and Li 2 from Fontévroult. As we see, 
the melody never traveled far up north but remained in the southern areas and their 
closest surroundings where it must have become very popular.  
Both the northern and the Aquitanian transmission give Kyrie 185 in repeated 
pattern III as well as IV. The eleventh century source from Cluny does give the melody 
in its most simple form, aaa bbb ccc’, and it is only in the much later manuscript from 
Foutévroult that the melody is notated in the more complex melodic pattern. In the 
Aquitanian transmission on the other hand, fifteen concordances of Kyrie 185 give the 
melody in repeated pattern IV while only two concordances are found for pattern III. 
We should notice, however, that the melody is recorded in pattern III in Pa 1118, the 
manuscript that gives the oldest transmission of this melody.  
 
 
Kyrie 217 
Number of northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 217:  
North French: 7/31 
Aquitanian: 6/22 
 
Number of regional manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century transmitting  
Kyrie 217: 
German and Swiss: none 
Rhenish:  0 + 3: * + RoB 359, Pa 10510, Me 452 
Aquitanian:  2 + 4: Pa 1120, Pa 887 + Pa 1119, Pa 1871, Pa 1135, Pa 903 
Spanish:  0 + 2: * + MaA 52, Hu 4 
North French:  0 + 5: * + Pa 9449, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78   
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English:  1 + 1: Cdg 473 + Du 6  
Italian:  0 + 7: * + RoA 123, Ox 222, RoN 1343, Vce 161, Vce 186, Mod 7, Pst 121  
 
Kyrie 217 is transmitted only in the west during the tenth and eleventh centuries. Later 
the melody was disseminated also in the east.182 The earliest concordances for Kyrie 
217 are found in Aquitaine and in England. 
 Kyrie 217 is a short melody that is transmitted with few variations in the north, 
where all manuscripts give the melody in repeated pattern II. In the Aquitanian 
transmission the melody is conveyed in three different patterns: aaa bbb aaa’, axa byb 
axa’ and axa bxb ax’a’. The Aquitanian version transmitted in repeated pattern II is 
recorded in three manuscripts – Pa 887, Pa 1119 and Pa 1135 – and corresponds closely 
to the northern version of the melody.  
Pa 1120 and Pa 903 give the melody with a varied middle phrase in the three 
parts. Here the variation is not found in the opening of the phrases but in the cadence. 
Phrases 2, 4, 6 and 8 cadence on the third, G, instead of the more usual cadence on the 
fifth for this melody and so the "contrasting" phrase 5 (y) is the one Christe-phrase that 
in fact corresponds to the b-phrases in the Pa 887-version. The middle phrases 2 and 8, 
together with the surrounding phrases 4 and 6 are changed in this version to create a 
varied pattern of different cadences throughout the melody. The cadences on G further 
stress the G-modality of the eight first phrases familiar from the main transmission of 
Kyrie 217.183  
Pa 1871 gives a melodic version where the three middle phrases – 2, 5 and 8 – 
are more or less identical and contrast their surrounding phrases both by moving in a 
lower register and by the cadence on G. This would be the most complex melodic 
version found for this melody due to the level of variation achieved between the middle 
and the surrounding phrases for each part. And variation for this originally highly 
repetitive melody is clearly what is sought for in the Aquitanian transmission as 
expressed in the number of formal variants. When seen in the light of its different 
                                                           
182 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 118. 
183 See my discussions on the modal peculiarities regarding the cadences for Kyrie 217 in the section on 
E-mode melodies above, p. 47. 
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formal variants then, Kyrie 217 illustratively shows some of the creative activity that 
must have been performed in Aquitaine on the Kyrie chants.      
 
 
 
Conclusion 
The eighteen Kyrie melodies transmitted in both the northern French and the Aquitanian 
repertory have a wider general dissemination also in other geographical regions than the 
melodies that are only entered in one of the repertories. It was the most frequently used 
Kyrie melodies that were transmitted between the two regions and the repertories do not 
share unique melodies for Kyrie eleison. 
Of the eighteen Kyrie melodies common to both the northern and the Aquitanian 
repertory, fourteen are recorded already in tenth century manuscripts. Kyrie 16, 58, 161 
and 162 are first found in manuscripts from the eleventh century. Nine of the eighteen 
melodies are recorded only in the west during the tenth and eleventh century, while nine 
others have concordances in both the east and the west at the time. Kyrie 47 has 
concordances in the Rhenish area as well as the west in the tenth century but otherwise, 
only four melodies, Kyrie 55, 68, 144 and 155, have concordances in both the east and 
the west before 1000. 
The melodic relations between the Kyrie melodies in the northern and the 
Aquitanian repertory are at times close and a few of the melodies are practically 
identical in their northern and their Aquitanian shape. However, there is a difference in 
the level of complexity found for melodies in the two repertories in general. In the 
Aquitanian transmission we find a clear preference for Kyrie melodies in repeated 
pattern IV. The melodic repeated pattern IV is in fact preferred, in particular in the 
earliest Aquitanian sources, to the extent that they lead Bjork to assume that the more 
simplistic forms of the Kyrie melody was mainly a feature of the eleventh century.184 
Also, the Kyrie melodies in the Aquitanian repertory are more closely interrelated with 
regard to their melodic shape. 
                                                           
184 David Bjork (1977) I, 384. 
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The comparison between the northern and the Aquitanian melodies shows that 
the northern repertory was less influenced by the complex forms than the Aquitanian 
repertory was. Furthermore, the northern repertory shows more variation in the melodic 
outline of a given melody between manuscript sources. Based on my findings for 
different ways of achieving the more complex forms of Kyrie melodies, the evidence 
suggests that melodies with repetitive qualities, transmitted in the aaa bbb aaa- or aaa 
bbb ccc-form, were in use in the north of France at an early time. The melodies were 
redacted into the more complex form axa byb czc, a form which is musically more 
challenging and contains a higher degree of varietas and diversitas, when they entered 
the Aquitanian repertory in the tenth century.   
The melodic repeated pattern IV thus seems to have originated in Aquitaine. The 
complex melodic form adheres to the concept of melodies as processus to a far greater 
extent than the melodic versions that were already in use in the north. The Aquitanian 
redaction would seem to have been initiated as an effort to avoid the repetitive shape of 
the Kyrie melodies in pattern II and III. The procedure does indicate an older age for 
melodic pattern II and III. It also suggests that pattern IV might in fact, have been 
introduced as a later variant to already well known and established melodic forms in 
pattern II and III. The two melodic shapes must have been considered monotonous 
according to the musical principles prevailing in the tenth century, where the most 
important qualities for a melody to be considered interesting was an extensive use of 
varietas and diversitas throughout.          
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Chapter 5 
Various Realisations of the Kyrie Chant 
 
 
According to David Bjork, the Kyrie chant was performed and notated in three different 
ways in medieval Europe: Kyrie with Greek text, Latin-texted Kyrie and troped 
Kyrie.185 One of the earliest recorded melodies, Kyrie 55, appears in all three shapes 
from the very beginning of its career. 
 Bjork has shown that the troped Kyrie was the most frequently used form of the 
early Kyrie in the east Frankish realm, while Kyrie with Latin text was the dominating 
form of the Kyrie in the west. Tropes for the Kyrie were used in the west as well but not 
to such an extent.186 In the end, troped Kyries were outnumbered by Latin-texted Kyries 
and gradually disappeared after the eleventh century.187 The forms often mixed and it 
was not unusual to have a Kyrie written down with both trope and Latin text. This 
would result in a very complex form. Kyrie 55 was sometimes notated with both an 
introductory trope, a three-line trope and with the Greek and the Latin text alternating 
(Example 33).  
One important difference between the northern French and the Aquitanian Kyrie 
repertory is that more troped Kyries are found in the Aquitanian repertory. Most 
concordances appear for the two trope sets that are mainly connected to Kyrie 55: the 
introductory trope Christe redemptor and the three-line trope Miserere Domine. The 
tropes are used with both the Greek-texted Kyrie and Kyrie with the Latin text Te 
Christe supplices.188 
In the northern French manuscripts, tropes for Kyrie 55 are more rarely in use. 
Tropes for Kyrie 55 are found in an early manuscript from Autun, PaA 1169 (1005-
                                                           
185 See Example 1 in the Introduction, pp. 21-24. 
186 David Bjork (1980a), 45.  
187 David Bjork (1980c), 10. 
188 Bjork lists 9 concordances for the introductory trope Christe redemptor, 8 each for Miserere Domine 
and Et submissis vultibus and 5 for Iterum dicamus. Even though originally part of a three-line trope, 
Iterum dicamus was sometimes omitted. The trope element has been omitted in three manuscripts from 
St. Martial (Pa 1240, Pa 1120, Pa 1119) as well as in Pa 887. The scribes for these manuscripts have 
entered the two trope-sets together, but probably still wanted only three trope elements for Kyrie 55. The 
solution would be to omit one of the elements in the three-line trope (Philip Rutter: Paris, Bibliothèque 
Nationale, fonds latin 1240: A Transcription and Analysis of the Trope Repertoire (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of London, 1993), 600). 
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1024)189 and two manuscripts from Nevers, Pa 9449 (aprox. 1060) and Pa 1235 (twelfth 
century)190. In the Nevers-manuscripts, the trope Christe redemptor is entered as an 
introductory trope to Kyrie 48, not Kyrie 55. The manuscripts are among the earliest in 
the northern French repertory since Pa 1235 is known to be a later witness of more or 
less the same repertory as Pa 9449.191  
 
Example 33: 
Kyrie 55 from Pa 1118 
Introductory trope:  Christe redemptor 
Trope:    Miserere Domine 
Latin text:   Te Christe supplices  3 x 
Greek text:   Kyrie eleison   3 x 
 
Trope:    Iterum dicamus 
Latin text:   Te Christe supplices  3 x 
Greek text:   Christe eleison  3 x 
 
Trope:    Et submissis 
Latin text:   Te Christe supplices  3 x 
Greek text:   Kyrie eleison   3 x 
 
 
Bjork has done a survey of troped Kyries in manuscripts from the Frankish area 
up to the twelfth century and he gives the three manuscripts mentioned, in addition to 
one thirteenth century manuscript from Clermont-Ferrand (Cl 57), as the only northern 
French representatives transmitting tropes for the Kyrie.192 The appearance of tropes in 
the Autun- and Nevers- manuscripts might be partly explained by their early date and 
                                                           
189 Kyrie 55 Christe redemptor.  
190 Kyrie 55 Miserere, Iterum, Et submissis and Kyrie 48 Christe redemptor. 
191 Gunilla Iversen: "Continuité et renouvellement à Nevers. Rèflexions sur le rèpertoire du 'prosaire-
tropaire nivernais' Paris B.N. n.a. lat. 3126." In Recherches nouvelles sur les tropes liturgiques, ed. Wulf 
Arlt and Gunilla Björkvall. Corpus Troporum (Studia Latina Stockholmiensia 36) (Stockholm, 1993), 
271. 
192 David Bjork (1980c), 8. 
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also perhaps by their geographical placement in the south - perhaps the tropes survived 
for a longer time in the southern area than in the north. The introductory trope Christe 
redemptor is also entered in Pro 12 from Chartres (early 13th C). For Proper tropes, Pro 
12 has the largest number of concordances with Aquitanian manuscripts193 and the 
appearance of the Kyrie trope might be explained by such a connection. On the other 
hand, Pro 12 can together with Cl 57 be seen as one of the very rare, late northern 
French manuscripts that transmit troped Kyrie. Table 8 presents the tropes entered in 
northern French manuscripts before 1200. 
 
 
Table 8 
Tropes for the Kyrie in Northern French Manuscripts before 1200  
Christe redemptor with Kyrie 55:  1 manuscript (PaA 1169) 
Christe redemptor with Kyrie 48:  2 manuscripts (Pa 9449, Pa 1235) 
Miserere Domine with Kyrie 55: 2 manuscripts (Pa 9449, Pa 1235) 
Miserere rex with Kyrie 155:  1 manuscript (Pa 1087 – incipit only) 
 
 
Table 9 
12 Latin texts common to the North French and the Aquitanian repertory   
Clemens rector   - Kyrie 102  
Cunctipotens genitor  - Kyrie 18 
Dominator    - Kyrie 155 
Iesu redemptor omnium  - Kyrie 64 in Aquitaine/Kyrie 68 in North France. 
Kyrie Deus sempiterne  - Kyrie 142 
Kyrie rex saeculorum  - Kyrie 162 
Orbis factor   - Kyrie 16 
Pater cuncta   - Kyrie 58 
Summe deus qui cuncta  - Kyrie 161 
Theoricam practicamque - Kyrie 47  + Kyrie 185 in Aquitaine 
Te Christe supplices  - Kyrie 55 
Rex magne Domine  - Kyrie 124 
 
 
 
                                                           
193 David Hiley: "Provins Bibliothèque Municipale 12 (24), a thirteenth-century gradual with tropes from 
Chartres cathedral" in Recherches nouvelles sur les tropes liturgiques, ed. Wulf Arlt and Gunilla 
Björkvall. Corpus Troporum (Studia Latina Stockholmiensia 36) (Stockholm, 1993), 259. 
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Table 10 
 
18 Kyrie melodies common to the northern French and the Aquitanian repertory 
Northern French transmission: 
Greek-texted:  2 melodies  (Kyrie 144, 185)  
Latin-texted: 16 melodies 
1 text: 8 melodies (Kyrie 16, 48, 58, 102, 142, 155, 161, 162) 
2 texts: 5 melodies (Kyrie 18, 55, 68, 70, 217)  
3 texts: 1 melody (Kyrie 24) 
4 texts: 2 melodies (Kyrie 47, 124) 
 
Aquitanian transmission: 
Greek-texted: 3 melodies   (Kyrie 48, 144, 217) 
Latin-texted: 15 melodies 
1 text: 11 melodies (Kyrie 16, 18, 24, 55, 70, 102, 124, 142, 161, 162) 
2 texts: 3 melodies (Kyrie 47, 68, 155) 
5 texts: 1 melody (Kyrie 185) 
 
  
23 Kyrie melodies in the northern French repertory 
Greek-texted:  15 melodies (Kyrie 38, 51, 53, 57, 104, 151, 171, 189, 205, 217x, vi, vii, viii,  
ix, x)     
Latin-texted: 8 melodies 
1 text: 6 (Kyrie 61, 86, 105, 175, 192, 214) 
2 texts: 2 (Kyrie 82, 39) 
 
Texted after 1200 in nF: 38, 171, 185, 189. 
Melismatic in nF before 1200, but texted in E, Ge, It, Sp, late Aq: 38, 151, 171, 189.  
The 5 nF unica: vi, vii, viii, ix, x, are all transmitted with Greek text only. 
 
 
19 Kyrie melodies in the Aquitanian repertory 
Greek-texted: 12 melodies (Kyrie 19, 35, 46a, 94, 102a, 103, 135, 162b, 182, 194, 216,  
225) 
 
Latin-texted: 7 melodies (Kyrie 36, 42a, 43, 64, 162a, 191, 198)  
   1 text: 5 melodies (Kyrie 36, 42a, 43, 162a, 191) 
   2 texts: 1 melody (Kyrie 64) 
   3 texts: 1 melody (Kyrie 198) 
 
Unica: 19, 35, 135, 182, 216 (Pa 887) 
Texted in It: 194 
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While the troped Kyrie was mostly in use in the southern French area, Latin-
texted Kyries were entered in both repertories. To a large extent different Latin texts 
were in use in the two regions, in some instances also for the same melody, but the 
Aquitanian and the northern French repertory have 12 Latin texts in common (Table 
9).194  
Some of the Kyrie melodies are given with only a single text in each repertory, 
while several of the melodies are connected with multiple texts and a few of the Kyries 
are preserved with the Greek text only. Table 10 shows the number of Latin-texted 
Kyries as well as the number of texts combined with each of the melodies in the 
northern French and the Aquitanian repertory. 
More than half of the Kyrie chants in the northern repertory as well as in the 
Aquitanian repertory are transmitted with one or more Latin texts. The majority of the 
Latin-texted Kyries are found amongst the Kyrie chants common to both repertories. In 
the common repertory a total of 16 (northern) and 15 (Aquitanian) melodies out of the 
18 are transmitted with one or more Latin texts. Kyrie 144 is the single melody that is 
transmitted with Greek text only in both repertories. Amongst the melodies found in 
only one of the repertories the majority is transmitted in Greek-texted form.195  
Also, more melodies are transmitted with two or more texts in the common 
repertory than in the separate repertories. Among the 18 Kyrie chants in the common 
repertory we find the only melodies transmitted with as many as four, or even five, 
different texts each in one region. We are presented with two possible explanations: 
either the Latin-texted Kyries became more popular than the Greek-texted and were 
therefore widely disseminated or it was the most frequently used melodies that were 
chosen to be further elaborated and extended with a Latin text.    
 
  
 
 
                                                           
194 As the present work focuses on musical relationships I will not address the topic of possible textual 
variants between the northern and the Aquitanian transmission in general. Information concerning textual 
variants is to be found in the apparatus of variants for each text in the edition in Analecta hymnica 47. 
195 Some of these melodies are transmitted with Latin text in later manuscripts or in other regions: Kyrie 
38, 151, 171, 185, 189, 194. See David Hiley (1986) I, 60, 75, 77 and 78 and Margareta Melnicki (1955), 
92, 111, 114, 115 and 116. 
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The Kyrie Melody and Its Latin Texts 
 
Syllabic and Oligotonic Settings of Latin-Texted Kyries 
The Latin-texted Kyrie has earlier been classified as a trope and was assumed to have 
been a textual underlay of originally melismatic settings of the Greek-texted Kyrie. 
Richard Crocker challenged this view in his article "The Troping Hypothesis". In the 
article he argues that the Latin-texted Kyrie and the Greek-texted Kyrie might have 
originated at the same time with the text and music "as an integral, autonomous artistic 
creation".196 One of the reasons for claiming such a compositional process for the Kyrie 
chant is, according to Crocker, based on the evidence of manuscripts since the two 
different forms appear in the sources at approximately the same time: "After all, this is 
what the sources themselves tell us, the melismatic notation appearing not earlier than 
the syllabic. If anything, the syllabic form may be a shade earlier, depending on how 
certain sources are dated." 197  
Pa 1240 and the Rhenish manuscript Lo 19768 were at the time regarded as the 
oldest representatives for the transmission of the Kyrie chant in the west and the east, 
respectively.198 Kyrie 55 is the oldest transmitted Kyrie in the west as well as one of two 
Kyries found in the main body of Lo 19768. The melody is transmitted with Latin text 
in both manuscripts, although not the same text, as is also the second Kyrie chant in the 
main body of Lo 19768, Kyrie 39. The two earliest notated Kyries in the east and the 
west would then be Latin-texted and thus the sources do in fact support the idea of a 
possible older origin for the Latin-texted Kyrie chant.  
Since the time of Crocker’s article, some of the earliest Frankish sources have 
been re-dated. The two St. Gallen Codices are now recognised as being of 
approximately the same early date as the main corpus of Pa 1240 and thus they predate 
Lo 19768 by several decades. On the contrary to Lo 19768, the St. Gallen Codices do 
not contain Latin-texted Kyries. Instead the manuscripts contain several Greek-texted 
Kyries and troped Kyries. Kyrie 55 is included in both manuscripts but as an addition 
and in its Greek-texted form only. In Pa 1240 the Latin-texted Kyrie 55 is also entered 
                                                           
196 Richard Crocker (1966), 197. 
197 Richard Crocker (1966), 196. 
198 For Bjork’s discussion on the earliest repertory of the Kyrie chant and manuscript concordances, see 
David Bjork (1979/80), 15-16. 
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as an addition. The chant may therefore actually be of a younger origin than the Greek-
texted Kyries of the St. Gallen Codices.  
But the chronology of the sources is only one argument. Crocker shows stylistic 
traits for some of the Kyries and their Latin texts that add to the picture of the text being 
an integral part of the Kyrie from the very beginning of its existence.199 Bjork supports 
Crocker’s view on this matter and in his analyses he identifies stylistic traits for an 
individual melody, Kyrie 102, claimed to typify a large group of pieces in a similar style 
to confirm this view. He also allows for the opposite, though, and states that there are 
pieces also exemplifying an additive process among the Latin-texted Kyries.200  
The crucial point to be made here is that the exemplifying investigations made 
for Kyries are on an individual basis. Consequently, one should perhaps not consider 
Latin-texted Kyries as one single classified group of melodies. In further considerations 
of the relationship between the Kyrie and its Latin text, I think it will prove fruitful to 
examine each individual Kyrie looking for nuances in stylistic traits between the 
different melodies and their texts.  
In my initial investigations of the west-Frankish Kyrie repertory, my attention 
was drawn to the fact that there are obvious differences in the way the text and the 
melody are combined for the individual Latin-texted Kyrie. Some of the Kyries are 
strictly syllabic in style while other texts and melodies are combined in a more 
melismatic or so-called "oligotonic", style. The oligotonic set Latin-texted Kyrie could 
be seen to speak in defence of the theory proposed by Crocker while the syllabically 
texted Kyrie is easier imagined as being the result of textual underlay.  
For the northern repertory, the majority of the Kyries are syllabically set, while a 
few of the Latin-texted Kyries are in a more elaborate style. In Aquitaine several Latin-
texted Kyries are set in an oligotonic style. It is interesting to note that some of the 
Latin-texted Kyries entered in both the northern French and the Aquitanian repertory are 
notated in a syllabic style in some manuscripts and in a more ornate style in others. 
There are also examples where a multiple-texted Kyrie is entered in syllabic style with 
one of its texts and in an oligotonic style with another. Both examples raise important 
questions which will be explored further in the following. 
                                                           
199 Richard Crocker (1966), 196-197. 
200 David Bjork (1980a), 41-43. See also David Hiley: Western Plainchant (Oxford, 2003), 213. 
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Kyries with 1 Latin Text in North French Manuscripts 
Kyrie 16  
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission:201 
Kyrie 16 Orbis factor (AH 7): 12202/15203 and 1 (+1)204/1 (+2)205 
Concordances in early sources:206 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources:207 Aquitanian (1: 1139), Spanish (2: MaA 
51, Hu 4), N French (6: Pa 9449, An 97, Cai 78, Cai 60, Pa 10508, Ma 289), Italian (2: 
To 18, Vat 602)    
 
Kyrie 48 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (AH 5): 11/17 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (5: An 97, Cai 78, Cai 60, Cai 61, 
Pa 10508), English (1: Du 6) 
 
Aquitanian transmission: no text/1 manuscript concordance for the melody 
 
Kyrie 58 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 58 Pater cuncta (AH 10): 4/5 and 1 (+1)/1 (+2) 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 1139), Spanish (1: Vic 
105), N French (2: Cai 78, Cai 60)  
 
Kyrie 102 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 102 Clemens rector (AH 6): 21/23 and 12/17 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (3: Pa 1084, Pa 1118, Pa 1120), N French 
(1: PaA 1169), Italian (1: Apt 18) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (7: Pa 1119, Pa 1871, Apt 17, Pa 
1135, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1139), Spanish (3: MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4), N French (11: Pa 
9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60, Cai 61, Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 
13), English (2: Ox 775b, Du 6), Italian (2: Pst 121, Vat 602) 
                                                           
201 As extracted from the two repertories designated by me and by David Bjork in his doctoral dissertation 
(1977) II.  
202 Number of northern French manuscript concordances for the text. 
203 Number of northern French manuscript concordances for the melody concerned. 
204 Number of Aquitanian concordances for the text. The number in brackets represents twelfth or 
thirteenth century additions to the tenth and eleventh century Aquitanian manuscripts. 
205 Number of Aquitanian concordances for the melody concerned. The number in brackets represents 
twelfth or thirteenth century additions to the tenth and eleventh century Aquitanian manuscripts. 
206 From David Bjork (1979/80), 13-14. See also my comment to Table 7, footnote 165. 
207 From David Bjork (1979/80), 34-39. See also my comment to Table 7, footnote 165. 
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Kyrie 142 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (AH 13): 10/11 and 4/4 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (3: Pa 1871, Pa 779, Pa 903), 
Spanish (2: MaA 51, Hu 4), N French (6: Pa 9449, Pa 1235, Pa 13252, Cai 60, Ma 289, 
Lo 13), English (1: Du 6) 
 
Kyrie 155 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 155 Dominator (AH 35): 1/18 and 3/15 
Concordances in early sources: Rhenish (1: Pa 9448), Italian (2: Apt 18, Vro 107) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (3: Pa 1871, Apt 17, Pa 903), 
Spanish (2: MaA 51, Hu 4), Italian (7: RoA 123, To 18, RoC 1741, RoN 1343, RoV 52, 
Mod 7, Pad 47 ) 
 
Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 155 Kyri alme (AH 42): 1/15 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: 0 
 
Kyrie 161 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta (AH 24): 5/5 and 2/2 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (2: Pa 1871, Apt 17), Spanish (3: 
Vic 105, MaA 51, Hu 4), N French (3: Cai 78, Cai 60, Pa 10508) 
 
Kyrie 162  
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum (AH 40): 5/6 and 2 (+2)/ 2 (+2) 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (2: Pa 903, Pa 1139), N French 
(4: Pa 9449, Pa 1235, Pa 13252, Pa 10508) 
 
Kyrie 16, 48, 58, 102, 142, 155, 161 and 162 are all transmitted with one Latin 
text each in the northern French repertory. Six of the melodies, Kyrie 16, 58 102, 142, 
161 and 162, are combined with the same text and this only, in Aquitaine as well. 
Amongst these six are the four Kyrie chants common to the northern French and 
Aquitanian repertory which are found no earlier than in eleventh century manuscripts: 
Kyrie 16, 58, 161 and 162. Kyrie 155 is transmitted with one more text in the 
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Aquitanian manuscript Pa 887, while the single Aquitanian transmission of Kyrie 48 
(Apt 17) only gives the melody in Greek-texted form.   
 Kyrie 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis is transmitted in eleventh century manuscripts 
from northern France and England and the melody-text combination in syllabic style 
clearly originated in the northern area. The melody is transmitted with other texts in 
other regions. However, the earliest English sources (Cdg 473 and Ox 775a) transmit 
the melody of Kyrie 48 with Greek text only and thus bear witness of a possible first 
transmission of this melody without its Latin text. Also, Kyrie 48 is entered with Greek 
text only in the single Aquitanian recording of the melody. Clearly, the melody 
circulated at an early time in, and perhaps even originated as, a melodic form 
independent of its Latin text.       
 Kyrie 155 has been recorded most often in its Greek-texted form in both the 
northern and the Aquitanian manuscripts. In northern France we find only one 
concordance for the melody and text together out of eighteen concordances for the 
melody Kyrie 155, while the Aquitanian repertory gives three concordances for Kyrie 
155 Dominator out of 15 melody concordances. One Aquitanian concordance is found 
for a second Latin text, Kyri alme rex. 
 The earliest concordance for Kyrie 155 Dominator is found in Rhenish and 
Italian manuscripts from the late tenth century, Pa 9448 and Apt 18. The northern 
recording of this chant is entered in the late twelfth century manuscript La 263 while the 
Aquitanian recordings all date from the middle or late eleventh century. Kyrie 155 Kyri 
alme is found in the early Aquitanian manuscript Pa 887 and the manuscript gives the 
only concordance for this text. Both the texts transmitted with the melody Kyrie 155 
then, are recorded in some of the earliest manuscripts.  
However, also for Kyrie 155 we find even earlier concordances for the melody 
in Greek-texted form. SG 484 and 381 both transmit this melody in Greek-texted form, 
together with a Kyrie trope, as early as in the second quarter of the tenth century. In 
fact, most of the earliest concordances for Kyrie 155 are of the melody in Greek-texted 
form and the melody is transmitted in this form in most Frankish regions before 1000. 
Both Latin texts Dominator and Kyri alme are set to the melody Kyrie 155 in a 
syllabic style and may well be textings of an originally melismatic Greek-texted Kyrie 
155. 
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Kyrie 16 Orbis factor is transmitted with the same Latin text in the northern and 
the Aquitanian transmission. The Kyrie chant is first recorded in eleventh century 
sources from northern France, and these manuscripts are also the oldest sources for the 
melody. In the Aquitanian transmission the melody and text are combined in a slightly 
more ornate style. Although there are differences also between the northern manuscripts 
in this respect, in particular An 97, Pa 3126 and the Norman-Sicilian manuscripts 
display a somewhat ornate style for this melody. 
Kyrie 58 Pater cuncta, Kyrie 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta and Kyrie 162 Kyrie 
rex saeculorum are also recorded only in eleventh century and later manuscripts. The 
melodies are transmitted with the same Latin texts in the north as in the south and they 
are notated with Latin text in their earliest recordings. For these three Kyries both the 
northern and the Aquitanian transmission gives the chants in an oligotonic style. The 
neumatic movements are not entered in the same amount or at the same place in the 
different recordings of the melodies. In particular in Kyrie 58 and Kyrie 161 neumes are 
distributed at a varying level in different manuscript concordances.   
Kyrie 102 Clemens rector is transmitted in early sources from Aquitaine, 
northern France and Italy. Only one concordance is found in these sources for the 
melody of Kyrie 102 without its Latin text (in Pa 1120). Kyrie 102 Clemens rector is set 
in an oligotonic style in the northern manuscripts as well as in the Aquitanian ones and 
the chant may well be an example of a melody composed in a symbiotic relation to its 
Latin text. Bjork refers to Kyrie 102 Clemens rector as one of the most typical Kyrie 
chants. I do not, however, agree. In fact, the chant is far more complex in its melodic 
outline, with only the short Gallican cadence repeated in all various parts, as well as 
more tightly knit to its Latin text by its oligotonic setting, than is the case for the Kyrie 
chants in general.  
Kyrie 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne has its oldest concordance in the Aquitanian 
area (Pa 887). The chant never became frequent in this southern area, however, with 
only four concordances all through the eleventh century. The melody is rarely notated 
without its Latin text and it is combined with the same text in the northern and the 
Aquitanian area. Thus Kyrie 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne reminds us of Kyrie 102 
Clemens rex. But Kyrie 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne is notated in a mainly syllabic style, 
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in both regions. The chant does convey melismas at the opening of each phrase but they 
are constricted to the opening words Kyrie and Christe.      
 
  
Kyries with 2 Latin Texts in North French Manuscripts 
Kyrie 18  
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 18 Cunctipotens genitor (AH 4): 19/22 and 7/10  
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Rhenish (1: Pa 10510), Aquitanian (6: Pa 
1137, Pa 1871, Pa 1134, Pa 1135, Pa 903, Pa 1139), Spanish (4: Vic 105, MaA 51, Pa 
495, Hu 4), N French (9: Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 78, Cai 60, Cai 61, Pa 
10508, Ma 289, Lo 13), English (2: Ox 775b, Du 6), Italian (4: To 18, Vce 146, Ben 34, 
Vat 602)  
  
Northern French transmission:   
Kyrie 18 Clementissime redemptor (AH 57): 4/10 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (2: Pa 10508, Ma 289) 
 
Kyrie 55 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices (AH 2): 18/20 and 12/17 
Concordances in early sources: Rhenish (1: Pa 9448), Aquitanian (5: Pa 1240, Pa 1084, 
Pa 1118, Pa 1120, Pa 887), English (2: Cdg 473, Ox 775b), N French (1: PaA 1169), 
Italian (4: Apt 18, Mza 75, Mza 76, Vic 105) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Rhenish (1: Me 452), Aquitanian (6: Pa 
1119, Pa 1871, Apt 17, Pa 1135, Pa 779, Pa 903), Spanish (3: MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4), 
N French (11: Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Cai 75, Cai 78, Cai 60, Cai 61, Pa 
10508, Ma 289, Lo 13), English (1: Ox 775b), Italian (14: RoA 123, Ivr 60, Ox 222, To 
20, To 18, RoC 1741, RoN 1343, Vol 39, RoV 52, Vce 142, Vce 161, Vce 162, Vce 
186, Pst 121)    
 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 55 Kyrie o theos (AH 30): 1/20 
Concordances in early sources: Rhenish (1: Lo 19768), German/Swiss (3: Ox 27, Ba 5, 
Ba 6), N French (1: PaA 1169) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Rhenish (1: Pa 10510), German/Swiss (7: Be 
11, Mü 14322, Mü 14083, Ka 15, SG 376, Mü 27130, Wi 1845), Italian (4: RoV 52, 
Vce 186, Mod 7, Pad 47) 
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Kyrie 68 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (AH 14): 12/19  
Kyrie 68 Rex pie rex regum (AH 59): 4/19 
Concordances in early sources: Italian (1: Mza 76) – 0  
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Rhenish (1: Me 452), Spanish (1: MaA 51), 
N French (7: Pa 9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13), English 
(2: Ox 775b, Du 6), Italian (3: Ivr 60, Ox 222, Vol 39) – N French (4: Cai 75, Cai 78, 
Cai 60, Cai 61) 
 
Aquitanian transmission:  
Kyrie 68 O theos alme (AH 43): 1/16 
Kyrie 68 O theos hagie (AH 38): 5/16 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) – Italian (1: Apt 18) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: 0 – Aquitanian (4: Pa 1871, Apt 17, Pa 779, 
Pa 903), Spanish (3: MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4) 
  
Kyrie 70 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 70 Conditor kyrie (AH 16): 7/10 
Kyrie 70 Clementissime conditor (AH 68): 1/10 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (4: Pa 13252, Pa 10508, Ma 289, 
Lo 13), English (2: Ox 775b, Du 6) – 0  
 
Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 70 Suavis tu Deus (AH 45): 2/5 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (1: Wo 79) 
 
Kyrie 217 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 217 Kyri redemptor (AH 61): 1/7 
Kyrie 217 Kyrie genitor eleison (AH 147): 1/7 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (1: Cai 78) – 0 
 
Aquitanian transmission: No text/6 manuscript concordances for the melody 
 
 
Kyrie 18 is transmitted with the Latin texts Cunctipotens genitor and 
Clementissime redemptor in the northern French repertory. Kyrie 18 Cunctipotens 
genitor is recorded in the early Aquitanian source, Pa 887, and otherwise in eleventh 
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century sources from all western regions as well as the Rhineland. Kyrie 18 
Clementissime redemptor had a more narrow dissemination as records for this 
combination are found only in the three Norman-Sicilian sources and the St. Evroult 
manuscript Pa 10508. The melody-text combination must clearly be of Norman 
origin.208 All the four manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 18 Clementissime redemptor also 
transmit Kyrie 18 Cunctipotens genitor.  
Cunctipotens genitor seems to have been the Latin text first in use with Kyrie 18 
in the west. Actually, the Latin-texted recording in Pa 887 proves to be the earliest 
concordance for the melody Kyrie 18 at all and thus the written sources give little 
indication as to whether or not the melody may have circulated earlier in Greek-texted 
form.  
The northern and the Aquitanian transmission of Kyrie 18 Cunctipotens genitor 
are quite similar. The chant is kept in a strictly syllabic style throughout in both regions, 
except for at the point of the cadences where the nine eleison-parts are set in a 
somewhat surprisingly melismatic style when compared to the rest of the chant. The 
Norman Kyrie 18 Clementissime redemptor is also syllabically set although a little less 
strict, with single neumes of two notes entered in almost every phrase as well as the 
more frequent use of repercussion. The texts Cunctipotens genitor and Clementissime 
redemptor are not congruent. The text-phrases in Clementissime redemptor are longer 
as a result of the texting of parts of the melisma over eleison. As a result Kyrie 18 
Clementissime redemptor looses the inherent contrast between the strictly syllabic set 
Latin text and the melisma over eleison, found throughout in Kyrie 18 Cunctipotens 
genitor.       
 Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices is transmitted in the earliest sources from all 
western regions as well as in the Rhineland. Kyrie 55 Kyrie o theos is only transmitted 
in one western manuscript, namely the early northern French PaA 1169 from Autun. 
The melody-text combination is however frequent at an early time in the eastern regions 
with concordances in early Rhenish and German manuscripts. Besides being the only 
northern French concordance for Kyrie 55 Kyrie o theos, PaA 1169 is also the earliest 
                                                           
208 See already David Hiley (1981), 298. 
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northern French concordance for Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices. Both Kyrie chants are 
set in a mainly syllabic style.  
 Kyrie 68 is transmitted with different Latin texts in the north and in the south. 
Iesu redemptor omnium and Rex pie rex regum is combined with the melody in the 
north while O theos alme and O theos hagie is transmitted with the melody in 
Aquitaine. Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium is the Kyrie chant that has been 
disseminated most widely of the four. Although most concordances for the chant are 
from the eleventh century, one concordance is found also among the earliest Italian 
manuscripts. Kyrie 68 O theos alme was entered in the early Aquitanian manuscript Pa 
887 but this is the only concordance for the Kyrie chant which remained an unica. Kyrie 
68 Rex pie rex regum has its only concordances in eleventh century northern French 
manuscripts while Kyrie 68 O theos hagie was used in Italy, Aquitaine and Spain. 
 Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium, O theos alme and Rex pie rex regum are all 
recorded in a syllabic style, except for at the phrase-openings or -endings which 
sometimes contain a melisma. Kyrie 68 O theos hagie is transmitted in a more 
oligotonic style although also for this chant the melismas are entered mainly at the 
opening and ending of the phrases. Kyrie 68 is entered in Greek-texted form in many of 
the melody's earliest sources from different regions. The early Greek-texted 
transmission put together with the large number of different Latin texts found for this 
melody in various regions suggest that Kyrie 68 may have circulated first in its Greek-
texted form and that it was later texted according to local practice. 
 Kyrie 70 is transmitted with different Latin texts in northern France and 
Aquitaine. Kyrie 70 Conditor kyrie has several concordances in northern France and 
England but none earlier than the eleventh century. The northern Kyrie 70 
Clementissime conditor has only one, late concordance in the twelfth century La 263. 
The Aquitanian Kyrie 70 Suavis tu Deus is entered in Pa 887 and is thus the oldest 
recorded Latin-texted version of this chant. Kyrie 70 Suavis tu Deus did, however, 
never leave the region and the chant is only transmitted in two Aquitanian sources. All 
three combinations of melody and Latin text are set in a syllabic style. The Aquitanian 
Pa 1120 is the only other early source transmitting Kyrie 70 and here the melody is 
transmitted in Greek-texted form.   
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 Kyrie 217 is associated with two Latin texts in the northern transmission. Kyrie 
217 Kyri redemptor and Kyrie 217 Kyrie genitor eleison each have one northern French 
concordance from the eleventh and the twelfth century, respectively. None of the texts 
are recorded in the early manuscripts. On the contrary, the earliest northern French 
manuscripts as well as the main northern transmission of Kyrie 217 give the melody in 
Greek-texted form. We find the earliest concordances for Kyrie 217 in tenth century 
Aquitanian sources and in this region the melody is transmitted with Greek text only. 
Kyrie 217 Kyri redemptor is set in a syllabic style while Kyrie 217 Kyrie genitor eleison 
is set in a more ornate style as single neumes of two notes are used quite frequently 
throughout the chant.  
 
 
Kyries with 3 Latin Texts in North French Manuscripts 
Kyrie 24 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 24 Puerorum caterva (AH 25): 2/16 
Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex benigne (AH 64): 1/16 
Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex splendens (AH 18): 3/16 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (2: Cai 78, Cai 60) – N French (1: 
Cai 61) – N French (1: Pa 10508) 
  
Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 24 Kyrri urbs caelestis (AH 44): 2/1 (+1) 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (1: 1120)209  
 
Kyrie 24 Puerorum caterva, Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex benigne and Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex 
splendens are all transmitted in one or two eleventh century northern French 
manuscripts. The chants are only entered in the northern repertory at this time. In 
Aquitaine another Latin text is combined with the melody, namely Kyrri urbs caelestis. 
The Aquitanian combination has its oldest concordance in Pa 887 but Kyrie 24 Kyrri 
urbs caelestis never became frequent, as the two Aquitanian recordings are the only 
                                                           
209 The Kyrie chant is a late eleventh century addition to the tenth century manuscript Pa 1120 and is 
therefore difficult to place in Bjork’s Tables. Still, the entry is an eleventh century concordance and 
therefore counted by me. 
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concordances found for the chant. The three northern French chants are transmitted in a 
syllabic style while the Aquitanian Kyrie 24 Kyrri urbs caelestis is given in an 
oligotonic style.  
The oligotonic setting of Kyrie 24 Kyrri urbs caelestis comes as a result of the 
shorter text-phrases in the Aquitanian version. The melodic content is the same in the 
corresponding phrases in all four Latin-texted versions of Kyrie 24. Between the three 
northern versions we find evidence of the same technique where a neumatic movement 
in one Latin-texted Kyrie has been texted in another. The compositional practice thus 
suggests a pre-existing melisma to which each of the texts has been set independently.    
    
 
Kyries with 4 Latin Texts in North French Manuscripts 
Kyrie 47 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque (AH 23): 13/17 and 2/14 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (1: Apt 17), N French (7: Pa 
9449, Pa 1235, An 97, Pa 13252, Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13), English (1: Ox 775b), 
Italian (1: Ox 222) 
 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex Sabaoth (AH 63): 1/17 
Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor (AH 15): 6/17 
Kyrie 47 O Deus immense (AH 55): 2/17 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (1: Cai 60) – N French (4: An 97, 
Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13), English (1: Ox 775b), Italian (5: Ox 222, To 18, RoC 1741, 
RoN 1343, Bo 2824) – N French (2: Pa 9449, Pa 1235) 
 
Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus (AH 37): 1/14 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 1871), Spanish (4: Vic 
105, MaA 51, Pa 495, Hu 4), Italian (2: RoA 123, RoV 52) 
 
Kyrie 124 
Northern French and Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine (AH 11a): 3/19 and 8/19 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (2: Pa 1118, Pa 887) 
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Concordances in eleventh century sources: Aquitanian (7: Pa 1871, Wo 79, Apt 17, Pa 
1135, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1139), Spanish (2: MaA 51, Hu 4), N French (1: An 97), 
Italian (6: RoC 1741, RoN 1343, Bo 2824, RoV 52, Mod 7, Pad 47) 
 
Northern French transmission: 
Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo (AH 19): 6/19 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne genitor (AH 11b): 1/19 
Kyrie 124 Kyrri sapientia (AH 56): 1/19 
Concordances in early sources: 0 
Concordances in eleventh century sources: N French (3: Pa 10508, Ma 289, Lo 13) – N 
French (1: An 97), English (1: Du 6) – N French (1: Pa 13252) 
 
Of the four Latin Kyrie texts transmitted with Kyrie 47 in the northern French 
area, only one is entered in the Aquitanian repertory as well. Kyrie 47 Theoricam 
practicamque is transmitted in northern French and Aquitanian sources and also in 
England and Italy during the eleventh century. The main transmission of this text and 
melody is, however, in the north. Three other Latin texts are transmitted with Kyrie 47 
in the northern manuscripts and of these only Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor is transmitted 
outside the northern French area in the eleventh century. Kyrie 47 Theoricam 
practicamque is the only text-melody combination entered in the earliest sources, in the 
Aquitanian Pa 887. Kyrie rex genitor seems to have been the preferred Latin text used 
with Kyrie 47 in Italy but the text is not entered in the repertory until the eleventh 
century. In Aquitaine Kyrie 47 is also transmitted with a second text and Kyrie 47 
Christe Deus decus has concordances in Spanish and Italian manuscripts as well.  
The four Latin-texted Kyries found in the north are all syllabic in style, except 
for the openings and endings of most phrases. The neumes at these places vary 
somewhat between the different chants and Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque is the 
chant with most neumes. In the Aquitanian transmission the chant is shaped the same 
way as in the northern. The southern Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus conveys somewhat 
more neumatic movements throughout but due to the generally ornamented openings for 
the Latin-texted Kyries 47 the differences between the chants are not of any substance. 
Theoricam practicamque is possibly the oldest Latin text transmitted with Kyrie 
47. The text is, however, not recorded until the late tenth century and by that time Kyrie 
47 was already recorded in ten more manuscripts in Greek-texted form, the earliest as 
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an addition to Pa 1240. Thus the manuscript evidence suggests a first transmission of 
Kyrie 47 in Greek-texted form.  
Kyrie 124 is transmitted with four Latin texts in the northern French area. Kyrie 
124 Rex magne Deus is entered in Aquitanian manuscripts as well and the text-melody 
combination is recorded in two of the early manuscripts from this area. The three other 
Latin texts have no earlier concordances than from the eleventh century, which may of 
course be due to their limited dissemination as the chants are found only in northern 
France and England at this time. Kyrie 124 Rex magne Deus is the only Latin-texted 
Kyrie 124 transmitted in Aquitaine. Also, the chant has more Aquitanian concordances 
than northern, nine compared to two respectively, for the tenth and eleventh century. 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne Deus may well be of an Aquitanian origin. All four texts are 
given in a mostly syllabic style. If anything, Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo, the most 
frequent text-melody combination in the north, is perhaps shaped with slightly more 
neumes. Like Kyrie 47, Kyrie 124 also has manuscript concordances for its Greek-
texted version as early as or even earlier than, the Latin-texted Kyrie recordings.          
 
 
Kyries with no Latin Text in North French Manuscripts 
Kyrie 144 
No text/4 northern French manuscript concordances for the melody 
 /1 Aquitanian manuscript concordance for the melody  
 
Kyrie 185 
Northern French transmission: No text/1 manuscript concordance for the melody 
 
Aquitanian transmission: 
Kyrie 185 Unice Christe (AH 47): 1/17 
Kyrie 185 Demus deo gloriam labiis210: 1/17 
                                                           
210 The notation for Kyrie 185 is only entered as incipits in the margin in Wo 79, the only concordance for 
this text. The incipit is entered by the end of the text Unus omnipotens, a Latin text familiar to the 
Aquitanian repertory since it was already entered with Kyrie 198 in Pa 887; Bjork interprets the source to 
give the incipit of Kyrie 185 together with this text. See David Bjork (1977) II, 344 and 379. The text 
Demus deo follows immediately after Unus omnipotens in the manuscript and so the incipit of Kyrie 185 
is entered by the very opening of this unique text as well. More usual musical incipts are entered at the 
opening than at the end of the Latin texts. Also, over the first textual lines of Unus omnipotens occasional 
notation is added that in fact, indicates the melodic line of Kyrie 198 for this text. Thus it seems 
justifiable to suggest that the incipit of Kyrie 185 is rather notated in combination with Demus deo in this 
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Kyrie 185 Theoricam practicamque (AH 23): 5/17 
Kyrie 185 Caelestis terrestrisque211: 1/17 
Kyrie 185 Rex alme cunctipotens212: 1/17 
Concordances in early sources: Aquitanian (1: Pa 887) – 0 – 0 – 0 – 0  
Concordances in eleventh century sources: 0 - Aquitanian (1: Wo 79) – Aquitanian (5: 
Pa 1871, Wo 79, Pa 779, Pa 903, Pa 1139), Spanish (2: MaA 51, Hu 4) – Aquitanian (1: 
Apt 17) – Aquitanian (1: Pa 779) 
 
Kyrie 144 is only recorded in Greek-texted form in the northern and the 
Aquitanian area and in fact, no Latin text was ever entered with this melody in the 
Frankish regions. Kyrie 185 on the other hand, has no Latin text in the northern 
transmission until the fourteenth century (Li 2) but in Aquitaine as many as five Latin 
texts have been used with this melody. Both melody and texts mostly confine 
themselves to the Aquitanian area but except for the one concordance found in northern 
France for the melody, two more concordances for Kyrie 185 Theoricam practicamque 
are found in Spain.   
 
 
 
One Text with Two Melodies 
The connection of individual Kyrie melodies to a number of Latin texts has by now 
been securely documented. Somewhat more unexpectedly, we find that a few of the 
Latin Kyrie texts are transmitted with different melodies.213 According to Melnicki, a 
Latin Kyrie text set to different melodies is quite rare and these texts are never used 
with more than two different melodies each. Melnicki’s catalogue lists six Latin texts 
that each appears with two different melodies.214 
                                                                                                                                                                              
manuscript. The text Demus deo is an unicum and is not edited in AH 47, for an edition see Eva 
Odelman: Prosules de la messe: 2 Les prosules limousines de Wolfenbüttel. Corpus Troporum VI (Studia 
Latina Stockholmiensia 31) (Stockholm, 1986), 142.  
211 The text is not found in AH, see also David Bjork (1979/80), 35-39. 
212 The text is not found in AH, see also David Bjork (1979/80), 36-39. 
213 David Hiley (1986) I, 52, writes that the basic Kyrie melodies to which each of the Latin texts were 
coupled are unvarying. This is true for the northern repertory considered in his catalogue but when 
considering other geographic areas as well, a few of the texts are associated with two different melodies 
each.    
214 Cunctipotens orbis factor with Kyrie 58 and 132, Iesu redemptor omnium with Kyrie 64 and Kyrie 68, 
Omnipotens genitor with Kyrie 39 and 56 (the text is more commonly transmitted as a Kyrie trope), Orbis 
factor with Kyrie 16 and 132, Rex Deus aeterne with Kyrie 39 and 96, Theoricam practicamque with 
Kyrie 47 and 185, see Margareta Melnicki (1955), 83-84 and 142-146. 
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Three of the thirteen Latin texts that were entered both in the northern French 
and the Aquitanian Kyrie repertory are transmitted with two different melodies (Table 
11). The texts Iesu redemptor omnium and Orbis factor are most frequently transmitted 
with melody 68 and 16 respectively, while the text Theoricam practicamque is entered 
in several manuscripts with melody 47 as well as with melody 185. The texts Orbis 
factor and Theoricam practicamque are used with the same melody in both northern 
France and Aquitaine but Theoricam practicamque is also used with a second melody in 
the Aquitanian transmission. Iesu redemptor omnium is the only text used with different 
Kyrie melodies in the two regions.  
 
Table 11   
Iesu redemptor omnium 
The text is associated with Kyrie 68 in northern France and with Kyrie 64 in Aquitaine. 
Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium is entered in several northern French manuscripts as well as in 
Rhenish, German, Spanish, English and Italian manuscripts. 
Kyrie 64 Iesu redemptor omnium is entered in two Aquitanian manuscripts only, Pa 1871 and 
Pa 778215. 
Kyrie 68 and Kyrie 64 are both transmitted with other Latin texts as well. 
 
Orbis factor 
The text is associated with Kyrie 16 in northern France/Aquitaine and with Kyrie 132 in 
Germany. 
Kyrie 16 Orbis factor is entered in several northern French manuscripts and in Germany, 
Aquitaine, Spain, England and Italy.  
Kyrie 132 Orbis factor is entered only in one late German manuscript, SG 546. 
Kyrie 16 is not transmitted with other Latin texts while Kyrie 132 is transmitted with several 
texts. 
 
Theoricam practicamque 
The text is associated with Kyrie 47 in northern France and with Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 185 in 
Aquitaine. 
Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque is entered in several northern French and two Aquitanian 
manuscripts, Pa 887 and Apt 17, as well as in one English, Ox 775b, and one Italian, Ox 222. 
Kyrie 185 Theoricam practicamque is entered in several Aquitainian manuscripts and in two 
Spanish, MaA 51 and Hu 4. 
Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 185 are both transmitted with other Latin texts as well. 
 
 
Kyrie 16 is not transmitted with any other text than Orbis factor and the text is 
transmitted with this melody in its earliest sources. Also, Kyrie 16 Orbis factor is 
                                                           
215 Dated late twelfth century, the manuscript is not included amongst Bjork’s Aquitanian sources due to 
its late dating.  
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transmitted in a number of manuscripts while Kyrie 132 Orbis factor is transmitted only 
in one manuscript, SG 546, which is dated as late as 1507216. Clearly Kyrie 16 is the 
melody that is most closely connected to the text Orbis factor while the melody Kyrie 
132 has been set to the text at a later time.217 
 The text Iesu redemptor omnium is disseminated widely with the melody Kyrie 
68 but it is found together with Kyrie 64 in two Aquitanian manuscripts. Kyrie 64 was 
never entered in the north and although Kyrie 68 is recorded with Latin text also in the 
Aquitanian repertory, the melody is never combined with Iesu redemptor omnium in 
this region. The two manuscripts transmitting Kyrie 64 Iesu redemptor omnium are late 
eleventh (Pa 1871) and twelfth (Pa 778) century sources and thus do not represent the 
earliest layer of concordances for this melody. Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium is only 
transmitted in eleventh century sources from northern France but the recordings are 
amongst the earliest concordances for Kyrie 68 in this repertory. The combination also 
has a tenth century concordance in the Italian manuscript Mza 76218.219 In the eleventh 
century Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium is entered in Rhenish, Spanish, English and 
Italian manuscripts, besides the many northern French concordances found for this 
combination. Iesu redemptor omnium is the Latin text used with Kyrie 68 in the main 
transmission of the melody in the north.  
On the basis of the early transmission as well as on the wide dissemination of 
Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium, we may conclude that the text Iesu redemptor 
omnium was used first with the melody Kyrie 68. Later on the text was adapted to 
another melody, Kyrie 64, in the Aquitanian area, but this combination never became 
frequent with only two surviving concordances. In the case of Kyrie 64 Iesu redemptor 
omnium, both the text and the melody seem to have been in use for a while before they 
were united. The first manuscript concordance for the text Iesu redemptor omnium is 
the Italian Mza 76 which transmits the text together with Kyrie 68, while the first 
manuscript concordance for Kyrie 64 is Pa 887. In the late tenth century manuscript Pa 
887, Kyrie 64 is transmitted with the Latin text In omni verbo nostro. Kyrie 68 is 
                                                           
216 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 130. 
217 See also Margareta Melnicki, 83-84, on SG 546: the Musical Collection of Pater Cuontz from St. 
Gallen. 
218 tenth/early eleventh century, Corpus Troporum VII (1990), 54. 
219 David Bjork (1979/80), 14. 
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transmitted in Pa 887 as well but here the melody is combined with the Latin text O 
theos alme.  
Kyrie 64 and Kyrie 68 are both G-mode melodies and they are melodically quite 
similar in the very opening of the melody. Both melodies alternate between G and a for 
the first 5-6 notes and then move in the compass a-D/b-D throughout. We may ask 
whether the initial similarity might be a reason for why the text Iesu redemptor omnium 
was entered with both melodies, e.g. that the text was set to Kyrie 64 because of a 
melodic misperception, but it would be unwise to put too much weight on such a 
suggestion. 
Iesu redemptor omnium is only one of several texts used with each melody in the 
respective region and both melodies are notated in as early or earlier manuscripts, with 
other Latin texts. Despite its early concordance in Mza 76, Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor 
omnium does not have to be the earliest form of this Kyrie. The melody is disseminated 
widely with a number of Latin texts already in the tenth century. In fact, Kyrie 68 is 
combined with as many as five different Latin texts in tenth century manuscripts.220 
Most concordances are found for Kyrie 68 Canamus cuncti. The text and melody are 
entered in three manuscripts from different regions in the late tenth century: Rhineland 
(Pa 19768), Germany (Ox 27) and Italy (Apt 18). The four other texts, among them Iesu 
redemptor omnium, only have one concordance each. Also, Kyrie 68 Canamus cuncti is 
perhaps the oldest concordance for a Latin-texted Kyrie 68 because the chant was added 
to Lo 19768 soon after its completion.  
The text Iesu redemptor omnium certainly existed prior to its relations with the 
melody Kyrie 64. On the other hand, it seems like both melodies Kyrie 68 and Kyrie 64 
might have been pre-existent to their common Latin text Iesu redemptor omnium. 
 The text Theoricam practicamque is transmitted with Kyrie 47 in northern 
France and in Aquitaine as well as in England and Italy while Kyrie 185 Theoricam 
practicamque has been recorded in Aquitanian and Spanish manuscripts. The earliest 
concordance for this text is found in the late tenth century Aquitanian manuscript Pa 
887 and here the text is recorded with the melody Kyrie 47. The melody Kyrie 185 is 
entered together with Theoricam practicamque in the eleventh century manuscript Pa 
                                                           
220 David Bjork (1978/80), 13-14. 
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1871. In Pa 1871 Kyrie 47 is recorded with the text Christe Deus decus. The Aquitanian 
manuscript gives the earliest concordance for the new combination of text and melody. 
 The manuscript transmissions of the text Theoricam practicamque and the text 
Iesu redemptor omnium share some similarities. Both texts have their earliest 
concordance in a tenth century source, Theoricam practicamque in the Aquitanian Pa 
887 with Kyrie 47 and Iesu redemptor omnium in the Italian Mza 76 with Kyrie 68. A 
few decades later they are both entered in Pa 1871 with another melody, Kyrie 185 and 
Kyrie 64 respectively. The instances become even more interesting when we look at the 
transmission of the four melodies connected to the two texts. All the four melodies are 
in fact entered in the tenth century manuscript Pa 887 and three of them with other 
texts: Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie 64 In omni verbo, Kyrie 68 O Theos 
alme and Kyrie 185 Unice Christe. Except for in the case of Kyrie 68 which has several 
Latin-texted concordances already in the tenth century, Pa 887 is the oldest surviving 
manuscript presenting these melodies with a Latin text.  
For Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 64 the text-melody combinations given in Pa 887 are the 
only ones used in the Aquitanian manuscripts, besides the purely Greek-texted entries, 
up until the melodies are notated in Pa 1871 with new Latin texts Christe Deus decus 
and Iesu redemptor omnium. Kyrie 68 is also entered with a new text in Pa 1871, O 
theos hagie. The combination is found in the contemporaneous or perhaps slightly 
earlier Apt 17221, as well. Kyrie 185 is entered with one further text in Apt 17 around 
the same time what is most probably the first appearance of Kyrie 185 Theoricam 
practicamque, is found in Pa 1871.222  
For all four melodies then, the text-melody combinations found in Pa 887 seem 
to have been the only ones used in Aquitaine, except for a number of purely Greek-
texted entries, up till around the middle of the eleventh century. At this time a number 
of texts that are new to the Aquitanian repertory are introduced and set to melodies 
already in use in this area. The scribes of Apt 17 and Pa 1871 are important witnesses of 
this process.  
                                                           
221 Apt 17 is dated ca 1050 and Pa 1871 is dated mid-/late eleventh century in CT VII (Stockholm, 1990), 
53 and 56.   
222 The incipit of Kyrie 185 is added to the text Theoricam practicamque in the earlier manuscript Wo 79. 
In fact, Bjork organises the three sources with the following chronology regarding their Kyries: Pa 1871, 
Wo 79, Apt 17, in David Bjork (1979/80), 35.  
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The Aquitanian melodies Kyrie 64 and Kyrie 185 both seem to have adapted 
texts that were, at an earlier time, and later more often, used with the melodies Kyrie 68 
and Kyrie 47. Both the new settings are first documented in Pa 1871 and perhaps the 
scribes of Pa 1871 were in fact, the ones performing these adaptations.223 The textual 
revisions in the Aquitanian Kyrie repertory did not only consist of new or imported 
texts that were set to familiar melodies. For Kyrie 185, a text that was already in use in 
Aquitaine was adapted to a new melody. Signifying for this process is also the fact that 
both Kyrie 64 and Kyrie 185 were in use in Aquitaine for a while and together with 
other Latin texts, before they were combined with the texts Iesu redemptor omnium and 
Theoricam practicamque in the manuscript Pa 1871.  
 
 
 
Discussion 
Thirty-two melodies, a little more than one half of the sixty Kyries found in the northern 
French and Aquitanian repertories together, are recorded with one or more Latin texts. 
Twenty-eight melodies are recorded with Greek text only in the two repertories.224  
Most of the eighteen Kyries in the common northern French and Aquitanian 
repertory are entered with one or more Latin texts. Seventeen Kyries are combined with 
up to five different texts each, in one region, and two or three Latin texts are quite 
common. Only one of the eighteen Kyries, Kyrie 144, is never notated in Latin-texted 
form. On the other hand, among the twenty-three melodies entered only in northern 
France, eight are transmitted with Latin texts while fifteen are notated with the Greek 
text only. None of these melodies are connected with more than two texts. The 
Aquitanian transmission shows a similar pattern. Only seven out of the nineteen 
melodies not entered in the north are recorded with Latin texts. Of the forty-two Kyries 
belonging to only one of the repertories then, the majority is transmitted without any 
                                                           
223 Pa 1871 is otherwise known for being the earliest source to include new Kyrie melodies that circulated 
in Aquitaine around mid-eleventh century, as well as for its large collection of Kyrie melodies. See David 
Bjork (1979/80), 40. The source is thus already recognised as conveying eleventh century changes in the 
Aquitanian Kyrie repertory.   
224 A few of the Greek-texted Kyries appear with Latin text(s) later on and/or in other regions, see Table 
10, p. 173, above. 
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Latin text in the two regions. Accordingly, the Kyrie melodies most frequently used and 
most widely disseminated were also associated with the largest number of texts.  
 In the northern repertory the Latin-texted Kyries are primarily transmitted in a 
syllabic style. Only a few of the melodies are transmitted in a syllabic style throughout, 
like Kyrie 155 Dominator and Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex benigne. More common for the Latin-
texted Kyrie chants is to have the opening and/or the cadences of each melodic line set 
with neumes or a melisma while the rest of the melodic line is syllabically set, like for 
instance Kyrie 16 Orbis factor, 68 Iesu redemptor omnium or 142 Kyrie Deus 
sempiterne. The chant displaying this feature at its strongest is perhaps Kyrie 18 
Cunctipotens genitor with its strictly syllabic setting of the Latin text in contrast to the 
exuberant style of the cadential melisma set to eleison.  
A few of the chants in the northern repertory are set in an oligotonic style. Kyrie 
16 Orbis factor, Kyrie 58 Pater cuncta and Kyrie 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta are set 
with a varying degree of neumatic movements in different northern French manuscripts. 
Some transmissions give the chants in a near syllabic style while in others the style is 
best described as oligotonic. Kyrie 102 Clemens rector and Kyrie 162 Kyrie rex 
saeculorum are also transmitted in an oligotonic style.  
Several of the Kyrie chants in the Aquitanian repertory are transmitted in an 
oligotonic style. Besides Kyrie 102 Clemens rector and Kyrie 162 Kyrie rex 
saeculorum, two more melodies from the common repertory are recorded in an 
oligotonic style in the Aquitanian transmission: Kyrie 24 and Kyrie 68 are both 
transmitted in an oligotonic style with Latin texts Kyrri urbs caelestis and O theos 
hagie, respectively. Kyrie 24 is only combined with the Latin text Kyrri urbs caelestis 
in Aquitaine while in this region, Kyrie 68 is syllabically set with Latin text O theos 
alme as well. Kyrie 16 Orbis factor, Kyrie 58 Pater cuncta and Kyrie 161 Summe Deus 
qui cuncta are all transmitted in an oligotonic style in the Aquitanian manuscripts. 
Furthermore, three of the Kyrie melodies entered only in the Aquitanian repertory are 
recorded with their Latin text in an oligotonic style: Kyrie 36 Princeps astrigeram, 43 
Summae sophiae genitor and 191 Conditor rerum alme.   
Common to Kyrie 16 Orbis factor, 58 Pater cuncta and 161 Summe Deus qui 
cuncta are their varying stylistic outlines in different manuscripts when regarding both 
the northern and the Aquitanian recordings. The neumes in the oligotonic settings 
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concerned mostly consist of two or three tones. The tones are most often used also in 
the corresponding Greek-texted phrases in the chant which suggests that the alternating 
Greek-texted and Latin-texted chant would have been perceived as a whole and have 
been transmitted as an entity. The "extra" tones found in the oligotonic settings of the 
three chants most often have the function of filling out intervals in the melodic line or of 
elaborating and thereby underlining tones at specific points. Such features suggest the 
original intention of a syllabically texted melody that was at times further elaborated to 
make the melodic line more fluid.    
Kyrie 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum also looks more like a Kyrie chant with the 
melodic line basically set in a syllabic style but where the melodic line has then been 
somewhat elaborated. Also in this melody the main form of the neumes is two 
succeeding tones filling in an interval or merely elaborating specific tones. Furthermore, 
the level of neumes varies somewhat between manuscripts also for this chant. If so, 
Kyrie 102 would be the only northern Kyrie chant transmitted in an oligotonic style in 
all northern manuscripts.  
I have so far compared the more syllabic settings of a chant to the oligotonic 
settings of the same chant found in different manuscripts. Within a manuscript the 
neumatic movements are surprisingly frequently, although not always, a part also of the 
alternating Greek-texted settings. At the time when most of the Kyries were recorded 
then, the Latin texted part and the Greek-texted part of the chant were most probably 
transmitted as an entity. 
In Aquitaine five more Kyrie chants are set oligotonically. Three of the five 
melodies are only entered in the Aquitanian transmission. Kyrie 24 and Kyrie 68 are 
both transmitted in the north with other Latin texts and in a syllabic style. Kyrie 24 
Kyrri urbs caelestis in Pa 887 is one of two recordings found for this melody before the 
year 1000. The recording of Kyrie 24 in the English Cdg 473 is in Greek-texted form. 
Kyrie 68 on the other hand, is recorded with five different Latin texts in the earliest 
manuscripts. The oligotonically set Kyrie 68 O theos hagie is recorded first in the early 
north Italian manuscript Apt 18. Settings of Kyrie 68 with other Latin texts are all in a 
syllabic style. Also, at the same early time Kyrie 68 was recorded in several 
manuscripts with Greek text only. The early dissemination of Kyrie 68 with a number of 
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Latin texts together with an early and extensive dissemination of the Greek-texted Kyrie 
68, surely suggests that the chant must first have existed in Greek-texted form. 
The Aquitanian Kyries 36 Princeps astrigeram, 43 Summae sophiae genitor and 
191 Conditor rerum alme are only recorded with one Latin text each. Kyrie 43 and 191 
are notated with their Latin text in all manuscript concordances while Kyrie 36 is 
recorded once also in Greek-texted form, in Pa 1177. Kyrie 191 Conditor rerum alme 
has one concordance amongst the earliest sources, in Pa 887, while Kyrie 36 Princeps 
astrigeram and 43 Summae sophiae genitor are recorded first in manuscripts from 
around mid-eleventh century. Kyrie 36 Princeps astrigeram is also recorded in German 
manuscripts but otherwise the concordances for these melodies are restricted to the 
Aquitanian area and Spain.  
Sixteen melodies common to the northern French and the Aquitanian area are 
combined with one or more Latin texts in the northern transmission. As many as seven 
of these melodies, Kyrie 47, 48, 55, 68, 124, 155 and 217, are first notated in the 
manuscripts in Greek-texted form. The other nine, Kyrie 16, 18, 24, 58, 70, 102, 142, 
161 and 162, are found in sources with Latin texts from the very beginning. Kyrie 24 
and 70 are found in separate manuscripts in Greek-texted form at the same early time 
and even Kyrie 102 - excluding the chant’s numerous early concordances in Latin-
texted form, also has one early manuscript concordance in Greek-texted form.225 The 
earliest concordances for Kyrie 18 and 142 on the other hand, are with Latin texts (both 
in Pa 887). Kyrie 16, 58, 161 and 162 have no manuscript concordances before around 
mid-eleventh century but are then transmitted almost solely in their Latin-texted form. 
Six of the nine chants are combined with only one text each in the northern-Aquitanian 
transmission while Kyrie 18, 70 and 24 are given with two, three and four different 
texts, respectively.  
The three multiple-texted Kyries all show features suggesting that each of their 
texts were set directly to the melody and not as a contrafacta of a Latin-texted chant. 
The Latin texts used with Kyrie 18, Cunctipotens genitor and Clementissime conditor, 
share identical melodic lines even though their text-phrases are of different length and 
this results in the quite extensive melismas on eleison for the shortest text. Clearly, the 
                                                           
225 Pa 1120 transmits the melody twice, once with Latin text and once with Greek text only. 
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texts must have been set to the melody independently of each other. Kyrie 70 displays 
the same technique for its three different Latin textings: Kyrie 70 Conditor kyrie 
conveys a neume of three tones on e(-leison) in phrases 1 and 3. In the other northern 
version, Kyrie 70 Clementissime conditor, the neume has been texted. In Kyrie 70 
Suavis tu Deus the neume in question has also been texted, however, none of the text-
phrases in the Aquitanian version end on eleison and all oligotonic movements in the 
cadences have thus been syllabically texted throughout. All three Latin-texted chants 
then, show different approaches to what seems to have been individually performed 
textings of a pre-existing melody.   
 
 
 
Conclusion       
The northern-Aquitanian Kyrie repertory investigated here to a large extent shows that 
several melodies may have first circulated in their Greek-texted form before Latin texts 
were added. The shape of the 23 and 19 melodies particular to each repertory further 
supports such an idea when around two thirds of the melodies in each repertory are 
transmitted solely in their Greek-texted form in these regions (Table 10). Surely, these 
melodies were already seen as independent compositions. While some melodies spread 
over an extensive area, the texts accompanying a melody were more often in regional 
use and the individual Latin text often continued to be used basically in the region 
where it originated. The practice resulted in quite a large number of texts found with 
many of the most frequently used and widest disseminated melodies.  
A few of the Kyries admittedly show a very close connection to their Latin texts. 
This applies in particular to Kyrie chants transmitted with only one Latin text and most 
often in an oligotonic style. Kyrie 102 Clemens rector and Kyrie 16 Orbis factor are 
amongst the melodies that should be considered in this respect as well as the Aquitanian 
transmissions recorded in an oligotonic style mentioned above. Such a connection does 
however seem to be a later feature of the Kyrie chants as no such occurrences are found 
for the chants that were part of the earliest repertory.  
Bjork in his work aimed to more or less exclude the possibility that the Latin-
texted Kyries were textings of pre-existing melismatic settings of the Greek-texted 
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chant. On the basis of my findings I think it safe to conclude that many of the Latin-
texted Kyries in fact are textings of pre-existing melismas and that several of the 
melodies circulated in Greek-texted form before they were connected to a Latin text. 
The issue should, however, be further investigated by closer analyses of Kyrie chants 
and in Chapter 6 I will proceed by examining the melodies that are perhaps of the oldest 
origin in the Kyrie repertory.  
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Chapter 6 
The Earliest Layer of Frankish Kyrie Chants 
 
  
Three tropers contain the oldest records of Kyrie melodies. The east Frankish St. Gallen 
Codices 381 and 484, copied in the second quarter of the tenth century226 and the west 
Frankish Pa 1240, copied sometime during the period 932 – 935 in Aquitaine.227 The 
three Kyries of Pa 1240, Kyrie 47, 55 and 124, were added somewhat later. John 
Emerson suggests that these additions were done at St. Martial in collaboration with 
monks from northern France, who visited there between 937 and 942.228 Each of the 
Kyries has been notated in a different hand229 and the earliest addition seems to be 
Kyrie 55, entered here with the Latin text Te Christe supplices and with unnotated 
incipits for tropes for the Kyrie added in the margin. 
St. Gall 381 and 484 transmit troped Kyries in their main corpus. Kyrie 39 and 
Kyrie 144 are recorded with their respective tropes in both manuscripts together with 
the Greek-texted Kyrie 155. Tropes for Kyrie 155 are added in both manuscripts in the 
second half of the tenth century and a troped Kyrie 151 is added in SG 381 around the 
same time.230 On the contrary to Pa 1240, the St. Gall manuscripts do not transmit 
Latin-texted Kyries. Both manuscripts do, however, also give Kyrie 55 in Greek-texted 
form as an addition.  
Another early east Frankish source with notation for Kyries is Lo 19768, a troper 
and proser from Mainz, copied in the third quarter of the tenth century.231 Lo 19768 
presents two Kyries as part of the original corpus: Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 are entered in 
Greek-texted form as well as with trope Omnipotens genitor and Greco-Latin text Kyrie 
o theos, respectively. Three more Kyries are added shortly after the compilation of the 
                                                           
226 Wulf Arlt and Susan Rankin (1996), 14-15. 
227 John Emerson (1993), 193. 
228 John Emerson (1993), 198. 
229 Philip Rutter (1993), 599. 
230 Wulf Arlt and Susan Rankin (1996), 97 and 100. 
231 Wulf Arlt and Susan Rankin (1996), 16. Lo 19768 is one of the Lothringian manuscripts known to be 
influenced from both the east and the west, the area named "la Zone de Transition" in Gunilla Björkvall, 
Gunilla Iversen, Ritva Jonsson: Corpus Troporum III, Tropes du proper de la messe 2: Cycle de Pâques 
(Studia Latina Stockholmiensia 25) (Stockholm, 1982), 33. See also the map in Gunilla Iversen: Corpus 
Troporum IV, Tropes de l'Agnus Dei (Studia Latina Stockholmiensia 26) (Stockholm, 1980), 26. The 
Mainz-manuscript is, however, considered to be mainly of eastern influence. 
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manuscript, Kyrie 47, 68 and 155. Like Kyrie 55, Kyrie 68 is recorded twice in the 
manuscript: in Greek-texted form and with Latin text Canamus cuncti. 
Scholars agree that Kyrie 55 might be one of the oldest preserved Kyrie 
melodies.232 The Kyrie with its Latin and Greco-Latin texts Te Christe supplices and 
Kyrie o theos is present in tenth century sources from all over Europe. Around 30 
Kyries have been entered in the various manuscripts from this period. Only two further 
Kyries, Kyrie 68 and Kyrie 155, were disseminated nearly as widely as Kyrie 55.  
The three earliest Frankish manuscripts provide us with a total of six different 
Kyrie melodies that were recorded already in the second quarter of the tenth century: 
Kyrie 47, 55 and 124 from the west and Kyrie 39, 144 and 155 from the east. The 
Rhenish manuscript Lo 19768 includes elements from both repertories by transmitting 
the western Kyrie 55 (both Greek-texted and Latin-texted) and the eastern Kyrie 39 
(with trope) as the only two Kyrie chants in its main corpus.  
Kyrie melodies added shortly after the compilation of the main corpus in the 
Swiss and Rhenish manuscripts further confirm the perception of melodies expanding 
into new geographical areas in the second half of the tenth century. Not unexpectedly, 
we find Lo 19768 in the middle of this process.233 In Lo 19768 one more western 
melody, Kyrie 47, and one more eastern melody, Kyrie 155, are added together with the 
very first recording of Kyrie 68. And finally, the melody Kyrie 55 is added in both St. 
Gall codices around the same time.  
 
 
 
The Kyrie Chants in Pa 1240 and SG 484 & 381 
Each of the six melodies that were notated in the manuscripts before mid-tenth century: 
Kyrie 39, 47, 55, 124, 144 and 155, will now be examined. Surely the Kyrie repertories 
at the time contained other melodies as well, that were only notated later. But the six 
melodies must regardless have been amongst the most important and most frequently 
                                                           
232 David Hiley: "Kyrie" in Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart: Allgemeine Enzyklopädie der 
Musik, ed. Ludwig Finscher and Friedrich Blume (Kassel, 1996), vol. 5, 837, and Western Plainchant 
(Oxford, 1993), 152. See also Richard Crocker: "Kyrie eleison" in The New Oxford History of Music, ed. 
Richard Crocker and David Hiley (Oxford, 1990), vol. 2, 273. David Bjork (1977) I, 218, suggests that 
Kyrie 55 might be the oldest Kyrie existing from the Aquitanian area. 
233 See footnote 231 above.  
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used Kyries in their respective regions and features found in these melodies can thus be 
seen as representative for the early repertories. Each melody shows individual 
characteristics that reveal information about the early Kyrie chant in general as well as 
in a more regional aspect. Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 124 will be examined first as 
representatives for the earliest western transmission after which follows the eastern 
Kyrie 144 and Kyrie 155. Then the intriguing relations between the two melodies Kyrie 
39 and Kyrie 55 will be further explored. 
 
 
Kyrie 47 
The melody of Kyrie 47 is signified by repetitions throughout. As noted in the analyses 
in Chapters 2 and 3, the melody has extensive parts in common, in particular phrases 1-
6, but also phrases 1-9. I have shown that Kyrie 47 was transmitted in numerous 
variations of repeated pattern IV in the northern French repertory, a formal peculiarity 
that is perhaps due to the close relations between the melodic phrases.234 The 
Aquitanian transmission, on the other hand, is melodically quite stable for this melody 
as Kyrie 47 is recorded in melodic pattern axa byb czc’ in all Aquitanian manuscripts.         
In addition to its early entrance in Pa 1240, Kyrie 47 is transmitted in eight more 
manuscripts dated shortly before or around the year 1000. The concordances are found 
in Rhenish, Aquitanian and northern Italian sources.235 The Rhenish manuscript Lo 
19768 and the north Italian Apt 18 also transmit Kyrie 47 in melodic pattern axa byb 
czc’. Despite its wide dissemination at such an early time, the melody is not entered in 
any of the five earliest Swiss and German manuscripts.  
All the tenth century manuscripts transmit Kyrie 47 in Greek-texted form, except 
for the Aquitanian Pa 887 which transmits Kyrie 47 with Latin text Theoricam 
practicamque. The text is to be the most frequently used Latin text with this melody in 
northern France throughout the following centuries.  
The number of Latin texts used with Kyrie 47 increased rapidly and already 
during the eleventh century the melody was transmitted with six different texts. As 
many as four Latin texts were associated with the melody merely in the northern French 
                                                           
234 For the nature of these variations, see the melodic analyses for Kyrie 47 in Chapter 3.   
235 For a listing of the manuscripts, see Table 7, p. 139. 
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transmission: Theoricam practicamque (AH 23), Kyrie rex genitor (AH 15), Kyrie rex 
Sabaoth (AH 63) and O Deus immense (AH 55). Except for the Aquitanian 
concordances found for Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque, this chant, together with 
Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor are transmitted in Italian manuscripts as well. Another Latin 
text, Christe Deus decus (AH 37), is associated with Kyrie 47 in Aquitanian, Spanish 
and Italian manuscripts while Kyrie 47 Kyrie logos patri (AH 85) is transmitted in two 
German sources only. In the eleventh century the German transmission of Kyrie 47 is 
also scarce. Only five manuscript concordances are found for the melody and Kyrie 
logos patri is the only Latin text used with Kyrie 47 in this area. Tropes for Kyrie 47 are 
not recorded in tenth or eleventh century manuscripts.  
 
 
Example 34 
Kyrie 47, phrase 8 
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All six Latin Kyrie texts are used with this melody in a mainly syllabic style. 
The extraordinary melisma on six notes opening phrase 8 in Kyrie 47 Theoricam 
practicamque, Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor and Kyrie 47 O Deus immense, is partially 
texted in Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus and fully texted in Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex Sabaoth 
and Kyrie 47 Kyrie logos patri (Example 34). Also the frequent recording of the Greek-
texted Kyrie 47 in the earliest sources, suggests a first transmission of this melody with 
Greek text only. 
The six Latin-texted Kyrie chants display features implying that different texts 
were set to the same melody rather than one or more of them appearing as contrafacta of 
a previous Latin-texted Kyrie 47: the number of syllables is rarely congruent between 
corresponding phrases in different Latin-texted versions of Kyrie 47. For instance, in 
phrase 1, the six texts consist of from 18 to 21 syllables each and likewise, in phrase 4 
the number of syllables varies from 15 to 19 (Table 12). Also with regard to textual 
syntax and word groups there is little correspondence between the six texts. Occasional 
congruence for corresponding phrases in some of the texts does occur but never for all 
six texts at the same time.  
 
Table 12 
Number of syllables in each phrase: 
   ph 1 ph 2 ph 3 ph 4 ph 5 ph 6 ph 7 ph 8 ph 9 
AH 15:236   20 16 20 15 15 15 16 16 17+17+14 
AH 23:237   19 15 18 15 15 15 17 16 17+17+18 
AH 37:238   18 14 17 18 17 15 15 15 15+14+23 
AH 55:239   19 16 19 19 15 18 17 17 18+17+22 
AH 63:240   20 17 20 16 17 17 16 22 18+18+21 
AH 85:241   21 17 21 17 17 16 19 23 17+18+21 
 
 
                                                           
236 Text from Pa 10508  
237 Text from Ma 289 
238 Text from Pa 1871 
239 Text from Pa 1235 
240 Text from Cai 60 
241 Text from Mü 14083 
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In Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque and Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor, the text 
phrases 4, 5 and 6 are remarkably similar both in their number of syllables as well as in 
the grouping of words for each text as we see in Example 35. We should further notice 
the assonance on a (AH 15) and on e (AH 23) in phrases 4 and 5, respectively. To 
illustrate the rather fluid nature of such textual congruence I have added the text to 
Kyrie 47 O Deus immense for the corresponding phrases. While the text of phrase 5 in 
this Kyrie corresponds closely to phrase 5 in the two other Kyries, phrases 4 and 6 
contain more syllables as well as a different grouping of words.   
 
Example 35 
Phrase 4 
AH 15:242  Christe,  qui perfecta  es sapientia,   eleison. 
AH 23:243  Vindex   es in malis  et largitor boni,  eleison; 
AH 55:244  Spiritus a patre filioque prodiens, hagie, eleison; 
 
Phrase 5 
AH 15:  Christe,  lux oriens,        per quem sunt omnia,      eleison. 
AH 23:  Tuque,    qui cum patre   vernans cuncta, Christe,  eleison; 
AH 55:  Nostra    facinora           abluens omnia,                  eleison; 
 
Phrase 6 
AH 15:  Christe,  Dei forma,  humanae particeps,  eleison. 
AH 23:  Caeli   o plasmator  et terrae tu factor,  eleison; 
AH 55:  Es qui filius patris necne virginis Mariae, eleison. 
 
 
When examining each individual text together with the melody we find the 
familiar situation of little congruence in textual form between musically corresponding 
phrases in each Latin-texted Kyrie 47. All six texts are transmitted with the melodic 
                                                           
242 Text from Pa 10508 
243 Text from Ma 289 
244 Text from Pa 1235 
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version that has a contrasting middle phrase in two or all three of the melodies' Kyrie- 
and Christe-parts and as a result, the melodic lines for phrases 1 and 3, 4, (5) and 6 and 
also 7 and parts of phrase 9, are identical. Thus one could expect the corresponding 
texts to be identically shaped as well, but this is more often not the case.  
Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus and Kyrie 47 Kyrie logos patri show differences in 
textual form between melodically identical phrases throughout, both regarding the 
number of syllables as well as the grouping of words. Kyrie 47 Theoricam 
practicamque shows no more textual similarity between melodically corresponding 
phrases in the two Kyrie-parts but all three Christe-invocations are, as we have seen in 
Example 35, identically shaped. In Kyrie 47 O Deus immense the shape of text phrase 1 
and text phrase 3 is the same while Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex Sabaoth contains an identical 
number of syllables together with corresponding word groups in phrases 1 and 3 as well 
as in phrases 4 and 6. Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor is quite remarkable in this respect as 
all the text phrases in this chant correspond formally to another. Phrases 1 and 3, 4, 5 
and 6, 7 and 9a and also 2 and 8, are in fact congruent in this text both regarding the 
number of syllables as well as the boundaries between the words. The text is otherwise 
the only one of the six Latin texts associated with Kyrie 47 that conducts a consistent 
use of the word Kyrie or Christe to open each phrase throughout the chant.      
 The irregularities found between text lines set to corresponding melodic phrases 
are dealt with in different ways so that the phrases still achieve a certain extent of 
congruence between text and melody. Word groups and note groups are most often 
arranged so that even though the phrases contain a varying number of syllables, the 
boundaries between words or groups of words are for the most part congruent with the 
grouping of notes as found in the composite neumes in the alternating Greek-texted 
melodic version. Congruence between word groups and note groups is then often 
achieved by entering more than one note over a syllable or by including repetition of 
single notes.  
 Phrases 1 and 3 in Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus present an illustrating example 
of such a procedure. The text in phrase 1 consists of 18 syllables compared to 17 
syllables in phrase 3. The two corresponding melodic lines each contain 22 notes. If we 
disregard the oligotonic opening and ending of the phrases; the syllables and notes 
corresponding to the Kyrie- and -leison part from the Greek-texted version (nine notes 
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over five syllables), the Latin-texted Kyrie gives 13 and 12 syllables over 14 notes. 
Even though the two text lines are only separated by one syllable, a different melodic 
adjustment is made in each phrase. In phrase 1 the first part of the melodic line is 
shortened by one note by entering two notes over the syllable "in" while in phrase 3 
three notes are entered over the syllable "es" in the second part of the melodic line.  
 The way this text and melody is combined implies a presupposed interpretation 
for both. The text lines are divided into two main parts: Christe Deus decus in aevum + 
cum patre foves cuncta regna in phrase 1 and Cum sancto spiritu Deus unus + es 
luminis aeternae in phrase 3. My textual division is interpreted from the musical 
structure, but that the text was interpreted in terms of 9 + 9 syllables in phrase 1 and 10 
+ 7 syllables in phrase 3 becomes clear from the placement of the two neumes near the 
middle in each phrase. The neume in phrase 1 is used in the first part of the text line to 
coalesce the six syllables with seven notes, whereas phrase 3 contains six syllables in 
the first part but then only five for the last seven notes. If one was to consider only the 
melody, a more compliant approach would be to enter the note groups at corresponding 
places in the two otherwise identical phrases. And if one was to consider the two text 
lines as corresponding units, one would possibly have preferred to see them as 
consisting of 10 + 8 and 10 + 7 syllables (a division which is in fact partly suggested by 
AH 47, p. 102). These changes would have made the two phrases sound more alike and 
would in fact have been easily accomplished. Thus I see the textual and melodic outline 
of the two phrases as the result of a careful interpretation of both text and melisma.    
 The melody of Kyrie 47 clearly sets out the last part of the phrase as an entity in 
the melodic line since this motive recurs throughout the melody in all nine phrases 
except for one (phrase 7). Therefore the melodic part becomes one of the significant 
characteristics for this melody. The understanding of this part as a somewhat 
independent entity is further reflected in the notation. In the Greek-texted transmission 
of Kyrie 47 the last part of the phrases is always notated as a note group in a particular 
shape. The melodic division signalled by the melodic structure as well as by the 
composite neumes in the Greek-texted versions is then also reflected in the textings, as 
we have just seen for phrases 1 and 3 in Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus. But even more 
significant in this respect is the fact that the melodic interpretation is reflected in all six 
Latin texted versions of Kyrie 47. Throughout the phrases in all six chants the groups of 
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words are confined at this point (see for instance phrase 8 in Example 34).245 Such a 
correspondence between word groups and note groups in all Latin-texted Kyrie 47, 
regardless of the number of syllables in the individual text, further confirms our 
assumption that this melody existed first in a melismatic shape with Greek text only.   
 If we look at the first part of the melodic line in phrases 1 and 3 the composite 
neumes in the melismatic versions are not consistently notated in the manuscripts. And 
the textings reflect this plurality. Occasional congruence between word groups in 
different texts is accomplished, but there is no common interpretation for all six texts 
other than at the one place discussed above. In Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor, Kyrie 47 
Kyrie rex Sabaoth and Kyrie 47 Kyrie o logos the first part of phrase 1 can be divided 
into three congruent note and word groups over 3 + 4 + 4 syllables. In Kyrie 47 O Deus 
immense the groups contain 3 + 3 + 4, in Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus 4 + 2 + 3 and in 
Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque 4 + 6, syllables.    
 The four chants transmitted in pitch specific notation show in more detail how 
and by which means the different texts are adapted to the melody in the first half of 
phrase 1 and also how the boundaries between words in each Latin text to a large extent 
can be congruent with the neumes in their respective, alternating Greek-texted version. 
At times, though, the composite neumes in the melismatic version of a single 
manuscript correspond better with another text than the Latin text with which it is 
alternating. Such a situation is for instance found in the Ma 289 and Pa 1235 version of 
phrase 1 from Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque. By joining the b and the a over  
(Kyri-) e, the opening of the Greek-texted phrase 1 better matches the word groups 
found in Kyrie 47 O Deus immense or Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus (see Appendices III 
and IV). But such instances happen only rarely in the transmission of this melody.    
 Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque and Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor both end their 
first note group on b. The melodic line fits well the three-syllable word Kyrie while in 
the four-syllable word Theoricam the extra syllable is accounted for by repeating the 
opening note, G. In Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor the following section might be divided in 
two: one that opens on a and ends on G and the next opens on a and ends on F. In Kyrie 
                                                           
245 See also Kyrie 47 in Appendix III and IV. Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex Sabaoth and Kyrie 47 Kyrie logos patri 
are not transcribed here as they are only notated in non-readable neumes in the manuscripts, but they 
adhere to the other four versions regarding this feature. 
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47 Theoricam practicamque the passage should be seen as one unit due to the lack of 
congruent shifts between word and note groups. The text Theoricam practicamque is 
shorter in this part and consists of only 6 syllables. The melody is adjusted to the shorter 
text by entering four tones over the first syllable of this section.  
 Kyrie 47 O Deus immense and Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus include one more 
note in their first note group as they close on the a. The two next sections are not easily 
interpreted in O Deus immense since the two manuscripts giving this melody in pitch 
specific notation do not agree regarding the pitches. The version from As 695 could be 
seen to correspond partly with Kyrie rex genitor at this place as both end on the G, 
while the version from Pa 1235 would correspond better with Christe Deus decus in 
ending on the b. On the other hand, this might be due to the fact that the Pa 1235-
version does not have the G at all. The investigations thus show that the six different 
Latin texted versions of Kyrie 47 show little congruence regarding their grouping of 
words and tones. 
 As already discussed, phrase 3 is melodically identical with phrase 1 in this 
melody. In Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor and Kyrie 47 O Deus immense the congruent 
word and note groups are identical in the two phrases. In Kyrie 47 Christe Deus decus 
there is less similarity between the phrases. Not before the sixth syllable are the 
boundaries for word groups and note groups in both phrases the same. And in Kyrie 47 
Theoricam practicamque there is no correspondence between congruent word and note 
groups in the two phrases until mid-point where the characteristic melodic phrase 
common to most phrases in this melody, occur. Clearly there existed no universal 
conception of how to interpret the melody in detail.   
 In the northern French transmission of Kyrie 47, the Latin-texted phrases and the 
Greek-texted phrases in a single manuscript most often correspond closely. Differences 
found between Greek- and Latin- texted phrases in a given manuscript, mainly consist 
of one or two added or changed notes, often in the form of tone repetitions. The extra 
notes can be added in the Greek-texted as well as in the Latin-texted phrase. In the 
Latin-texted phrases the extra notes are often added due to textual demands (Kyrie rex 
genitor, phrase 1, Pa 10508). Also, an extra note can be added immediately before a 
neumatic movement over the Latin text (Kyrie rex genitor, phrase 4, Pa 1235). 
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 Often we experience minor variations between different manuscript 
transmissions of the chant, in particular regarding pitch or the number of tones. 
Whenever such variations occur they are usually found in the Greek- as well as in the 
Latin-texted phrases in the particular manuscript. For instance, in phrase 1 in Kyrie 47 
Theoricam practicamque from Pa 1235, the intervals in the melodic line over (prac-) 
ticamque vitam are somewhat larger than those which occur in other transmissions of 
this melody. The intervals in the alternating Greek-texted phrase from the same 
manuscript are nevertheless identical (see Appendix III). There are numerous examples 
on such occurrences in the northern French transmission of Kyrie 47, which further 
confirms the close relation between the Greek- and the Latin-texted phrases for this 
melody. 
     
 
Kyrie 124 
The melody of Kyrie 124 is also signified by a certain extent of repetition throughout 
the melodic phrases. The last part of contrasting or varied phrases is related melodically 
and the short opening motives used in the Christe- and the final Kyrie-part are also 
similar in this melody. Kyrie 124 is transmitted in two distinct repeated patterns, III and 
IV. The aaa bbb ccc-pattern is most frequently used in the northern French transmission, 
in particular with regard to the Greek-texted recordings. In the Aquitanian manuscripts 
the melody of Kyrie 124 is recorded in the axa byb czc-pattern throughout except for 
the one recording found in the ancient Pa 1240. The melodic outline otherwise seems to 
be dependent upon the text associated with the melody. Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo 
and Kyrie 124 Kyrri sapientia are always transmitted in the aaa bbb ccc-pattern while 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine and Kyrie 124 Rex magne genitor are recorded in the axa 
byb czc'-pattern in the northern and the Aquitanian repertory. 
 Up until around the year 1000, Kyrie 124 is found only in Aquitanian 
manuscripts. The earliest recording of the melody is as an addition to Pa 1240. The 
manuscript gives Kyrie 124 in Greek-texted form and the melody is notated in the aaa 
bbb ccc'-pattern. Four more Aquitanian manuscripts transmit the chant around the year 
1000. Pa 1084 and Pa 1120 give the melody in Greek-texted form while Pa 1118 and Pa 
887 give the melody with Latin-text Rex magne Domine, all in repeated pattern IV. The 
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trope Rex regum Domine is entered with Kyrie 124 twice at this time: with the Greek-
texted Kyrie 124 in Pa 1084 and with Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine in Pa 887.  
 In the eleventh century the melody achieves a wider dissemination. Kyrie 124 is 
notated in eleventh century sources from Aquitaine, Spain, northern France, England 
and Italy. The melody is, however, still non-existent in the eastern manuscripts and the 
twelfth/thirteenth century German manuscript Berl 664 is the earliest concordance for 
this melody in the east246. Several Latin texts are associated with Kyrie 124 in the 
eleventh century. Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine (AH 11a) is notated in Spanish, 
northern French and Italian manuscripts besides the continued recording of this Latin-
texted Kyrie in Aquitanian manuscripts. Kyrie 124 Rex magne genitor (AH 11b) is 
transmitted in northern French and English manuscripts while Kyrie 124 Summe pater a 
quo (AH 19) and Kyrie 124 Kyrri sapientia (AH 56) are recorded solely in northern 
French manuscripts at the time. In Italy Rex magne Domine is the preferred Latin text 
for Kyrie 124 but one manuscript appearance exists for the Latin-texted Kyrie 124 O 
summe rex (AH 125) in melodic pattern III as well.247 According to Bjork, one trope is 
associated with Kyrie 124 in one Italian manuscript248, but otherwise the eleventh 
century transmission of Kyrie 124 does not include tropes. 
 The four Latin-texted chants that are to be further examined are then all 
transmitted in northern French manuscripts and they are transmitted in a syllabic style. 
Again the number of syllables is more often not congruent for corresponding phrases in 
the different Latin texts (Table 13). The two texts Rex magne Domine and Rex magne 
genitor are closely related and four of the text lines are in fact shared by the two texts, 
which explains the congruence for so many of their phrases. On the other hand, Rex 
magne Domine is transmitted with verbal variations in northern French and Aquitanian 
manuscripts and as a result several of the phrases in this chant are given with a varying 
number of syllables in different manuscripts (see for instance phrases 3 and 4 in Ma 
19421 compared to An 96, in Appendix III).  
 
                                                           
246 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 118. 
247 I have not had access to the Italian manuscript that transmits Kyrie 124 O summe rex, To 18, but the 
text is entered as number 125 in Analecta hymnica 47, p. 183, and with a description of the melodic 
pattern. This Latin-texted Kyrie will, however, not be considered for further examinations of the 
relationship between Latin text and melody. 
248 In Ox 222, see David Bjork (1979/80), 38. 
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Table 13 
Number of syllables in each phrase: 
  ph 1 ph 2 ph 3 ph 4 ph 5 ph 6 ph 7 ph 8 ph 9 
AH 11a:249 17 20 17 24 22 25 19 12 21+21+13 
AH 11b:250 17 20 18 23 22 25 19 12 21+13 
AH 19:251 15 17 17 22 24 23 18 20 19+19+12 
AH 56:252 18 18 18 25 25 24 22 23 23+24+13 
AH 125:253 15 14 15 ?254 31 30 36 35 20+19+13 
 
Despite the varying number of syllables entered in the corresponding phrases, 
the chant shows a careful placement of word groups and note groups as congruent 
entities throughout. The congruence for these entities between the differently texted 
phrases is achieved either by adding or repeating notes inside a group or by entering two 
or more notes over a single syllable. Phrase 1 in Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo and in 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine show the liberation of such a system where a different 
number of syllables over the same note groups is accounted for. The first congruent 
word and note group contains more syllables in Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine (Rex 
magne Domine/Summe pater) while the second group contains more syllables in Kyrie 
124 Summe pater a quo (quem sancti/a quo cuncta) (Example 36). The same technique 
is in use in phrase 4. Here the second group is adjusted to cover four more syllables in 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne genitor than in Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo (see Appendix III). 
Also, when considering each individual Latin-texted version of Kyrie 124, we see that 
the grouping of words following note groups to a large extent corresponds between 
identically shaped melodic phrases. 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
249 Text from Ma 19421. 
250 Text from Pa 10508. 
251 Text from Pa 10508. 
252 Text from Pa 13252. 
253 Text from Analecta hymnica 47, 182. 
254 The full text of this phrase is not readable, see Analecta hymnica 47, 183. 
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Example 36 
 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine, phrase 1 (from Ma 19421) 
 
 
 
Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo, phrase 1 (from Ma 289) 
 
    
     
The melody Kyrie 124 is of west Frankish origin. Due mainly to the number of 
early Aquitanian manuscript concordances for this melody, Bjork suggested a southern 
origin for Kyrie 124 and with Latin text from the very beginning.255 Based on my more 
general observations for the Kyrie repertory as well as the regional stylistic variations 
discovered for this melody, I find it more likely that Kyrie 124 originated in northern 
France and without Latin text.256  
Early on in the tenth century the melody probably circulated in the north in the 
melodic repeated pattern aaa bbb ccc and with Greek text only. The melody was then 
introduced into Aquitaine from the north by its inclusion in Pa 1240 in Greek-texted 
form, perhaps as a direct copy from a northern chant book by an Aquitanian student 
scribe? Somewhat later, Kyrie 124 was redacted into a more complex melodic form 
with a higher degree of varietas and diversitas by Aquitanian singers/scribes and this 
then became the characteristic Aquitanian shape of the melody. After Pa 1240, the 
melody Kyrie 124 is only recorded in repeated pattern IV in Aquitanian manuscripts. 
Most likely during the same creative process the melody achieved its Latin text Rex 
magne Domine in Aquitaine.  
The Latin-texted Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine was transmitted into other 
regions while keeping up its characteristic complex melodic outline. The Aquitanian 
                                                           
255 David Bjork (1979/80), 25. 
256 See also my discussions on Kyrie 124 in Chapter 3. 
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melodic version of Kyrie 124 with Greek text only is found in later northern French 
manuscripts as well. That the closely related text Rex magne genitor found in northern 
French and English manuscripts should only be perceived as another textual variation of 
Rex magne Domine is strongly suggested by the melodic outline of this chant. Kyrie 124 
Rex magne genitor is the only Latin-texted Kyrie 124 with a non-Aquitanian 
transmission where the melody is given in repeated pattern IV.   
Kyrie 124 kept circulating in melodic pattern III in northern France as well as in 
Italy and the northern version of the melody was texted twice in the north and once in 
Italy. Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo is most likely of a Norman origin since the chant on 
the one side occurs in so many of and on the other side occurs only in, Norman and 
Norman-Sicilian manuscripts during the eleventh century.257 Kyrie 124 Kyrie sapientia 
is an unicum found in the St. Magloire-manuscript Pa 13252 which is the only 
manuscript from Paris in the early period while Kyrie 124 O summe rex is an unicum 
notated in the twelfth century Graduale from Bobbio, To 18 .    
 
 
Kyrie 144 
Kyrie 144 is a short melody that is transmitted in repeated pattern II in Rhenish, 
German/Swiss and Italian manuscripts from the tenth century and in repeated pattern III 
in northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts from the eleventh century. There is little 
direct repetition between contrasting phrases in this melody except for the cadence that 
recurs in all phrases but the very last one. The a-phrases and the c-phrases in the 
northern French and the Aquitanian transmissions are, however, not dissimilar in their 
melodic shape as well as regarding their number of tones. The pitch-specific notation 
does distinguish the two as moving in different registers, a change that would not have 
been acknowledged in the neumatic notation used in the Rhenish and German/Swiss 
manuscripts.   
 The melody appears first in the two St. Gall codixes and then later in the 
German manuscript Ox 27 and in the Italian Apt 18, around the year 1000. Recordings 
of Kyrie 144 are not found in France before the eleventh century. And also at this time 
                                                           
257 Already David Hiley suggests a Norman origin for this chant; David Hiley (1983), 14. 
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the melody is not frequently recorded in the west: we find only one Aquitanian 
concordance for this melody along with a few northern French and another Italian one. 
The eastern concordances for this melody at the time are scarce as well and only a 
couple of manuscripts from this area transmit Kyrie 144 in the eleventh century. 
 Kyrie 144 is transmitted with trope Deus solus et immensus (the text is not 
included in AH) in the four earliest manuscripts. The same trope is also associated with 
Kyrie 151 and Kyrie 155. In eleventh century manuscripts Kyrie 144 is notated with 
trope only once, in the German manuscript Be 11. The eleventh century Rhenish and 
western manuscripts all transmit Kyrie 144 without tropes and in Greek-texted form 
only. The melody was probably not associated with any Latin texts since even later on 
the melody is never recorded as a Latin-texted chant.    
 
 
Kyrie 155 
Kyrie 155 is another short Kyrie melody. As I have already described in Chapters 2-3, 
the chant is transmitted in different repeated patterns in the northern French repertory. 
The melody is notated in repeated pattern III, IV as well as the combination pattern axa 
bbb czd. The main transmission in this area does, however, give the melody in repeated 
pattern IV. Repeated pattern IV is also the one used for the melodic outline of Kyrie 155 
in the Aquitanian transmission. The length of the last three phrases in Kyrie 155 and in 
particular the very last, varies between manuscript transmissions. Also, the melody is 
signified by some amount of repetition between contrasting phrases, in particular at 
phrase ends, and the cadences are identical throughout all nine phrases. Kyrie 155 was 
widely disseminated already in the tenth century and the melody is found in the earliest 
manuscripts in most regions. While the early English transmission represented in Cdg 
473 gives the melody of Kyrie 155 in repeated pattern IV, the early Rhenish, German, 
Swiss and Italian manuscripts all transmit the melody in repeated pattern III.   
 Kyrie 155 has its earliest transmission in the east and the oldest recording of the 
melody is found in the two St. Gall manuscripts. The melody spread rapidly and was 
soon entered in manuscripts from most regions. In fact, the melody’s wide 
dissemination at this early time is surpassed only by Kyrie 55 as well as matched by 
only one other melody, Kyrie 68. The St. Gall manuscripts both give the melody in 
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Greek-texted form in their main body. In the second half of the tenth century the 
melody is re-entered with tropes: trope Ineffabilis (AH 32) is entered with Kyrie 155 in 
both St. Gall manuscripts while trope O pater piissime (AH 83) is entered with the 
melody in SG 381. In Aquitaine two more tropes are associated with Kyrie 155, namely 
Miserere rex (AH 160) and Deus solus et immensus, the trope otherwise associated with 
Kyrie 144 in the earliest German/Swiss sources. Both tropes are first notated with Kyrie 
155 in the manuscript Pa 1118. Trope Ineffabilis is also notated with Kyrie 155 in early 
Rhenish and Italian manuscripts. All four tropes are used occasionally with Kyrie 155 
also in the eleventh century. 
 Kyrie 155 is transmitted in Latin-texted form as well and the melody is 
associated with two Latin texts. We should nevertheless note that the Latin-texted Kyrie 
155 does appear in the manuscripts at a later time and that it is less frequently recorded 
than the Greek-texted and the troped Kyrie 155. Kyrie 155 Dominator is first notated in 
the Rhenish Pa 9448, dated 990-995258 and the slightly younger Italian manuscripts Apt 
18 and Vro 107. Kyrie 155 Kyri alme rex has its sole concordance in the Aquitanian Pa 
887. Kyrie 155 Dominator is also found in Aquitanian, Spanish and Italian manuscripts 
from the eleventh century but is not entered in northern French manuscripts until the 
late twelfth century when the chant is included in La 263. Significantly, this very entry 
is in fact the one northern French recording of Kyrie 155 in melodic repeated pattern III. 
Despite the frequent recording of the melody Kyrie 155 with Greek text and with tropes 
in the eastern manuscripts, Latin-texted Kyrie 155 is not entered at all in eastern 
manuscripts from the tenth and eleventh century. And also, none of the melody’s four 
tropes are included in northern French manuscripts, except for Miserere rex that is 
entered as a title for the melody Kyrie 155 in the Clunian Pa 1087.     
 The two Latin texts associated with Kyrie 155 display a certain level of 
symmetry with regard to the syllable count for each phrase (Table 14). Compared to the 
various Latin texts associated with Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 124 that were discussed above, 
the symmetry of text lines in each of the two texts are quite stunning. In Latin-texted 
Kyrie 155 Dominator as notated in the northern French manuscript La 263, all 
melodically corresponding phrases carry text lines with the same number of syllables 
                                                           
258 Corpus Troporum VII (1990), 56. 
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throughout. The same textual and melodic congruence is found also for melodically 
corresponding phrases in Kyrie 155 Kyri alme rex since the melody of this unique 
Latin-texted Kyrie is transmitted in repeated pattern IV.  
The three final text lines do however divert themselves somewhat from this 
general congruence. The melodic part of phrase 9 that constitutes a first repeat of phrase 
7 in Kyrie 155 Kyri alme rex is combined with a fifteen-syllable text line instead of the 
seventeen syllables constituting the text in phrase 7. And in Kyrie 155 Dominator the 
three last phrases show less congruence in varying text versions notated in manuscripts 
such as Apt 18, RoA 123 and Pa 1871259. The textual differences found between 
manuscript transmissions in the three last phrases reflect the frequent melodic 
differences, e.g. variations in the length of the melodic line, found at the same point. 
The manuscript La 263 is notated in the late twelfth century and the late recording may 
be the reason for such textual and melodic congruence found throughout all phrases in 
the chant. In earlier transmissions the three final text lines show little congruence 
regarding the number of syllables in each line.     
 
    
Table 14 
Number of syllables in each phrase: 
  ph 1 ph 2 ph 3 ph 4 ph 5 ph 6 ph 7 ph 8 ph 9  
AH 35:260 10 10 10 12 12 12 14 14 14  
AH 42:261 11 10 11 12 11 12 17 13 15+23 
 
 
 The textual form of Kyri alme rex reflects the melodic repeated pattern IV with 
its contrasting middle phrases, while the text Dominator reflects the melodic repeated 
pattern III. Kyri alme rex is only transmitted with Kyrie 155 in melodic repeated pattern 
IV. Dominator on the other hand, is transmitted with Kyrie 155 in both pattern III and 
IV. The melodic repeated pattern IV is used for this chant only in the Aquitanian 
transmission. In Aquitaine all records of Kyrie 155, with or without one or the other 
                                                           
259 See the transcription of Kyrie 155 Dominator deus from Pa 1871 in Appendix IV. 
260 Text from La 263. 
261 Text from Pa 887. 
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Latin text and trope, give the melody in repeated pattern IV. Kyrie 155 Dominator is 
transmitted with the melody in repeated pattern III in early Rhenish and Italian 
manuscripts as well as in the single northern French source for this Latin-texted chant, 
La 263.   
The Latin text Dominator corresponds in textual shape to the melodic shape 
found in the early Rhenish, German, Swiss and Italian manuscripts as well as in the 
northern French La 263. At the same time the text Kyri alme rex agrees well with the 
Aquitanian melodic shape in repeated pattern IV. Although the Aquitanian manuscripts 
transmit both chants, Kyrie 155 Kyri alme rex was recorded first in this repertory, in Pa 
887. Kyrie 155 Dominator is recorded as early in Rhineland and Italy in melodic 
repeated pattern III. Consequently, I would suggest a non-aquitanian, e.g. a Rhenish or 
an Italian origin for Kyrie 155 Dominator. Kyrie 155 Kyri alme rex on the other hand is 
surely an Aquitanian composition. 
The differences regarding syllable count found between the two Latin texts 
associated with Kyrie 155 and in particular the careful reflection of different melodic 
shapes in the building of the texts, certify the fact that neither one of these Kyrie chants 
could have been a contrafactum of the other. Also, the widespread dissemination of 
Kyrie 155 in the earliest sources in Greek-texted form confirms the presumption of a 
first transmission of Kyrie 155 with Greek text only.262  
The congruence of word groups and note groups in corresponding text lines 
between the two Latin-texted Kyrie 155 as well as the internal relation in each chant 
between word groups in text lines set to corresponding melodic phrases are quite similar 
to the situation already discovered in the above discussed Latin-texted Kyrie 47 and 
124. Word groups are most often organised similarly between corresponding phrases. 
Still, the congruent groups most often consist of several words and thus one frequently 
experiences only one or two congruent word/note groups in corresponding phrases.  
In the Group III-melody Kyrie 155 Dominator notated in La 263, phrases 4-6 
show internal relations where note and word groups have congruent boundaries only 
once when comparing all three phrases. However, if one compares only two of the 
phrases at a time, the occurrences of corresponding boundaries for word and note 
                                                           
262 David Bjork (1979/80), 23, also recognises that the Greek-texted version of Kyrie 155 must have pre-
dated the Latin-texted versions. 
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groups become more frequent. When compared to their alternating Greek-texted version 
then, a version which usually presents the exact same grouping of notes in melodically 
corresponding phrases, the word groups are not always congruent with the grouping of 
notes. Except for the congruent word and note group over the first four tones, the word 
groups in each of the three phrases correspond with the note groups in the alternating 
Greek-texted phrases at various places (Example 37). 
  
 
Example 37 
Kyrie 155 Dominator, phrases 4-6 (from La 263) 
    
    
 
The relationship between the Latin-texted and the alternating Greek-texted 
phrases in a manuscript is otherwise quite close also for this chant and variations consist 
mostly of tone-repetitions or the opposite; that a note is left out. 
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 Kyrie 155 would seem to have originated in the eastern area in Greek-texted 
form and with a melodic outline in repeated pattern III. The melody circulated widely at 
an early time and arrived in Aquitaine to be melodically redacted into a more complex 
musical form, containing a higher degree of varietas and diversitas, like so many other 
melodies were during the tenth century. Aquitanian scribes supplied Kyrie 155 with 
Latin text Dominator as well and the full chant was entered in Pa 887 while the Greek-
texted Aquitanian melodic version of Kyrie 155 was entered in Pa 1084, Pa 1118 (with 
tropes) and Pa 1120.   
 The eastern origin of Kyrie 155 and the early recording of Kyrie 155 Kyri alme 
rex in Pa 9448 (990-95) as well as the status of Rhineland as a place for new impulses 
and developments, suggest that a texting of the original eastern melody in aaa bbb ccc’-
form was conducted in the Rhenish area and then transmitted into Italy. When the 
Rhenish/Italian Latin-texted version of Kyrie 155 was somewhat later introduced into 
Aquitaine, the text Dominator was adapted to the more complex melodic version of 
Kyrie 155 already circulating in the area.  
 At this point we experience a profound difference in the relationship between 
melody and Latin text when compared to the transmission of Kyrie 124. In the 
transmission of Kyrie 124 each of the melody's Latin texts is always associated with the 
same melodic version. The contradictions thus found between the transmissions of the 
two chants on the one hand stress the point that the Kyrie melody and its Latin text in 
general was not perceived as an entity at the time but as two elements that could be 
associated quite freely with each other. On the other hand, the Aquitanian tradition 
comes across as a quite strong force. Obviously, the will to redact and to adjust 
melodies according to their own musical ideas was very strong in Aquitaine at the time. 
As a result melodies and text arriving in Aquitaine were most often adapted to regional 
traditions whereas Aquitanian chants, when transported to other regions seem to have 
experienced little adjustments to other local traditions. 
 
 
Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 
The two melodies Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 have been particularly interesting for my 
investigations into the early Kyrie melodies. Despite their first transmission in different 
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geographical areas they show a close melodic affinity towards each other when 
disregarding their differing melodic outline in repeated pattern III and IV, respectively. 
Such close melodic affinity is found between none of the other four melodies 
represented in the same manuscripts, Kyrie 47, 124, 144 or 155.  
 While Kyrie 39 has been perceived as an early Rhenish/eastern melody, Kyrie 
55 has been considered one of the oldest, and probably the oldest existing Aquitanian263 
Kyrie melody. Further, the manuscript evidence suggests a first transmission of Kyrie 
39 in Greek-texted form and with trope Omnipotens genitor (AH 3) due to the many 
concordances for the troped Kyrie 39 in Rhenish and eastern sources of the tenth 
century. The Latin-texted Kyrie 39 Lux et origo…O mundi (AH 12a) has its earliest 
appearance in the Italian Vro 107 (early eleventh century). Kyrie 55 on the other hand, 
is notated with Latin text Te Christe supplices (AH 2) already in its earliest manuscript 
concordance, Pa 1240. The tropes Christe redemptor (AH 160b) and Miserere Domine 
(AH 160a) are added as incipts in the same manuscript. Richard Crocker suggested that 
the Latin-texted Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices must have originated with melody and 
Latin text together264 and Bjork supports this notion in his discussion of the chant.265 
Kyrie 55 is transmitted with a second text, Kyrie o theos (AH 30), slightly later on in 
early Rhenish and eastern sources, the earliest being Lo 19768. Kyrie 55 Kyrie o theos 
has one concordance also in northern France, in the early eleventh century manuscript 
PaA 1169. Interestingly, the manuscript transmits both Latin-texted versions of Kyrie 
55.        
 Concerning the relationship between Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 I have come to 
agree with scholarly research previous to Bjork in this field.266 In Chapter 3 I argued 
that the melodies Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 55 are in fact more closely related than Bjork 
concludes in his dissertation. My findings of a highly varying melodic outline for 
individual Kyrie melodies in northern French manuscripts support such an approach. 
The findings certify that the melodic form was not seen as an inseparable concomitant 
                                                           
263 David Bjork (1977) I, 218. 
264 Richard Crocker (1966), 196-197. 
265 David Bjork (1977), 241-242. 
266 See for instance Peter Wagner: Einführung in die Gregorianischen Melodien, vol. III: Gregorianische 
Formenlehre (Leipzig, 1921; 2nd edn., Hildesheim, 1962), 437, note 3. 
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of a Kyrie chant. On the contrary, it seems like a Kyrie melody could be easily 
transmitted in different repetitonal patterns.  
 Furthermore, investigations into the relationship between the Aquitanian and the 
northern French Kyrie repertories in Chapter 4 show that the complex melodic repeated 
pattern IV did emerge as the result of an Aquitanian creative impulse. Kyrie melodies 
notated in the complex repeated pattern seem to have all been redacted in Aquitaine 
when entering the Aquitanian repertory from the north where they circulated in a more 
simple melodic form, the aaa bbb ccc- or the aaa bbb aaa-form. In such a scenario Kyrie 
55 as a Group IV-melody could well be and most probably should be seen as, an 
Aquitanian redacted version of the Group III-melody Kyrie 39.  
 What separates Kyrie 39/55 from other melodies transmitted in both repeated 
pattern III and IV and what might justify keep seeing the two as separate melodies, is 
then mainly the difference in length. In general each melodic phrase in Kyrie 39 is 
shorter than in Kyrie 55. The length is however by no means constant as shown in 
Chapter 3, and Kyrie 39 in repeated pattern III can have phrases of the same length as is 
common for Kyrie 55 in repeated pattern IV. However, the opposite does not occur and 
thus the shorter phrases are reserved for Kyrie 39 in repeated pattern III.  
 The Latin texts associated with the two melodies uphold these differences as we 
see in Table 15. Kyrie 39 is transmitted with one and Kyrie 55 with two Latin texts in 
the tenth and eleventh centuries. For Kyrie 39 I include two more texts for comparison 
from later Norman and English manuscripts to show the common tendency for the Latin 
texts associated with this melody. While the syllable count is variable both between 
melodically corresponding phrases as well as between corresponding text phrases in the 
two texts associated with Kyrie 55, the three texts associated with Kyrie 39 display an 
overall sense of congruity in both respects. The Latin-texted Kyrie 55 thus resembles 
the Latin-texted Kyrie 47 and 124 while the Latin-texted Kyrie 39 resembles the Latin-
texted Kyrie 155.  
 When comparing the number of syllables between corresponding phrases we 
find that phrases 4-6 are of approximately the same length in all five texts while phrases 
7-8 and in particular phrases 1-3 are much shorter in the three texts associated with 
Kyrie 39. The very last phrase is significantly shorter in this melody as the number of 
syllables is congruent with the number of syllables in phrases 7-8. In other words, there 
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is no expansion in the text line for the last phrase in either of the texts associated with 
Kyrie 39, which reflects a lack of the otherwise expected expansion in the melodic line 
of phrase 9 for this melody. The two texts associated with Kyrie 55 on the other hand, 
both give an extended text line for the very last phrase.  
 
 
Table 15 
Number of syllables in each phrase: 
  ph 1 ph 2 ph 3 ph 4 ph 5 ph 6 ph 7 ph 8 ph 9  
Kyrie 55: 
AH 2:267 23 24 24 20 21 21 18 16 17+20+17 
AH 30:268 24 34 28 18 22 20 19 18 19+19+16  
Kyrie 39: 
AH 12a:269 14 14 14 20 20 20 16 16 17 
AH 12b:270  14 14 14 20 20 20 16 16 16 
AH 155:271 15 15 15 20 20 20 16 16 16 
 
 
 All five texts are combined with their melody after the pattern shown above for 
the Latin-texted Kyrie 47, 124 and 155. Word groups and note groups are congruent to a 
certain extent between melodically corresponding phrases inside each chant. When 
corresponding text lines contain a different number of syllables the number of notes is 
changed accordingly inside a note group, either by adding one or more notes, mostly by 
tone-repetitions, or by entering two or more notes over a syllable, or both. The same 
instances are also found for corresponding phrases between each of the five texts. 
Despite the shorter text/melody lines for phrases 1-3 and 7-9 in the three Latin-texted 
Kyrie 39, word and note groups included in the phrases prove to be congruent with 
word and note groups in corresponding phrases of the two Latin-texted Kyrie 55. Thus 
the three Latin-texted Kyrie 39 and the two Latin-texted Kyrie 55 all bear the similar 
                                                           
267 Text from Ma 289. 
268 Text from PaA 1169. 
269 Text from Cai 78. 
270 Text from Lo 14. 
271 Text from PaA 135. 
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characteristics of having texts set to an already known melody in a way familiar from 
other Kyrie chants. Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices, the chant which supposedly 
represents the original shape of Kyrie 55, is then no different from the other four texts in 
this respect.   
 The differences found between the two chants further underlines the fact that 
even though the melodies are closely related, and Kyrie 55 most likely is a melodic 
derivative of Kyrie 39, the two melodies were perceived as independent compositions 
and continued to circulate as such. The clear separation between the two may be due to 
the level of extensive variations entered in Kyrie 55 when compared to Kyrie 39: in 
Kyrie 55 the melodic lines have been severely extended, phrases 2, 5 and 8 have been 
more or less completely refurbished and all nine melodic lines have been supplied with 
a Latin text in syllabic form.   
 Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices shows melodic characteristics separating the chant 
from most other Kyrie chants. As shown in Chapters 1-3, the melody consists of very 
little repetition between contrasting phrases when compared to the general Kyrie 
melody in repeated pattern IV. Instead of varying merely the opening in the contrasting 
middle phrases 2, 5 and 8, the melodic lines were profoundly changed from their 
surrounding phrases as well as from phrases 2, 5 and 8 in the pattern III-melody Kyrie 
39. Further, the melody Kyrie 55 shows a certain ambiguity regarding the modal outline 
when closing on the third below the final in the three first phrases. Interestingly, with 
regard to the high level of contrasts and variations found in this melody, the opening of 
the varied phrases a (1) and x (2) is notated similarly or even identically in some 
manuscripts. Such relationships otherwise occur rather seldom in the Kyrie repertory.  
 Could the ambiguity regarding certain aspects of the melody be due to the fact 
that Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices as found in Pa 1240 represents one of the very first 
attempts at redacting or re-composing a Kyrie melody in the Aquitanian region? And 
could we further assume that the complex melodic pattern IV and the Latin-texted Kyrie 
as a form, perhaps both emerged as the result of Aquitanian creative activity around the 
930's?   
According to Emerson, the northern monks who notated music in parts of the 
main body of Pa 1240 also participated in creating the supplement section on ff. 78v:17-
90v in which the Kyrie melodies are found. More particularly, the northern French 
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monks were "..furnishing chant texts and melodies to ff. 79v-82."272 Kyrie 55 Te Christe 
supplices is notated in an Aquitanian hand on folio 79. Furthermore, Emerson suggests 
that the supplement section was notated by a group of student scribes. He also suggests 
that the chants in this section were copied from other sources.273 One would suppose 
that amongst the sources to be copied was the notated chant book brought by the 
northern French monks.274 In fact, the occurrences of a foreign chant book might 
perhaps have been the very impulse to start collecting chants on pages at the end of the 
manuscript.  
 The scenario built by Emerson suggests a strong northern French influence on 
melodies in the Aquitanian manuscript, Pa 1240. Accordingly, the northern French 
musical ideas as well as the repertory must surely have had an influence also on the 
Aquitanian scribes and then in particular on younger students. If so, the complex 
melodic form of Kyrie 55 and its Latin-texted shape might have possibly emerged as the 
result of a mutual exchange of formal and artistic melodic ideas between one or more of 
the northern French monks and the Aquitanian student scribes. The hypothesis requires 
the presence of Kyrie 39 in the northern chant book brought to Aquitaine. The 
melodically complex and lengthy Kyrie 55 might then easily result from a creative 
desire to re-shape the somewhat modest and repetitive melody Kyrie 39 into an 
intriguing melody of great complexity, a melody that corresponded better with the 
melodic ideal of the time. Perhaps to further extend the importance of this new creation 
the melody was combined with the lengthy Latin text, Te Christe supplices.  
 Following such a hypothesis then, the text Te Christe supplices might well have 
been composed at the same time or in fact together with, the melody Kyrie 55. 
Nevertheless, according to the same hypothesis the Latin-texted Kyrie 55 should also 
and perhaps more correctly, be seen as a texting of as well as a melodic extension 
performed on, the eastern melody Kyrie 39.  
 
 
 
                                                           
272 John Emerson (1993), 198. 
273 John Emerson (1993), 209. 
274 John Emerson (1993), 198, describes the occurrences of a chant book brought by the northern French 
monks. 
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Conclusion 
The six Kyrie chants transmitted in the western manuscript Pa 1240 and the eastern 
manuscripts SG 381 and SG 484, display certain regional differences in their melodic 
and textual shape.  
The three melodies transmitted in the two earliest eastern manuscripts are 
transmitted in melodic repeated pattern II (Kyrie 144) and III (Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 155). 
All three are very short melodies and contain no melismas since the melodic lines are 
set to the Greek text in an oligotonic style. Two of the melodies are transmitted with 
tropes and the third is transmitted with Greek text only. None of the melodies are 
transmitted with Latin text and the complex repeated pattern IV is not used for melodies 
in the main corpus of the St. Gallen manuscripts.    
The earliest notated Kyrie in the Aquitanian manuscript Pa 1240 is transmitted 
in a very complex shape. The Latin-texted Kyrie 55 is recorded in repeated pattern IV 
and with Latin text Te Christe supplices. Kyrie 47 is recorded in repeated pattern IV as 
well while Kyrie 124 is transmitted in pattern III in this manuscript. Further, each 
melodic line in all three Kyries is more than twice as long as their eastern counterparts. 
The two Greek-texted melodies, Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 124, are notated in a highly 
melismatic style. None of the three melodies were originally troped since the trope 
incipits notated in the margin with Kyrie 55 were added somewhat later.275  
The material from this early period is scarce since we only have access to three 
manuscripts containing six Kyries altogether, from before the mid-tenth century. 
However, these Kyrie chants show stylistic congruence to such an extent within each 
regional manuscript that it is more likely that the results found in fact outline important 
differences that existed, also on a more general level, between eastern and western 
repertories in the early tenth century. Based on the Kyries from the three manuscripts I 
therefore tentatively summarise as follows:  
 
 
 
 
                                                           
275 David Bjork (1977) II, 32, note a. Phillip Rutter (1993), 599, suggests that the trope incipits were 
entered by the same scribe that notated Te Christe supplices. 
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Characteristic of the early eastern melodies are: 
- A formal representation in simple repeated patterns, e.g. repeated pattern II or III 
- Short melodic lines  
- The association with tropes only  
 
  
Characteristic of the early Aquitanian melodies are: 
- A formal representation in more complex repeated patterns, in particular pattern IV 
- Extended melodic lines 
- The Latin-texted form 
 
  I will further draw attention to the fact that all six melodies notated in the 
manuscripts before the mid-tenth century are transmitted in an E- or a G- modality. And 
if we include the two chants entered as additions in SG 381 and Lo 19768 as well, we 
recognise Kyrie 151 as an E-melody and Kyrie 68 as a G-melody. None of the eight 
melodies concerned are D-mode melodies. The E- and the G- mode then seem to have 
been the most frequently used modes with the earliest Kyries. The result is interesting 
since Melnicki, when including all melodies transmitted in tenth century manuscripts, 
shows a clear preference for the D-mode in this group of melodies and she also 
underlines the importance of this modus for the Kyrie melodies in general.276    
In the later transmission of the six melodies the initial regional differences are, 
to some extent, upheld. Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 144 are transmitted in melodic repeated 
patterns II or III in the west Frankish area up through the twelfth century. Kyrie 55 on 
the other hand, is near exclusively transmitted in repeated pattern IV. Kyrie 47 is 
transmitted in multiple variations of repeated pattern IV, while the western Kyrie 124 
and the eastern Kyrie 155 are transmitted in both repeated patterns III and IV. Except 
for their eastern origin the two melodies Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 144 also have in common 
their scarce appearance in Aquitanian manuscripts. Kyrie 39 is not recorded at all in this 
repertory, while Kyrie 144 is entered only in a single, quite late Aquitanian manuscript 
(Pa 1135).   
                                                           
276 Margareta Melnicki (1955), 44-45. 
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The tropes associated with the melodies in the tenth and eleventh centuries also 
present variations between the two groups of melodies. Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 144 are 
associated with one trope each. The tropes were entered with the melodies in their 
earliest manuscript transmission. The western Kyrie 55 and Kyrie 124 are associated 
with two tropes each but their very first recordings were without tropes. Finally, Kyrie 
47 has never been notated with tropes while the eastern Kyrie 155 is transmitted with 
four different tropes already in the tenth century.     
The number of Latin texts associated with the six melodies during the tenth and 
eleventh centuries further confirms tendencies seen in the three earliest manuscripts. 
Kyrie 47 and Kyrie 124 are associated with as many as six and five Latin texts 
respectively, during this time. The largest number of texts for both melodies is found in 
northern French manuscripts. The eastern melodies Kyrie 39 and Kyrie 155 are 
associated with one and two texts during the same time and Kyrie 144 is transmitted 
with Greek text only. Although Kyrie 39 is later transmitted with several more Latin 
texts, Kyrie 155 continues to be associated only with the two and Kyrie 144 is never 
recorded with a Latin text at all.277 The western Kyrie 55 is, however, only associated 
with two Latin texts.  
There is also an interesting difference with regard to the shape of the Latin texts 
entered with each individual melody. The resemblance between the Latin-texted Kyrie 
39 and the Latin-texted Kyrie 155 here seems in particular significant. Both Latin-texted 
Kyries are associated only with texts that to a great extent display symmetry and 
congruence throughout. The Latin-texted Kyrie 47, 55 and 124 on the other hand, are 
signified by texts with a variable number of syllables both between melodically 
corresponding phrases inside each Latin-texted Kyrie as well as corresponding text 
phrases between the different texts associated with the same melody.   
My historical and stylistic investigations into the relations between text and 
melody for the six chants discussed have shown that these Kyries circulated first in 
Greek-texted form and that the Latin texts were only later adapted to the melodies. 
Kyrie 55 has been discussed as some sort of exception since the particular melodic 
shape of the melody most probably originated together with or at the same time as, the 
                                                           
277 See Margareta Melnicki (1955), 93, 109-110 and 111-112. 
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Latin text. The melody should, however, be seen as a more complex version of Kyrie 39 
and so the Latin text was technically set to an already existing melody.  
The textual adaptation for the Kyrie melodies is nevertheless not a strict syllabic 
text-underlay. On the contrary, the chants explored have shown how different texts used 
with the same melody are often built in different shapes and on a different number of 
syllables throughout. These chants have further shown how the melodies often make 
small melodic changes to match the individual Latin texts. We can thus conclude that an 
artistic interaction between both text and melody seems to have been crucial in the 
shaping of each Latin-texted Kyrie.  
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Summary and Conclusion 
 
 
The first three chapters of this study investigate the melodic and formal particulars for 
the Kyrie melodies found in northern French sources before 1200. 
 Chapter 1 examines melodic particulars for the northern French Kyrie melodies. 
The chapter concludes that little of a melodic formulaic relationship exists between 
Kyrie melodies in the same mode. The Kyries thus differ from melodies in the Roman 
repertory and are established as melodies with a more "modern" approach to their 
melodic outline.    
 Chapters 2 and 3 set out to explore the multiple variations of melodic forms that 
were found for Kyries in this repertory. The form of a Kyrie melody in the northern 
French transmission has been shown to vary between manuscripts to an extent 
previously not recognised. On the other hand, the variations between what is perceived 
as different melodic forms, are most often not extensive when found for the same 
melody. Furthermore, the nature of these variations suggests that more varied forms 
may have originated as more repetitive melodic outlines. The formal categories may be 
helpful in giving indicatory information about the melodies, and thus the categories 
should to some extent be upheld while dealing with this repertory. It is, however, 
important to recognise that the formal categories do not reveal all aspects of a Kyrie 
melody and also that the melody and its form are not a fixed unity.  
 Chapter 4 explores the relationships between Kyrie chants in the northern French 
and the Aquitanian repertories. First, the repertories are recognised as two distinct 
regional repertories when only 18 chants are in common for both repertories out of 41 
and 37 chants, respectively. The melodies are often associated with different Latin texts 
in the two regions and the two repertories share only 12 Latin texts. Secondly, the 
difference between the two repertories regarding the form of their Kyrie melodies, is 
striking. The frequent occurrence of melodies using repeated pattern IV in the early 
Aquitanian manuscripts, led David Bjork to believe that this was the main melodic 
form, perhaps also the original form, of the Kyrie melody. When melodies in the 
Aquitanian and the northern French repertories are compared, however, the evidence 
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suggests that Kyrie melodies must first have circulated in the less complex melodic 
forms, repeated pattern II and III, and that melodic repeated pattern IV most probably 
emerged as the result of an ongoing Aquitanian redaction that for various reasons aimed 
to give the Kyrie melodies a more varied and contrasting melodic outline.  
 Chapter 5 opens up a new view on the relationships between the Kyrie melody 
and its Latin texts. The relationship between text and melody in various Kyrie chants 
more often indicates a Latin texting of the melody in question and thus speaks for the 
pre-existence of the melody over the text for many of the chants. Both the manuscript 
evidence as well as the stylistic characteristics agree in this matter for a majority of the 
melodies I have investigated. However, some Latin-texted Kyrie chants seem to have 
been composed with text and melody together, and such chants are more frequently 
found in the Aquitanian repertory. Could the Aquitanian creative impulse introducing 
the contrasting melodic form, also have included an extension of the Kyrie melodies by 
adding lengthy Latin texts to old melodies that were rewritten as well as to newly 
composed Kyries? Both the contrasting melodic phrases and the Latin text alternating 
with the Greek text would serve the same purpose of making a Kyrie chant more 
important and challenging as a musical composition.   
 Chapter 6 examines characteristics for early regional repertories of Kyrie chant. 
Significant differences between the eastern and the western repertories before the mid-
tenth century, represented by St. Gall and St. Martial, have been located. Kyrie melodies 
notated in St. Gall at the time are all short melodies in repeated pattern II or III. Tropes 
are recorded but Latin-texted Kyries are not entered in SG 484/381. The Kyries 
recorded in the Aquitanian Pa 1240 are on the other hand extensive melodies and two of 
the three melodies are notated in repeated pattern IV. Furthermore, here we find the 
very first recording of a Latin-texted Kyrie, Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices. The simpler 
form of the earliest St. Gall-melodies further substantiates the conclusion reached in 
Chapter 4 regarding the more simple melodic forms circulating at an early time in areas 
other than Aquitaine. Also, the supposed transformation of Kyrie 39 into Kyrie 55 in the 
Aquitanian area, underlines such an understanding.  
  The early history of the Kyrie chant is not easily revealed. Kyrie melodies were 
not recorded until the tenth century and only a few melodies were notated in 
manuscripts dating from before the end of the tenth century. However, the results from 
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examinations performed on related melodic genres with a wider dissemination in 
manuscripts at an early time, such as the tropes and the sequences, support the 
conclusions reached in this study. Above all, the present work has shown that an 
examination of Kyrie melodies from a region other than Aquitaine fundamentally 
changes our perception of characteristics for the repertory of Kyrie chants in general. 
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 Kyrie 217                491 
 Kyrie 217                492 
 

 1 
Introduction  
 
 
Four appendices present the material on which this study is based. Appendix I presents 
an inventory of Kyrie repertories in northern French manuscripts of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries as well as indexes of the 41 Kyrie melodies in the northern French 
manuscripts, their Latin texts and their melodic forms. At the end of Appendix I a 
listing of all manuscripts consulted is found. Appendix II gives one transcription, from a 
single manuscript, of every melody in the northern French repertory. Melodic passages 
that are not readable in the manuscript are marked with brackets and reconstructed when 
possible. Melodies with more than one text are mostly presented with one transcription 
for every text.1 Appendix III gives synoptic transcriptions of northern French melodies 
with significant differences in their melodic form between manuscript sources. 
Transcriptions are made from all northern French sources before 1200 with readable 
notation. Northern French manuscripts with melodies in neumatic notation have been 
consulted throughout. Transmissions in neumatic notation are not, however, entered in 
the transcriptions except for when they add further information about the melodies. A 
melody can be notated in one source with Greek text only, in another with Latin text 
only and in a third manuscript with the Greek and the Latin text alternating. In the 
Appendices each version of a melody is transcribed as found in the single manuscript.  
Appendix IV presents transcriptions from Aquitanian manuscripts of the 18 Kyrie 
melodies common to the northern French and Aquitanian repertories.   
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 Latin Kyrie texts notated with melodies in neumatic notation only are not entered in the Appendix. Eight 
texts are thus concerned: Puerorum caterva (Kyrie 24), Kyrie rex Sabaoth (Kyrie 47), Kyrie o theos 
(Kyrie 55), O Christe unice (Kyrie 82), Hominum plasmator (Kyrie 105), Kyrri sapientia (Kyrie 124), 
Kyrri genitor rex (Kyrie 214) and Kyri redemptor (Kyrie 217). For editions of the texts, see Analecta 
hymnica 47. The text-melody combinations are mostly notated in a single manuscript and the melodies 
are transcribed with other Latin texts in the Appendix, except for two melodies, Kyrie 105 and Kyrie 214, 
which are transcribed in their Greek-texted form. Kyrie 185 on the other hand, is transcribed in Appendix 
II with Latin text Unice Christe (from the fourteenth century manuscript Li 2) since this is the only 
northern French version of this melody in diastematic notation.  
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 5 
Inventory of Kyrie Repertories in Northern French Manuscripts of the 
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries 
 
 
 
An 96 (88) Angers   Gradual  XII early Fr. neum. not. 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Angers   4 dry lines 
  Codex 96   St Aubin (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Inventory2: 
17r 124 
18r 217x 
19v 55  Te Christe supplices 
22r 68  Iesu redemptor omnium 
2r 47  Theoricam practicamque 
4r 102  Clemens rector 
7r  18  Cunctipotens genitor 
9r  142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
25r 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
36r  24  
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
18 Cunctipotens genitor (7r); 24 (36r); 47 Theoricam practicamque (2v); 48 Kyrie fons 
bonitatis (25r); 55 Te Christe supplices (19v); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (22r); 102 
Clemens rector (4r); 124 (17r); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (9r); 217x (18r) 
 
 
 
An 97 (89) Angers   Gradual   XII 1/2 Fr. neum.not. 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Angers    4 dry lines 
  Codex 97   St Aubin (Benedictine)    
Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
                                                
2 The opening gatherings are bound incorrectly. The correct order, for a succession of masses from 
Christmas to Easter, is given in David Hiley (1986) and is used for the Kyries below. 
 6 
Inventory: 
95r 55  Te Christe supplices 
95v 102  Clemens rector  
96r 124  Rex magne Domine 
96v 24 
97r 47  Theoricam practicamque 
97v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
98r 68  Iesu redemptor omnium 
98v 47  Kyrie rex genitor 
99r  48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
99v  16  Orbis factor 
100r 189 
 217 
 217x 
 155 
 151 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (99v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (97v); 24 (96v); 47 Theoricam 
practicamque (97r); 47 Kyrie rex genitor (98v); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (99r); 55 Te 
Christe supplices (95r); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (98r); 102 Clemens rector (95v); 
124 Rex magne Domine (96r); 151 (100r); 155 (100r); 189 (100r); 217 (100r); 217x 
(100r) 
 
  
 
Cai 60  Cambrai   Gradual  XI late/ Lothr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Cambrai XIIearly           no lines/clefs 
  Codex 60 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Inventory: 
107v 55  Te Christe supplices 
108r 102  Clemens rector 
108v 68  Rex pie rex regum 
 39  Lux et origo…O mundi 
109r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
109v 47  Kyrie rex Sabaoth 
 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
 7 
110r 24  Puerorum caterva 
110v  161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
111r 16  Orbis factor 
 K- Kyrie immense pater (no music) 
111v 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
112r 58  Pater cuncta 
 105  Hominum plasmator 
112v 124  
 82  
 189  
 155  
 151 
113r viii  
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
16 Orbis factor (111r); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (109r); 24 Puerorum caterva (110r); 39 
Lux et origo…O mundi (108v); 47 Kyrie rex Sabaoth (109v); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis 
(109v); 55 Te Christe supplices (107v); 58 Pater cuncta (112r); 68 Rex pie rex regum 
(108v); 82 (112v); 102 Clemens rector (108r); 105 Hominum plasmator (112r); 124 
(112v); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (111v); 151 (112v); 155 (112v); 161 Summe Deus 
qui cuncta (110v); 189 (112v); viii (113r); K- Kyrie immense pater (no music) (111r) 
 
 
 
Cai 61  Cambrai   Gradual       XI late/ Lothr. neum. not. 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Lille         XII early 4 dry lines/1 red 
  Codex 61   St Peter 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Inventory: 
155v 55  Te Christe supplices 
156r 102  Clemens rector 
156v 68  Rex pie rex regum 
157r 24  Kyrie rex benigne 
158r 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
158v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
159r 16  Orbis factor 
159v 155 
 (K without music) 
 8 
 K 151 
 (3K without music) 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (159r); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (158v); 24 Kyrie rex benigne (157r); 48 
Kyrie fons bonitatis (158r); 51 (159v); 55 Te Christe supplices (155v); 68 Rex pie rex 
regum (156v); 102 Clemens rector (156r); 155 (159v); 4 K without music (159v) 
 
 
 
Cai 75  Cambrai   Gradual   XI           Fr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Arras                
  Codex 75   St Vaast (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Inventory: 
15r 55  Te Christe supplices 
 102  Clemens rector 
15v 82  O Christe unice  
16r 68  Rex pie rex regum 
16v  47 
 48 
 24 
 124 
 18 
 192 
17r 189 
 155 
 205 
 214 
 39 
 151 
 217 
 144 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
18 (16r); 24 (16r); 39 (17r); 47 (16r); 48 (16r); 55 Te Christe supplices (15r); 68 Rex pie 
rex regum (16r); 82 O Christe unice (15v); 102 Clemens rector (15r); 124 (16r); 144  
 9 
(17r); 151 (17r); 155 (17r); 189 (17r); 192 (16r); 205 (17r); 214 (17r); 217 (17r) 
 
 
 
Cai 78  Cambrai   Troper  XI late  Lothr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Cambrai  
  Codex 78     
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1, Le graduel 
romain II (1957).  
 
Inventory: 
58v 55 Te Christe supplices 
59v 102  Clemens rector 
60v 68  Rex pie rex regum 
61v 39  Lux et origo…O mundi 
62r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
63r  48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
64r 24  Puerorum caterva 
65r 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
66r 16  Orbis factor 
66v 58  Pater cuncta 
67r 105  Hominum plasmator 
 217  Kyri redemptor 
67v 124 
 82 
68r 189 
 155 
68v 151 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (66r); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (62r); 24 Puerora caterva (64r); 39 Lux 
et origo…O mundi (61v); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (63f); 55 Te Christe supplices (58v); 
58 Pater cuncta (66v); 68 Rex pie rex regum (60v); 82 (67v); 102  Clemens rector 
(59v); 105 Hominum plasmator (67r); 124 (67v); 151 (68v); 155 (68r); 161 Summe 
Deus qui cuncta (65r); 189 (68r); 217 Kyri redemptor (67r) 
 
 
 
 10 
Dou 90 Douai    Missal   XII late Fr. neum. not. 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Anchin   4 lines 
  Codex 90   (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
  
Inventory: 
Volume 1: 
7r  1713 
 61 
 58 
 16 
 
Volume 2: 
9r 16 
 171 
 61 
 58 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 (7r); 16 (Orbis factor -text inc.) (9r); 58 (7r, 9r); 61 (7r, 9r); 171 (7r) 
 
 
  
Flo 62  Florenz   Gradual  XI  Neum. not 
   Bibl. Laurenziana Ashburn Tours    dry lines 
  Codex 62 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954). 
  
Inventory: 
14v 102  Clemens rector 
35v 124 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
102 Clemens rector (14v); 124 (35v) 
 
                                                
3 Hiley suggests Kyrie 175 for this melody. David Hiley (1986) I, 20. 
 11 
La 263  Laon    Troper     XII late/  Lothr. n. not. 
   Bibliothèque Municipale Laon  XIII early  4 lines 
  Codex 263    Cathedral of Notre Dame   
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1954), Hiley 
(1981), RISM, B/V/1 (1964). 
 
Inventory: 
22v 55  Te Christe supplices 
23r 70  Clementissime conditor 
24r 16  Orbis factor 
24v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium 
25r 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
 47  Theoricam practicamque 
26r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
26v 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
27r 155  Dominator 
27v 102  Clemens rector 
28v 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
 58  Pater cuncta 
29r 217  Kyrie genitor eleison 
29v 57  
 205  
 155  
 61 
 
Additions: 
116v 38 
117r 171 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (24r); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (26r); 38 (add.) (116v); 47 Theoricam 
practicamque (25r); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (26v); 55 Te Christe supplices (22v); 57 
(29v); 58 Pater cuncta (28v); 61 (29v); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (24v); 70 
Clementissime conditor (23v); 102 Clemens rector (27v); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
(28v); 155 (29v); 155 Dominator (27r); 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta (25r); 171 (add.) 
(117r); 205 (29v); 217 Kyrie genitor eleison (29r) 
 
  
 12 
Lo 13  London  Troper    XI late Fr. neum. not. 
  British Library Normandy(?)4      
  Royal 8.C.xiii  /London (?) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
    
Inventory: 
1r 55  Te Christe supplices 
1v (82)  O Christe unice (no music) 
2r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
2v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
3r 70  Conditor kyrie 
3v 68   Iesu redemptor omnium 
4r 124  Summe pater a quo 
4v 102 Clemens rector 
5r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
 214   Kyrri genitor rex 
5v 205   
 vii 
34r 175  Regum summe (add.) 
36r (24)  Kyrie rex splendens (add.) (no music) 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
18 Cunctipotens genitor (2r); (24) Kyrie rex splendens (no music) (36r); 47 Theoricam 
practicamque (2v); 55 Te Christe supplices (1r); 68  Iesu redemptor omnium (3v); 70 
Conditor kyrie (3r); (82) O Christe unice (no music) (1v); 102 Clemens rector (4v); 124 
Summe pater a quo (4r); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (5r); 175 Regum summe (add.) 
(34r); 205 (5v); 214 Kyrri genitor rex (5r); vii (5v);  
 
 
  
Ma 288 Madrid   Troper  c. 1100 Fr. neumes 
  Biblioteca Nacional  Palermo, Sicily   
  Codex 288    Chapel of Norman dukes 
Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1 (1964), Le 
graduel romain II (1957).  
                                                
4 In CT VII (1990), 54, an English or a Norman origin is suggested for Lo 13. David Hiley (1986) I, 6, 
suggests a Norman origin for the manuscript. I have chosen to include Lo 13 among the northern French 
sources for the present investigation. 
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Inventory: 
31v 55  Te Christe supplices 
32r 194  Stelliferis conditor 
32v 18  Clementissime redemptor 
33r 192  Splendor aeterne   
33v 82  Kyrie rex celse 
34r 48  Kyrie per quem subsistit 
35r 102  Clemens rector 
35v 124  Summe pater a quo 
36r 68  Iesu redemptor omnium  
36v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
37r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
38r 47  Theoricam practicamque 
38v 47 Kyrie rex genitor 
39r 86  O pater excelse 
39v 70  Conditor kyrie 
40r 175  Regum summe  
40v 16  Orbis factor 
41r 175 
41v 194  
 18  
 48  
 82 
42r 24  
 57  
 155  
42v 205 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (40v); 18 (41v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (36v); 18 Clementissime 
redemptor (32v); 24 (42r); 47 Theoricam practicamque (38r); 47 Kyrie rex genitor 
(38v); 48 (41v); 48 Kyrie per quem subsistit (34r); 55 Te Christe supplices (31v); 57 
(42r); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (36r); 70 Conditor kyrie (39v); 82 (41v); 82 Kyrie rex 
celse (33v); 86 O pater excelse (39r); 102 Clemens rector (35r); 124 Summe pater a quo 
(35v); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (37r); 155 (42r); 175 (41r); 175 Regum summe (40r); 
192 Splendor aeterne  (33r); 194 (41v); 194 Stelliferis conditor (32r); 205 (42v) 
 
 
 
 
 
 14 
Ma 289 Madrid   Troper  c. 1140      N-Sicily not. 
  Biblioteca Nacional   Palermo, Sicily       4 lines, letter cl. 
  Codex 289    Cappella Palatina 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1 
(1964). 
 
Inventory: 
2r 55  Te Christe supplices 
2v 194  Stelliferis conditor 
3r 18  Clementissime redemptor 
3v 192  Splendor aeterne 
4r 82  Kyrie rex celse 
5r 48  Kyrie per quem subsistit 
5v 102  Clemens rector 
6v 124  Summe pater a quo 
7r 68  Iesu redemptor omnium   
7v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
8r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
8v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
9r 47  Kyrie rex genitor 
10r 86  O pater excelse 
10v 70  Conditor kyrie 
11r 175  Regum summe   
12r 16  Orbis factor 
12v 223  O pater immense 
13r 82 
13v 24  
 57  
 155  
 205  
32v 16a (add.) 
  
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (12r); 16a O pater alme (add.) (32v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (7v); 18 
Clementissime redemptor (3r); 24 (13v); 47 Theoricam practicamque (8v); 47 Kyrie rex 
genitor (9r); 48 Kyrie per quem subsistit (5r); 55 Te Christe supplices (2r); 57 (13v); 68 
Iesu redemptor omnium (7r); 70 Conditor kyrie (10v); 82 (13r); 82 Kyrie rex celse (4r); 
86 O pater excelse (9v); 102 Clemens rector (5v); 124 Summe pater a quo (6v); 142 
Kyrie Deus sempiterne (8r); 155 (13v); 175 Regum summe  (11r); 192 Splendor aeterne 
(3v); 194 Stelliferis conditor (2v); 205 (13v); 223 O pater immense (12v)    
 15 
Ma 19421 Madrid  Troper  XII 2/2  N-Sicily not. 
  Biblioteca Nacional Catania, Sicily  4 lines, letter cl. 
  Codex 19421  St Agata cathedral (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1 
(1964), RISM, B/IV/1 (1966). 
 
Inventory: 
3r 55  Te Christe supplices 
3v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
4r 102  Clemens rector 
4v 70  Conditor kyrie 
5r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
5v 124  Summe pater a quo 
6r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
6v 192  Splendor aeterne 
7r 82  Kyrie rex celse 
7v 175  Regum summe   
8r 194  Stelliferis conditor 
8v  47  Kyrie rex genitor 
9r 18  Clementissime redemptor 
9v 86  O pater excelse 
10r 24  Kyrie rex splendens 
10v 48  Kyrie per quem subsistit 
11r 16  Orbis factor 
11v 124  Rex magne Domine 
12r 223  O pater immense 
12v 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
 117b  Kyrie Deus pater  
13r 57  
 155 
13v 175  
 194  
 18  
 48  
 82 
14r 3a  
 198a 
 122a  Adonay supplicantum tibi 
15r 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
42v 24  Cuncta Deum laudant 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
3a (14r); 16 Orbis factor (11r); 18 (13v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (5r);  
 16 
18 Clementissime redemptor (9r); 24 Kyrie rex splendens (10r); 24 Cuncta Deum 
laudant (42v); 47 Theoricam practicamque (3v); 47 Kyrie rex genitor (8v); 48 (13v); 48 
Kyrie fons bonitatis (15r); 48 Kyrie per quem subsistit (10v); 55 Te Christe supplices 
(3r); 57 (13r); 70 Conditor kyrie (4v); 82 (13v); 82 Kyrie rex celse (7r); 86 O pater 
excelse (9v); 102 Clemens rector (4r); 117b Kyrie Deus pater (12v); 122a Adonay 
supplicantum tibi (14r); 124 Rex magne Domine (11v);  124 Summe pater a quo (5v); 
142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (6r); 155 (13r); 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta (12v); 175 
(13v); 175 Regum summe (7v); 192 Splendor aeterne (6v); 194 (13v); 194 Stelliferis 
conditor (8r); 198a (14r); 223 O pater immense (12r) 
 
 
  
 Mai 17 Mailand       XI/XII  letter not. 
   Bibl. Ambr. M Laon 
  sup.17  
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954). 
 
Inventory: 
56r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
18 Cunctipotens genitor (56) 
 
 
 
PaA 1169 Paris    Troper  1005/6-1024 Fr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Autun       
  Codex 1169 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981), Analecta Hymnica 47. 
 
Inventory: 
4r t Christe redemptor 55 Te Christe supplices 
7v 102  Clemens rector 
19v 55  Kyrie o theos 
 17 
Melodies according to numbering:  
t Christe redemptor 55 Te Christe supplices (4r); 55 Kyrie o theos (19v); 102 Clemens 
rector (7v) 
 
 
 
PaG 96 Paris     Sacramentary XII no notation 
  Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Lisieux  for kyries 
  Codex 96    St Barbarae in Algia 
Bibliography: Rèpertoire de Manuscrits Mèdièvaux, 1. Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève-
Paris (1965), Analecta Hymnica 47. 
  
Kyries (no music): (102) Clemens rector (41v); (70) Conditor kyrie omnium (41r); (18) 
Cunctipotens genitor (41r); (68) Iesu redemptor omnium (41r); (142) Kyrie Deus 
sempiterne (41v); (48) Kyrie fons bonitatis (42r); (67) Kyrie omnipotens pater (41v); 
(47) Kyrie rex genitor (41r); (39) Lux et origo..Redemptor (42r); (16) Orbis factor 
(41v); (61) O rex clemens (41v), Kyrie 39 (inc.) 
 
 
  
Pa 1087 Paris    Gradual  XI 3/4  Fr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Cluny 
  Fonds latin 1087 
Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Bjork (1979/80), RISM, B/V/1 
(1964), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Inventory: 
98r 55 
 102  (Clemens rector) 5 
98v 68  (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 47  (Theoricam practicamque) 
99r 185  
                                                
5 For the kyries, trope text incipits are used as titles only. 
 
 18 
 48  
 124  (Rex magne Domine) 
 (t Miserere rex) 155  
99v 18  (Cunctipotens genitor) 
 24 
  
Melodies according to numbering:   
18 (Cunctipotens genitor) (99v); 24 (99v); 47 (Theoricam practicamque) (98v); 48 
(99r); 55 (98r); 68 (Iesu redemptor omnium) (98v); 102 (Clemens rector) (98r); 124 
(Rex magne Domine) (99r); (t Miserere rex) 155 (99r); 185 (99r) 
   
 
 
Pa 1235 Paris    Gradual  XII Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Nevers   4 lines 
  n. a. lat. 1235    Cathedral of St Cyr red F, yellow C 
Bibliography: New Grove II, Melnicki (1954), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/IV/1 (1966), Le 
graduel romain II (1957).  
    
Inventory: 
146r 102  Clemens rector 
147r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
178r 155 
184v 55  Te Christe supplices 
188r 102  Clemens rector 
191v t Miserere Domine 55 
193v 124 
195v 155 
196v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium 
201v 124 
206r t Christe redemptor 48 
  55 
 24 
 124 
206v 162  Kyrie rex saeculorum 
207r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
207v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
214v 144 
216r 47  O Deus immense  
216v 24 
 19 
219v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
222v 53 
226v 124 
231r 24 
232 68 
236v 24 
240v 39 
242r 124 
251r 24 (add.) 
 96 (add.) 
 155 (add.) 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
18 Cunctipotens genitor (147, 207v); 24 (206, 216v, 231, 236v, 251); 39 (240v); 47 O 
Deus immense (216); 47 Theoricam practicamque (219v); t Christe redemptor 48 (206); 
53 (222v); 55 (206); 55 Te Christe supplices (184v); t Miserere Domine 55 (191v); 68 
(232);  68 Iesu redemptor omnium (196v); 96 (add.) (251); 102 Clemens rector (146, 
188); 124 (193v, 201v, 206, 226v, 242); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (207); 144 (214v); 
155 (178, 195v, 251); 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum (206v)    
 
  
 
 
Pa 3126 Paris    Troper  XII late Fr. neum. not. 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Nevers   red F, yellow C 
  n.a.lat. 3126 
Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1981), CT 36 (1993). 
 
Inventory: 
64r 58  Pater cuncta   
64v 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis  
65r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
65v 102  Clemens rector    
66v 16  Orbis factor 
67r 162  Kyrie rex saeculorum 
68v 24  
 124   
 39 
 155 
69r 53 
 20 
Melodies according to numbering:  
16 Orbis factor (66v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (65); 24 (68v); 39 (68v); 48 Kyrie fons 
bonitatis (64v); 53 (69); 58 Pater cuncta (64); 124 (68v); 102 Clemens rector (65v); 
155 (68v); 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum (67)  
 
 
 
 Pa 7185 Paris    Troper   XI Fr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Normandy (?)   letter notation 
  fonds latin 7185 and 107566 St Evroult (?) 
 
Bibliography: Hiley (1986), CT VII (1990). 
 
Inventory: 
112v 47  Kyrie rex genitor 
113r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
113v 124  Summe pater a quo 
114r 55  Te Christe supplices 
114v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium   
115r 47  Theoricam practicamque 
 70  Conditor kyrie 
115v 102  Clemens rector 
71r K (no notation) 
71v K -? (unidentifiable)  
 68   
 82    
 vi   
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
18 Cunctipotens genitor (113r); 47 Theoricam practicamque (115r); 47 Kyrie rex 
genitor (112v); 55 Te Christe supplices  (114r); 68 (71v); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium 
(114v); 70 Conditor kyrie (115r); 82 (71v); 102 Clemens rector (115v); 124 Summe 
pater a quo (113v); vi (71v); K -? (unidentifiable) (71v); K (no t, no notation entered) 
(71r) 
                                                
6 Two fragments, now bound with other libelli and fragments, originally formed a quaternion, the bifolio 
Pa 10756 ff. 70-71 enclosing the ternion Pa 7156 ff. 110-115. See David Hiley (1986) I, 45. 
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Pa 8898 Paris    Processionare  c. 1185 Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Soisson   4 red lines 
  fonds latin 8898 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954). 
 
Inventory: 
94r 39 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
39 (94) 
 
 
 
Pa 9436 Paris    Missal    XI Fr. neume  
  Bibliothèque Nationale St Denis       
  fonds latin 9436 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Bjork (1979/80).  
  
 
Inventory: 
1v 68  
 189   
 205 
  
Melodies according to numbering:  
68 (1v), 189 (1v), 205 (1v) 
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Pa 9449 Paris    Troper  1059-1060 Fr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Nevers 
  fonds latin 9449  Cathedral of St Cyr 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II , Hiley (1981), Analecta Hymnica 47, 
RISM, B/V/1 (1964), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Inventory: 
1r 16 Orbis factor (add.) 
7v 55  Te Christe supplices 
10v 102  Clemens rector 
13r t Miserere Domine 55 
14v 124 
15v 155 
16v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium 
18v 47  O Deus immense 
22r 124 
35r t Christe redemptor 48 
35v 162  Kyrie rex saeculorum  
 55 
 24 
36r 124 
39r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
45r 144 
46v 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
47r 24 
49v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
50r 47  Theoricam practicamque 
52v 217 
64r 24 
68r 24 
69v 144 
  
Melodies according to numbering:  
16 Orbis factor (add.) (1v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (39r, 49v), 24 (35v, 47r, 64r, 68r); 
47 O Deus immense (18v); 47 Theoricam practicamque (50r); t Christe redemptor 48 
(35r); 55 (35v); 55 Te Christe supplices (7v); t Miserere Domine 55 (13r), 68 Iesu 
redemptor omnium (16v); 102 Clemens rector (10v); 124 (14v, 22, 36); 142 Kyrie Deus 
sempiterne (39r, 46v); 144 (45r, 69v); 155 (15v); 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum (35v); 217 
(52v)  
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Pa 10508 Paris    Troper   XII early Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Normandy   4 dry lines  
  fonds latin 10508  St Evroult (Benedictine) red F, green C 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1954), Hiley 
(1981), Le graduel romain II (1957), RISM, B/III/1 (1961), RISM, B/V/1 (1964). 
  
Inventory: 
1v 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
5r 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
6r 55  Te pater supplices 
7r 102  Clemens rector 
7v 70  Conditor kyrie 
8r 124  Rex magne genitor 
8v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium   
9v 86  O pater excelse 
10r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
10v 175  Regum summe   
11r 124  Summe pater a quo 
11v 47  Kyrie rex genitor 
12v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
13r 18  Clementissime redemptor 
13v 82  Kyrie rex celse 
14v 24  Kyrie rex splendens 
15v 162  Kyrie rex saeculorum 
16v 16  Orbis factor  
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (16v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (10r); 18 Clementissime redemptor 
(13r); 24 Kyrie rex splendens (14v); 47 Theoricam practicamque (12v); 47 Kyrie rex 
genitor (11v); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (add.) (1v); 55 Te Christe supplices (6r); 68 Iesu 
redemptor omnium (8v); 70 Conditor kyrie (7v); 82 Kyrie rex celse (13v); 86 O pater 
excelse (9v); 102 Clemens rector (7r); 124 Summe pater a quo (11r); 124 Rex magne 
genitor (8r); 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta (add.) (5r); 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum (15v); 
175 Regum summe (10v)   
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Pa 10511 Paris    Gradual  XII late   late Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Auxerre      4 lines, red F 
  fonds latin 10511          
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Melnicki (1954), Hiley (1981). 
  
Inventory: 
95r 124 
264r 102 
264v 68 
 18 
265r 47  
 18 Cunctipotens genitor 
266r 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
267r 16  Orbis factor 
268r 171 
 124 
 155 
268v 70 
 39 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
16 Orbis factor (267); 18 (264v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (265); 39 (268v); 47 (265); 
48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (266); 68 (264v); 70 (268v); 102 (264); 124 (95, 268); 155 
(268); 171 (268) 
 
 
 
Pa 12054 Paris    Gradual  XI late  Fr. neumes 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Paris   
  fonds latin 12054   St Maur des Fossès 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954), Hiley (1981). 
 
Inventory: 
90r 155 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
155 (90) 
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Pa 13252 Paris    Troper  XI middle/late Fr. neumes 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  fonds latin 13252  St Magloire (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1 
(1964), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Inventory: 
20r 162  Kyrie rex saeculorum (add.) 
20v 55  Te Christe supplices 
21r 102  Clemens rector 
21v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
22v 70  Conditor Kyrie 
23r 124  Kyrri sapientia 
23v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium  
24r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
24v 82  
 48  
 ix  
 192 
25r 189  
 51  
 205  
 155  
 151 
25v 144  
 217  
 214 
 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne (add.) 
63r x (add.) 
93r 61  O rex clemens (add.) 
93v 61 (add.) 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
18 Cunctipotens genitor (24r); 47 Theoricam practicamque (21v); 48 (24v); 51 (25r); 
55 Te Christe supplices (20v); 61 (add.) (93v); 61 O rex clemens (add.) (93r); 68 Iesu 
redemptor omnium (23v); 70 Conditor Kyrie (22v); 82 (24v); 102 Clemens rector (21r); 
124 Kyrie sapientia virtus quoque (23r); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (add.) (25v); 144 
(25v); 151 (25r); 155 (25r); 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum (add.) (20r); 189 (25r); 192 
(24v); 205 (25r); 214 (25v); 217 (25v); ix (24v); x (add.) (63r) 
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Pa 17307 Paris    Missal   XII late   late Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Vermandois      4 red lines 
  fonds latin 17307    
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954), Hiley (1981). 
  
Inventory: 
109r 155 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
155 (109) 
 
 
  
Pa 17716 Paris    Troper  XII 2/2    late Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Cluny       4 red lines 
  fonds latin 17716        
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954). 
 
Inventory: 
5v 61 
6r 171 
18r 55  Te Christe supplices 
19r 102  Clemens rector 
21r 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
67r 47 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
47 (67); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (21); 55 Te Christe supplices (18); 61 (5v); 102 
Clemens rector (19); 171 (6)  
 
 
 
SPt OvI6 St Petersburg  Gradual  XII late neum. not. 
  Saltikov-Shchedrin  Meulan   dry lines/F col. 
Public Library  St Nicaise   c,b,h,a,f,d  -clefs 
  O.v. I.6  (Benedictine; priory of Le Bec-Hellouin) 
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Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
Inventory: 
115v 55  
 102  
 70  
 18  
116r 68  
 124  
 86  
116v 24  
 48  
 827  
 142 
117r 16  
 162  
 124  
 192  
 189  
 155 
117v 214 
 57  
 205  
 217   
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 (117r); 18 (115v); 24 (116v); 48 (116v); 55 (115v); 57 (117v); 68 (116r); 70  (115v); 
82 (116v); 86 (116r); 102 (115v); 124 (116r, 117r); 142 (116v); 155 (117r);  162 
(117r); 189 (117r); 192 (117r); 205 (117v); 214 (117v); 217 (117v) 
  
 
  
Val 107 Valenciennes   Antiphoner  XII  Fr. neum. not. 
   Bibliothèque Publique St Amand   lines 
  Codex 107 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1954)  
                                                
7 The melody is registered as Kyrie 105a in David Hiley (1986) II, 70. SPt OvI6 is the only source given 
for the melody and the identification of Kyrie 105a appears to be based on a misreading of the first note 
from the manuscript, which is not an F but a G. When compared to other G-opening melodies, one can 
see the melodic relation to Kyrie 82 as the two melodies are basically identical.     
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Inventory: 
29r 104 
 
Melodies according to numbering:  
104 (29) 
 
  
 
Val 121 Valenciennes   Missal   XII late Fr. neum. not. 
  Bibliothèque Municipale  St Amand   4 lines 
  Codex 121   (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: Hiley (1986).  
 
Inventory: 
176r 39     
 18 
 16 
 171 
 61 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 (176r); 18 (176r); 39 (176r); 61 (176r); 171 (176r) 
 
  
 
As 695 Assisi     Troper  XIII 2/2 notation 
   Biblioteca Comunale  Reims and Paris 
  Codex 695 
Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Melnicki (1954). 
 
Inventory: 
3r 55  Te Christe supplices 
3v 68  Iesu redemptor omnium 
4v 47  Theoricam practicamque 
5r 48  Kyrie Sabaoth rex 
6r 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
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6v 16  Orbis factor 
7r 142  Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
7v 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
8r 102  Clemens rector 
9r 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
9v 18  Rex virginum 
10v 189  Kyrion o theos pater 
11r 204  Alpha et o 
11v 47  O Deus immense rex 
12v 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
13r 58  Pater cuncta 
 61  O rex clemens 
14r 214  
 155  
 205 
14v 96  
 151  
 51  
 217x  
 144 
15r 217  
 24  
 174  Deus pater auctor Mariae 
15v 171  Summe rex sempiterne (a2) 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
16 Orbis factor (6v); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (6r); 18 Rex virginum (9v); 24 (15r); 47 
Theoricam practicamque (4v); 47 O Deus immense rex (11v); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis 
(9r); 48 Kyrie Sabaoth rex (5r); 51 (14v); 55 Te Christe supplices (3r); 58 Pater cuncta 
(13r); 61 O rex clemens (13r); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (3v); 96 (14v); 102 Clemens 
rector (8r); 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne (7r); 144 (14v); 151 (14v); 155 (14r); 161 
Summe Deus qui cuncta (7v, 12v); 171 Summe rex sempiterne (a2) (15v); 174 Deus 
pater auctor Mariae (15r); 189 Kyrion o theos pater (10v); 204 Alpha et o (11r); 205 
(14r); 214 (14r); 217 (15r); 217x (14v) 
 
 
 
Pro 12  Provins   Gradual XIII early notation 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Chartres 
  Codex 12   St Père (Benedictine) 
 30 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Inventory: 
142r 18  Cunctipotens genitor (inc.) 
240r 55  Te Christe supplices 
241r 102  Clemens rector 
242v 47  Kyrie rex genitor 
243r 68  Iesu redemptor omnium   
243v 18  Cunctipotens genitor 
244v 47 
245r 68  
 155  
 151 
245v 7  
 217  
 48  Kyrie fons bonitatis 
247r 16  Orbis factor 
247v 161  Summe Deus qui cuncta 
 
Melodies according to numbering:   
7 (245v); 16 Orbis factor (247r); 18 Cunctipotens genitor (inc.) (142r); 18 Cunctipotens 
genitor (243v); 47 (244v); 47 Kyrie rex genitor (242v); 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis (245v); 
55 Te Christe supplices (240r); 68 (245r); 68 Iesu redemptor omnium (243r); 102 
Clemens rector (241r); 151 (245r); 155 (245r); 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta (247v); 217 
(245v) 
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Inventory of Kyrie Repertories in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 
14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249 
 
 
Pa 833  Paris    Missal   XII 4/4 
Bibliothèque Nationale        St-Etienne-à-Arne en Champagne    
Fonds latin 833 (Premonstratensian)  
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957) 
 
Inventory: 
281r: 18    
281v: 48   
 68   
 16   
 61   
 39   
 58   
 217   
 217    
 
Melodies according to numbering: 
16 (281v), 18 (281r), 39 (281v), 48 (281v), 58 (281v), 61 (281v), 68 (281v), 217 (281v), 
217 (281v) 
  
 
 
Pa 14819 Paris    Gradual  1140-1160 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Sequentiary  1220-1235 
  fonds latin 14819  Paris, St Victor 
Bibliography: Fassler (1993), Melnicki (1954) 
 
Inventory, Gradual, incipits only: 
1r: 217 
2r: 18 
3v: 16 
5v: 57 
6v: 210 
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7v: 217 
8v: 144 
9v: 151 
11r: 16 
12r: 57 
13r: 210 
13v: 217 
14v: 144 
16r: 151 
17v: 16 
18v: 57 
19v: 210 
20v: 217 
21v: 144 
27r: 151 
28r: 16 
29r: 57 
30r: 210 
31r: 217 
32r: 144 
 
Melody incipits according to numbering: 
16, 18, 57, 144, 151, 210, 217 
 
Inventory, Sequentiary: 
33r:  18   
48   
47   
33v:  68   
16    
57   
34r:  210   
217   
144   
34v:  151   
 58    
 60   
 7   
 
Melodies according to numbering: 
7 (34v), 16 (33v), 18 (33r), 47 (33r), 48 (33r), 57 (33v), 58 (34v), 60 (34v), 68 (33v), 
144 (34r), 151 (34v), 210 (34r), 217 (34r) 
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Pa 17318 Paris    Missal   XII   
   Bibliothèque Nationale Compiègne 
  fonds latin 17318  St Cornelius 
Bibliography: Robertson (2006), Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1954) 
  
Inventory: 
305r: 58    
 61   
 18   
 48     
305v: 16   
96   
50   
155   
151   
306r: 102 Clemens rector   
306v: 18 Cunctipotens genitor   
307r: 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis   
 
 
Melodies according to numbering: 
16 (305v), 18 (305), 18 Cunctipotens genitor (306v), 48 (305), 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis 
(307), 50 (305v), 58 (305), 61 (305), 96 (305v), 102 Clemens rector (306), 151 (305v), 
155 (305v)  
  
 
 
Pa 17328 Paris    Gradual  XII 2/2   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  Fonds latin 17328    
Bibliography: Hiley (1989), Le graduel romain II (1957) 
 
Inventory:  
f 168r: 16   
 155   
 7   
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Melodies according to numbering: 
16 (168r), 155 (168r), 7 (168r) 
 
  
 
Rou 249 Rouen   Gradual (St Victor, Paris)  XII2/2-XIV 
  Bibliothèque Municipale   
  Codex 249  Sequentiary (St Laurent, Eu) XIV 
Bibliography: Hiley (1989), Robertson (2006), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981) 
  
Inventory Gradual, incipits only:  
XII century: 
3r: 210 
8r: 217 
9v: 16 
10v: 217 
11v: 18 
12v: 210 
13r: 18 
13v: 48 
14v: 144 
15v: 16 
16v: 57 
17v: 210 
19r: 217 
20r: 144 
24v: 16 
32r: 151 
36r: 217 
47v: 144 
53r: 210 
62v: 18 
64r: 47 
64v: 48 
65v: 68 
66v: 217 
67v: 144 
 
XIV century: 
69v: 57 
70r: 210 
 35 
71r: 217 
75r: 210 
76v: 18 
77v: 47 
78r: 48 
78v: 68 
79r: 217 
 
XII century: 
79v: 144 
80v: 18 
81v: 16 
82v: 57 
83r: 210 
83v: 217 
84r: 144 
84v: 151 
85r: 16 
85v: 57 
86r: 210 
87r: 217 
 144 
87v: 151 
88v: 16 
89r: 57 
89v: 210 
90r: 144 
92r: 151 
93r: 16 
93v: 210 
94r: 217 
95r: 144 
96r: 151 
 16 
 48 
 
XIV century: 
97r: 47 
98r: 48 
98v: 68 
99v: 16 
 217 
 144 
 151 
 36 
100r: 57 
 210 
100v: 48 
104v: 18 
106r: 217 
 144 
151 
108r: 217 
110r: 144 
110v: 210 
111v: 68 
112v: 151 
113v: 57 
114r: 47 
115v: 217 
117r: 48 
117v: 210 
118r: 144 
 151 
119r: 210 
 68 
120r: 57 
 217 
 210 
120v: 149 
 48 
121v: 68 
122v: 151 
123r: 18 
124r: 16 
125v: 57 
 210 
 144 
 151 
 48 
127r: 48 
128r: 57 
128v: 47 
 18 
129v: 68 
130v: 48 
132r: 144 
 151 
 48 
132v: 47 
 210 
133r: 48 
 37 
133v: 48 
134r: 144 
 151 
135r: 68 
135v: 47 
   
Melody incipits according to numbering: 
16, 18, 47, 48, 57, 68, 144, 151, 210, 217 
 
 
Inventory Sequentiary: 
159v: 18   
 47   
160r: 48   
160v: 68   
 16   
 57   
161r: 210   
217   
144   
 151   
230r: 171   
 
Melodies according to numbering, XIV part: 
16 (160v); 18 (159v); 47 (159v); 48 (160r); 57 (160v); 68 (160v); 144 (161r); 151 
(161r); 171 (230r); 210 (161r); 217 (161r) 
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Index of Melodies  
41 Kyrie melodies notated in Northern French Manuscripts before 1200 
 
 
18 Kyrie melodies notated in Northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts: 
 
Kyrie 16: An 97 (Orbis factor) 
  Cai 60 (Orbis factor)      
 Cai 61 (Orbis factor)   
 Cai 78 (Orbis factor)       
 Dou 90       
 La 263 (Orbis factor)     
 Ma 288 (Orbis factor)      
 Ma 289 (Orbis factor)    
 Ma 19421 (Orbis factor)     
 Pa 3126 (Orbis factor)  
 Pa 9449 (Orbis factor)   
 Pa 10508 (Orbis factor) 
 Pa 10511 (Orbis factor)  
 SPt OvI6 
 Val 121     
    
 
Kyrie 18: An 96 (Cunctipotens genitor)  
 An 97 (Cunctipotens genitor)       
 Cai 60 (Cunctipotens genitor)  
 Cai 61 (Cunctipotens genitor)     
 Cai 75 
 Cai 78 (Cunctipotens genitor)    
 La 263 (Cunctipotens genitor)   
 Lo 13 (Cunctipotens genitor)  
 Ma 288 (Cunctipotens genitor, Clementissime redemptor)  
 Ma 289 (Cunctipotens genitor, Clementissime redemptor)  
 Ma 19421 (Cunctipotens genitor, Clementissime redemptor)  
 Mai 17 (Cunctipotens genitor)         
 Pa 1087 (Cunctipotens genitor) 
 Pa 1235 (Cunctipotens genitor) 
 Pa 3126 (Cunctipotens genitor)         
 Pa 7185 (Cunctipotens genitor) 
 Pa 9449 (Cunctipotens genitor)  
 Pa 10508 (Cunctipotens genitor, Clementissime redemptor) 
 Pa 10511 (Cunctipotens genitor)   
 Pa 13252 (Cunctipotens genitor)  
 SPt OvI6 
 Val 121  
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Kyrie 24: An 96     
 An 97         
 Cai 60 (Puerorum caterva)  
 Cai 61 (Kyrie rex benigne)  
 Cai 75     
 Cai 78 (Puerorum caterva)   
 Ma 288    
 Ma 289 
 Ma 19421 (Kyrie rex splendens)   
 Pa 1087 
 Pa 1235 
 Pa 3126 
 Pa 9449     
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie rex splendens)      
 SPt OvI6 
    
    
Kyrie 47: An 96 (Theoricam practicamque)   
 An 97 (Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie rex genitor) 
 Cai 60 (Kyrie rex Sabaoth)  
 Cai 75           
 La 263 (Theoricam practicamque)       
 Lo 13 (Theoricam practicamque)     
 Ma 288 (Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie rex genitor)     
 Ma 289 (Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie rex genitor) 
 Ma 19421 (Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie rex genitor)   
 Pa 1087 (Theoricam practicamque) 
 Pa 1235 (O Deus immense, Theoricam practicamque) 
 Pa 7185 (Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie rex genitor) 
 Pa 9449 (O Deus immense rex, Theoricam practicamque) 
 Pa 10508 (Theoricam practicamque, Kyrie rex genitor) 
 Pa 10511   
 Pa 13252 (Theoricam practicamque) 
 Pa 17716         
  
 
Kyrie 48: An 96 (Kyrie fons bonitatis) 
  An 97 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)      
  Cai 60 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)   
 Cai 61 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)     
 Cai 75      
 Cai 78 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)      
 La 263 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)     
 Ma 19421 (Kyrie fons bonitatis) 
 Pa 1087  
 Pa 1235 
 Pa 3126 (Kyrie fons bonitatis) 
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 Pa 9449        
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie fons bonitatis) 
 Pa 10511 (Kyrie fons bonitatis) 
 Pa 13252  
 Pa 17716 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  
 SPt OvI6       
  
   
Kyrie 55: An 96 (Te Christe supplices)     
 An 97 (Te Christe supplices) 
  Cai 60 (Te Christe supplices) 
  Cai 61 (Te Christe supplices)     
 Cai 75 (Te Christe supplices) 
  Cai 78 (Te Christe supplices)     
 La 263 (Te Christe supplices) 
 Lo 13 (Te Christe supplices)  
 Ma 288 (Te Christe supplices)     
 Ma 289 (Te Christe supplices)   
 Ma 19421 (Te Christe supplices)    
 PaA 1169 (Te Christe supplices) (Kyrie o theos)   
 Pa 1087  
 Pa 1235 (Te Christe supplices)       
 Pa 7185 (Te Christe supplices) 
 Pa 9449 (Te Christe supplices)   
 Pa 10508 (Te Christe supplices)     
 Pa 13252 (Te Christe supplices)  
 Pa 17716 (Te Christe supplices)        
 SPt OvI6  
 
 
Kyrie 58: Cai 60 (Pater cuncta) 
  Cai 78 (Pater cuncta)       
 Dou 90     
 La 263 (Pater cuncta)               
  Pa 3126 (Pater cuncta) 
     
  
Kyrie 68: An 96 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  
 An 97 (Iesu redemptor omnium)      
 Cai 60 (Rex pie rex regum)     
 Cai 61 (Rex pie rex regum)   
 Cai 75 (Rex pie rex regum)     
 Cai 78 (Rex pie rex regum)         
    La 263 (Iesu redemptor omnium)     
 Lo 13 (Iesu redemptor omnium)          
 Ma 288 (Iesu redemptor omnium)    
 Ma 289 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  
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 Pa 1087 (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 Pa 1235 (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 Pa 7185 (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 Pa 9436 
 Pa 9449 (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 Pa 10508 (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 Pa 10511 
 Pa 13252 (Iesu redemptor omnium) 
 SPt OvI6    
  
  
Kyrie 70: La 263 (Clementissime conditor)   
 Lo 13 (Conditor kyrie) 
  Ma 288 (Conditor kyrie)     
 Ma 289 (Conditor kyrie)   
 Ma 19421 (Conditor kyrie) 
 Pa 7185 (Conditor kyrie)   
 Pa 10508 (Conditor kyrie) 
 Pa 10511     
 Pa 13252 (Conditor kyrie) 
 SPt OvI6 
  
  
Kyrie 102: An 96 (Clemens rector)   
 An 97 (Clemens rector)    
  Cai 60 (Clemens rector) 
  Cai 61 (Clemens rector)   
 Cai 75 (Clemens rector)   
 Cai 78 (Clemens rector) 
 Flo 62 (Clemens rector) 
  La 263 (Clemens rector)     
 Lo 13 (Clemens rector)       
 Ma 288 (Clemens rector)  
 Ma 289 (Clemens rector)  
 Ma 19421 (Clemens rector)  
 PaA 1169 (Clemens rector) 
 Pa 1087 (Clemens rector) 
 Pa 1235 (Clemens rector) 
 Pa 3126 (Clemens rector)    
 Pa 7185 (Clemens rector) 
 Pa 9449 (Clemens rector)  
 Pa 10508 (Clemens rector) 
 Pa 10511 
  Pa 13252 (Clemens rector) 
  Pa 17716 (Clemens rector) 
  SPt OvI6    
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Kyrie 124: An 96         
 An 97 (Rex magne Domine)   
 Cai 60     
 Cai 75        
 Cai 78 
 Flo 62 
  Lo 13 (Summe pater a quo)     
 Ma 288 (Summe pater a quo)  
 Ma 289 (Summe pater a quo)    
 Ma 19421(Rex magne Domine, Summe pater a quo)   
 Pa 1087 (Rex magne Domine) 
 Pa 1235 
 Pa 3126 
 Pa 7185 (Summe pater a quo) 
 Pa 9449      
 Pa 10508 (Summe pater a quo, Rex magne genitor) 
 Pa 10511 
 Pa 13252 (Kyrri sapientia) 
 SPt OvI6 
      
Kyrie 142: An 96 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  
 Cai 60 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne) 
 La 263 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)    
 Lo 13 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)   
 Ma 288 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)    
 Ma 289 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)    
 Ma 19421 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)   
 Pa 1235 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne) 
 Pa 9449 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  
 Pa 13252 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  
 SPt OvI6 
  
 
Kyrie 144: Cai 75 
  Pa 1235 
  Pa 9449 
  Pa 13 252 
         
 
Kyrie 155: An 97 
  Cai 60     
 Cai 61     
 Cai 75     
 Cai 78             
  La 263 (Dominator)  
 Ma 288   
 Ma 289    
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 Ma 19421    
 (Miserere rex) Pa 1087 
 Pa 1235 
 Pa 3126 
 Pa 9449 
 Pa 10511 
 Pa 12054 
  Pa 13252 
  Pa 17307 
  SPt OvI6   
  
 
Kyrie 161: Cai 60 (Summe Deus qui cuncta) 
  Cai 78 (Summe Deus qui cuncta)          
 La 263 (Summe Deus qui cuncta) 
  Ma 19421 (Summe Deus qui cuncta)   
 Pa 10508 (Summe Deus qui cuncta)        
    
  
Kyrie 162: Pa 1235 (Kyrie rex saeculorum) 
  Pa 3126 (Kyrie rex saeculorum) 
  Pa 9449 (Kyrie rex saeculorum)       
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie rex saeculorum)   
 Pa 13252 (Kyrie rex saeculorum) 
  SPt OvI6  
 
 
Kyrie 185: Pa 1087  
    
   
Kyrie 217: An 97              
  Cai 75   
 Cai 78 (Kyri redemptor)         
 La 263 (Kyrie genitor eleison)      
 Pa 9449            
 Pa 13252 
 SPt OvI6           
      
 
 
23 Kyrie Melodies notated in Northern French Manuscripts:  
 
Kyrie 38: La 263 
  
Kyrie 39: Cai 60 (Lux et origo..O mundi)  
 Cai 75     
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 Cai 78 (Lux et origo..O mundi)         
   Pa 1235 
 Pa 3126 
 Pa 8898 
 Pa 10511 
  Val 121 
     
       
Kyrie 53: Pa 1235 
  Pa 3126 
 
 
Kyrie 51: Cai 61      
  Pa 13252 
 
   
Kyrie 57: La 263 
 Ma 288    
 Ma 289    
 Ma 19421    
 SPt OvI6 
  
     
Kyrie 61: Dou 90         
  La 263  
  Pa 13252 (O rex clemens)   
 Pa 17716 
 Val 121 
     
    
Kyrie 82: Cai 60     
 Cai 75 (O Christe unice) 
  Cai 78 
  Ma 288 (Kyrie rex celse)  
 Ma 289 (Kyrie rex celse) 
  Ma 19421 (Kyrie rex celse)  
 Pa 7185    
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie rex celse) 
  Pa 13252  
  SPt OvI6 
      
 
Kyrie 86: Ma 288 (O pater excelse)  
 Ma 289 (O pater excelse) 
  Ma 19421 (O pater excelse)  
 Pa 10508 (O pater excelse) 
 SPt OvI6 
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Kyrie 104: Val 107 
 
 
Kyrie 105: Cai 60 (Hominum plasmator)  
 Cai 78 (Hominum plasmator) 
   
 
Kyrie 151: An 97          
  Cai 60   
 Cai 75     
 Cai 78 
  Pa 13252  
   
Kyrie 171: Dou 90        
 La 263  
 Pa 10511 
 Pa 17716 
 Val 121  
   
  
Kyrie 175: Lo 13 (Regum summe) 
  Ma 288 (Regum summe)  
 Ma 289 (Regum summe) 
  Ma 19421 (Regum summe)   
 Pa 10508 (Regum summe) 
   
   
Kyrie 189: An 97        
 Cai 60 
 Cai 75     
 Cai 78     
 Pa 9436   
 Pa 13252 
 SPt OvI6  
    
 
Kyrie 192: Cai 75     
 Ma 288 (Splendor aeterne)  
 Ma 289 (Splendor aeterne)  
 Ma 19421 (Splendora eterne) 
  Pa 13252 
  SPt OvI6 
    
   
Kyrie 205: Cai 75     
 La 263     
 Lo 13     
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 Ma 288    
 Ma 289 
 Pa 9436 
  Pa 13252 
  SPt OvI6 
   
 
Kyrie 214: Cai 75     
 Lo 13 (Kyrri genitor rex)  
 Pa 13252 
 SPt OvI6 
    
   
Kyrie 217x: An 96     
 An 97      
 
Kyrie vi: Pa 7185 
 
Kyrie vii: Lo 13 
 
Kyrie viii: Cai 60 
 
Kyrie ix: Pa 13252 
 
Kyrie x: Pa 13252 
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Index of Latin Texts 
40 Latin-texted Kyrie and 3 Kyrie tropes notated in Northern French Manuscripts 
before 1200 
 
 
 
12 Latin-texted Kyrie notated in Northern French and Aquitanian Manuscripts:   
  
Clemens rector:  An 96 (102) 
(AH 6)   An 97 (102)    
Cai 60 (102) 
Cai 61 (102)   
Cai 75 (102)   
Cai 78 (102) 
Flo 62 (102)      
La 263 (102)    
Lo 13 (102)        
Ma 288 (102)    
Ma 289 (102)   
Ma 19421 (102)    
PaA 1169 (102)   
PaG 96 ()    
Pa 1087 (102) 
Pa 1235 (102) 
Pa 3126 (102)   
Pa 7185 (102) 
Pa 9449 (102)  
Pa 10508 (102)   
Pa 13252 (102) 
Pa 17716 (102)     
       
 
Cunctipotens genitor:  An 96 (18)   
(AH 4)   An 97 (18) 
    Cai 60 (18) 
Cai 61 (18)  
Cai 78 (18)         
 La 263 (18)          
Lo 13 (18)        
Ma 288 (18)   
Ma 289 (18)      
Ma 19421 (18) 
Mai 17 (18)            
 Pa 1087 (18) 
Pa 1235 (18) 
Pa 3126 (18)      
Pa 7185 (18) 
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Pa 9449 (18)      
Pa 10508 (18) 
Pa 10511 (18)  
Pa 13252 (18)   
 
       
Dominator:   La 263 (155) 
(AH 35) 
 
Iesu redemptor omnium: An 96 (68)   
(AH 14)   An 97 (68)    
    La 263 (68)   
Lo 13 (68)       
Ma 288 (68)   
Ma 289 (68)    
    PaG 96 ()       
Pa 1087 (68) 
Pa 1235 (68)      
Pa 7185 (68) 
Pa 9449 (68)    
Pa 10508 (68)  
Pa 13252 (68)   
     
 
Kyrie Deus sempiterne: An 96 (142)    
(AH 13)   Cai 60 (142)   
La 263 (142)    
    Lo 13 (142)   
Ma 288 (142)   
Ma 289 (142)      
Ma 19421 (142)  
PaG 96 () 
Pa 1235 (142) 
Pa 9449 (142)  
Pa 13252 (142) 
       
 
Kyrie rex saeculorum: Pa 1235 (162) 
(AH 40)   Pa 3126 (162) 
    Pa 9449 (162)  
Pa 10508 (162) 
Pa 13252 (162) 
 
 
Orbis factor:   An 97 (16) 
(AH 7)   Cai 60 (16)    
    Cai 61 (16)   
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Cai 78 (16) 
    Dou 90 (16)   
La 263 (16)  
    Ma 288 (16)   
Ma 289 (16) 
Ma 19421 (16)      
PaG 96 ()  
Pa 3126 (16)  
Pa 9449 (16) 
Pa 10508 (16) 
Pa 10511 (16) 
 
 
Pater cuncta:   Cai 60 (58) 
(AH 10)   Cai 78 (58)   
La 263 (58) 
Pa 3126 (58)  
 
 
Rex magne Domine:  An 97 (124)   
(AH 11a)   Ma 19421 (124)  
Pa 1087 (124) 
 
 
Summe Deus qui cuncta: Cai 60 (161)   
(AH 24)   Cai 78 (161) 
    La 263 (161)   
Ma 19421 (161)  
    Pa 10508 (161) 
   
      
Te Christe supplices:  An 96 (55)   
(AH 2)   An 97 (55)    
    Cai 60 (55)   
Cai 61 (55) 
    Cai 75 (55)   
Cai 78 (55)   
La 263 (55) 
    Lo 13 (55)   
Ma 288 (55)   
Ma 289 (55) 
    Ma 19421 (55)  
PaA 1169 (55)  
Pa 1235 (55) 
Pa 7185 (55) 
Pa 9449 (55)   
    Pa 10508 (55)  
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Pa 13252 (55) 
    Pa 17716 (55)   
 
      
Theoricam practicamque: An 96 (47)   
(AH 23)   An 97 (47)    
    La 263 (47)   
Lo 13 (47) 
    Ma 288 (47)   
Ma 289 (47)   
Ma 19421 (47)     
Pa 1087 (47) 
Pa 1235 (47)   
Pa 7185 (47) 
Pa 9449 (47)   
Pa 10508 (47) 
    Pa 13252 (47)   
 
 
      
3 Kyrie tropes notated in Northern French and Aquitanian Manuscripts: 
 
Miserere rex:   Pa 1087 (with Kyrie 155 – incipit only)  
(AH 160)  
 
Miserere Domine:  Pa 1235 (with Kyrie 55)      
(AH 160a8)   Pa 9449 (with Kyrie 55)   
  
Christe redemptor:  PaA 1169 (with Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices) 
(AH 160b)   Pa 1235 (with Kyrie 48) 
    Pa 9449 (with Kyrie 48) 
  
      
 
 
28 Latin-texted Kyrie notated in Northern French Manuscripts: 
  
Clementissime conditor: La 263 (70) 
(AH 68) 
 
Clementissime redemptor: Ma 288 (18)   
(AH 57)   Ma 289 (18)   
Ma 19421 (18) 
    Pa 10508 (18)  
                                                
8 The texts Miserere Domine and Christe redemptor appear after Miserere rex in Analecta hymnica, but 
they are not numbered individually. 
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Conditor kyrie:  Lo 13 (70)   
(AH 16)   Ma 288 (70)      
Ma 289 (70)   
Ma 19421 (70) 
PaG 96 ()   
Pa 7185 (70)      
Pa 10508 (70)  
Pa 13252 (70) 
 
      
Hominum plasmator:  Cai 60 (105)   
(AH 60)   Cai 78 (105) 
 
 
Kyrie fons bonitatis:  An 96 (48)   
(AH 5)   An 97 (48) 
    Cai 60 (48) 
    Cai 61 (48)   
Cai 78 (48)    
    La 263 (48)    
    Ma 19421 (48)    
PaG 96 ()               
Pa 3126 ()  
Pa 10508 (48) 
Pa 10511 (48)  
Pa 17716 (48)  
 
           
Kyrie genitor eleison:  La 263 (217) 
(AH 147) 
 
Kyrri genitor rex:  Lo 13 (214) 
(AH 140)   
  
Kyrie immense pater:  Cai 60 (-) 
(AH 62) 
 
Kyrie o theos:   Pa A 1169 (55) 
(AH 30) 
   
Kyri redemptor:   Cai 78 (217) 
(AH 61) 
 
Kyrie rex splendens:  Lo 13 (-)   
(AH 18)   Ma 19421 (24)  
Pa 10508 (24) 
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Kyrie rex benigne:  Cai 61 (24) 
(AH 64) 
 
Kyrie rex celse:   Ma 288 (82)  
(AH 27)   Ma 289 (82)   
Ma 19421 (82) 
    Pa 10508 (82) 
      
 
Kyrie rex genitor:  An 97 (47)       
(AH 15)   Ma 288 (47)   
Ma 289 (47)   
Ma 19421 (47) 
    PaG 96 ()  
Pa 7185 (47)   
Pa 10 508 (47) 
         
  
Kyrie rex Sabaoth:  Cai 60 (47) 
(AH 63) 
      
Kyrri sapientia:   Pa 13 252 (124) 
(AH 56) 
 
Lux et origo…O mundi: Cai 60 (39)   
(AH 12a)   Cai 78 (39) 
       
Lux et origo…Redemptor: PaG 96 () 
(AH 12b)  
      
O Christe unice:   Cai 75 (82) 
(AH 26)   Lo 13 (-) 
 
O Deus immense rex:  Pa 1235 (47)  
(AH 55)   Pa 9449 (47) 
 
O pater excelse:  Ma 288 (86)   
(AH 17)   Ma 289 (86)   
Ma 19421 (86)  
Pa 10508 (86) 
       
 
O rex clemens:  PaG 96 ()  
(AH 21)   Pa 13252 (61) 
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Puerorum caterva:  Cai 60 (24)   
(AH 25)   Cai 78 (24)  
      
      
Regum summe:  Lo 13 (175)   
(AH 20)   Ma 288 (175)   
Ma 289 (175) 
    Ma 19421 (175)   
Pa 10508 (175) 
 
       
Rex magne genitor:  Pa 10508 (124)  
(AH 11b) 
  
Rex pie rex regum:  Cai 60 (68)   
(AH 59)   Cai 61 (68)   
Cai 75 (68) 
    Cai 78 (68)  
   
       
Splendor aeterne9:  Ma 288 (192)   
(AH 149)   Ma 289 (192)   
Ma 19421 (192) 
 
      
Summe pater a quo:  Lo 13 (124)   
(AH 19)   Ma 288 (124)      
Ma 289 (124)   
Ma 19421 (124)         
Pa 7185 (124) 
    Pa 10508 (124)   
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
9 The Latin Kyrie text is also entered in a thirteenth century English manuscript, Wo 160. Although the 
Latin text is not entered in the surviving French manuscripts, the Latin-texted Kyrie 192 Splendor aeterne 
is discussed as a Norman composition in David Hiley (1983), 13-14.   
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Index of Melodic Forms  
  
 
Kyrie melodies notated in Northern French and Aquitanian manuscripts: 
 
Kyrie 16: An 97 (Orbis factor)   aaa bbb aa_ 
  Cai 60 (Orbis factor)   aaa bbb aac   
 Cai 61 (Orbis factor)   aaa bbb a'a'c 
 Cai 78 (Orbis factor)    aaa bbb a'a'c    
 Dou 90      aaa bbb a'a'c  
 La 263 (Orbis factor)   aaa bbb a'a'c   
 Ma 288 (Orbis factor)    aaa bbb aac   
 Ma 289 (Orbis factor)    aaa bbb aac 
 Ma 19421 (Orbis factor)   aaa bbb aac   
 Pa 3126 (Orbis factor)    aaa bbb a'a'c 
 Pa 9449 (Orbis factor)      
 Pa 10508 (Orbis factor)  aaa bbb a’a’c 
 Pa 10511 (Orbis factor)  aaa bbb a'a'c 
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb a'a'c 
 Val 121      aaa bbb a'a'c 
    
 
Kyrie 18: An 96 (Cunctipotens genitor)   aaa bbb ccc' 
 An 97 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc'      
 Cai 60 (Cunctipotens genitor)   aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 61 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc'    
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 78 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc'   
 La 263 (Cunctipotens genitor)   aaa bbb ccc’ 
 Lo 13 (Cunctipotens genitor)   aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 288 (Cunctipotens genitor)   aaa bbb ccc' 
  (Clementissime redemptor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 289 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
  (Clementissime redemptor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 19421 (Cunctipotens genitor) aaa bbb ccc' 
  (Clementissime redemptor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Mai 17 (Cunctipotens genitor)    aaa bbb ccc'    
 Pa 1087 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 1235 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 3126 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc'      
 Pa 7185 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 9449 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 10508 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
  (Clementissime redemptor) aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 10511 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 13252 (Cunctipotens genitor)  aaa bbb ccc' 
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 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc' 
 Val 121     aaa bbb ccc' 
  
 
Kyrie 24: An 96     aaa bbb ccc    
 An 97      aaa bbb ccc   
 Cai 60 (Puerorum caterva)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Cai 61 (Kyrie rex benigne)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccc 
 Cai 78 (Puerorum caterva)   aaa bbb ccc  
 Ma 288    aaa bbb ccc 
 Ma 289    aaa bbb ccc 
 Ma 19421 (Kyrie rex splendens)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 1087    aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 1235    aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 3126    aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 9449     aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie rex splendens)   aaa bbb ccc   
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc 
  
 
    
Kyrie 47: An 96 (Theoricam practicamque) axa xyx czc'   
 An 97 (Theoricam practicamque) axa byb czc' 
  (Kyrie rex genitor)  axa byb czc' 
 Cai 60 (Kyrie rex Sabaoth)  axa byb czc' 
 Cai 75     axa byb czc'     
 La 263 (Theoricam practicamque) axa byb czc'      
 Lo 13 (Theoricam practicamque)  axa byb czc'   
 Ma 288 (Theoricam practicamque) axa bxb czc' 
  (Kyrie rex genitor)  axa bxb czc'   
 Ma 289 (Theoricam practicamque) axa bxb czc' 
  (Kyrie rex genitor)  axa bxb czc' 
 Ma 19421 (Theoricam practicamque) axa bxb czc' 
  (Kyrie rex genitor)   axa bxb czc' 
 Pa 1087 (Theoricam practicamque) axa byb czc' 
 Pa 1235 (O Deus immense)  axa bbb czc' 
  (Theoricam practicamque) axa byb czc' 
 Pa 7185 (Theoricam practicamque) axa bxb czc' 
  (Kyrie rex genitor)  axa bxb czc' 
 Pa 9449 (O Deus immense rex)  axa bbb czc' 
  (Theoricam practicamque) axa byb czc' 
 Pa 10508 (Theoricam practicamque) axa byb czc' 
  (Kyrie rex genitor)  axa bxb czc' 
 Pa 10511     axa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 13252 (Theoricam practicamque) axa bbb czc' 
 Pa 17716         
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Kyrie 48: An 96 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
  An 97 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc    
  Cai 60 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Cai 61 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc   
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccc 
 Cai 78 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc    
 La 263 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc   
 Ma 19421 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 1087     aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 1235    aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 3126 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 9449    aaa bbb ccc    
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 10511 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 13252     aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 17716 (Kyrie fons bonitatis)  aaa bbb ccc 
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc   
  
   
Kyrie 55: An 96 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc'    
 An 97 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
  Cai 60 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
  Cai 61 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc'   
 Cai 75 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
  Cai 78 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc'   
 La 263 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Lo 13 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Ma 288 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc'   
 Ma 289 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Ma 19421 (Te Christe supplices) axa byb czc'   
 PaA 1169 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
  (Kyrie o theos)   axa byb czc’ 
 Pa 1087     axa byb czc' 
 Pa 1235 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 1235    aaa bbb czc'     
 Pa 7185 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 9449 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 10508 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc'   
 Pa 13252 (Te Christe supplices)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 17716 (Te Christe supplices)   axa byb czc'     
 SPt OvI6    axa byb czc' 
 
 
Kyrie 58: Cai 60 (Pater cuncta)   aaa bbb aaa' 
  Cai 78 (Pater cuncta)    aaa bbb aaa'   
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 Dou 90     aaa bbb aaa' 
 La 263 (Pater cuncta)     aaa bbb ccc'      
    Pa 3126 (Pater cuncta)   axa byb ax'a' 
     
  
Kyrie 68: An 96 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  aaa bbb ccc  
 An 97 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  aaa bbb ccc'     
 Cai 60 (Rex pie rex regum)  aaa bbb ccc'    
 Cai 61 (Rex pie rex regum)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 75 (Rex pie rex regum)  aaa bbb ccc'   
 Cai 78 (Rex pie rex regum)  aaa bbb ccc'     
  La 263 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  aaa bbb ccc'   
 Lo 13 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  aaa bbb ccc'     
   Ma 288 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc'   
 Ma 289 (Iesu redemptor omnium)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 1087 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 1235 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 7185 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 9436    aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 9449 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 10508 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 10511    aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 13252 (Iesu redemptor omnium) aaa bbb ccc' 
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc'   
  
  
Kyrie 70: La 263 (Clementissime conditor)  axa bxb cbc' 
 Lo 13 (Conditor kyrie)   axa bxb cbc' 
  Ma 288 (Conditor kyrie)  axa bxb cbc'   
 Ma 289 (Conditor kyrie)   axa bxb cbc' 
 Ma 19421 (Conditor kyrie)  axa bxb cbc' 
 Pa 7185 (Conditor kyrie)  axa bxb cbc'  
 Pa 10508 (Conditor kyrie)  axa bxb ccb 
 Pa 10511    aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 13252 (Conditor kyrie)  axa bxb cbc' 
 SPt OvI6    axa bxb cbc' 
  
  
Kyrie 102: An 96 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb cx'c' 
 An 97 (Clemens rector)    axa bxb cx'c' 
  Cai 60 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb cx'c' 
  Cai 61 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb cx'c' 
 Cai 75 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb cx'c' 
 Cai 78 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb cx'c' 
 Flo 62 (Clemens rector)    
  La 263 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb czc'  
 Lo 13 (Clemens rector)    axa bxb cx'c'   
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 Ma 288 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
 Ma 289 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
 Ma 19421 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
 PaA 1169 (Clemens rector)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 1087 (Clemens rector)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 1235 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
 Pa 3126 (Clemens rector)   axa bxb cxc 
 Pa 7185 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb c_c' 
 Pa 9449 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
 Pa 10508 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
 Pa 10511    axa bxb cx'c' 
  Pa 13252 (Clemens rector)  axa bxb czc' 
  Pa 17716 (Clemens rector)  axa bx'b cx''c' 
  SPt OvI6     axa bxb cx'c'  
  
  
Kyrie 124: An 96      aaa bbb ccc'    
  An 97 (Rex magne Domine)  axa byb czc'  
 Cai 60     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccc'   
 Cai 78     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Flo 62     axa byb czc' 
  Lo 13 (Summe pater a quo)  aaa bbb ccc'   
 Ma 288 (Summe pater a quo)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 289 (Summe pater a quo)  aaa bbb ccc'  
 Ma 19421(Rex magne Domine)  axa byb czc' 
  (Summe pater a quo)  aaa bbb ccc'  
 Pa 1087 (Rex magne Domine)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 1235    aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 3126    aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 7185 (Summe pater a quo)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 9449      aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 10508 (Summe pater a quo)  aaa bbb ccc' 
  (Rex magne genitor)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 10511    aaa bbb ccc' 
      aaa bbb ccc 
 Pa 13252 (Kyrri sapientia)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc' 
      axa byb czc' 
      
Kyrie 142: An 96 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  axa byb czc' 
 Cai 60 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  axa byb czc' 
 La 263 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  axa byb czc'  
 Lo 13 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  axa byb czc' 
 Ma 288 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  axa byb czc'  
 Ma 289 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne)  axa byb czc'  
 Ma 19421 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne) axa byb czc'  
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 Pa 1235 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne) axa byb czc' 
 Pa 9449 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne) axa byb czc' 
      axa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 13252 (Kyrie Deus sempiterne) axa byb czc' 
 SPt OvI6    axa byb czc' 
  
 
Kyrie 144: Cai 75     aaa bbb cca' 
  Pa 1235    aaa bbb ccc 
  Pa 9449    aaa bbb ccc 
  Pa 13 252    aaa bbb cca' 
         
 
Kyrie 155: An 97     axa byb cyd 
  Cai 60     axa byb czd 
 Cai 61     axa byb czc' 
 Cai 75     axa byb czd 
 Cai 78      axa byb czd     
   La 263 (Dominator)   aaa bbb ccd  
 Ma 288    axa byb cyd 
 Ma 289    axa byb cyd 
 Ma 19421    axa byb czd 
 (Miserere rex) Pa 1087   axa byb czd 
 Pa 1235    axa byb czd 
 Pa 3126    axa byb czd 
 Pa 9449    axa byb czd 
 Pa 10511    axa byb czd 
 Pa 12054    axa byb czd 
  Pa 13252    axa byb czd 
  Pa 17307    axa bbb czd 
  SPt OvI6    axa byb czd 
  
 
Kyrie 161: Cai 60 (Summe Deus qui cuncta)  axa byb czc' 
  Cai 78 (Summe Deus qui cuncta)  axa byb czc'      
  La 263 (Summe Deus qui cuncta) axa byb czc' 
  Ma 19421 (Summe Deus qui cuncta) axa byb czc'  
 Pa 10508 (Summe Deus qui cuncta) axa byb czc' 
    
  
Kyrie 162: Pa 1235 (Kyrie rex saeculorum)  aaa bbb aaa' 
  Pa 3126 (Kyrie rex saeculorum)  aaa bbb aaa' 
  Pa 9449 (Kyrie rex saeculorum)  aaa bbb aaa'     
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie rex saeculorum) aaa bbb aaa 
 Pa 13252 (Kyrie rex saeculorum) aaa bbb aaa' 
  SPt OvI6     aaa bbb aaa 
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Kyrie 185: Pa 1087     aaa bbb ccc' 
  Li 2 (Unice Christe)    axa byb czc' 
 
   
Kyrie 217: An 97       aaa bbb aaa'     
   Cai 75     aaa bbb aaa'    
 Cai 78 (Kyri redemptor)    aaa bbb aaa'     
 La 263 (Kyrie genitor eleison)   aaa bbb aaa'   
 Pa 9449            
 Pa 13252    aaa bbb aaa' 
 SPt OvI6     aaa bbb aaa'     
       
 
 
 
Kyrie Melodies notated in Northern French Manuscripts:  
 
Kyrie 38: La 263     aaa bbb ccc' 
  
Kyrie 39: Cai 60 (Lux et origo..O mundi)  aaa bbb ccd 
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccd 
 Cai 78 (Lux et origo..O mundi)   aaa bbb ccd 
 Pa 1235    aaa bbb ccd 
 Pa 3126    aaa bbb ccd 
 Pa 8898    aaa bbb aac 
 Pa 10511    aaa bbb ccd 
  Val 121    aaa bbb ccc 
     
       
Kyrie 53: Pa 1235    aaa bbb aaa'    
  Pa 3126 
 
 
Kyrie 51: Cai 61      axa byb czc' 
  Pa 13252    axa bxb czc' 
 
   
Kyrie 57: La 263     axa byb czc' 
 Ma 288    axa byb czc' 
 Ma 289    axa byb czc' 
 Ma 19421    axa byb czc' 
 SPt OvI6    axa byb czc' 
  
     
Kyrie 61: Dou 90    axa byb czc'     
   La 263     axa byb czc' 
  Pa 13252 (O rex clemens)   axa byb czc' 
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 Pa 17716    axa byb czc’ 
 Val 121    axa byb czc' 
   
  
Kyrie 82: Cai 60     axa byb czc'   
 Cai 75 (O Christe unice)  axa byb czc'  
  Cai 78     axa byb czc' 
  Ma 288 (Kyrie rex celse)  axa byb czc' 
 Ma 289 (Kyrie rex celse)  axa byb czc' 
  Ma 19421 (Kyrie rex celse)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 7185    axa byb czc' 
 Pa 10508 (Kyrie rex celse)  axa byb czc' 
  Pa 13252     axa byb czc' 
  SPt OvI6    axa byb czc' 
      
   
Kyrie 86: Ma 288 (O pater excelse)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 289 (O pater excelse)  aaa bbb ccc' 
  Ma 19421 (O pater excelse)  aaa bbb c'c'' 
 Pa 10508 (O pater excelse)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc 
   
Kyrie 104: Val 107    aaa bbb ccc 
 
 
Kyrie 105: Cai 60 (Hominum plasmator)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 78 (Hominum plasmator)  aaa bbb ccc' 
       
 
Kyrie 151: An 97     aaa bbb ccc'     
   Cai 60      
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccd    
  Cai 78     aaa bbb ccd 
  Pa 13252    aaa bbb ccd 
   
Kyrie 171: Dou 90    axa byb cyc'     
  La 263 (add.)    axa byb cyc' 
 Pa 10511    axa byb cyc' 
 Pa 17716    axa byb cyc' 
 Val 121    axa byb cyc' 
   
  
Kyrie 175: Lo 13 (Regum summe)   axa bx'b cx''c 
  Ma 288 (Regum summe)  axa bx'b cx''c 
 Ma 289 (Regum summe)  axa bx'b cx'c  
  Ma 19421 (Regum summe)  axa bx'b cx''c  
 Pa 10508 (Regum summe)  axa bx'b cx''c   
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Kyrie 189: An 97     aaa bbb ccc      
 Cai 60     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 75     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Cai 78     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 9436    aaa bbb ccc' 
 Pa 13252    aaa bbb ccc' 
 SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc' 
    
 
Kyrie 192: Cai 75     aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 288 (Splendor aeterne)  aaa bbb ccc' 
 Ma 289 (Splendor aeterne)  aaa bbb ccc'  
 Ma 19421 (Splendora eterne)  aaa bbb ccc' 
  Pa 13252    aaa bbb ccc' 
  SPt OvI6    aaa bbb ccc' 
    
   
Kyrie 205: Cai 75     axa byb czc'   
 La 263     axa byb czc'   
 Lo 13     axa byb czc'   
 Ma 288    axa byb czc'   
 Ma 289    axa byb czc' 
 Pa 9436    axa byb czc' 
  Pa 13252    axa byb czc' 
  SPt OvI6    axa byb czc' 
   
 
Kyrie 214: Cai 75     aaa byb czc' 
 Lo 13 (Kyrri genitor rex)  axa byb czc' 
 Pa 13252    axa byb czc' 
 SPt OvI6    axa byb czc' 
    
   
Kyrie 217x: An 96     aaa bbb ccc 
 An 97      aaa bbb aaa' 
 
Kyrie vi: Pa 7185    aaa bbb ccc' 
 
Kyrie vii: Lo 13     aaa bbb ccc' 
 
Kyrie viii: Cai 60     aaa bbb czc' 
 
Kyrie ix: Pa 13252    aaa bbb ccc 
 
Kyrie x: Pa 13252    axa byb czc' 
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Index of Manuscripts Consulted 
 
 
Introduction 
 
For the examination of the northern French/west Frankish Kyrie chant a number of 239 
manuscripts transmitting Kyrie chants have been consulted. Below the manuscripts are 
listed separated in two groups: 
I) The manuscripts that are discussed in the dissertation.  
II) The manuscripts that were consulted initially but were, after careful 
considerations, defined to be outside this work.    
 
A number of 176 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts, dated from the tenth to the 
eighteenth century, were consulted for the initial investigations. These manuscripts are 
found in the catalogues of David Hiley and Margareta Melnicki, in Analecta hymnica 
47 and in David Bjork’s dissertation. Together, the catalogues of Hiley and Melnicki 
present 161 manuscripts from these areas. In addition I derived 5 early northern French 
manuscripts from Analecta hymnica 47 and 8 more Aquitanian manuscripts from Bjorks 
dissertation. Finally 2 more French manuscripts, Pa 3126 and Pa 9436, were added to 
this corpus to give a total of 176 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts transmitting 
Kyrie chants. The 176 manuscripts have formed the basis for the process of selecting a 
main corpus of manuscripts for this work. The content of Kyrie chants in the 
manuscripts was analysed and compared to find the most relevant corpus of manuscripts 
to be the subject of the in depth analyses of the early northern French Kyrie repertory.   
My interest in the Aquitanian repertory of Kyrie chant besides the northern 
French repertory led my investigations towards the manuscripts giving the earliest 
transmission of notated Kyrie chants in northern France. Analyses of the content of 
Kyrie chants in the 176 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts showed that the most 
interesting material regarding the cultural exchange between the northern and the 
southern areas were all transmitted in the northern French manuscripts as early as in the 
eleventh century. When examining the 176 manuscripts I found that:    
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• The Aquitanian and the northern French repertories have 18 Kyrie melodies in 
common.  
• These 18 melodies are all notated in northern French manuscripts already in the 
eleventh century.    
• The northern French transmission of Kyrie chants seems somewhat consistent 
during the eleventh and twelfth century. A number of 34 out of the 41 chants in 
the northern French repertory before 1200 are notated already in eleventh 
century manuscripts. 
• In the thirteenth century a number of new Kyrie chants were added to the 
repertory in northern French manuscripts. Thirteen Kyries, Kyrie 7, 14, 50, 60, 
95, 96, 101, 102b, 117, 145a, 174, 204 and 210, entered the notated repertory 
during this period, while the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries northern French 
manuscripts add Kyries 79a, 111a, 114, 117a and 141 to the repertory. The 
concordances for these eighteen new Kyries in these northern French 
manuscripts are the following:   
 
Kyrie 7:   Bari 88, Cdg 369, Lo 16905, Lo 23935, PaA110, PaA 284, PaG 1259, PaM 411, 
Pa 830, Pa 861, Pa 1112, Pa 1337, Pa 14452, Pa 14819 (add.), Pro 12, RoA 435, 
RoG 
Kyrie 14:  Am 
Kyrie 50:  Dou 124 (add.), PaG 1259, Pa 1107, Pa 16828, Pa 17318, Pa 17321 
Kyrie 60:  Bari 85, Lo 16905, Lo 23935, PaA 110, PaG 1259, PaM 411, Pa 830, Pa 861, Pa 
1112, Pa 1337, Pa 14452, Pa 14819 (add.), RoG 
Kyrie 79a:  Dou 124 
Kyrie 95:  Dou 114 (add.), Dou 124, PaA 204, PaA 284, PaA 285, Pa 830, Pa 842, Pa 904, Pa 
905, Pa 908, Pa 2444, Rei 266 
Kyrie 96:  As 695, Br 3824, PaG 1259, Pa 842, Pa 1107, Pa 1235 (add.), Pa 16823, Pa 16828, 
Pa 17318, Pa 17321   
Kyrie 101:  Bari 88 
Kyrie 102b:  Br 3824 
Kyrie 111a:  Dou 124 (add.) 
Kyrie 114:  Bari 85 
Kyrie 117:  Pa 904, Pa 905, PaA 204 
Kyrie 117a:  Dou 124 
Kyrie 141:  PaA 284 
Kyrie 145a:  Arr 437 (add.) 
Kyrie 174:  As 695 
Kyrie 204:  As 695 
Kyrie 210:  Arr 437 (add.), Bari 85, Bri 2, Dou 114, Li 2, Lo 16905, Lo 38723, PaA 110, PaA 
197, PaA 284, PaM 411, Pa 830, Pa 861, Pa 905, Pa 1112, Pa 1337, Pa 10506, Pa 
14452, Pa 14819, Pa 16823, Pa 17309, Rou 249 
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The melodies entering the notated repertory from the thirteenth century and later 
are mostly notated with Greek text only and thus differ from the Kyrie chants in 
the Aquitanian repertory of the tenth and eleventh centuries.10 Further, the 
majority of these Kyrie chants have only one or a couple of concordances in 
northern French manuscripts up till the eighteenth century. These chants were 
then not widely disseminated in the area and they thereby differ from most Kyrie 
chants in the eleventh and twelfth century northern French transmission. 
However, the dating of five northern French manuscripts has been reconsidered 
and this places Kyrie 7, 50, 96 and 210 in the twelfth century.11 
• The post-1200 transmission of the 41 Kyrie chants found in eleventh and twelfth 
century northern French manuscripts gives little new information for the 
analyses of these melodies. Already in the eleventh and twelfth century 
manuscripts the individual Kyries are notated in various melodic repeated 
patterns that show the multiple variations of melodic forms found for some of 
these chants in the northern French transmission.  
 
The focus of the present work has been on the earliest notated Kyries in the 
northern French repertory and in particular on the melodies that are in common with 
melodies in the Aquitanian repertory. According to the findings above then, the in depth 
study should focus on the northern French manuscripts before 1200 since these would 
form the preferred basis for the investigations of the earliest transmission of northern 
French Kyrie chants as well as represent the approach that to the greatest extent would 
privilege investigations on the cultural exchange between the northern and the southern 
areas.  
A number of 14 northern French manuscripts containing Kyries survived from 
the eleventh century. When adding 15 manuscripts from the twelfth century the corpus 
                                                
10 Two chants are transmitted with one Latin text each:  Kyrie 174 Deus pater auctor Mariae (AH 66) and 
Kyrie 204 Alpha et O (AH 65). 
11 In all six Kyries have a number of concordances in northern French manuscripts and five of these, 
Kyrie 7, 50, 60, 96 and 210, seem to be connected mainly to manuscripts from Paris and the nearby 
situated Compiégne areas. Under the subsection “The Kyrie Chants in the Manuscripts Paris 833, Paris 
14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249” I  have reconsidered the dating of five  manuscripts that 
place them in the twelfth century and four of these manuscripts are from Paris and Compiègne. These 
four manuscripts transmit Kyries 7, 50, 96 and 210, and these melodies then belong to the northern 
French repertory before 1200 .  
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of manuscripts was extended to 29. The Aquitanian corpus of manuscripts examined by 
Bjork consists of 22 tenth and eleventh century Aquitanian manuscripts. Thus a corpus 
of 51 manuscripts from the two main regions in the west Frankish area was established. 
3 Sicilian manuscripts are closely related to the northern French manuscripts and were 
thus added to the main corpus. In addition 15 more French, English and Sicilian 
manuscripts were examined in less detail. This gives a total of 69 French, English and 
Sicilian manuscripts that were examined in the dissertation.   
In the second half of the dissertation, the field of research was expanded to 
manuscripts from other geographical areas as well. Thus 61 manuscripts from Spain, 
Italy and Germany were consulted in this part. These manuscripts were consulted 
mainly to show the geographical dissemination of the 18 Kyries shared by the northern 
French and the Aquitanian repertories. Together with the 69 French, English and 
Sicilian manuscripts this gives a total of 130 manuscripts that were examined during the 
dissertation work. These 130 manuscripts are listed in Index I.  
Index II lists the 107 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts that were 
consulted initially but were defined or found to be outside the main corpus to be 
examined in this work. In Index II I have entered the content of melodies new to the 
northern French repertory in footnotes, to show the distribution of each melody. Also, I 
have added comments to a couple of the manuscripts. Otherwise I refer to the two 
catalogues of Hiley and Melnicki where details regarding the contents of each 
manuscript are given. 
After finishing the analytical work it was brought to my attention that 5 more 
northern French manuscripts should be dated to the twelfth century according to more 
recent scholarship. 3 of these manuscripts are already among the 107 listed in Index II 
while 2 are new to this work. These 5 manuscripts are listed with inventories in 
Appendix I, under the subsection “Inventory of Kyrie Repertories in the Manuscripts 
Paris 833, Paris 14819, Paris 17318, Paris 17328 and Rouen 249”. 
Altogether, the 130 manuscripts of Index I, the 107 of Index II plus the 2 new 
manuscripts constitute the number of 239 manuscripts that have been consulted for this 
work. 
Before listing the manuscripts, I will briefly summarize the main points 
regarding the number of manuscripts consulted: 
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• 176 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts dated from the tenth to the 
eighteenth century were first consulted. These were categorised as follows:  
a) A total of 69 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts were examined in the 
dissertation, divided into the following categories: 
- 29 northern French eleventh and twelfth century manuscripts formed 
the main corpus of this study. 
- 22 tenth and eleventh century Aquitanian manuscripts (Bjork’s corpus) 
were studied for comparisons. 
- 3 Sicilian manuscripts were analysed with respect to the Kyrie chants 
shared with the northern French repertory. 
- 15 English, Sicilian and younger French manuscripts were examined in 
less detail.  
b) 107 French (thirteenth to eighteenth centuries), English and Sicilian 
manuscripts were not included in the dissertation since they were defined to be 
outside the main corpus of northern French manuscripts.  
• 61 German, Italian and Spanish manuscripts were dealt with in the second half 
of the dissertation to show the geographical dissemination of the 18 melodies 
shared by the northern French and the Aquitanian repertory.  
• The 69 northern French, English and Sicilian manuscripts and the 61 German, 
Italian and Spanish manuscripts, that were examined in the dissertation, together 
form the 130 manuscripts listed in Index I.  
• The remaining 107 French, English and Sicilian manuscripts that were consulted 
but were defined to be outside the main corpus of this work and thus were not 
cited in the dissertation, are listed in Index II. 
• 5 manuscripts were more recently brought to my attention and they are listed 
with inventories in Appendix I as mentioned above. 3 of the manuscripts are 
already among the 107 listed in Index II while 2 are new to this work.   
• The 130 manuscripts of Index I, the 107 of Index II plus the 2 new manuscripts 
constitute the number of 239 manuscripts that have been consulted for this work. 
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1) Index of Manuscripts Cited in the Dissertation 
 
 
Ae 51  Madrid   Gradual-troper  XII early 
  Real Acad Hist.  S. Millán de la Cogolla 
  Aemilianense 51 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991). 
 
Aa 12  Aachen   Gradual   XIII 
   Münsterstift   Aachen 
  Codex XII 
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
An 96 (88) Angers   Gradual    XII early   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Angers     
  Codex 96   St Aubin (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
 An 97 (89) Angers   Gradual     XII 1/2   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Angers      
  Codex 97   St Aubin (Benedictine)    
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Apt 17  Apt    Troper    c. 1050   
  Arch. Basilique St. Anne      Apt      
  Codex 17 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977). 
 
Apt 18  Apt        X/XI early 
  Arch. Basilique St. Anne Apt (?) 
  Codex 18 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990).  
 
As 695 Assisi     Troper    XIII 2/2   
   Biblioteca Comunale  Reims and Paris 
  Codex 695 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Melnicki (1955). 
 
Ba 5  Bamberg   Troper    1001 
  Staatsbibliothek  Reichenau 
  lit. 5 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Arlt & Rankin (1996), Hiley (1981).   
 
Ba 6  Bamberg    Troper    c. 1000 
  Staatsbibliothek  Regensburg 
  lit. 6    St Emmeram 
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  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Arlt & Rankin (1996), Hiley (1981). 
 
Ba 45  Bamberg       XV 
   Staatsbibliothek  Germany 
  lit. 45 
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Be 11  Berlin    Troper    1024-1027 
  Staatsbibliothek  Minden 
  theol. lat. qu. 11  (<St Gall) 
  Bibliography: Arlt & Rankin (1996), CT VII (1990). 
  
Ben 34 Benevento   Gradual   XII early/ 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Benevento   middle 
  Codex 34 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Ben 35 Benevento   Gradual   XII early 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Benevento 
  Codex 35 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Bo 2824 Bologna   Troper    XI late/ 
  Bibl. univ.    Nonantola   XII early 
  Codex 2824 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Cai 60  Cambrai   Gradual    XI late/         
  Bibliothèque Municipale Cambrai   XII early             
  Codex 60 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Cai 61  Cambrai   Gradual          XI late/     
  Bibliothèque Municipale Lille    XII early      
  Codex 61   St Peter 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  Le graduel romain II (1957).  
  
Cai 75  Cambrai   Gradual     XI   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Arras                
  Codex 75   St Vaast (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Cai 78  Cambrai   Troper    XI late    
  Bibliothèque Municipale Cambrai  
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  Codex 78     
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1,  
  Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Cdg 473 Cambridge   Troper     A: 996-1006  
  Corpus Christi College Winchester    B: XI-XII 
  Codex 473   Old Minster     
      (Benedictine)    
    Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
Cl 57  Claremont   Troper    XIII 
             Bibliothèque Municipale      Claremont 
  Codex 57 
  Bibliography: Bjork (1980c), Analecta Hymnica 47. 
 
Du 6  Durham    Gradual   XI late/  
  University Library  Canterbury    XII early 
  Cosin V.V.6   Christ Church/Durham cathedral 
      (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Dou 90 Douai    Missal     XII late   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Anchin     
  Codex 90   (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
  
Flo 62  Florenz   Gradual    XI    
   Bibl. Laurenziana Ashburn Tours      
  Codex 62 
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
GeB 74 Genève, Cologny  Roma    1071 
  Bodmer Library  St Cecilia di Trastevere 
  Codex 74 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
Hu 4  Huesca   Troper    XII 1/2 
  Biblioteca Capitular  Huesca 
  Codex 4    San Juan de la Peña 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991), CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Ivr 60  Ivrea    Gradual   XI late/ 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Pavia (?)   XII early 
  Codex 60 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Ka 15  Kassel    Regensburg   XI 1/2 
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  Murhardsche Bibliothek 
  4 Ms theol. 15 
  Bibliography: CT III (1982). 
 
Ka 25  Kassel    Fritzlar    1020-40 
  Murhardsche Bibliothek Seeon 
  4 Ms theol. 25 
  Bibliography: Arlt &Rankin (1996), CT III (1982). 
 
La 263  Laon    Troper       XII late/       
   Bibliothèque Municipale Laon    XIII early  
  Codex 263    Cathedral of Notre Dame   
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Melnicki 
(1955), Hiley (1981),  RISM, B/V/1  (1964). 
 
Leip 391 Leipzig   Gradual   XIII late 
  University Library  St Thomas 
  Codex 391   Leipzig 
  Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Li 2  Limoges   Gradual   XIV early 
   Bibliothèque Municipale Fontèvrault 
Codex 2   abedisse Aliènor de Bretagne  
      (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Lo 13  London   Troper     XI late   
  British Library  Normandy(?)12      
  Royal 8.C.xiii   /London (?) 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
Lo 14b London   Troper     XII late 
   British Library  England       
  Cotton Caligula A. xiv    
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  RISM, B/V/1 (1964), Planchart (1977). 
 
Lo 4951 London   Gradual    XI 2/2 
  British Library  Toulouse    
  Harley 4951 
    Bibliography: New Grove II, Bjork (1977), Hiley (1981).  
 
Lo 19768 London   Troper    X 3/4 
     British Library  Mainz 
                                                
12 In CT VII (1990), 54, an English or a Norman origin is suggested for Lo 13. David Hiley (1986) I, 6, 
suggests a Norman origin for the manuscript. I have chosen to include Lo 13 among the northern French 
sources for the present investigation. 
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  Add. 19768   St Alban 
  Bibliography: Arlt & Rankin (1996), CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981).  
  
Ma 288 Madrid   Troper    c. 1100   
  Biblioteca Nacional  Palermo, Sicily   
  Codex 288    Chapel of Norman dukes 
  Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), RISM, B/V/1  
(1964), Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Ma 289 Madrid   Troper    c. 1140        
  Biblioteca Nacional   Palermo, Sicily    
  Codex 289    Cappella Palatina 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  RISM, B/V/1  (1964). 
 
Ma 19421 Madrid   Troper    XII 2/2    
  Biblioteca Nacional  Catania, Sicily     
  Codex 19421   St Agata cathedral (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  RISM, B/V/1 (1964), RISM, B/IV/1 (1966). 
 
MaA 51 Madrid   Troper    XII early 
  Real. Acad. Hist.   San Millán de la Cogolla 
  Aemilianense 51 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991), CT VII (1990). 
  
 Mai 17 Mailand   Collection of Tractats  XI/XII    
   Bibl. Ambr. M  Laon 
  sup.17  
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Mont 73 Montserrat   Troper    XII 
  Biblioteca del Abadia  Toulouse-Narbonne(?) 
  Codex 73 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991), CT VII (1990). 
 
Mr 24  Manchester   Missal    XIII 2/4 
   John Rylands Library  Salisbury 
  lat. 24 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
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Me 452 Metz    Troper13   XI middle/late 
  Bibliothèque municipale Metz 
  Codex 452   St Etienne 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), CT 36 (1993), Analecta Hymnica 47. 
 
Mod 7  Modena   Gradual   XI middle/late 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Forlimpopoli 
  O. I. 7 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Mza 14 Monza    Gradual   XIII 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Monza 
  Codex 14/77 
  Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Mza 75 Monza         XI 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Monza 
  Codex 12/75 
  Bibliography: CT I (1975). 
 
Mza 76 Monza    Gradual   X late/ 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Monza    (XI early?) 
  Codex 13/76 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
  
Mü 14322 München        1024-1040  
  Bayerische Staatsbibliothek  Regensburg  
  Clm. 14322   St Emmeram 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
Mü 14083 München       1031-1037 
  Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Regensburg    
  Clm. 14083   St Emmeram 
  Bibliography: Analecta hymnica 47 (1905). 
 
Mü 17025 München   Gradual   XIII 
  Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Scheftlarn 
                                                
13 Manuscripts from this area often show a mixture of French and German traits and individual 
manuscripts can be of a more French or a more German type. Me 452 together with Ro 359, is in Bjork 
(1979-1980), 32, described as a French type of source showing some influences from the east. However, 
in addition to location and notation, also the repertory of Kyrie chants notated in these manuscripts speaks 
for the “Rhenish” classification. Me 452 transmits Kyrie 39, 47, 48 Kyrie Sabaoth (AH 31), 55 Te Christe 
supplices, 68 Iesu redemptor, 70, 144, 155, 205 and 217. Thus the eastern melody Kyrie 39 is included as 
is the Latin text Kyrie Sabaoth, a text widely disseminated in eastern sources but that has no 
concordances in northern French manuscripts before 1200 (see Analecta hymnica 47, 96-97 and 
“Inventory of Kyrie Repertories in Northern French Manuscripts” of Appendix I, above). At the same 
time several melodies found in many French sources, like Kyries 16, 18, 24, 102 and 124, are omitted.    
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  Clm. 17025 
  Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Mü 27130 München     Ottobeuren   XI late 
  Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
  Clm. 27130 
  Bibliography: Analecta hymnica 47 (1905). 
 
Na6G34 Naples    Processional   XII late 
  Biblioteca Nazionale  Troia 
  Codex VI.G.34  (near Foggia) 
  Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), RISM, B/V/1 (1964). 
 
Ox 27  Oxford    Troper    XI early 
  Bodleian Library   Heidenheim 
  Selden supra 27  
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Ox 222 Oxford       XI 
  Bodleian Library  Novalesa 
  Douce 222 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
Ox  775 Oxford   Troper     A: c. 1050 
  Bodleian Library  Winchester    B: XI/XII 
  Bodley 775 (2558)  Old Minster (Benedictine)   
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
Pad 47  Padova   Gradual   XII early 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Pomposa/Ravenna   
  A 47 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
PaA 135 Paris    Missal    XIII   
   Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal London/       
  Codex 135   (Canterbury?) 
    Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981). 
 
PaA 1169 Paris    Troper    1005/6-1024 
   Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Autun       
  Codex 1169 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981), Analecta Hymnica 47. 
  
PaG 96 Paris     Sacramentary  XII   
  Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Lisieux    
  Codex 96    St Barbarae in Algia 
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  Bibliography: Rèpertoire de Manuscrits Mèdièvaux, 1. Bibliothèque  
Sainte- Geneviève-Paris (1965), Analecta Hymnica 47. 
 
Pa 495  Paris    Troper    XII early 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Gerona 
  n. a. lat. 495 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991), CT VII (1990). 
 
Pa 776  Paris    Gradual   c. 1079 
   Bibliothèque Nationale St Michel de Gaillac 
  lat. 776 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981).  
  
Pa 778             Paris    Troper    XII 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Narbonne    
  lat. 778 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
 
Pa 779  Paris        XI middle/late 
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Arles (?) 
  lat. 779    Limoges, St Martial (?) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955). 
   
Pa 780  Paris    Gradual   XI late  
   Bibliothèque Nationale Narbonne 
  lat. 780 
Bibliography: Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 887  Paris     Troper     X late/ 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Limoges, St Martial(?)/  XI early 
  lat. 887   (Aurillac, St Géraud?)   
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981).  
 
Pa 903  Paris    Gradual   XI middle/late 
   Bibliothèque Nationale St Yrieix 
  lat. 903      
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981).  
 
Pa 909  Paris    Troper    1000-1034  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Limoges 
  lat. 909   St Martial and St Martin 
  Bibliography: Corpus Troporum VII (1990), Hiley (1981), 
  Analecta Hymnica 47. 
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Pa 1084 Paris    Troper    XI early   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Aurillac, St Géraud (?)  
  lat. 1084   to Limoges, St Martin 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Hiley (1981).  
 
Pa 1086 Paris    Troper    XII late   
   Bibliothèque National Limoges    
  lat. 1086   St Leonard 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981).   
  
Pa 1087 Paris    Gradual    XI 3/4    
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Cluny 
  Fonds latin 1087 
Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Bjork 
(1979/80), RISM, B/V/1 (1964), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Pa 1118 Paris    Troper    c. 987-996   
   Bibliothèque Nationale Toulouse to Aurillac (?) 
  lat. 1118 
   Bibliography: Doyle (2000), New Grove II, CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), 
  Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981).  
  
Pa 1119 Paris    Troper    c. 1030 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Limoges 
  lat. 1119    St Martial 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pa 1120  Paris    Troper     1000-1031 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Limoges   
  lat. 1120    St Martial 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981).  
  
Pa 1132 Paris    Gradual     XI late/ 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Limoges     XII early 
  lat. 1132    St Martial 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955).  
  
Pa 1133 Paris     Cantatorium    XI late/ 
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges     XII early 
  lat. 1133    St Martial 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 1134 Paris    Cantatorium     XI 
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges   
  lat. 1134    St Martial (?) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955). 
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 Pa 1135 Paris    Troper     XI 
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges   
  lat. 1135    St Martial (?) 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Hiley (1981). 
   
Pa 1136 Paris    Troper     XI middle 
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges (?)   
  lat. 1136      
Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Hiley (1981). 
   
Pa 1137 Paris    Troper     XI middle 
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges   
  lat. 1137    St Martial/St Martin 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981). 
 
Pa 1139 Paris    Troper     XI late 
    Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges      
  lat. 1139    St Martial    
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981). 
      
Pa 1177 Paris    Cantatorium    XI late/ 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Moissac (?)/   XII early 
  n. a. lat. 1177   Toulouse (?) 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981).  
 
Pa 1235 Paris    Gradual    XII   
   Bibliothèque Nationale Nevers      
  n. a. lat. 1235    Cathedral of St Cyr    
  Bibliography: New Grove II, Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), RISM,  
B/IV/1 (1966), Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Pa 1240 Paris    Troper    932-935     
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Limoges          
  lat. 1240    St Martial       
   Bibliography: Emerson (1993), CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977),  
Hiley (1981). 
   
Pa 1871 Paris    Troper     XI middle/late 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Moissac  
  n. a. lat. 1871   St Pierre 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Bjork (1977), Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981). 
 
 Pa 3126 Paris    Troper    XII    
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  Bibliothèque Nationale Nevers      
  n.a.lat. 3126 
  Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1981), CT 36 (1993). 
 
 Pa 7185 Paris    Troper    XI   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Normandy (?)     
  fonds latin 7185 and 1075614 St Evroult (?) 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986), CT VII (1990). 
 
Pa 8898 Paris    Processionare    c. 1185   
   Bibliothèque Nationale Soisson     
  fonds latin 8898 
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Pa 9436 Paris    Missal     XI   
   Bibliothèque Nationale St Denis       
  fonds latin 9436 
  Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Bjork (1979/80).  
 
Pa 9448 Paris    Cantatorium   990-995 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Prüm    
  fonds latin 9448  St Saviour 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
  
 Pa 9449 Paris    Troper    1059-1060   
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Nevers 
  fonds latin 9449  Cathedral of St Cyr 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II , Hiley (1981), Analecta  
Hymnica 47, RISM, B/V/1 (1964), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 10508 Paris    Troper     XII early   
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Normandy      
  fonds latin 10508  St Evroult (Benedictine)   
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Melnicki  
(1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957), RISM, B/III/1 (1961), 
RISM, B/V/1 (1964). 
 
Pa 10510 Paris  
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Echternach   XI 
  fonds latin 10510  St Willibrord 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
  
Pa 10511 Paris    Gradual    XII late   
                                                
14 Two fragments, now bound with other libelli and fragments, originally formed a quaternion, the bifolio 
Pa 10756 ff. 70-71 enclosing the ternion Pa 7156 ff. 110-115. See David Hiley (1986) I, 45. 
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   Bibliothèque Nationale Auxerre     
  fonds latin 10511          
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pa 12054 Paris    Gradual    XI late    
   Bibliothèque Nationale Paris   
  fonds latin 12054   St Maur des Fossès 
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pa 13252 Paris    Troper    XI middle/late 
   Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  fonds latin 13252  St Magloire (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
  RISM, B/V/1  (1964), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 17307 Paris    Missal     XII late   
   Bibliothèque Nationale Vermandois     
  fonds latin 17307    
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
   
Pa 17716 Paris    Troper    XII 2/2    
   Bibliothèque Nationale  Cluny      
  fonds latin 17716        
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Pst 121 Pistoia    Troper    XII middle 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Pistoia     
  C 121 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Pro 12  Provins   Gradual   XIII early 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Chartres 
  Codex 12   St Père (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
RoA 123 Rome    Gradual   XI 
  Biblioteca Angelica  Bologna (?) 
  Codex 123 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
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RoB 359 Rome    15    XI 
  Biblioteca B.   Besancon  
  Codex 359 
  Bibliogrpaphy: Bjork (1979/80). 
 
RoC 1741 Rome    Troper    XI late 
  Biblioteca Casanatense Nonantola 
  Codex 1741 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
RoN 1343 Rome    Troper    XI middle/late 
  Biblioteca Nazionale  Nonantola 
  Codex 1343 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
RoV 52 Rome    Gradual     XI late 
  Bibl. Vallicelliana  Norcia,    
  C 52    St Eutizio 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), (Hiley 1981). 
 
SG 376 St Gall        XI early 
  Stiftsbibliothek  St Gall 
  Codex 376 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
SG 378 St Gall        1034-1070 
  Stiftsbibliothek  St Gall 
  Codex 378 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
SG 380 St Gall        c. 1054 
  Stiftsbibliothek  St Gall 
  Codex 380 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
SG 381 St Gall    Troper    X 2/4 
  Stiftsbibliothek  St Gall 
  Codex 381 
  Bibliography: Arlt &Rankin (1996), CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
                                                
15 Manuscripts from this area often show a mixture of French and German traits and individual 
manuscripts can be of a more French or a more German type. Ro 359 together with Me 452, is in Bjork 
(1979-1980), 32, described as a French type of source showing some influences from the east. However, 
in addition to location and notation, also the repertory of Kyrie melodies notated in these manuscripts 
speaks for the “Rhenish” classification. Ro 359 transmits Kyrie 39, 68, 70 and 217. Thus the eastern 
Kyrie 39 is included while several melodies found in many French sources, like Kyries 16, 18, 24, 102 
and 124, are omitted.    
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SG 382 St Gall        XI early 
  Stiftsbibliothek  St Gall 
  Codex 382 
  Bibliography: CT III (1982), CT IV (1980). 
 
SG 484 St Gall    Troper    X 2/4 
  Stiftsbibliothek  St Gall 
  Codex 484 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
  
SPt OvI6 St Petersburg   Gradual    XII late 
   Saltikov-Shchedrin   Meulan      
Public Library   St Nicaise      
  O.v. I.6   (Benedictine; priory of Le Bec-Hellouin) 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
To 18  Torino    Gradual   XII 
  Biblioteca Nazionale  Bobbio     
  F. IV. 18 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
To 20  Torino         XI middle/late 
  Biblioteca Nazionale  Bobbio 
  F. V. 20  
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
Ut 417  Utrecht   Proser    XIII/XIV 
  Universitätsbibliothek Utrecht 
  Codex 417 
  Bibliography: RISM, B/V/1 (1964). 
 
Val 107 Valenciennes   Antiphoner    XII    
   Bibliothèque Publique St Amand     
  Codex 107 
  Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Val 121 Valenciennes   Missal     XII late   
  Bibliothèque Municipale  St Amand     
  Codex 121   (Benedictine) 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
 
Vat 602 Rome    Troper    XI late 
  Bibl. Apostolica Vaticana  Monte Cassino 
  Urb. lat. 602  
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
  
Vat 5319 Rome    Gradual   XI/XII 
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  Bibl. Apostolica Vaticana  Rome 
  Vat. lat. 5319   St Peter 
  Bibliography: Hiley (1981). 
 
Vce 146 Vercelli   Gradual   XI middle 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Vercelli 
  Codex 146 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Vce 161 Vercelli   Gradual   XI middle/late 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Vercelli 
  Codex 161  
  Bibliography: Ct VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Vce 162 Vercelli   Gradual   XII early/ 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Vercelli   middle 
  Codex 162 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Vce 186 Vercelli   Gradual   XI late/ 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Balerna   XII early 
  Codex 186 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981).  
 
Vro 107 Verona   Troper    XI early/ 
  Biblioteca Capitolare  Mantova   middle 
  Codex 107   St Benedetto 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1981). 
 
Vic 105 Vic    Troper    XI late/ 
  Biblioteca del Museo Episcopal Vic    XII early 
  Codex 105 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991), CT VII (1990). 
 
Vic 106 Vic     Troper    XIII 1/2 
  Biblioteca del Museo Episcopal Vic 
  Codex 106 
  Bibliography: Castro-Caridad (1991), CT VII (1990). 
 
Vol 39  Volterra       XI/XII 
  Biblioteca Guarnacci  Volterra 
  L. 3. 39 
  Bibliography: CT VII (1990). 
 
Wi 1845 Wien        XI middle/2/2 
  Nationalbibliothek  Seeon 
  Codex 1845 
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  Bibliography: CT III (1982). 
 
Wo 79  Wolfenbüttel       XI 1/2 
  Herzog August Bibliothek Limoges 
  Gud. lat. 79   St Martial 
  Bibliography: Bjork (1977). 
 
Wor 160 Worcester    Cantor's book   XIII early 
  Cathedral Library  Worcester     
  Codex F. 160   (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981).  
 
Zü 97  Zürich        XI 
  Zentralbibliothek  St Gall (?)      
  Codex 97 
  Bibliography: CT III (1982). 
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II) Index of Additional Manuscripts 
 
  
Ab 7  Abbeville   Missal    XIII/XIV   
  Bibliothèque Municipale  Noyon       
Codex 7 
   Bibliography: Hiley  (1986), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Am  Amiens   Ordinal16   1291 
  Raoul de Rouvroy  Amiens 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
   
Arr 437 Arras    Gradual17   XIII   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Arras       
  Codex 437   St Vaast (Benedictine)     
Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Arr 444 Arras    Missal    XIII late   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Arras       
  Codex 444   St Vaast (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Bari 85 Bari    Gradual18   XIV 
  Bibl. Capitolare  Paris to Bari 
  Codex 85 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
   
 Bari 88 Bari    Missal19    XIII 
  Bibl. Capitolare  Paris to Bari 
  Codex 88 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
Ber 620 Bern    Tropar    XII/XIII 
  Stadt-u. Hochschul-Bibl. Western Switzerland 
  Codex 620 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Bo 2565 Bologna, Italy   Missal     XIV early 
  Biblioteca Universitaria Sarum use      
  Codex 2565   Oxford? 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
 
                                                
16 Kyrie 14. 
17 Kyrie 145a (add.), 210 (add.). 
18 Kyrie 60, 114, 210. 
19 Kyrie 7, 101. 
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Bo 2748 Bologna        XII 
  Biblioteca Universitaria Brescia (Italy) 
  Codex 2748 
Bibliography: CT VII (1990),  Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
   
Bri 2  Bristol    Missal20    XV early 
  Central Library  Bristol 
  Codex 2   St Augustine (Victorine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
   
Br 3824 Brussels   Gradual21   XIII middle 
  Bibliothèque Royale  Dijon       
  Codex II. 3824  St Bènigne (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel 
romain II (1957). 
   
Cdg 369 Cambridge   Missal22    XIII late 
  Fitzwilliam Museum  Lewes      
  Codex 369   (Cluniac) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
  
Cdg 102 Cambridge   Ordinal   XIV/XV  
  St. John’s College  York 
  Codex 102   St Mary (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
   
Cdg 710 Cambridge   Ordinal   c. 1360   
  University Library  Sarum use      
  Add. 710   St Patric 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Char 520 Chartres   Missal     XIII   
  Bibliothèque Municipale Chartres cathedral      
  Codex 520 
Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel 
romain II (1957). 
   
Char 523 Chartres   Missal    XIV 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Chartres 
  Codex 523 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Dou 114 Douai    Gradual23   XIV early 
  Bibliothèque Municipale  Marchiennes 
                                                
20 Kyrie 210. 
21 Kyrie 96, 102b. 
22 Kyrie 7. 
23 Kyrie 95 (add.), 210. 
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  Codex 114   (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
   
Dou 124 Douai    24    XV/XVI 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Anchin 
  Codex 124   (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
   
Ex 3502 Exeter Cathedral  Ordinal   1337 
  Chapter Library   Exeter cathedral 
  Codex 3502 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
LM 437 Le Mans   Missal    XIII 1/2 
  Bibliothèque Municipale Le Mans cathedral 
  Codex 437 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957).  
 
Lo 4  London   Gradual    XII 
  British Library  St Albans      
  Royal 2. B. iv   (Benedictine) 
     Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Lo 462 London   Gradual   XV early 
  British Library  Sarum use 
  Lansdowne 462     
    Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel  
romain II (1957). 
 
Lo 3759 London   Gradual   XIII 2/4     
  British Library  Lincs       
  Egerton 3759   Crowland Abbey (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
 
Lo 3965 London   Gradual   XIV 
  British Library  Hereford cathedral 
  Harley 3965 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Lo 16905 London   Missal25    XIV 
  British Library  Paris 
  add. 16905   Notre Dame 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Lo 17001 London   Gradual   XV early 
                                                
24 Kyrie 50 (add.), 79a,  95, 111a (add.), 117a 
25 Kyrie 7, 60, 210 
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  British Library  Sarum use 
  add. 17001   Gloucester 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Lo 23935 London   Gradual26   c. 1255-63  
   British Library  Paris       
  add. 23935         
Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Lo 38723 London   Missal27    XIII middle 
   British Library  Paris       
  add. 38723 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
   
Ma V20-4 Madrid   Gradual   1130-38  
  Biblioteca Nacional   Palermo, Sicily     
  Vitrina 20-4   Palermo cathedral  
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel  
romain II (1957).   
  
Ox D5  Oxford   Missal    XIV late   
  Bodleian Library  Sarum use 
  Don. B. 5   St Mary  
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986). 
  
Ox H3  Oxford   Gradual   XV early 
  Bodleian Library  Sarum use 
  Hatton 3 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986).  
  
Ox L5  Oxford   Gradual   XV   
  Bodleian Library  York use      
  Lat. liturg. B. 5  East Drayton 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986). 
 
Ox 358 Oxford   Cantatorium   XII 
  Bodleian Library  St Albans 
  laud misc. 358  (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Ox 9  Oxford       XIII late  
  Bodleian Library  Breamore      
  Lyell 9   (Augustinian) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), New Grove II , Hiley (1981).  
 
Ox R3  Oxford   Gradual   XIII   
                                                
26 Kyrie 7, 60 
27 Kyrie 210 
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  Bodleian Library  Sarum use  
  Rawlinson Liturg. d. 3 Oxford? 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
   
Ox 148 Oxford        XIII 
  (Bodleian Library)  Chichester 
  University College 
  Codex 148 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pal 5  Palermo   Sicily    c. 1375 
  Archivio Storico e DiocesanoPalermo cathedral 
  Codex 5 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pal IB16 Palermo   Sicily    XIII late   
  Biblioteca Nazionale  Palermo 
  Codex I. B. 16  Dominican 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
PaA 110 Paris    Gradual28   XIV    
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Paris       
  Codex 110   Notre Dame (Victorine) 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
   
PaA 114 Paris        XV   
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Paris 
  Codex 114   St Chapelle 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
PaA 158 Paris         XVI   
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Paris 
  Codex 158 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
PaA 168 Paris        XV 
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Paris 
Codex 168 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
PaA 197 Paris    Gradual29   1270-1297    
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Paris       
  Codex 197   St Victor 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Melnicki (1955), Le graduel romain II  
(1957). 
                                                
28 Kyrie 7, 60, 210. 
29 Kyrie 210. 
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PaA 204 Paris    Missal30   1535 
  Bibliothèque del’Arsenal Paris 
  Codex 204 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
PaA 215 Paris    France    XIV  
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal 
  Codex 25 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
PaA 284 Paris    Gradual31   1750-1800 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 284 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
PaA 285 Paris    Gradual32   1750-1800 
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Paris 
  Codex 285 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
PaA 666 Paris         XV  
  Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal Limoges 
  Codex 666   St Martial 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
PaG 99 Paris    Missal    XIII (XIV)   
  Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Senlis       
  Codex 99 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981).  
 
PaG 1259 Paris    Missal33   XIII 2/4   
  Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Paris       
  Codex 1259   St Geneviève 
   Bibliography: Fassler (1993), New Grove II, Melnicki (1955).  
  
PaG 1297 Paris    Tropar            XIII 2/2/XIV 1/ 2 
  Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève Senlis 
  Codex 1297   St Fraimbaud 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
   
PaG 1433 Paris    France    XIII   
  Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève 
  Codex 1433 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
                                                
30 Kyrie 95, 117. 
31 Kyrie 7, 95, 141, 210. 
32 Kyrie 95. 
33 Kyrie 7, 50, 60, 96. 
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PaM 405 Paris    Missal    XIII   
  Bibliothèque Mazarine Meaux 
  Codex 405   St Feron 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II 
(1957). 
   
PaM 411 Paris    Missal34   XIV 2/2    
  Bibliothèque Mazarine Paris 
  Codex 411, part 3  Notre-Dame 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
 
PaM 461 Paris    France    1485 
  Bibliothèque Mazarine 
  Codex 461 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
   
PaM 464 Paris    France    XV late 
   Bibliothèque Mazarine 
  Codex 464 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 811  Paris     Breviarium   XV   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Châlons sur Marne 
  lat. 811 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 830  Paris    Missal35   XIII     
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 830   St Germain l’Auxerrois 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II 
(1957). 
   
Pa 842  Paris     Missal36   1325 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Châlons-sur-Marne  
  lat. 842   Joh. de Bordone 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 845  Paris    Missal    XIV 2/2 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Châlons-sur-Marne 
  lat. 845 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 861  Paris    Missal37   XIV   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris       
                                                
34 Kyrie 7, 60, 210. 
35 Kyrie 7, 60, 95, 210. 
36 Kyrie 95, 96. 
37 Kyrie 7, 60, 210. 
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  lat. 861   Madeleine 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel romain II 
(1957). 
  
Pa 863  Paris    Missal    XV  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Rouen 
  lat. 863 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 904  Paris    Gradual38   XIII  
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Rouen Cathedral      
  Fonds  latin 904 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981), Le graduel  
romain II (1957).  
  
Pa 905  Paris    Gradual39   XV   
  Bibliothèque Nationale  Rouen Cathedral    
  Fonds latin 905         
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel  
romain II (1957). 
   
Pa 906  Paris    Gradual   XV 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Amiens 
  lat. 906     
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 907  Paris    Breviarium   1531 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Le Mans 
  lat. 907 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 908  Paris    Gradual40   1532 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Nevers 
  lat. 908 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 912  Paris         XV/XVI   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Bois du Bologne 
  lat. 912 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 1105 Paris    Missal    1265-72  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Bec       
  lat. 1105   Le Bec-Hellouin 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981), Le graduel  
                                                
38 Kyrie 95, 117. 
39 Kyrie 95, 117, 210. 
40 Kyrie 95. 
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romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 1107 Paris    Missal41   XIII 2/2      
  Bibliothèque Nationale Reims 
  Fonds latin 1107   St Denis 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley  
(1981). 
  
Pa 1112 Paris    Missal42   XIII early   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris       
  Fonds latin 1112 
   Bibliography: CT VII  (1990), New Grove II, Hiley (1986),  
Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pa 1337 Paris    Gradual43   XIII/XIV    
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 1337 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 1773 Paris    Missal    XIII early  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Evreux 
  nouv. acq. lat. 1773 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
Pa 2444 Paris    44    XVIII     
  Bibliothèque Nationale France 
  lat. 2444 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Pa 3549 Paris    Tropar    XII  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Limoges 
  lat. 3549   St Martial 
   Bibliography: CT VII (1990), New Grove II, Melnicki (1955),  
Hiley (1981). 
  
Pa 5247 Paris    Sequentiary   XIV  
  Bibliothèque Nationale St Robert 
  lat. 5247     
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
    
Pa 9441 Paris    Missal    XIII  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 9441   Notre Dame 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
                                                
41 Kyrie 50, 96. 
42 Kyrie 7, 60, 210. 
43 Kyrie 7, 60, 210. 
44 Kyrie 95. 
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Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 9442 Paris    Missal    XIII 2/2 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Langres 
  lat. 9442 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 10478 Paris    Breviary   XIII 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Jerusalem 
  lat. 10478 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 10502 Paris    Missal    XIII   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Sens 
  lat. 10502 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
 
Pa 10506 Paris    Gradual45   XV   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 10506 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Pa 13255 Paris    Gradual       XIII late 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Cluniac house in Paris region 
  lat. 13255 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 14452 Paris    Gradual46   ca. 1200 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Sequentiary   1220-35  
  Fonds latin 14452  Paris, St Victor  
   Bibliography: Fassler (1993), New Grove II, Hiley (1986), 
Melnicki (1955).  
  
Pa 1481947 Paris    Gradual48   1140-1160 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Sequentiary   1220-1235 
  fonds latin 14819  Paris, St Victor 
Bibliography: Fassler (1993), Melnicki (1955). 
                                                
45 Kyrie 210. 
46 The manuscript is built like two other Victorine manuscripts, Pa 14819 and Rou 249, where the old part 
(gradual) gives incipits for a small number of Kyrie melodies that are repeated throughout. Only the the 
new part (sequentiary) gives the Kyrie melodies in full. Both parts transmit melodies with Greek text 
only. The gradual, ff. 1-133v, gives incipits for Kyrie 16, 18, 47, 48, 57, 68, 144, 151, 210 and 217.  The 
sequentiary, ff. 134r-136r, gives these melodies in full together with two new melodies, Kyrie 7 and 
Kyrie 60. Kyrie 60 is notated again on f. 218r while f. 242v gives Kyries 58 and 171.  
47 See Appendix I, 31. 
48 Kyrie 7, 60, 210. 
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Pa 14820 Paris         1557 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 14820   St Victor 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
 
Pa 14821 Paris         XVI 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Paris 
  lat. 14821   St Victor 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 16823 Paris    Missal49   XIII  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Compiègne 
  lat. 16823   St Corneille 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 16828 Paris    Gradual50   XIV  
  Bibliothèque Nationale Compiègne 
  lat. 16828   St Corneille 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 17309 Paris     51    XIV/XV  
   Bibliothèque Nationale Paris  
  lat. 17309    St Jacob 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 17310 Paris    Missal    XIV early   
  Bibliothèque Nationale Chartres 
  lat. 17310 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Pa 17312 Paris    Missal    XIII 1/2 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Auxerre 
  lat. 17312 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 1731852 Paris    Missal53   XII 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Compiègne 
  fonds latin 17318  St Cornelius 
Bibliography: Robertson (2006), Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki 
(1955). 
                                                
49 Kyrie 96, 210. 
50 Kyrie 50, 96. 
51 Kyrie 210. 
52 See Appendix I, 33. 
53 Kyrie 50, 96. 
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Pa 17320 Paris    Missal    XIV 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Compiègne 
  lat. 17320   St Cornelius 
Bibliography: Le graduel romain II (1957), Melnicki (1955). 
  
Pa 17321 Paris    Missal54   XIII 2/2 
  Bibliothèque Nationale Compiègne 
  lat. 17321   St Cornelius 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Parm 98 Parma    Gradual   XIV early  
  Biblioteca Palatina  Sarum use 
  Codex 98  
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
  
Rei 224 Reims    Missal    XIV 2/2 
  Bibliothèque Municipale  Reims cathedral 
  Codex 224  
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
Rei 264 Reims    Gradual55   XIII  
  Bibliothèque Municipale Reims 
  Codex 264   St Thierry (Benedictine) 
Bibliography: Robertson (2006),  Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley 
(1981), Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
Rei 266 Reims    Gradual56   XV  
  Bibliothèque Municipale Reims 
  Codex 266   St Denis (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957). 
  
RoA 435 Rome    57     XIII early  
  Biblioteca Angelica  Chartres 
  Codex 435   St Cheron (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Melnicki (1955), Hiley (1981). 
 
RoG  Rome    58    c. 1255 
Generalatsarchiv  French 
                                                
54 Kyrie 50, 96. 
55 The manuscript may be as early as ca. 1200 /beginning of XIII century. Rei 264 transmits Kyrie 
melodies that are already frequent in northern French manuscripts in the twelfth century: Kyrie  16, 18, 
24, 39, 47, 48, 57, 58, 61, 68, 102, 124, 144, 155, 171, 217x. All Kyries are notated with Greek text. 
Latin-texted Kyrie 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis and 48 Kyrie virginitatis amator are added later on f. 106v. The 
melodic shape of each Kyrie chant corresponds to other northern French transmissions of the melody.   
56 Kyrie 95. 
57 Kyrie 7. 
58 Kyrie 7, 60. 
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St Sabina (Dominican) (Pater Humbert de Romanus) 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955). 
  
Rou 223 Rouen    Processionar   XIV 
  Bibliothèque de la Ville St Catherine du Mont 
  Codex 223 
Bibliography: Melnicki (1955).  
 
Rou 24959 Rouen    Gradual60 (St Victor, Paris)  XII2/2-XIV 
  Bibliothèque Municipale   Sequentiary (St Laurent, Eu) XIV 
  Codex 249    
Bibliography: Hiley (1989), Robertson (2006), Hiley (1986),  
Hiley (1981). 
 
Rou 250 Rouen    Gradual   XIV   
  Bibliothèque Municipale  Jumièges      
  Codex 250   (Benedictine) 
    Bibliography: New Grove II, Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981),  
Le graduel romain II (1957).  
  
Rou 276 Rouen    Missal    XIII  
  Bibliothèque Municipale Rouen 
  Codex 276   St Ouen (Benedictine) 
   Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
SG 383 St Gall    Sequentiary   XIII 
  Stiftsbibliothek  Western Switzerland 
  Codex 383   Cathedral of Lausanne? 
Bibliography: Codices Electronici Sangallenses (CESG) – Virtual 
Library, Melnicki (1955), RISM, B/V/1 (1964), Hiley (1981). 
  
Shr 30  Shrewsbury School  Gradual   A: XII 
  Codex XXX   Haughmond (Salop.)  B: XIV 
      (Augustinian) 
    Bibliography: Hiley (1986), Hiley (1981). 
  
TuB 9  Turin     Nicosia, Cyprus 1413-1420 
  Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria  Nice to Chambèry 1433   
  Codex J II 9 
   Bibliography: New Grove II, Melnicki (1955). 
 
 
 
 
                                                
59 See Appendix I, 34. 
60 Kyrie 210. 
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Kyrie 16 Orbis factor 
           
             Pa 10508, fol. 16v 
 
 
 100
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 101 
Kyrie 18 Cunctipotens genitor 
     
               Pa 10508, fol.10 
 
 
 102
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 103 
Kyrie 18 Clementissime redemptor 
          Pa 10508, fol. 13 
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 105 
Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex benigne 
 
          Cai 61, fol. 157 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 106
Kyrie 24 Kyrie rex splendens    
        Pa 10508, fol. 14v 
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 108
Kyrie 38 
 
                  La 263, fol. 116v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 109 
Kyrie 39 Lux et origo…o mundi  
PaA 135, fol. 228v  
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 111 
Kyrie 47 Kyrie rex genitor   
               Pa 10508, fol. 11v 
 
 112
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 113 
Kyrie 47 O Deus immense 
                    Pa 1235, fol. 216 
 
 114
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 115 
Kyrie 47 Theoricam practicamque 
         Pa 10508, fol. 12v 
 
 116
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 117 
Kyrie 48 Kyrie fons bonitatis 
                Ma 19421, fol. 15 
 
 118
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 119 
Kyrie 51 
 
                 Cai 61, fol. 159v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 120
Kyrie 53 
 
         Pa 1235, fol.222v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 121 
Kyrie 55 Te Christe supplices 
 
          Ma 289, fol. 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 122
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 123 
Kyrie 57 
 
                 La 263, fol. 29v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 124
Kyrie 58 Pater cuncta 
                  La 263, fol. 28v 
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 126
Kyrie 61 O rex clemens 
 
          As 695, fol.13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 127 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 128
Kyrie 68 Iesu redemptor omnium 
 
                Pa 10508, fol. 8v 
 
 
 129 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 130
Kyrie 68 Rex pie rex regum 
 
                 Cai 61, fol. 156v 
 
 
 
 131 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 132
Kyrie 70 Clementissime conditor 
          La 263, fol. 23 
 
 133 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 134
Kyrie 70 Conditor kyrie 
                 Pa 10508, fol. 7v 
 
 135 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 136
Kyrie 82 Kyrie rex celse 
                 Ma 19421, fol. 7 
 
 137 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 138
Kyrie 86 O pater excelse 
 
                  Ma 289, fol. 10 
 
 
 139 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 140
Kyrie 102 Clemens rector 
          Pa 10508, fol. 7 
 
 141 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 142
Kyrie 104 
 
         Val 107, fol. 29 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kyrie 105 
 
         Mr 24, fol. 11v 
 
 
 
 
 143 
Kyrie 124 Rex magne Domine 
             Ma 19421, fol. 11v 
 
 144
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 145 
    Kyrie 124 Rex magne genitor           
           Pa 10508, fol. 8 
 
 146
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 147 
Kyrie 124 Summe pater a quo 
 
          Pa 10508, fol. 11 
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Kyrie 142 Kyrie Deus sempiterne 
          Ma 289, fol. 8 
 
 150
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Kyrie 144 
 
         Pa 1235, fol. 214v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kyrie 151 
 
         As 695, fol. 14v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 152
Kyrie 155 Dominator 
          La 263, fol. 27 
 
 153 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 154
Kyrie 161 Summe Deus qui cuncta 
                Ma 19421, fol. 12v 
 
 155 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 156
Kyrie 162 Kyrie rex saeculorum 
              Pa 10508, fol. 15v 
 
 157 
 
 158
Kyrie 171 
 
              La 263, fol. 117 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 159 
Kyrie 175 Regum summe 
 
                  Ma 19421, fol. 7v 
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Kyrie 185 Unice Christe 
          Li 2, fol. 247   
          Pa 1087, fol. 99 
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 163 
Kyrie 189 
 
               An 97, fol. 100 
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Kyrie 192 Splendor aeterne 
                 Ma 19421, fol. 6v 
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 166
Kyrie 205 
 
         Ma 289, fol. 13v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 167 
Kyrie 214 
 
          As 695, fol. 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 168
Kyrie 217 Kyrie genitor eleison 
 
          La 263, fol. 29 
 
 
 169 
Kyrie 217x 
 
         As 695, fol. 14v 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kyrie vi 
 
         Pa 7185, fol. 71v 
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Kyrie viii 
 
         Cai, 60, fol. 113 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kyrie ix 
 
         Pa 13252, fol. 24v 
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Kyrie x 
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Kyrie 96 
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Kyrie 16 Orbis factor 
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